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MBEtS SIHWT HHU ROW
INTUGS Strike Call Ends In FIASCO
“The Congress Hig Command and the Union Government should 

know that thcorganise<working class in Kerala will not stand as idle 
spectators to the conspacy of subverting the democratically elected 
Government of the Stat”, said Com. P. Balachandra Menon, General 
Secretary, Kerala Comittee of the AITUC, in a statement issued on 
July 7.

Com. Menon addd that “the democratic facade of election as 
suggested- by the Confess Parliamentary Board is a mere cover for 
Central intervention” Je appealed to the workers to realise the sini-' 
star implications of tls trap laid by the Parliamentary Board of the
Congress Party.

The working class in Kerala firmly 
rebuffed attempts of th State units 
of the INTUC, HMS ancUTUC to call 
a General Strike on Jue 29, as part 
of the so-called “Liberuon Struggle” 
being waged by opposiion parties in 
Kerala. Hardly 10,000 >ut of 5 lakh 
workers in organised industries in 
"Kerala responded to ths strike-call. 
- This was but natural In a memo
randum submitted. ly the Kerala 
Committee of the ATUC to the
Prime Minister on Jun> 24, the Com
mittee had pointed out that the wor
kers in Kerala haw made many 
significant gains since the present 
Government was formed.

’ OThe memorandum stated that. in
almost every industry h Kerala, wor- have,been set up. More than 10,000 
kers have obtained vage increases toddy tappers have been organised 
and bonuses. into cooperatives, 42 labour contract

The « Education Act pjaranieed se- societies are now functioning in the 
curity of, service, beber conditions
of w’ork and increased pay for about about a dozen cooperatives in the housingetc., to the plantation workers 
70,000 teachers in .the State. ■ beedi’industry have also been formed, have infuriated the landlords and

In various unorganised and small . In the coir industry employing more plantation owners. All those w7ho 
industries, industrial cooperatives' than 5 lakh workers, steps are being
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The Working Committee of g 
the AITUC has been conven- g 
ed in Delhi, on August 8 and * 
9, 1959. g

g The meeting will discuss
■s the conclusions of the 17th 
§ Indian Labour Conference,
§ verification of membership, 
§ grant of new affiliations and
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g other organisational matters. §

road construction department and 

taken to bring entire workers into 
cooperative field. Till now coopera
tives in the coir industry have been 
dominated by merchants and even by 
big feudal interests. Recently, an in
quiry was conducted into the working . 
of these coir cooperatives set up ear
lier by the Congress Government and 
the inquiry revealed that the enor
mous amounts allotted by the Gov
ernment of India and advanced to 
these cooperatives were squandered. 
The inquiry committee therefore re
commended the abolition of these co
operatives. The new cooperatives set 
up by the present Government belong 
to the entire coir workers and so far 
about 17,000 workers have been

-brought into such cooperatives.
In the cashew industry which em

ploys ■ about 70,000 workers, attempts • 
are now being made to start the Ca
shew7 Trading 
to re-organise 
dustry;

The KSTUC

Corporation, in order 
the crises-ridden in

memorandum pointed 
out that “all these steps while bene- 
fitting .the workers, have created in
security for the middle-men and the 
contractors” w7ho have prospered so 
far at the cost of working people.

The* Agrarian Relations Bill, and 
the New7 Plantation Rules which seek
to assure medical aid and better-

(Contd. on page 2)



(Contd. from front page} 
are affected by these policies of the 
Kerala Government are making use 
of the opposition political parties to 
create a state of tension and insecu
rity in the State, the memorandum 
pointed out.

The KSTUC said that the workers 
in Kerala have remained aloof from 
all the’turmoil because -they have 
been able to register the following 
gains:

—Last year in almost all industries, 
workers have got bonus and in no 
industry has it gone below 6 per cent 
of the total wages. In some indus
tries such as rubber factory, rayon, 
aluminium, paper, etc., the bonus paid 
was 20 to 30 per cent of total wages.

— 13 long-term agreements bet
ween management and unions, with 
the help of the Government have 
been arrived at in certain major in
dustries, which have gone a long way. 
in assuring stable industrial peace, 
while at the same time safeguarding 
the vital interest of the workers con
cerned. As a result of these agree
ments and the minimum wages fix
ed by the Government, the workers in 
most of the industries have received 
wage increases ranging from 2 to 120 
per cent. ■

— Labour legislation enacted by 
the Government so far include the 
Maternity Benefit Act, which contains 
many provisions advantageous to the 
women workers..

— The Shops and . Establishments 
Bill now before the Select Committee 
allows 36 holidays with pay. The Pay
ment of Wages Act is made applicable 
to employees in shops and com
mercial establishments. Most import
ant provision in the bill is the right 
of an employee whose services are 
dispensed with, to appeal to a pre
scribed authority who can direct 
either reinstatement or payment of 
compensation.

-—The Bee.di and Cigar Act and the 
National and Festival Holidays Act 
are the other two important trade 
union legislations enacted by the 
Kerala Government.

—The new Draft Industrial Rela
ms Bill seeks to empower the Works 

committees for settlement of certain 
mievances at the factory or plant 
:vel. Industrial Relations Commit

tees consisting of equal number of 
employers and employees take such 
issues which are to be handled on in
dustry basis. All trade unions under 
certain conditions are entitled- to be 
recognised by the employer. The pur
pose of the Bill is to encourage col
lective agreement and for settlement 
of disputes by negotiations.

In this connection, the memoran
dum. also pointed out 'that in the in
numerable Industrial Relations Com
mittees, Minimum Wages Commit
tees, etc., set up by the Government 
of Kerala, all national Trade Union 
Centres have been given due repre
sentation. Though certain Centra] 
organisations do not have even ten 
per cent of the total registered mem
bership, they also enjoy representa
tion in the Committee. “This will 
clearly show that the charge of dis
crimination in favour of the AITUC 
is false.”

international Conference G Chemical, 
Oil And Allied Wokers

The Third World Conference of 
the Trade Unions International of 
Chemical, Oil and Allied Workers 
(Trade Department of the WFTU) 
was held in Leipzig from May 25 
to 30. One hundred and thirty-six 
delegates and observers from 32 
countries of Europe, Asia, Africa 
and Latin America, representing 
about 5 million workers in these 
industries took part.

The WFTU was represented by two 
Secretaries, Com. Ma-Chung Ku and 
Guiseppe Casadei. Comrade Casadei 
greeted the Conference in the name 
of the Secretariat of the WFTU.

From India, Com. G. Sundram, Ge
neral Secretary, All-India Petroleum 
Workers’ Federation and Com. Shivaji 
Patil, General Secretary, Hind Oil 
Kamgar Sabha (HMS) participated 
in the conference.

The united character of the meet
ing was emphasised by the fact that 
14 of the National Centres represen
ted at the meeting were affiliated to 
the WFTU, 8 to the ICFTU. and 10 
were independent, being affiliated to 
no international trade union organi
sation. A broad delegation from the

The mebrandum of the KSTUC 
also pointy out that during the last 
-two years ertain provocative strug
gles have been conducted by the 
unions affilted to the INTUC against 
the wishes! the overwhelming ma
jority of 4 workers. Pointing out 
that since e time of N.” Joshi and 
V. V. Giri,aere has been a healthy 
conventionaat in all political ques
tions, the ishes of at least 75 per 
cent of theyorkers should be ascer- , 
tained, the [sTUC said that the IN- 
TUS, HMSnd UTUC who are now 
sponsoring general strikes in the 
State, havebsolutely no majority in 
the major (ganised industries. The 
decision to dl the general strike was 
taken by re-esentatives of only 153 
unions out i the total 1,500 unions 

• in Kerala, 'he memorandum there
fore stressedhat “such a struggle by 
the minoritjis definitely anti-work- 
ing class.” i

German Fedml Republic made up of 
9 delegates ad 11 observers, was also 
present. !

The two rports presented to the 
Conference, th first by Georges Van- 
haute and thesecond by the General 
Secretary of he Oil Workers of In
donesia, wereividely discussed.. More 
than 40 deletes took part in th 
discussion dumg the plenary sessions 
and more thin one hundred during 
the meetings if the five commissions 

. which, for tub days, discussed oil, 
chemicals, rubier, cardboard and glass 
and ceramics.; In all these commis
sions, the quesions affecting the wor
kers were cicely discussed and re
solutions wer^ adopted to guide fu
ture action for economic demands.

Linking thei demands for better 
living conditicps to the problems of 
peace, and associating itself with the 
decisions of the Goerlitz. Conference 
for a Peace Treaty with Germany and 
a peaceful solution of the Berlin 
question, the Conference decided to 
send a delegation to Geneva to make 
known the firm desire for peace of 
the millions of workers in the indus
tries.
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Delhi Workers' United Move

THOUSANDS 
PRIME MINIS

The strike in National and Grind- 
lays Bank, Raj Engineering Works 
and the closure of Ajodhya Textile 
Mills, to name only a few, tiave 
brought forth sharply the steadily 
deteriorating industrial relations in 
the capital. Faced with the mounting 
offensive of the employers, it was but 
natural that the organised workers in 
Delhi should forge greater unity of 
action.

Representing over eighty thousand 
organised workers and employees in 

* the Capital, the Delhi Trade Union 
Action Committee has been set up. 
Since the Union Government itself 
came in a big way in all these dis
putes, with the tragic consequences of 
a dilatory policy, the Action Commit
tee decided on a Workers’ March to 
present their grievances to the Prime 
Minister.

The workers’ protest march was 
called on July 7. Thousands of work
ers joined in the procession which 
converged on the Prime Minister’s 
house.

The memorandum submitted to the 
Prime Minister listed the details of 
the unilateral and provocative actions 
taken by the employers and demand
ed immediate Governmental inter
vention.

The strike in National and Grind- 
lays Bank began on June 23, foPow- 

{ ng the dismissal of six leaders of the 
union. The action of the bank mana
gement was not only in violation, of 

■ the provisions of the Bank Award but 
the British manager of the Bank de
clared that this was how he preposed 
to “deal with Indians”. He is repert- 
ed to have said that he “was a major 
in the army and knows how to deal 
with Indians.”

• The Prime Minister was also told 
of the many other instances of victi
misation of trade unionists, non-im- 
plementation of the Tribunal awards, 
violation of the Code of Discipline 
and the wanton interference by the 
police in trade disputes^ The Action 
Committee also demanded that the 
curbs imposed by Government on de- 
montsrations, etc., should be removed.
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MARCH TO 
FERS HOUSE

On July 6, Com. H. L. Parwana, 
Convenor, Delhi Trade Unions Action 
Committee, addressing a press con
ference, said that bank employees all 
over the country will be forced to 
move into action, if the six employees 
in Grindlays Bank were not taken 
back.

The Action Committee also took 
serious note of the Government’s fai
lure to intervene even in cases of 
deliberate violation of Awards on the 
part of employers. For instance, the

MADURAI TEXTILE
Com. K. T. K. Tangamani, M.P.- 

and Com. Balasubramaniam, Presi
dent, Madurai Textile Workers Union 
(AITUC) ended their hunger strike 
on July 1, following the assurance of 
the Chief 'Minister and Labour Mini
ster of Madras that de novo talks 
would commence on July 4, for settle
ment of the dispute.

The leaders had gone on hunger 
strike on June 19 against the continu
ed lock-out in the textile mills in 
Madurai, Vikramasinghapuram and 
Tuticorin controlled by the Harveys, 
since May 18, 1959. 22,000 workers 
are affected by the lock-out. Follow
ing the hunger strike of the trade 
union leaders, leaders of different 
political parties in Madras State like 
Shri Sampat (DMK), Shri Pakkiri- 
swamy Pillay (SP), Shri Subra
maniam (PSP) and Shri Kalyanasun- 
daram, President, Tamilnad Commit
tee of the AITUC, met the Chief 
Minister and Labour Minister of Ma
dras State on June 30 and the Mini
sters assured them that, negotiations 
for a settlement of a dispute would 
begin on July 4 before the Labour 
Commissioner in Madras. On this as
surance, the leaders of the political 
parties requested Com. K.T.K. Tan
gamani and Com. Balasubrahma,niam 
to withdraw their hunger strike.

The hunger strike was withdrawn 
on these assurances on July 4. A mass

Raj Engineering Works did not imple
ment the Supreme Court decisions 
which came after eight long years of 
litigation and the workers were com
pelled to resort to strike.

The Ajodhya textile mills in Delhi 
has been closed down throwing out 
1,200 out of jobs. A batch, of workers 
are offering satyagraha before the re
sidence of Shri Abid'Ali, Union De
puty Labour Minister.

In Delhi Cloth Mills, top-ranking 
leaders of the union have been victi
mised.

Com. Parwana said that if the Gov
ernment fails to intervene, the Action 
Committee would be compelled to 
take direct action, including a token 
strike in' all the industries in the 
Capital.

WORKERS’ STRUGGLE
rally held on July 4 evening attended 
by over 25,000 people congratulated 
Com. K.T.K. Tangamani and Com. 
Balasubramaniam on the successful 
culmination of their hunger strike.

The struggle of the textile workers 
in Madurai was supported by the 
entire working class in Tamilnad and 
solidarity actions were organised 
throughout the State. This was parti
cularly seen in the complete hartal 
organised on June 26 at Madurai and 
on June 30 at Tirumangalam.

At the talks which began before the 
Labour Commissioner, workers repre
sentatives included Com. P. Rama- 
murti, Vice President, 'AITUC, P. A. 
Kannaya (PLU—an independent or
ganisation) and Shri Rangaswainy 
(INTUC). The talks continued on 
July 5, 6 and 7 after which the em
ployers’ representatives wanted time 
to consult their Board of Directors.

. July 10, 1959

JAMSHEDPUR TINPLATE 
WORKERS’ STRIKE

2500 workers in Indian Tinplate 
Co., Jamshedpur, went on a token 
strike on June 14 protesting against 
the management’s attitude of not pay
ing any heed to the demands of the 
workers.

The strike was called by the Tin
plate Workers Union (INTUC).

TRADE UNION RECORD



T.U.L OF COMMERCE 
WORKERS FORMED

the affiliation of their organisations. 
Several of them indicated that this 
affiliation would be forthcoming very 
soon and. signed statements with the 
new TUI.

Called together by a Preparatory 
Committee set up by the World 
Federation of Trade Unions, 110 
delegates and observers represent
ing 9.854,150 workers in commerce 
from 34 countries took part in the 
International Trade Conference of 
Workers in Commerce, which was 
held in Prague from June 1 to 4.

Forty-one speakers took part in 
the discussion of the. report presented 
by Com. Domenico Banchieri, Secre
tary of the Preparatory Committee 
on the formation of the Trade Unions 
International of Workers in Com
merce and its future tasks and the 
report presented by R. Delon, General 
Secretary of the National Union of 
Employees in Commerce, Credit In
stitutions, Insurance, Social Security 
and Allied Workers of France, on the 
programme of demands of workers in 
commerce.

From the very wide discussion 
which took place it emerged that if in 
the socialist countries, the situation of 
workers in comerce is improving 
continually, in the capitalist and colo
nial countries, the workers have to 
struggle constantly to win improve
ments and even to keep what they 
have won by past struggles. The Con
ference showed that all workers in 
commerce are ready to struggle in 
complete unity to win the demands 
set out in a document which, like the 
resolutions adopted, was passed 
unanimously.

Among the questions which often 
arose was the problem of the defence
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g Price: g
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of peace. A memorandum to the 
Foreign Ministers Conference in Ge
neva was adopted and the Conference 
named a delegation to take the do
cument on June 9.

The formation, of the Trade Unions 
International of Workers in Com
merce was also approved unanim
ously, even by those delegates who, 
for various reasons, could not promise

PROTEST AGAINST
FAULTY VERIFICATION
IN BOMBAY

The Lever Brothers Employees 
Union (AITUC) has protested to the 
Union Labour Minister and the Bom
bay Labour Minister about the faulty 
method of verification of membership 
done by the Labour Commissioner, 
Bombay State, into the membership 
claims of the AITUC and INTUC 
unions in the establishment of Hin
dustan Lever Ltd., Bombay.

Recording an impressive list of 
bogus membership, the INTUC’s Hin
dustan Lever Employees Union claim
ed on its rolls 1,163 workers as against 
£09 belonging to the Lever Brothers 
Employees Union.

The Lever Brothers Employees 
Union has the backing of the over
whelming majority of the workers 
and is recognised by the manage
ment. Following the claim of the 
INTUC union for recognition, the 
management fought the help of the 
State Labour Department to verify 
the respective claims of the two 
unions.

As against the demand of the AI
TUC union for a thorough checking 
of the membership of both the unions, 
the Bombay Labour Commissioner in
sisted only on conducting what is cal
led a “sample checking”.

Even on this sample check, it was 
found that out of 58 “common” mem
bers, 41 declared themselves to be 
members of the AITUC union. Of 12 
members examined, as challenged by 
the INTUC union, 11 confirmed their

The new Trade Unions Interna
tional (the eleventh) has 24 member
organisations and organises 8,508,650 
workers.

Maria Radova (Czechoslovakia) 
was elected President and Micha 
Routshkin (USSR) and Pierre Delon 
(France) Vice Presidents. Demonico 
Banchieri (Italy) was elected General 
Secretary and Dimdriu Usiteru (Ru
mania) Secretary.

membership of the AITUC union. On 
the contrary, inquiry into the mem-:' 
bership of the INTUC union, on sam
ple check of 10, revealed that 5 decla
red themselves members of the 
AITUC union, two declared they be
longed to none.

The AITUC union therefore de
manded that the rolls of the rival 
union deserves closer scrutiny but this 
was not done by the Labour Commis
sioner, Instead, he granted a mem
bership of 1,163 to the INTUC union.

The Lever Bros. Employees Union 
has therefore approached the Union 
Labour Ministry to enforce strictly 
the procedure for verification of trade 
union membership adopted at tripar
tite meetings.

The management of Hindustan Le
ver Ltd., has also not acceded to the 
demand of the INTUC union to ac
cord recognition to it.

AITUC REPRESENTATIVE ON 
DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL

As per the nomination of the AI
TUC, Com. P. Balachandra Menon, 
General Secretary, Kerala State 
Trade Union Council and Vice Presi
dent, AITUC, has been appointed by 
the Government of India as a mem
ber of the Development Council for 
the scheduled industries engaged in 
the manufacture and production of 
electric fans, electric lamps, electro
nic equipment, household appliances 
(such as electric irons, heaters and 
the like), storage batteries, dry bat
teries, telephones, telegraphic equip
ment, etc.
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Ramanujam’s 
To Justify

If a “theory” was found 
wanting by arch-disruptionists 
of the 'working class movement 
to justify their heinous acts, 
Shri Ramanujam. President of 
the INTUC, has offered one.

The INTUC President is ham
mer and tongs against the first 
basic principle of healthly trade 
unionism — ONE UNION IN 
ONE INDUSTRY.

Speaking to pressmen in 
Dhanbad, Shri Ramanujam said, 
“he did not believe in the prin- 
pile of 'One Union in One In
dustry’ so long as Communists 
were in the trade union field.’’ (Indian Worker, June 29).

His theory is that '‘Commu
nists were no trade unionists as 
they did not really believe in 
democracy.”

And with his amazing sense 
of prognostication, Shri Rama
nujam predicted: “in the pre
sent circumstances, 'One Union 
in One Industry’ would only 
lead to dictatorship.''.1

The INTUC President ex
plained his new theory as fol
lows:

“Since the party system was 
inevitable for growth of demo
cracy, existence of more than 
one trade union in an industry 
could similarly help the growth 
of healthy trade union move
ment in the country, but, he 
doubted, if even here the com
munists could provide that 
healthy opposition.

New Theory- 
Disruption

“The slogan of 'One Union in • 
One Industry’ had been voiced 
more by the Communists who 
did not believe in democracy in 
the country, he stated.” (Indian. Worker)

It would be interesting, in 
this connection, to note what 
Shri V. V. Giri, no friend of the 
Communists, wrote about “One 
Union in One Industry”:

"Multiplicity of unions in the 
came establishment leads to in
ter-union rivalries. which ulti
mately cut at the root of the 
movement. It weakens the 
power for. collective bargaining 
and reduces the effectiveness of 
workers in securing their legiti
mate rights. If one union agrees 
with the employer on a parti
cular issue, another union dis
agrees and also raises a new issue. There should, therefore, 
be only one union in one in
dustry.

“The employers and Govern
ment must fully realize that 
trade unions have come to stay 
as part and parcel of the eco
nomic system and are necessary 
for the advancement of national 
economy. It is the trade union 
alone that represents the gri
evances and demands of wor
kers, and if industrial peace is 
to be secured it can only be 
through an understanding bet
ween employers’. and workers 
organisations. Mutual under

standing in this regard would' 
be greatly facilitated if the 
principle of ‘One Union in One 
Industry' is fully established 
and adhered to in practice.” (Labour problems in Indian Industry pp. 54-55).

The Tripartite Labour-Con
ference and Committees have 
also so far upheld this princi
ple of 'One Union in One Indus
try.’

Shri Gulzarilal Nanda, the 
Union Labour Minister, spoke 
ar. the Nainital Conference: 
“Trude Union conflicts have 
been undermining the strength 
and solidarity of working class- 
fiThe ideal condition would to 
nave a unified trade union 
structure throughout industry.”.Is a first step in mitigating 
intcr-union rivalries and to 
pave way for greater TU unity, 
an Inter-Union Code of Conduct 
was also adopted at Nainital in 
May 1958.

The INTUC was also a signa
tory to the Inter-Union Code of 
Conduct, but one wonders, after 
Shri Ramanujam’s new pro
nouncement, where the INTUC 
stands in relation to the Code 
of Conduct!

It is, of course, understanda
ble that the INTUC should have 
some justification for disrup
tion of the united federations of 
trade unions in the banks, pet
roleum, etc., and lately in the 
defence establishments. But the 
mass of workers know and 
judge them by their disruptive 
acts and disruption clothed in 
finely-meshed theories cannot 
but show what it is.

WORKERS IN BOMBAY ARE 
UNDER-NOURISHED- 

SAYS GOVT. REPORTRecently a survey of families of industrial workers in a mill area in Greater Bombay was carried out by the Department of Nutrition of the Government of Bombay.The results of this study have been published by the Government in the “Report on the Diet and nutritionJULY 20, 1959

Studies in an Industrial Area (Kurla, Bombay).”According to the report, the average dietary intake as well as the nutritional status of this industrial population is not satisfactory. Although the diet is adequate in caloric yield i.e., quantitatively, by inclusion of more protective foods, the main symptoms of deficiency, particularly among women and children, are indicative of generalised undernourishment, hypovitaminosis—A and iron 
f

5

deficiency.
MINIMUM WAGES 

FIXEDThe Government of Bombay has with effect from July 1, 1959 fixed Rs. 1.50 nP as the minimum rate of wages to be paid to adult employee engaged in stone-breaking or stone crushing operations in the mines situated in the Sourashtra area. Children, however will get only half the wages paid to the adult employee.TRADE UNION RECORD



FOURTH CONGRESS OF
YUGOSLAV TRADE UNIONS

The report submitted by Svetozar 
Vukmanovic-Tempo to the Fourth 
Congress of the Confederation of 
Trade Unions of Yugoslavia held at 
Belgrade on April 23 described the 
role of Yugoslav trade unions thus: 
*’The trade unions are more and more 
an organisation representing the poli
tical foundation of workers’ self-gov
ernment, a mass organisation enab
ling the working class successfully to 
realize its right to management of 
society and the economy.”

The report dealt with the function 
and tasks of the Yugoslav trade unions 
under the new conditions, the deve
lopment of the economy and the 
standard of living under the condi
tions of workers' management, the 
role of trade unions in economic de
velopment, principles of remuneration 
according to work, the workers’ living 
and working conditions, workers’ 
education and training, organisational 
problems and the expansion and in
tensification of international ties.

Apart from the emphasis laid on the 
development of what is called the 
‘‘system of workers and social self
management” which is a characte
ristic of the pattern of society being 
built in Yugoslavia, the report high
lighted the necessity of improving the 
system of remuneration in enterprises 
according to work output.

It was noted in the report that “a 
comparison of real earnings between 
different branches and enterprises 
also indicates that the level of earn
ings is not formed in accordance with 
the productivity recorded, nor is in
creased productivity in relation to the 
earlier period reflected in a growth 
of earnings in every case. Due to 
this, establishment of the level of pro
ductivity as the criterion for forma
tion of earnings represents one of our 
immediate tasks.”

Dealing with real earnings of wor
kers, the report stated that progress 
made in increasing the real earnings 
of the workers has been satisfactory.

President Tito in his address to 
the Congress also stressed that the 
trade unions play a particularly im
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portant role with regard to the cor
rect remuneration of the workers. He 
said: ‘‘We are striving to increase 
productivity of work, which would be 
impossible to achieve if remuneration 
were to be based on indiscriminate 
equal pay and not on the basis of 
merit.”

Trade unions, President Tito said, 
should ‘‘play an important part in re
gulating the relations between various 
enterprises and should endeavour to 
eliminate tendencies towards local
ism, which appear here and there, 
particularly in the system of decent
ralisation of management.”

The Congress conducted its work 
through three commissions: Commis
sion for Standard of Living, Commis
sion for Organisational-Political Ques
tions and Commission for Education, 
Culture and Sports.

Dealing with questions relating to 
employment of women, the Congress 
pointed out that “trade union organi-

35000 WORKERS ON STRIKE
IN MONTEVIDEO

Thirtyfive thousand public service 
workers in Montevideo (Uruguay), 
South America, went on one-day 
token strike on June 10, demanding 
higher wages. The strike completely 
paralysed port services, State airlines, 
State banks and telephone exchanges.

BUILDING WORKERS ON STRIKE 
IN FINLAND

In Finland, 14,000 building workers 
began a strike on June 1 for a new 
collective agreement and increased 
wages and piece work as well as re
duction in working hours. The work
ing conditions of 50,000 building wor
kers are affected.

The strike is being supported by 
workers in other industries.

Railwaymen in Finland have deci
ded to subscribe one hour’s wages 
every fortnight to the strike fund of 
the building workers and have also 
asked the leadership of their union 
to grant financial aid to the strikers. 

6

sationS are entitled to engage in work 
directed at surmounting conservative 
conceptions concerning the social po
sition of women, as such conceptions 
often lead to difficulties in the em
ployment of women and their ad
vancement in their jobs.”

The Congress also laid down tasks 
on social and health protection, inter
nal relations in work collectives, 
satety at work, construction and allot
ment of flats, recreation facilities, 
workers’ education, etc.

On international co-operation, a 
document adopted by the Congress 
expressed “readiness to continue sup
porting all peace-loving and construc
tive actions, all tendencies which en
courage closer contacts among trade 
unions of all countries and progressive 
social and economic development in 
general, while at the same time, con
tinuing to offer decisive resistance to 
all imperialistic, colonial and anti
socialist actions.”

The Congress was attended by 
about 1600 delegates and guests, and 
also sixty delegates representing 33 
labour organisations in 28 countries. 
Com. K. G. Sriwastava, Secretary, 
AITUC besides delegates of INTUC 
and HMS were present from. India at 
the Yugoslav TU Congress.

PRINTERS’ STRIKE IN 
ICELAND

A strike which started at the begin
ning of the month of June paralysed 
printing shops bringing out papers 
and books, in Iceland.

After nine days the printing work
ers won their demands—a 15 per cent 
increase in wages and a reduction in 
working hours.

Not a single paper appeared in 
Iceland during the strike.

©

ALL-INDLA TEXTILE
CONFERENCE POSTPONED

The All-India Conference of Textile 
Workers Unions convened in Bombay 
by the Mumbai Girani Kamgar Union 
from July 17 to 19 has been post
poned.

No fresh dates have been announ
ced as yet by the Mumbai Girani 
Kamgar Union.
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“DEATH BENEFIT FUND” 
STARTED BY BURNS 

EMPLOYEES UNION

A function was arranged by the 
Burns Employees Union, Howrah, on 
July 3 to distribute the first payment 
under the “Death Benefit Fund” start
ed by the union.

Every member of the Fund has to 
pay Re. 1 as admission fee and 50 nF 
as monthly subscription. In the year 
1958-59, a sum of Rs. 700 each was 
paid out of the fund to five nominees 
of deceased employees.

At the meeting held on July 3, the 
initiative shown by the union in 
starting the “Death Benefit Fund” 
was appreciated by the State Labour 
Minister, Shri Abdus Sattar as well 
as by Com. Hrishi Banerjee, Secre
tary, W. Bengal Committee of the 
AITUC and Com. Sibnath Banerjee 
(HMS), among others.

★
COIMBATORE TEA AND COFFEE 
WORKERS UNION, COIMBATORE

The 11th annual general body 
meeting of the Coimbatore Tea and 
Coffee Workers Union was held on 
June 21 under the presidentship of 
Com. T. Balan.

Com. M. Yesian, General Secre
tary of the union submitted the 
Annual Report.

The meeting elected an executive 
of 19 members with Com. M. Kup- 
puswami as President, Com. Par- 
vathi Krishnan, M.P. and Com. 
Subbiyan Gounder as Vice Presi
dents, Com. M. Yesian as General 
Secretary, Com. T. K. John and P. 
Arunachalam as Secretaries and 
Com. M. Nanjian as Treasurer.

A
BURN’S EMPLOYEES’ UNION, 

HOWRAH, DEMANDS EFFECTIVE
IMPLEMENTATION OF 

MINES ACT

The 13th annual general meeting 
of the Burn’s Employees' Union, 
Howrah, was held on May 21 in 

which resolutions regarding effec
tive implementation of the Mines 
Act, abolition of contract system, 
registration of trade unions, hous
ing etc. were passed. The meeting 
also demanded the formation of 
Wage Board for the IISCo. workers 
including its ore mines for deter
mining the fair wages.

STRIKE OF PALI TEXTILE
WORKERS ENDS IN VICTORY

Protesting against the dimsissal ol 
9 workers in the Pali textile mills, 
Com. Mohan Punamiya, Secretary, 
Rajasthan STUC, went on a hunger 
strike on June 4. Over 2000 workers 
also struck work in sympathy, despite 
opposition of the local INTUC uninn.

The hunger strike was called off on 
June 17, following a settlement.

★
ASSAM MOTOR WORKERS’ 

PROTEST ACTION

Road transport workers in Dibru
garh held a demonstration on June 10 
to protest against police excesses.

The demonstration was called by 
the Dibrugarh Branch of the Assam 
Motor Workers’ Union.

Com. Jabbal Bahadur Chetri, an 
activist of the union, was tortured in 
police custody in Dibrugarh, when he 
was arrested for alleged violation of 
the Motor Vehicles Act.

The union submitted a memoran
dum to the Police Superintendent who 
assured that the matter would be pro
perly investigated.

NEW HOUSING COLONY FOR 
FOR BHILAI WORKERS

1 2000 workers employed in the 
Bhilai Steel Project will be given 
plots measuring 20’ x 20’ each for con
structing huts in north of Bhilainagar. 
The facility will be given to the con
tractors and their labourers.

There are already three colonies for 

workers which provide shopping cen
tre, a primary school, a community 
recreation centre, dispensary and ma
ternity and child welfare centre. Ela
borate arrangements for free distri
bution of milk for workers’ children 
have also been made.

All the amenities such as drinking 
water, sanitation and electricity are 
provided by the authorities and those 
who desire io build their own huts 
are also supplied with materials.

UP Employers Default P.
Dues in Lakhs

The Additional Labour Commis
sioner of Uttar Pradesh claimed at a 
press conference in Kanpur on June 
30, that within the last four or five 
months the arrears of Provident Fund 
due from employers had been reduced 
by about Rs. 4 lakhs to about Rs. 14 
lakhs.

The record of the employers in de
faulting payment of P.F. dues has 
been a permanent scandal for some 
time now and from the fact that even 
now lakhs of rupees yet remain un
realised shows that the situation has 
not improved much.

Shri V. R. Natesan, Regional Di
rector of the State ESI Scheme, also 
stated that a sum of Rs. 3.5 lakhs ap
proximately was due from 95 em
ployers in the State of U.P. on ac
count of contributions under the ESI 
Scheme. Of these 38 employers be
longed to Kanpur.

It was also revealed at the Labour 
Commissioner’s press conference that 
the Workers’ Education Scheme could 
not be introduced so far, since the 
employers were unwilling to grant 
leave with wages.

A survey recently conducted at 
Kanpur into two slums, it is learnt, 
showed that of the total of 205 fami
lies covered, 188 were paying rent be
low Rs. 5, 16 families between Rs. 5 
and upto Rs. 10, and only one family 
was paying Rs. 10.

It was found that 92 per cent of 
the families were paying less than Rs. 
5 monthly rent for their dwellings, 
and 82 per cent of the families were 
not able to shift to quarters built 
under the Subsidised Industrial Hou
sing Scheme, as the rent of Rs. 10 per 
month is regarded excessive by them.
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ONWARD WITH FUND CAMPAIGN!
News from Mabagujerat 

about the remarkable progress 
of the Building Fund drive 
gives the example of the 
Woollen Mill Kamdar Union, 
Jamnagar, with a membership; 
of only 800, having collected 
already a sum of Rs. 607.25 in 
the first round..

This is. worth emulating.
From Punjab, the General; 

Secretary of the State Com-' 
mittee of the AITUC informs 
us that collections so far total 
Rs. 4,000 and the drive is 
continuing.

Ferozabad, a centre of ban
gle industry in UP, has decid
ed to present a sum of Rs. 
2,000.

In Kerala,, despite all the; 
troubles being created by' 
communal * and opposition 
groups, the unions are actively. 
campaigning for the Building- 
Fund. The trade unions in one 
district-— Ernakulam — in a I 
recent meeting targeted for a • 
collection of Rs. 10,000.

In Rajasthan, in connection 
with the campaign, a short 
history of the AITUC and- 
biography of Com. Dange has 
been published in Hindi.

Our unions in many centres 
and industries are engaged in 
conducting heroic actions in 
defence of the interests of the 
working class. With the in
crease in foddgrain prices and 
other essential . commodities 
and the employers’ ‘offensive 
against our trade union rights 
and living conditions, our 
unions have got to be in the 
forefront of the struggle the 
workers are forced to wage in 
defence of their vital interests.

In launching these struggles 
and in conducting them to 
victory, it should not be for
gotten that we build our or
ganisations and strengthen 
ourselves through these very 
struggles. The drive for the 
AITUC BUILDING FUND 
will essentially remain a part 
of the all-round struggle 
which the workers wage to 
advance their living standards.

We wish to state this here 
because there might be a ten
dency on the part of some 
unions to take up the Fund 
campaign only when they get 
some “respite” from the pres
sing actions they are busy 
with. Wc are sure all unions

’ : " . ; ■■ ■ ’ '■ will consciously fight such er
roneous . tendencies and take . 
upon the Building Fund cam
paign as part of their day-to- • 
day work.

-As we pointed out in an 
article earlier, . the campaign 
for the Building Fund is not 
just to realise the targeted . 
figure of Rs. 2 lakhs but a 
campaign towards further , or
ganisational consolidation of 
tlie trade union movement.

When the workers in Ben- 
.gal, in the battle for food, 
downed tools by hundreds of 
thousands, when the workers 
in textiles, mines, engineering 
and other industries all over . 
the country are waging deter
mined battles in defence of 
their interests, it is the AITUC 
and its unions which have 
stood in the forefront. And 
that is but the tradition of the 
AITUC — staunchest defen
der of working class interests 
for the last forty years!

That is why the collection 
of the AITUC BUILDING 
FUND and overfulfilling the 
target would be another mile
stone on the onward march of 
the working class in India.

1

HMS-UTUC AGREEMENT
Joint Work Planned

The Hind Mazdoor, official organ of 
the Hind Mazdoor Sabha (HMS) has. 
reported in its June issue that the' 
HMS and UTUC have decided to 
'“work together with the ' ultimate 
object of reaching unity’.’’

The agreement was signed at a 
meeting of HMS and UTUC represen
tatives held at Calcutta on June 6.

Following is the text of the agree-, 
menf:- ■' :

■ “The representatives of the UTUC 
and the" representatives of the Hind 

■Mazdoor Sabha here at a joint meet

ing held on 6th June 1959 in Calcutta 
arrived at the following decisions.

“(1) The UTUC and HMS decide to 
work together with the ultimate ob
ject of reaching unity.

“(2) For this purpose there shall be 
joint committees formed at the All- 
India level and at State level.

“(3) The All-India Committee shall 
consist of (I) Tridib” Chaudhufy 
(UTUC), . KR) Sisir.jRoy (UTUC), 
(iii) S.C.C-. Anthony; Pillai. (HMS) 
and (iv) Shri Bagaram- Tulpule 
(HMS).

“(4) The Joint Committee of the 
West Bengal shall consist of: (i) 
Jatin Chakraverty, (ii) Nepal Bhatta
charya, (iii) Anil Das, (iv) Deven

Sen, (v) Jatin Mitra and (vi.) Sibnath 
Banerjee.

“(5) These decisions have been ar
rived at with the approval of the 
Working Committee of the HMS and 
the UTUC.” .

The agreement was signed by S. C.. 
C. Anthony Pillai and Deyen Sen on 
behalf of the HMS and Jatin Chakra
varty, S. Roy and Efiutnath Day' for 
the UTUC. . ,

The UTUC which has signed the 
present- agreement belongs to Jatin 
Chatagayerty group. It will be remem
bered that following a split a few 
months ago,-, there exists two UTUCs 
—-“one led by Jatin Chakraverty and 
the other led by Blswanath Dubey.

Edited, printed and published by K. G. Sriwastaya at the New Age Printing Press, 5, Jhandewallan, 
Rani Jhansi Road, New Delhi? ’ '
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ESSENTIAL READING FOR 
TRADE UNIONISTS

1. Crisis and Workers by S. A. Dange—Price: Rs. 2.00

2. A Question to Trade Unions on ESI, PF and Pen
sion Schemes (Report of the Study Group on Social 
Security and other material) —Price : Rs. 1.50

3. Handbook of Tripartite Agreements—Price: Rs. 1.50

4. General Report at Ernakulam by S. A. Dange
—Price: Rs. 1.25

(Postage extra)
ALL INDIA TRADE UNION CONGRESS 

4 Ashok Road, New Delhi

New Age Printing Press, Rani Jhansi Road, New Delhi 1.
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No. LC-l(31)/59
Government of India 

Ministry of Labour & Employment

From

Shri T.C, Gupta, B.A., LL.B 
Section Officer.

To
Shri S.A. Lange, M.P., 
No.4, Ashok Road, 

New Delhi,

4 V s

Dated New Delhi; the

Subject;w 17th Session of the Indian Labour Conference. Madras 
27th to 29th July 1959 - T.A. Bill.

Dear Sir4

I am directed to forward herewith your Travelling. 

Allowance Bill (in duplicate) for Rs.140. 50 NP 

(Rupees one hundred, forty and Naye Paise fifty only) 
in connection with the above Conference and to request that 

it may kindly be returned to this Ministry duly signed at 

two places marked ’x’ in pencil. The certificate attached 

to the bill may also kindly be signed and returned along 

with the bill. On the original copy of the bill, signature 

at one place may be affixed on a revenue stamp.

Yours faithfully,

( T.C. GuptaJ) - 
Section Officer.

Encs T.A. Bill
(in duplicate)

j



^pendix III

DraXV-Mode1 Principles for reference 
of dis'outes to adjudication,

A, Individual disputes, '

Industrial disputes raised in regard to 

individual casis, i.e,, cases of dismissal, 
-........... 

discharge or any action of management on 

disciplinary grounds, may be referred for • 

adjudication if there is a prima facie case of-

(1) victimisation or unfair labdur 

practice,

(2) that the. standing orders in force have 

not been properly followed or that the 
i • / •'

principles of natural justice have not 

boon folio wed,,...and

(3) the con ci licit! op. machinery reports that 

injustice has been done to the workmen*'

In all tho aforesaid cases, however, if thero is 

priny facio evidence to show that* the workmen 

concerned have resorted to violence or otherwise '/ 

committed a serious broach of the Code of

Discipline, then adjudication may ordinarily be z

refused*

Collective disputes,

No dispute may, ordinarily be referred for

adjudication-

(1) Unless efforts at conciliation have failed

. and there is no further scope for

conciliation and tho parties aro not

' ' ■ agreeable for arbitration*

(2) If thoro is an illegal strike or lockout * .

or a strike or lockout resorted to without 

sooking settlement by constitutional means 

and without proper notice, unless such

str’ko (or direct action) o- IcJ.out.



tho case may, bo is called off.‘

(3) If the demand relates to a claim for 

wagos for the period of a strike, or the 

demand is such, which following judicial 

decisions tho Tribunals have consitcntly 

refused to concede, o.g, tho demand .1 about 

rocongnition of union,

(4) If in rospoct of demands other legal 

remedies arc available, i.o, matters covered 

by tho Factories Act, Workmens’ Compensation 

Act, I^ininnm Wagos Act, etc,

(5) If tho matters in dispute are ponding •before a 

Committee appointed by Government,

II. In ordering adjudication tho following factors 

will bo taken into account:-

(1) Tho reasonableness of demands and their 

justiciability.

(2) Tho rOTQyaUSSioUOH the other units of tho 

some industry or allied industry.

(3) The capacity of the industry to pay or 

accede to demands like increased 'wages, etc.

(4) The standing of the union raising the 

dispute and tho strength’behind the demands,

Kotei, • • , . • ■ .;

It will bo. useful if ’norms1 are laid down 

With regard to various conditions of service, ••.welfare 

provisions, etc,, in industries. They will be of help 

in,, deciding whether a particular dispute should or should 

not be referred to adjudication. ..
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2 5 JUN 1959

To,
The Secretary,
All-India Trade Union Congress, 
4 Ashoka Road, NEW DELHI.

JAMNAGAR TRADE UNION CCNGRESS, 
TRADE UNION HOUSE, RANJIT ROAD, 
JAMNAGAR. Dt. 2Jrd June,1959*

Sub: Tripartite Conference for Industrial Relations 
l?th Indian Labour Conference.

Dear Comrade,

Re:INDIVIDUAL DISPUTES:

It has been a consistent policy of th^e Labour Department of 
the Bombay State not to take up individual disputes for conciliation 
proceedings, leave apart referring them for adjudication. We, from 
our own experience, can state that the individual disputes are summer- 
illy rejected by the Conciliation Officer without considering the 
merits of the dispute, I take the liberty to cite some specific ins
tances of such policy:

1. Shri Ramkiklal R. Sarda vs. Jamnagar Borough Municipality: 
The workman was dismissed illigally. The Municipality,on 

a dispute being raised by the. Union and when summoned before the ^ist. 
Labour Officer, Jamnagar, resolved to reinstate him, but are not paying 
the workman the back-wages. The demand was for reinstatement with back 
wages. This dispute was referred to the Conciliation Officer by the 
Union for proceedings and settlement. The Conciliation Officer without 
entering Into the merits of the case rejected the application. The 
workman is left with no remedy but a civil suit for which he has not 
got enough funds, while the Payment of Wages Act Is not applicable to 
the Municipality.

2. Two chaukldars of the Jamnagar Mineral Sydicate have been 
Illegally retrenched, junior being retained in service. 

The case be >ng of two Individuals has been rejected by the Conciliation 
Officer and not registered.

J. A Store-keeper of Shri Digvljay Woollen Mills, Shri Maheshwari 
has been illigally discharged from the services. Certain 

allegations regarding ireguiaritles in the stock have been made against 
him, but no charge-sheet was issued not any enquiry held. The case is 
not registered for conciliation proceedings.

Many similar cases cah be cited.

Re: DISPUTES OF INDUSTRIES REGISTERED UNDER FACTORIES ACT, BUT 
EMPLOYING LESS THAN 20 WORKMEN: —

The Labour Minister of the State has clearly instructed the 
Conciliation Officers of the region not to take the cases/dlsputes 
connected with Indus tries/establishments with total employment less 
than 20 workmen, even though they may have been registered under the 
Factories Act.

Thus a substantial number of small industries are virtually 
exempted from the provisions of the Industrial Disputes Act,19$7» and 
the workers are left at the m^rcy of the employers, though nowhere 
the law provides such descretlon.

These instructions wore given at his Rajkot meeting in May,*59>

Please place these difficulties beforethe I.L.C. and press £kuq 
for uniform policy regarding industrial disputes in all states.

Thanking you,
Yours fraternally,

For JAMNAGAR TRADE UNION COUNCIL.



INDIAN LABOUR CONFERENCE 
(17th Session)

MADRAS - JULY 1959

ITEM NO, 6:- Delinking of provident fund benefits from gratuity 
for the purpose of granting exemption.to 
establidimcnt's, or. .employees covered under the 
Employees’ ^rovident Funds Act,1952 from the 
operation of the provisions of the Employees’ 
Provident Funds Scheme'} 1952.

MEMORANDUM ' • /

Section 17(1)(b) of the Employees’ Provident Funds Act, 
1952 provides that any establishment, to which the Act applies, 
and which provides provident fund-, pension or gratuity benefits 
to its employees, which are jointly or separately .not le^8 
favourable than those provided under the Employee'^’ Provident 
Funds Scheme, may be exempted from the operation of all or any 
of the provisions of the Scheme. Similarly, any person or class 
of persons in a particular establishment covered under the Act 
may also be exempted under section 17(2) of the A4t.

2, It will be seen from the above that in addition to 
provident fund and pensionary benefits, gratuity is taken into 
account in judging whether the retirement benefits provided by an 
establishment are not less favourable than the benefits und«z\ the 
Employees' Frovident Funds Act and the Scheme, 1952. v‘

3. Consequently establishments which provide both provident /r-/ 
^/and fund/benefits on basic wages alone can continue to do so if tbo 
gratuity quantum of the total benefits allowed in the shape of provide^ 
and allowfund and gratuity under their rules is not less favourable thte 
prOvi- the benefit of provident fund provided under the E.P.F.Act
dent and the Scheme; and still get exemption from the E.P.F. Scheme.^
fund In the same way, such establishments may provide provident

fund on basic wages and dearness allowance to keep on par with the 
benefits under the E.P.F. Scheme to get exemption therefrom and 
could, if there were no other restrictions in the Act, deprive 
the workers wholly or partly of the gratuity allowed in addition 
to provident fund benefits without jeopardizing their claim to 
exemption.
4. The contribution under the E.P.F. Scheme is to be 
calculated on the total of basic wages and dearness allowance 
including the cash value of the food concession , if any, under 
section 6 of the E.P.F. Act. Dearness allowance and the cash value 
of the food concession are being paid to the workers as the basi® 
wages alone . have ceased to be sufficient for their uP-keep 
in the context of the current purchasing power of money. That is 
why provident fund is payable on the total of basic wages and 
dearness allowance. It is felt that the benefit of gratuity,where 
already allowed to workers, should not be taken away wholly or 
partly on the advent of provident fund.
5. It is proposed to amend section 17 of the Employees’ 
Provident i’unds Act, 1952 and the relevant provisions in the E.P.F. 
Scheme, 1952 to provide specifically that the benefit of gratuity, 
if any, should be completely ignored and that only provident fund 
benefits and pensionary benefits, if any, should be taken into 
account in assessing the level of retirement benefits under the 
employers’ schemes against the statutory provisions for the grant 
of exemption from the provisions of the E.P.F. Scheme.



Indian Labour Conference (17th Session, July 1955).
Item No.jp-Proposal to rev.ise the rates of-compensation 

in the Workmen's Compensation'Act, 1923. k//"
Memorandum '

Introduction ’ y
The Workmen's Compensation Act, 1923 was experimental 

in character and came into force on the 1st July,’19249 A few 
amendments, which were designed to remedy obvious defects or 
to embody improvements of a non-controvcrsial character, were 
effected by the Workmen's Compensation (Amendment) Act, 1929. 
Proposals which involved modification of the principles underlying 
the Act or its more important features were referred by the 
Government of India to Local Governments for opinion in a circular 
letter in 1928. Copies of this circular letter and of the replies 
received thereto were supplied to the Royal Commission on Labour, 
who, after reviewing the question in the light of further evidence 
supplied to them, made a number of recommendations on the subject 
in Chapter XVI of their Report. One of the recommendations 
related to the revision of the rates of compensation as existing 
at that time. The rates prevailing at that time were’briefly as 
follows:-

For temporary disablement the scale was based on half the 
rate of wages,, the waiting period was fixed at 10 days and 
the maximum period of payment at 5 years. For complete 
permanent disablement the sum payable was 42 months' wages; 
and for partial permanent disablement compensation was 
fixed at fractions,of this amount corresponding to the 
loss of earning capacity, that loss being fixed for certain 

• injuries by a. schedule on the American model. For death ’the. 
compensation was 30 months’ wages. These scales applied 
to adults; for minors the compensation for temporary dis
ablement was at the rate of two-thirds of wages up to 15 
years of age, and full wages thereafter, and for permanent 
disablement the number of months' wages was double that 
prescribed for adults. For death in the case of minors a 
fixed small sum was payable irrespective of wages. All the 
other payments which were regulated by wages were subject 
to minima and maxima. In the case of the death of adults 
and all permanent disablement the maximum corresponded to a 
wage level of roughly Rs.83 per.mensem, and in the case of 
temporary disablement to a wage level of Rs.60, i.e., the 
receipt of wages in excess of those sums did not add to 
the compensation. The minimum in all cases (except the 
death of minors) corresponded to a wage of Rs.9. The 
amounts were rounded off by means of a schedule of assumed 
wages, which had the effect of dividing workmen into 14 
classes; all workmen in the same class got compensation on 
the same scale. .h?'’7

The recommendation of the Commission regarding enhancement 
of the rates of compensation is extracted in Appendix I. 
This recommendation was accepted and a Bill incorporating the 
decisions of the, Government of India, on. the various recommendations 
of the Commission was introduced in the Legislative Assembly 
in 1932* The Bill was referred to a Select Commfttee, which 
made certain reductions in the amount of compensation affecting 
the first two and the last two of the. -wa.ge classes in Schedule IV. 
These are shown for purposes of*comparison in tabular form 
below:-

... 2
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0 , 10 , 600 , 840 500 1 ’ •'.700 ...
10 ' 15 ' 600 ' 840 ' 550 770

100 200 : 5,750 : 5,250 ; 5,500 1 4,900
200 J J 4,500 ; 6,500 - ; 4,000 5,600

The Committee statod-
"The increase proposed by the Bill in these classes 
are heavy and it seemed to the majority of us 
impossible to ignore the fact that since the Royal 
Commission reported there has been a very substantial 
change in the price level. .The Commission indicated 
that their proposals were based on conditions, prevail- 

j • ing in 1929 and early 1950. Since then, the^prices 
have fallen to a much lower level and^ages nave been 
reduced to. some extent. The greater part of the 
Schedule is based directly on wages, and therefore 
reductions in wages make themselves felt automatically 
in reducing the amount of compensation. But this, 
does not hold good at the extreme ends of the 
Schedule, for the maximum and minimum are, fixed sums. 

. ■ ■ At the lower end particularly, ..the . effeot- of a . .
. fall in the wage-level is <to increase the proportion 
which compensation bears to the wages of those 
receiving it. We would observe that even with the 
reductions‘we have proposed, the minimum..rate of 
compensation represents an increase of over 100 
per cent on that given by the present Act, while 
the maximum compensation is increased by 60 per 
cent."

Schedule IV as revised by the Amendment Act of 1955 
may please be seen at Appendix II. Subsequently the 
following changes were made in Schedule IV -

(i) In 1946, the wage limit of workers covered by the 
Act was increased from Rs.500 to Rs.400 and suitable 

• rates of .compensation were provided in Schedule
IV- /fQrr the wage group drawing wages more than 
Rs.500.

(ii) By the Amendment Act (9 of 1959) the distinction 
between an adult and a minor for the purpose of 
payment of compensation was removed and the rates 
of compensation in Schedule IV now.apply to all 
workers covered by the Act.

Schedule IV of the Act as it stands- at present may 
be seen at Appendix III.
1.2 The Act provides for payment of compensation for -

(1) Death.
(2) Permanent total disablement.
(5) Permanent partial disablement.
(4) Temporary disablement.



In case of death the amount of compensation payabl 
varies from a minimum of R.s.500/-(in the case of workers 
drawing wages less than Rs.10) to,a maximum of Rs.4,500 
(in the case of workers in the wage group Rs.301-Rs.400).

For permanent total disablement the amount of ■ 
compensation varies from a minimum of Rs.700 to a maximum 
of Rs. 6300/-.'

In the case of permanent partial disablement, the 
rates of compensation arc not given in Schedule IV. The 
extent of permanent partial disablement is expressed 
in percentages of loss of earning capacity. These 
percentages are percentages of the compensation which 
would be payable in the case of permanent total disable
ment, the amount of compensation payable for which is 
given in column 3 of Schedule IV.

In the case of temporary disablement, compensation 
is paid in the shape of periodic .half-monthly payments - 
for a maximum period of 5 years. For workers earning 
upto Rs.10/- p.m., the rate of payment is full wages 
per month. Those earning more than Rs.10/- receive 
payments varying from approximately two-thirds to half 
wages, subject to a minimum of Rs.10/- p.m. and a maximum 
of Rs.60/- p.m. No compensation is payable for the waiting 
period of 3 days, but compensation is payable for this period 
also if the disablement lasts for 28 days or more.

Proposal for revising the rates of compensation/
2.1 The Act at present provides for payment of 
compensation in lump sum except in the case of temporary 
disablement. Lump sums are generally frittered away 
and the workman is left without resources very soon. The 
rates of. compensation were also considered to be dis
proportionately low, considering the considerable 
rise in prices since the last Wai?. Taking these facts 
into consideration Government proposed in a circular 
letter to the State Governments in September 1955
.that provision might be made in the Act for payment 
of compensation.in the form,of periodic payments in 
all teases, as follows:-

(i) For death:- At the rate of 40% of wages for a 
period of 15 years from the date of death,

(ii) For permanent total disablement.- At the rate 
of 50% of wagos for a period of 15 years or till 
the date of death of the workman, whichever.is later.

(iii) For temporary disablement.- At the .rate of 50% 
of wages from the date of disablement till the date 
of recovery, if disablement lasts for more than 
2* days. • '

/* N.B. It was originally proposed to reduce the waiting 
period from 7 days to 2 days. But by the 
Amendment-Act (No*8 of 1959), the waiting period 
has been reduced to 3 days^/

2.2 The comments received were of a varied nature. 
A suggestion was made that an assessment should 
be made of the cumulative effect of the revised rates 
on industry. This matter was considered by an 
inter-departmental Committee in July-August 1957. 
The Committee recommended that an Actuarial Committee should 
be appointed to assess the burden on industry of the above 
proposal and that the terms of reference to the Committee should 
be finalised in consultation with the Insurance Commissioner in 
the Employees State Insurance Corporation. This recommendation 
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was caia an actuarial Committee consisting of the
following members was set up in June, 1958:-

(1) Shri S. P. Jain, . . . Convener. 
Actuary,^ E.8.1.C. .

* Not able (2) Shri S Krishnamurthy ,M. A . ,F. I. A . , Member
to attend . Research Officer,
the meeting* Dept, of Insurance, t

Simla. . '
(3) Shri H.L.Bhatia,F. I.A. , Member

Actuary, Life Insurance
• Corporation of India.,

Zonal Officer, New Delhi.
The Committee was asked -
1* to assess the relative burden on employers of the -

(a) present liability under the Workmen's Compensation 
Act;

(b) liability if the benefits are increased to 
correspond to those in the Employees' State 
Insurance Act; and . . ’

(c) liability in respect of benefits as proposed 
in the Government's circular letter of September, 
1955.

II. to recommend schedules -
(a) for assessment of lump-sum payments by employers, 

so that the Employees' State Insurance Corporation 
or some other Central Agency .could take the liability 
for periodical payments in case of death or 
permanent disablement in respect • of alternatives 
(b) and (c) under item I above; and <

(b) for payment of a premium as percentage of wage 
roll of persons covered, for different industries 
for alternatives (b) and (c). under item I abov-e; 
and • • •

III. to assess the percentage increase in liability by 
inclusion of persons above the wage, of Rs.400/- and 

’-"-upto Rs.500/-. • • —
2.3 The Committee's report was received early in 
February 1959: a copy thereof is placed..at Appendix IV. 
A statement showing in brief.the findings of the Committee 
is placed at Appendix V.
2.4 In August, 1957 a Study Group consisting■of 6 members 
was constituted under.the Chairmanship, of Shri V.K.R.Menon, 
Director, I.L.0.(India Branch), inter-alia, to study how 
the existing social security scheme and any .other privilege 
given to workers could be combined in,comprehensive social 
security scheme. The Group has recommended integration of 
the Employees' State Insurance and the Provident Fund Scheme^, 
In regard to the Workmen's Compensation Act, the Group has 
recommended - ...

" . c. . . Under conditions as. exist today, the 
Group feels that the Schedule can be revised so 
that the maximum liability on the employer can, in 
each case, be'doubled. This is recommended and, 
thereafter, actuarial calculations should be made 
as< to what scale of recurring pensions may be • 
provided from the lump sum payments of these 
amounts received by the Corporation. It is

. .5



A/ 

desirable, however, to- ensure, a simple form of / 
pensionary benefits ; a a -K.itc, in ; ny case,/ 
will not be as great as those provided in the ' 
E.S.I. Act. Vc hav- suggested the E.S.I. Corporation 
as the agency for intiibuting these pensions 
as it is already doing this type of work in 
regard to pensions under the E.S.I. Act* It is 
understood that the Corporation can.make suitable 
arrangements for remitting sums due to persons 
or dependants 1iving in outlying areas where the 
Corporation may not have its own offices".

/”Relevant extracts from the report of the Group is at 
Appendix VI_7

Actuarial calculations have been made as regards the monthly 
payments that can be made available under -

(i) the existing lump-sum payments under the Act;
(ii) the recommendations of the Study Group on 

Social Security by doubling the employers’ * 
liability.

These are shown in Appendix VII.
2.5 There arc thus the following alternatives for 
consideration in connection with the question of revising 
the rates of compensation in the Workmen’s Compensation Act -

(i) Payment of compensation on the scale provided for 
in the E.S.I. Act;

(ii) Payment of compensation as proposed in Government’s 
circular letter•of -September 1955 mentioned earlier; 
and

(iii) Payment of compensation as per recommendations of 
the Study Group on Social Security.

The comparative table at Appendix' VIII shows the monthly 
payments that will be admissible under the existing lump sum 
payments and the three alternatives mentioned above. The table 
at Appendix: V shows that the employers' liability will increase 

times to 5 times if the first alternative is adopted, 2 times 
to 2j times if the second alternative is adopted, and 2 times 
if the last alternative is adopted. It is for consideration as 
to which of these alternatives will be adopted.
2.6 The proposal for replacing the lump sum payments by 
pension payments raises also a number of other issues which 
are'-mentioned below. ’

(i) How the pension scheme should be administered.
One way is .to require the employer to deposit the 

compensation amounts in lump sum with the Commissioner for 
Workmen’s Compensation concerned, who would arrange for 
periodic payments. Another way is to arrange for these 
payments through a separate agency. The Study Group on 
Social Security has recommended the E.S.I.C. as the agency 
for distributing the pensions as it is already doing this 
type of work in regard to pensions under the E.S.I.Act.
(ii) How the employers should be required to discharge 

their liability.
The question here is whether the employers should be 

required to discharge their liability by making a lump sum 
deposit in respect of each case or whether they should be 
required to make payments in the form of periodic

. . 6
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contributions related.to the wage bill. In this t
connection it may b^ pointed. o.i; t th;.t ; in September, 
1945 the Government of India circulated a. proposal 
to the then Provincial Gov n’V’nts for the amendment 
of the Workmen's Compensation Act with a view to 
providing employment injury benefits similar to those 
provided under the E.S.l. Scheme bo workers not covered 
by the Scheme, but cov red by the Workmen's Compensation 
Act, The broad features of the scheme were -

(i) Imposition on the State Governments the obligations 
to pay employment injury benefits to workmen covered 
by the W.C.Act, but not covered by the E.S.I.Scheme.

(ii) Utilisation of the E.S.I. Corporation as an agency 
for payment of these benefits.

(iii) Payment of benefits through a specially created 
■ Workmen's Compensation Fund.

(iv) Collection of premia from the employer in two manners:

(a) from Category I employers (i.e., principal 
employers employing more than an average of 1,000 
workmen a day) in the form of a monthly premium,and 
(b) from Category II employers (i.eprincipal 
employers employing loss than an average of 1,000 
workmen a day) in the form of a lump sum payment 
calculated to cover the periodical or other equivalent 
lump sum payments to be made by the Fund to injured 

■ ' workmen.
The main drawback from which the scheme suffered 

was that it did not give the benefit of compulsory 
insurance to the small employers who are more in need 
of it. Payment .of largo amounts of compensation in 
the form of lump sums in the case .of small,, employers may 
result in closure of business. To meet this difficulty 
one suggestion was that the category I treatment should be s • 
extended to the largest number of establishments. Even after 
this has .been done, there will still remain a sizable number 
of employers who are not insured Tor one reason or the other. 
In their case, therefore, there will have to be provision for 
deposit of compensation in lump sum, the actuarial value of 
which will have to be laid down. The question that arises 
is that the Corporation could undertake to make payments only 
after realising lump sums where employers are not compulsorily 
insured. ■ It might b.e desirable that' only claims in respect of 
fatal cases or cases resulting in permanent disablement 
(whether total or partial) should be made through the Corporation. 
The employers should.make payment themselves for temporary 
disablement. ............

(iii) Should the contribution to be charged from employers 
be -

i (a) a fixed weekly contribution for each workman /”as in 
U.K. National Insurance (industrial Injuries)Act_/or

(b) a flat percentage of the wages ranking for 
compensation, for all workmen, or

(c) a varying percentage of the wages ranking for 
compensation taking into account the industry 
in which the employer is engaged and/or the 
occupation of the workman.

. .7



A suggestion was nude that it would'be more practicable to 
have a uniform rate of contribution, subject to the following-

(i) Each employer covered should be required to pay 
each month a contribution equal to a uniform specified 
percentage of the wages distributed by him in cash or 
in kind in the? previous month to his workmen. ( A list 
of the workmen should be furnished to the Corporation 
to enable it to verify from independent sources, if 
possible, that all workmen have been included in the 
we ge- pa.yri e nt f i gu r c s) .

(ii) The claims in respect of the workmen of each 
employer should be entered at the Centres-in individual 
accounts of the employers. The claims should include 
the payments for temporary disablements as well as the 
actuarial equivalents of any pensions which become 
payable by a death or assessment to permanent disablement.

(iii) At the close of the year the accounts of the 
corporation at the Headquarters will show the excess 
of the contributions received over the amounts disbursed in -

(1) Cash benefits for temporary disablement.
(2) Actuarial reserves in respect of death or 

permanent disablement claims.
(3) Cost of providing medical care and administration 

including investigation expenses for claims.
The excess should first be used for making any 

necessary transfer to reserve and for making provision 
for outstanding claims and debts.

(iv) .The surplus left should be divided among 
employers, in whose case the value of the claims as 
calculated under (ii) above was less than the contributions 
paid, in proportion to such excess, subject to no 
refund being admissible to small employers paying 
contributions below a specified limit of say Rs.200 and 
subject to provision being made for marginal cases so as 
to provide no sudden difference in. treatment between 
employers paying higher amounts near the minimum limit.

This, scheme has the following advantages -
(a) All but the smallest employers get the benefit 

of any good claim experience to a substantial 
extent and this will keep them alert regarding 
the safety measures, first aid and medical care of 
workmen* . • ,

(b) Employers whose risk is low get the benefit of 
their good experience to a considerable extent.

(c) Employers with a heavy risk or bad1 claims 
experience pay relatively larger amounts, but 
even their final contribution is limited to 
the percentage originally charged.

After a few years' working when the experience 
furnishes necessary statistics, either merit.-rating or 
a flat just adequate rate can be adopted if considered 
preferable. - " -.

This matter has also been considered by the ; 
Actuarial Committee, which has prepared a system of 
contributions graduated according to risk. To quote 
from their report-

.... 8
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”It is obvious tint Respite preventive .m vv urns .
there are great in.a up li ties in . cmploymcn« injury 
risks between different industries and units in the 
sa^e industry duo to nt Lurr 1 cruses such as 
difierencos in processes, machinery etc. Contribu
tions may, therefore, be fixed according to risk; 
for this purpose the principle of ’merit rating’ or 
experience robing’ is Widely applied. Under it an 
average premium lx s d on on assessment of the natural 
risks of the close is established for each class of 
undertaking. Variations, up or down, are made in 
th® Premium charged from each undertaking according 
either to the number and severity of accidents 
occurring in it or to the appraisal of its equip- 
rent and organisation, special credit being given 
for the installation of safety devices. Apart from 
rhe incentive of lower premium, this process of 
merit rating itself serves to draw the attention of 
the employer to the possibilities in the direction 
of accident prevention. In India the need for 
such incentives is very great, since the 
enforcement of statutory provisions regarding 
installation of safety devices is not always fully 
effective. Thus, the pooling of risks, accepted in 
most social security schemes is, to a considerable 
extent, intentionally ignored in a great majority of 
employment injury schemes* In most of the European 
countries, Newzealand and U.S.A., contributions are 
graduated according to risk. However, the application 
of the principle of merit rating in a scheme of 
compulsory social insurance has a serious objection. 
Preventive measures can affect employment injury 
risk only to a moderate extent; most of the 
inequalities in risk are due to natural and 
inevitable circumstances, under which the workers 
lave to work. In the case of a national insurance 
scheme, such as we are considering here, this raised 
an ideological question whether the high risk in 
an industry or undertaking should be borne 
individually or by the whole economy through 
prescribing uniform contributions not graduated 
according to risk. There is a definite tendency 
to substitute uniform contributions for those varying 
with the degree of risk involved or at any rate 
to restrict risk differen-tiation to a few categories 
only. In countries like Bulgaria, U.S.S.R., where 
employment iijury benefits form a part of a coordinated 
social security scheme granting other types of benefits 
e.g.,sickness, pension, the contribution is composite 
and uniform. In Austria end U.K. where there are special 
schemes of employment ii jury, contribution rates fixed by 1 
law do not vary with the risk.' In Austria, contributions 
for non-agricultural workers are equal to 2% of wages in 
the case of manual workers and to 0.5% of salaries in the 
case of salaried’employees; in the case of agriculture it 
is a fixed percentage of land tax. In U.K. contribution 
is fixed at a flat rate, which, compared to women and 
youths, is higher for men. Considering the stage of 
industrial development in India, while it may not be 
desirable to have one uniform rate of contribution for 
til industries, it may equally be undesirable to have contri
butions on merit rating system based on an assessment of 
individual risk of each undertaking. It may be appropriate 
to lay down premium for an industry depending on the level 
of the risk for the industry as a whole. It is on this basis 
that premium rates suggested below have been worked out." q



Supplement to Trade Union Record, May 20, 1959

MEMORANDUM 
ON

INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS

Fol lowing is the text of a memorandum prepared by 
the Union Labour Ministry and circulated to participants 
in the 11 th session of the Indian Labour Conference, to elicit 
their views on Government’s proposals. (See Circular on 
page 8).

Introduction *•
1.1 It will be recalled that at its last session held at 
Nainital in May, 1958, the Conference discussed at consider
able length several matters relating to industrial relations 
and reached agreed conclusions in respect of —

(a) Suspension of adjudication;
(b) Works Committees;
(c) Grievance procedure;
(d) Mitigation of the evils of trade union rivalry;
(e) Recognition of trade unions and verification of 

trade-union membership;
(f) Evaluation and implementation of awards, etc.;
(g) Appointment of District Judges on Industrial 

Tribunals; . ?
(h) Exclusion of hospital staff, etc., from the purview . 

of the Industrial Disputes Act; and
(i) The right of workers to go on strike in consequence 

of an illegal action by the employer.



1.2 The progress of action taken on the recommendations 
made by the Conference in respect of the above matters is 
indicated in the Memorandum on item 1 of the agenda for 
the present session. It may also be noted that a number of 
proposals for the amendment of the Industrial Disputes Act 
were placed before the 17th Session of the Standing Labour 
Committee held at Bombay in October, 1958. These propo
sals were, as desired by the Standing Labour Committee, 
thoroughly discussed by a special committee in January, 
1959. The recommendations of the special committee are 
being looked into. In the meantime, the Ministry of Labour . 
and Employment have been receiving numerous suggestions 'O'"' 
for changes or modifications in the existing law and proce
dure governing the settlement of industrial disputes, recog- ■ 
nition of trade unions and allied matters, with a view to 
strengthening the basis of labour-management relations in 
the country. The suggestions have emanated not only from 
the employers’ and workers’ organisations but also from the 
State Governments as well as the employing Ministries at 
the Centre. The Ministry of Labour and Employment are ' 
naturally anxious to have the considered views of the Con-. 
ference on these matters before they make up their mind - 

;as to what should be done. The recommendations of the 
Conference will also be of appreciable assistance to such of 
the State Governments as are contemplating legislation 
within their own spheres of action. Incidentally, the pro
posals outlined in this Memorandum do not,'-.except where 
specifically indicated, represent the views of either the Min
istry of Labour and Employment or the Government of 
India as such. * < -
2.1 It would be worthwhile to take note of certain signi
ficant developments that have taken place since the last 
session of the Conference and which provide the necessary 
climate for a dispassionate discussion of the problems raised 
in this Memorandum. In the first place, the unreserved 
acceptance of the Code for Discipline in Industry by the 
employers and workers has had a perceptible influence on 
the trend of industrial relations as revealed by the'statistics 
of industrial disputes for 1958. While there was a very



minor .increase in the number of disputes during the second 
half of the year as compared to the first half (from 781 to 783) 
the number of workers involved and the number of man-days 
lost recorded an appreciable decline from 5,11,237 to 4,31,183 
and from 45,19,087 to 30,73,516 respectively. Secondly, the 
evaluation and implementation machinery at the Centre and 
in States has been, generally speaking, functioning effective
ly, thus leading to the elimination of a number of misunder
standings between employers and workers and also to a 
better appreciation of the difficulties of one party by the 
other. Thirdly, the faithful observance of the Inter-union 

*»_Code of Conduct by the four all-India organisations of work
ers should, if it has not done so already, result in a better 
atmosphere in which the employers would find it easier 
to carry on negotiations. Government also stand to gain, 
by this in as much as the process of verification of trade 
union membership will not be complicated by extravagant 
claims of strength.
2.2 Encouraging as these trends are, there is no denying 
that there are still many loop-holes to be plugged before 
it can be affirmed that the foundations of a rational system, 
of labour-management relations have been securely laid. Nor 
can there be any finality in a field which is subject to the 
influence of continuous and swift changes in the country. 
Problems will have to be tackled and solutions found for *
the same as and when they come up to the surface. It is 
with this at the background that the Conference will have 
to consider the matters raised in this Memorandum.
2.3 For the sake of convenience, the subject can be dis- 
cussed under two broad headings, viz., A. Machinery for 
collective bargaining and the settlement of industrial dis
putes, and B. Problems relating to trade union organisation.

A. MACHINERY FOR COLLECTIVE BARGAINING AND 
THE SETTLEMENT OF INDUSTRIAL DISPUTES

(i) Recognition of unions
3.1 Collective bargaining can derive reality only from 
the organised strength of the workers and a genuine desire

3- ' ' • * — • ■ - • • •• • • ‘ ’ •• ’• - • «< v



on the part of the managements to co-operate with the representatives of the former, in exploring every possibility of reaching a settlement. The question naturally arises as to who should represent the workers in direct negotiations with the employers. The general consensus of opinion, as confirmed by the discussions at the last session of the Indian Labour Conference, is that time is not ripe for introducing any element of compulsion and that emphasis should be placed on the evolution of certain conventions for the voluntary recognition of unions by employers. With this end in view, the Conference recommended at its last session, the following criteria ;(i) Where there was more than one union, a union claiming recognition should have been functioning for at least one year after registration.Where there was only one union, this condition would not apply.(ii) The membership of the union should cover at least 15 per cent of the workers in the establishment concerned. Membership would be counted only of those wrho had paid their subscriptions for at least three months during the period of six months immediately preceding the reckoning.(iii) A union might claim to be recognised as a representative union for an industry in a local area if it had a membership of at least 25 per cent of the workers of that industry in that area.(iv) When a union has been recognized, there should be no change in its position for a period of two years.(v) Where there were several unions in an industry or establishment, the one with the largest membership should be recognized.(vi) A representative union for an industry in an area should have the right to represent the workers in all the establishments in the industry, but if a union of workers in a particular establishment had a membership of 50 per cent or more of the workers of that establishment, it should have the



right to deal with matters of purely local interest 
such as, for instance, the handling- of grievances 
pertaining to its own members. All other workers 
who w’ere not members of that union might either 
operate through the representative union for the 
industry or seek redress directly.

(vii) Only unions which observed the Code of Disci
pline would be entitled to recognition and the 
procedure for recognition should form a part of 
the Code of Discipline.

3.2 It is rather premature to attempt an estimate of the 
impact of this recommendation on the problem of recognition 
and the extent to which the criteria referred to above are 
being adhered to. In this connection, the All-India Trade 
Union Congress feels that where the claims of rival unions 
for recognition cannot be settled otherwise, the simple 
method of determining the representative character is to 
hold a ballot of the workers in the plant or area or industry 
concerned. A provision on these lines has been made in 
the Kerala Industrial Relations Bill, 1959, which confers a 
statutory right on trade unions fulfilling certain conditions 
to be recognised by the employers or failing that through 
certification by the registering authority. According to Sec
tion 12(1) of the Bill “A recognised trade union shall be 
entitled for the purpose of collective bargaining to be cer
tified as a negotiating agent of workmen in relation to an 
appropriate unit if that trade union has the support of a 
majority of the workmen of the establishment or industry 
comprising the appropriate unit, or where there is no union 

. having such majority, that union which has the largest sup
port of the workmen in comparision to any other recognised 
trade union shall be entitled to be so certified.” Section 18 
of the Bill gives the right to a recognised union having at 
least 20% membership to appeal to the State Industrial 
Relations Board against the order issued by the registering 
authority under Section 12. The Board is empowered inter 
alia to order a referendum of the workmen concerned to be 
taken by secret ballot and dispose of the appeal in the light 
of the result of the referendum. It may be mentioned in
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this connection that at the last session of the Conference 
it was agreed that the method of election or referendum 
was not suitable for solving the question of recognition but 
that the criterion should be paid membership of standing 
over a specified period.
3.3 The Conference may consider the merits of the pro
cedure proposed in the Kerala Bill for the certification of the 
negotiating agent. It may also examine the need for and 
the desirability of making consequential modifications in the 
criteria for recognition as adopted at the last session.

(ii) Works Committees
4.1 One of the measures envisaged by the Industrial 
Disputes Act for securing and preserving amity between 
employers and workmen was the establishment of Works 
Committees at the plant level. The steps that should be 
taken to ensure the satisfactory functioning of the Works 
Committees were considered at the last session of the Con
ference. It was felt that the problem required fuller exam
ination. Accordingly, efforts have been made to ascertain 
the experience of other countries, in this direction and the 
position is explained in Appendix I. The Chief Labour Com
missioner (Central) has also made a critical analysis of the 
functioning of Works Committees in the Public sector under
takings in the Central sphere, vide Appendix II. Besides, 
Government have requested the N. C. Corporation, Bombay 
to make a close study of the functioning of Works Commit
tees in industrial undertakings in Bombay region, as well 
as in some other areas. The Public Sector Conference held 
in January, 1959, also devoted some thought to this question. 
4.2 While the enquiry entrusted to the N. C. Corporation 
is likely to take some time to be completed, it appears desir
able for the Conference to discuss the problems relating to 
Works Committees and try to lay down at least some broad 
principles. The function of the Works Committees as de
fined in Section 3 of the Industrial Disputes Act is too wide. 
The Conference may like to specify the type of subjects that 
might usefully be discussed by these Committees. Certain 
points may be borne in mind in this connection. Firstly,
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any mixing up of the functions of Works Committees and 
the Joint Management Councils under the ‘Worker Partici
pation in Management’ scheme has to be avoided. Secondly, 
the different roles of the Works Committees on the one side 
and the trade unions on the other, need to be clearly demar
cated. Matters, like wages, for instance, which are generally 
conceded to fall within the purview of trade unions, may 
not be discussed by the Works Committees. Thirdly, the 
information that would be made available by the I.L.O., as 
stated in paragraph 8.4 of Appendix I, may be utilised on 
drawing up the guiding principles for the formation and 
functioning of Works Committees.

4.3 The Conference may like to take note of the further 
information relating to Works Committees that is being 
collected, and also recommend the analysis of this material 
by a small tripartite Committee which could also draw up 
certain “guidance principles.”

(iii) Validity of agreements reached through direct 
negotiations between the parties.

5.1 Section 18(1) of the Industrial Disputes Act provides 
that a settlement arrived at by agreement between the em
ployer and workmen otherwise than in the course of con
ciliation proceeding shall be binding on the parties to the 
agreement. Sub-Sections (1) and (2) of Section 19 of the 
Act prescribe the period of operation of such settlements. 
Sub-Rule (2) of Rule 58 of the Industrial Dispute (Central) 
Rules, 1957, specifies the signatories to such agreements. The 
Act and the Rules do not, however, make any reference to 
the kind of unions with which the employer can enter into 
negotiations. Consequently, the agreement concluded by 
the employer with one trade union can very well be repu
diated by other unions. The Delhi Administration have 
drawn attention to specific cases where such repudiation 
has taken place and where the Industrial Tribunal has held 
that such agreements could not be binding on unwilling 
parties. A satisfactory solution to this problem can be found 
only in the final settlement of the isssue of recognition. 
Assuming that the managements would normally conclude



agreements only with representative unions, it is for consideration whether provision on the following lines should be made in the Industrial Disputes Act and the Rules made thereunder :(i) Only an agreement which is concluded between the employer and a representative union or the duly elected representatives of his employees can be registered and thereby become binding on all the employees concerned.(ii) The draft agreement should be displayed on the notice board of the establishment concerned for the information of the general body of workers.(iii) Any objections or modifications to the proposed agreement, submitted within a prescribed timelimit, should be taken into account by the nego- . tiating parties before finalising the agreement.(iv) The registering authority should issue a certificate indicating the period of validity of the agreement.5.2 The Conference may discuss the'issue raised by the 
Delhi Administration and also comment on the desirability 
of making the above mentioned changes with regard to col
lective agreements.

(iv) Settlement of disputes through Arbitration6.1 As the Conference is aware, both employers and workers have bound themselves, through the Code for Discipline, to settle differences through voluntary arbitration before it becomes necessary to refer disputes to the Industrial Relations Machinery. Sub-section (1) of Section 10A of the Industrial Disputes Act provides that where an employer and his workmen agree to refer a dispute to arbitration, the reference may be to such person or persons as may be specified in the agreement between the parties. With a view to helping the parties, instructions have been, issued to the officers of the Central and State Industrial Relations Machinery to ensure that in every case where conciliation was likely to fail or had failed the conciliation officer should suggest settlement through arbitration. Panels of arbitrators have also been drawn up. It is, however,
S



found that not much use is being made of the facilities 
provided by Government. The reasons for the hesitancy 
on the part of the employers and workers to have recourse 
to arbitration is not clear. Nor is it Government’s intention 
to exert any pressure in this matter. All the same, it is 
desirable that difficulties, if any, standing in the way of 
reference of disputes to voluntary arbitration, may be exam
ined and a way out suggested.
6.2 The Industrial Disputes Act provides for a three-tier 
system of tribunals, manned mainly by persons who are 
holding or have held judicial posts. The Government of 
Madhya Pradesh feel that consequently these tribunals are 
swayed more by the niceties of civil law than by considera
tions of equity and social justice. The State Government 
have, therefore, suggested that consideration should be given 
to the question of replacing the Labour Courts and Indus
trial Tribunals by Arbitration Boards, consisting of repre
sentatives of employers and workers selected out of panels 
maintained by Government, the Chairmen being independ
ent persons with a judicial background. The suggestion of 
the Madhya Pradesh Government amounts in effect to the 
substitution of adjudication by compulsory arbitration. The 
system of Labour Courts and Industrial Tribunals was in
troduced only in 1956 and perhaps needs to be given a fair 
trial before a change-over is thought of.
6.3 However, the Conference may like to discuss the 
implications of the suggestion made by the Madhya Pradesh 
Government for the setting up of Arbitration Boards in place 
of Tribunals.

(v) Principles for Reference of Disputes to Adjudication 
7.1 The question whether the practice of referring dis
putes to adjudication should not be suspended on an experi
mental basis at least has been under discussion for some 
time now. The decision reached both at the Conferences 
of Labour Ministers and the Indian Labour Conference has 
been that, taking into consideration the vital need for main
taining industrial peace in the interest of economic develop
ment, it would be unwise to take the risk. At the same
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time, it has been unanimously recognised that adjudication 
should normally be ordered only when all other avenues 
have been fully explored. The State Governments were 
therefore requested, in accordance with a decision reached 
at the 14th Session of the Labour Ministers’ Conference held 
in October, 1957, to supply to the Centre full information, 
together with their critical observations, regarding the 
methods followed by them in referring individual cases to 
adjudication, the intention being to analyse the existing prac
tices and to evolve a set of principles for general guidance. 
The work has since been completed and a set of draft Model 
Principles has been prepared (Appendix III). The ‘norms’, 
referred to in the draft are to be evolved in the light of 
awards given by tribunals, etc., as recommended at the 15th 
Session of the Labour Ministers’ Conference.
7.2 Professor Richardson, the I.L.O. Expert on Industrial 
Relations, who is at present working with the Ministry of 
Labour and Employment, has opined that the draft princi
ples seem generally adequate and practicable. However, he 
has made the following observations :

(i) A useful distinction may be drawn between (a) 
disputes arising out of the implementation of 
existing legislation, awards, etc. (implementation 
disputes) and, (b) disputes arising from demands 
for new conditions.

(ii) “Implementation disputes”, which usually affect 
only individual or small groups of workers 
should rarely be sent up for adjudication. The 
Labour Commissioners may be empowered to give 
binding decisions in such cases.

(iii) In the case of the second category of disputes, 
often involving large numbers of workers, wider 
use may be made of Courts of Enquiry, provided 
for in Section 6 of the Industrial Disputes Act, 
to investigate the facts and make impartial re
commendations which would provide an autho
ritative basis for settlement by agreement and 
further conciliation.

(iv) Disputes which could not initially be settled
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through conciliation should, instead of straight
away being referred for adjudication, be sent back 
for further conciliation even if this process invol
ved the risk of a strike or lockout.

7.3 The observations made by Professor Richardson de
serve consideration. The Conference may examine the 
Draft Model Principles and indicate whether the same 
should be adopted, with changes if any.

(vi) Revival of the Labour Appellate Tribunal
8.1 The Conference will recall that the working of the 
Industrial Disputes Act, 1947 as it originally stood revealed 
the need for a central appellate authority to review the 
divergent and sometimes conflicting, decisions of the large 
number of Industrial Tribunals set up by the Central and 
State Governments and to co-ordinate their activities. The 
Industrial Disputes (Appellate Tribunal) Act, 1950, was the 
result and the Government of India constituted an Appel
late Tribunal, with four Benches functioning at Calcutta. 
Bombay, Madras and Lucknow. Additional ad hoc Benches 
were set up later to deal with urgent cases. It, however, 
soon become apparent that appeals filed before the Appel
late Tribunal not only took an unduly long time to be 
disposed of but also involved a great deal of expenditure 
which the workers could ill afford. Opinion in favour of 
the abolition of the Tribunal therefore gathered quick 
momentum and in view of the large volume of criticism in 
Parliament and at tripartite meetings, the Government of 
India were obliged to repeal in 1956 the Act of 1950 and 
substitute the then system of tribunals by the present three- 
tier system of Labour Courts, Industrial Tribunals and 
National Tribunals.
8.2 The abolition of the Appellate Tribunal has appa
rently resulted in a large increase in the number of cases 
'going up in appeal to the Supreme Court as will be seen 
from the following figures:
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Number of petitions for
Year special leave to Appeal

No. Registered No. granted
1953 59 23
1954 51 21
1955 57 37
1956 297 257
1957 (upto 31.10.57) 189 148
Quoting figures in support of this statement the Law Com
mission has observed as follows:-

“The situation created by these large number of appeals 
causes concern in two respects. It has the natural effect 
of clogging the work of the Supreme Court..........The 
graver aspect, however, of the matter is that labour 
matters are being thrust upon a Court wffiich has not 
the means or materials for adequately informing itself 
about the different aspects of the questions which arise 
in these appeals and therefore, finds it difficult to do 
adequate justice........ Equally grave are the delays 
caused by these appeals in the disposal of industrial 
matters which essentially need speedy disposal”.

From the information available it appears that 209 cases were 
pending with the Supreme Court on 30th November, 1958

So far as appeals to the High Courts are concerned, 
the Law Commission has remarked that a party aggrieved 
by the decision of the tribunal approaches the Supreme 
Court because the jurisdiction of the High Courts under 
Article 226 of the Indian Constitution is too narrow to afford 
relief. A High Court can only quash an order of a tribunal ** 
but cannot make its own decision and substitute it for that 
of the tribunal. Incidentally, it appears that on 30th Nov
ember 1958, there were 756 cases pending before the various 
High Courts.

8.3 According to the Law Commission the remedy lies 
in providing for an adequate right of appeal in industrial 
matters. “Such a right of appeal could be provided either 
by constituting tribunals of appeal under the Labour legis-
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lation itself or by conferring a right of appeal to the High 
Court in suitable cases”.
8.4 The remarks made by the Law Commission need to 
be paid close attention. The observance of the Code for 
Discipline is likely to lead to a reduction in the number of 
cases going up to the High Court. Even so, the Conference 
may discuss the desirability of reviving the Labour Appel
late Tribunal.

(vii) Creation of Separate Machinery for Dealing with 
Disputes Relating to Individual Dismissals, Dischar- 
ges, etc.

9.1 Under the Industrial Disputes Act, as it stands at 
present, a dispute between an individual -worker and his 
employee cannot be treated as an ‘Industrial Dispute’ unless 
sponsored by a group of workers or a trade union. It is 
likely that an aggrieved worker who has no standing with 
a trade union might find it difficult, if not impossible, to 
secure redress. Recently the Government of Madras ap
proached the Centre for permission to undertake legislation 
providing for a separate and self-contained machinery for 
dealing with individual disputes in order to ensure that 
discharge and dismissals take place for a reasonable cause; 
that any aggrieved individual has a prompt and automatic 
remedy by way of appeal to a designated authority. The 
genesis for this proposal is to be found in the opinion held 
by the High Court of Madras and the Labour Courts in the 
State that the discharge of any worker after a month’s notice 
or pay in lieu thereof, under the provisions of the Standing 
Orders, was perfectly in order. This opinion has led to some , 
consternation among the workers who have demanded a 
suitable remedy.

The State Government have pointed out that provision 
for appeals by individual workers is already contained in 
the Madras Shops and Establishments Act, 1947, the Madras 
Catering Establishments Act, 1958, and the Madras Beedi 
Industrial Premises (Regulations and Conditions of Work) 
Act, 1958. The State Government have further pointed out 
that experience with the working of the provision in the
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Shops Act of 1947 has not been unhappy. It has also been 
explained that cases of discharges and dismissals touching 
on group relations, with which the trade unions are mainly 
concerned, may continue to be raised as industrial disputes, 
as defined in the Industrial Disputes Act, 1947. Besides, the 
State Government are of the opinion that trade union activ
ities and industrial relations in general may well benefit 
by the method of individual cases being dealt with separately 
without the mediation of the trade unions.
9.2 The point to be kept in view in examining the pro
posal made by the Government of Madras is whether direct 
access by individual workers to the Industrial Relations 
Machinery or other special machinery in cases of discharges 
and dismissals would —

(a) undermine the influence of trade unions, 
(b) result in indiscriminate resort to appeals, and 
(c) adversely affect discipline.

According to the State Government, there is no such risk. 
On the other hand, they feel that the proposed measure 
would remove a fruitful source of discontent.
9.3 In viezo of the urgency in Madras in this matter, the 
State Government are, with the concurrence of the Centre, 
going ahead with their proposal. However, the Conference 
may examine the implications of the proposal and whether 
the matter should be left to the discretion of the individual 
State Governments or whether any action shozdd be taken 
at the All-India level.

(viii) Jurisdiction of a Tribunal appointed by one State 
Government in respect of a dispute concerning 
Workmen Employed in different States. J

10.1 Under the Industrial Disputes Act, the ‘appropriate 
Government’ except in the case of disputes affecting more 

•than one State, are the State Governments. A large number 
of disputes are naturally referred to the Industrial Tribunals 
appointed by the State Governments concerned. There are, 
however, cases where the headquarters of an undertaking is 
situated in one State but which employs workers in adjoin-
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ing States also. In. such cases the extent to which the deci
sions of the State Tribunals are binding becomes a bone of 
contention. In the Delhi Union Territory, for instance, there 
are situated several branches of commercial concerns con
trolling workmen in other States such as Punjab, Rajasthan, 
U.P. and Jammu and Kashmir. One of the Industrial Tribu
nals, Delhi, has held that it is not within the power of the 
Delhi Administration to refer disputes in such undertakings 
to the local Tribunals. Another Tribunal had taken the 
opposite stand and the Supreme Court has upheld the latter 
view. It has also been pointed out that the cost of Tribunals, 
etc. will have to be borne by one State, whereas the benefits 
may go to workers in other States also. Attention has been 
drawn by some unions of transport employees in the Punjab 
to similar difficulties.
10.2 The Conference may consider the problem raised by 
the Delhi Administration and indicate whether any change 
should be made in the Industrial Disputes A.ct. At present 
the Central Government may appoint National Tribunals 
only in the case of disputes involving questions of national 
importance or which are of such a nature that industrial 
establishments situated in more than one State are likely 
to be interested in, or affected by, such disputes.

B. PROBLEMS RELATING TO TRADE 
UNION ORGANISATION

11.1 Workers’ organisations have a dual role to play. 
One is to negotiate with the employers and enter into collec
tive bargaining or, as a last resort, have recourse to direct 
action for securing satisfactory conditions of work and ful
filling the reasonable aspirations of workers. These prob
lems raise the issue of recognition of trade unions either 
voluntarily by the employers or through certification by 
governmental agencies if necessary. The implications of the 
issue of recognition have been dealt with earlier in this 
Memorandum.
11.2 The other important, perhaps much less ostentatious, 
function of trade unions is to look after the day-to-day



welfare of their members and^ where practicable, their families. The conditions to be fulfilled by trade unions from this angle are different from those required for the purposes of recognition. The Constitution of India guarantees freedom of association to all citizens, subject only to such reasonable restrictions as may be imposed by the State in the interest of public order or morality. Workers are thus free to form their own associations without any previous authorisation. If, however, any association wants to acquire a legal personality, and thereby immunity from civil and criminal liability, it has to get itself registered under the Trade Unions Act, with the concomitent restrictions stipulated in the Act. This Act, as the Conference is aware, Was placed on the Statute Book as early as in 1926. The actual working of the Act for over two decades, revealed the need for its overhauling and a Bill seeking to revise and replace the same was brought forward in 1950. The Bill, however, lapsed with the dissolution of the interim Parliament, and no steps were taken in the matter since then.11.3 The desirability of making substantial changes in the Act of 1926 has, however, been stressed on several occasions in the recent past. Emphasising that a strong trade union movement was necessary both for safeguarding the interests of labour and for realising the targets of production, the Second Five Year Plan made, inter alia, the following recommendations:(i) Unions should realise that undue dependence on any one not belonging to the ranks of industrial, workers must necessarily affect the capacity of j workers to organise themselves. I(ii) The gap created by the reduction in the number of outsiders should be filled by training of workers in trade union philosophy and methods.(iii) In order to improve the finances of trade unions from their internal resources, a membership fee of at least four annas a month should be prescribed in the rules of a trade union.
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(iv) There should be stricter enforcement of rules 
regarding payment of arrears.

Recommendation (ii) above is already being taken care of 
by the “Workers’ Education Scheme” which is well under 
way.
11.4 With regard to outsiders, the Second Plan observed 
that the number of outsiders managing the trade unions had 
shown a decline. Recently, the Ministry of Labour and Em
ployment collected information as to whether the trend 
noted by the Planning Commission was being maintained. 
It appears that as compared to 1947, the proportion of out
siders is showing a decline in Assam, West Bengal, Punjab, 
Orissa, Kerala, Mysore and Tripura. In other States the 
trend is in the reverse direction. The data on which this 
assessment has been made is not, however, complete and 
may, therefore, be accepted with some reservation. The point 
-for consideration is whether the present statutory limit on 
the number of outsiders on the executive of a trade union, 
viz. 50%, should be altered. In this connection a distinction 
needs to be made between outsiders who have at no time 
been workers and those who have actually been workers 
some time or other. It has to be examined whether any 
restriction should be placed on the percentage of outsiders 
belonging to the latter category and whether any period 
of service as a worker should be specified.

11.5 The question of making it obligatory for unions to 
prescribe a minimum membership fee of annas four a 
month, as recommended by the Planning Commission, was 
considered at the last session of the Conference and was 
agreed to. Necessary provision will be made in the Trade 
Unions Act when it is amended.

11.6 It will be recalled that at its last session the Con
ference recommended that delay in the registration of 
unions should be avoided. Apart from other reasons, one 
of the causes for delay may be the number of applications 
to be dealt with by the Registrars of Trade Unions. The Act, 
as it stands, does not permit the delegation of the powers 
of the Registrar to any other authority. The Government
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of Bombay have suggested that provision should be made 
for the decentralisation of the work of the Registrars and 
the appointment of Additional and Deputy Registrars. The 
Conference may consider this suggestion.

11.7 Under the present Act, the powers of the Regis
trars are restricted. They have no authority to inspect the 
records and accounts maintained by the unions. With a view 
to ensuring that unions functioned properly and complied 
with legal requirements, it has been suggested that the Re
gistrars, or their nominees, should be specifically empower
ed to inspect the books of trade unions. The Conference 
may like to endorse this suggestion.
11.8 Attention has been drawn by some State Govern
ments to the fact that while trade unions obtained regis
tration by providing in their rules for all matters mentioned 
in Section 6 of the Act, many of them did not in practice 
observe the rules. Non-observance of the rules does not, 
however, constitute a violation under the Act as it stands 
and cannot, therefore, be a ground for the withdrawal or 
cancellation of registration. The Conference may consider 
the desirability of this defect being removed.
11.9 Similarly, the desirability of providing for the 
withdrawal or cancellation of registration of unions failing 
to submit their annual returns may also be considered.
11.10 One of the drawbacks of the trade union movement 
in this country is the multiplicity of unions. There are 
several registered trade unions functioning in the same in
dustry, and in many cases in the same unit. This situation, 
it has been pointed out, arises from the fact that under the 
Trade Unions Act any group of seven persons can apply 
for registration of a union and the Registrar has no power 
to refuse registration if the union complies with the pres
cribed requirements. Suggestions have, therefore, been 
made to the effect that either the number prescribed under 
Section 4 of the Act should be sufficiently raised or that 
the Registrar should be empowered to refuse registration 
to a trade union if he considers that there is already an 
adequate number of registered unions functioning for the
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workers in the undertaking or industry concerned. While 
it is true that multiplicity of unions is a recognised evil, it 
is doubtful whether the remedy lies in tightening up the 
provisions of the Trade Unions Act and making it difficult 
for unions to secure registration. The primary purpose of 
the Act is to enable organisations of workers to acquire a 
corporate status. Freedom of association is a fundamental 
right and the conditions for registration should not be such 
as to negative that right. I.L.O. Convention No. 87 con
cerning Freedom of Association and the Right to Organise 
confers on workers (and employers) the right inter alia, 
to establish organisations of their own choosing and these 
organisations should have the right to acquire a legal per
sonality. Even as it is, there is a risk of the regulatory 
provisions of the Trade Unions Act being construed to be 
inconsistent with the Convention and this is one of the rea
sons why the Government of India have not ratified this 
Convention. In a recent report to the I.L.O. from the Gov
ernment of India it has no doubt been urged that “such res
trictions as may be imposed by the competent national 
authorities on the right of association of workers and the 
functioning of trade unions in consultation with and with 
the full concurrence of representative organisations of 
workers shall not be deemed to be in violation of the Con
vention.” Still it is questionable whether the Trade Unions 
Act should be utilised to curb an undoubtedly unhealthy 
development. The Conference, may, hawever, discuss the 
matter.

11.11 Several other amendments of a minor nature to 
the Trade Unions Act have been received. These can, how
ever, be taken care of if the fundamental issues are settled 
and the broad principles are laid down by the Conference.

CONCLUSION

12.1 As has been pointed out in the introduction, the 
numerous problems relating to industrial relations cannot 
be tackled all at once. For the present, the views of the 
Conference are invited on the following matters: -
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A. Machinery -for Collective Bargaining and the Set
tlement of Industrial Disputes.

(i) The procedure proposed in the Kerala Industrial 
Relations Bill for the certification of negotiating 
agents (paragraph 3.3).

(ii) The appointment of a small tripartite Committee 
for drawing up “guidance principles” relating to 
the composition and functioning, etc., of Works 
Committees (paragraph 4.3).

* (iii) Validity of agreements reached through direct 
negotiations between the parties (paragraph 5.2).

(iv) Removal of the difficulties standing in the way 
of reference of disputes to voluntary arbitration 
(paragraph 6.1).

(v) Replacement of Labour Courts and Industrial 
Tribunals by Arbitration Boards (paragraph 6.2).

(vi) Model principles for reference of disputes to adju
dication (paragraph 7.3).

(vii) Revival of the Labour Appellate Tribunal (para
graph 8.4).

(viii) Creation of separate machinery for dealing with 
disputes relating to individual dismissals etc., 
(paragraph 9.3).

(ix) Jurisdiction of a tribunal appointed by one State 
Government in respect of a dispute concerning 
workmen employed in different States (paragraph 
10.2).

B. Problems relating to Trade Union 
Organisation

(j) Alteration of the present statutory limit on the 
number of outsiders on the executives of trade 
unions (paragraph 11.4).

(ii) Insertion of a provision in the Trade Unions Act 
regarding membership fees (paragraph 11.5).

(iii) Decentralisation of the work of Registrars of 
Trade Unions (paragraph 11.6).

(iv) Empowering Registrars to look into the records 
of trade unions (paragraph 11.7).
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(v) Cancellation of registration for failure to observe 
the rules of the union (paragraph 11.8).

(vi) Cancellation of registration for failure to submit 
annual returns (paragraph 11.9).

(vii) Placing a restriction on the number of unions 
that may be registered (paragraph 11.10).

APPENDIX I

WORKS COMMITTEES—EXPERIENCE IN OTHER 
COUNTRIES

Introduction
1.1 Since the last World War many countries have set up machi
nery for associating the staff closely with the general operation of 
the undertaking. The machinery thus established differs from coun
try to country and also bears different names like Works Committees 
or Councils, Management Councils, Joint Production Committees, 
Joint Advisory Committees, Labour Management Committees. Occu
pational Committees, Factory Committees or Councils, Workers 
Committees, etc. These bodies are meant to serve economic and 
social purposes, by promoting cooperation in the undertaking. The 
economic motive is, to ensure increased production and the moral/ 
social motive is to secure full recognition of the importance of the 
human element and accordingly to give staff a greater interest in 
the general operation of the undertaking.

Method of establishment of joint bodies.
2.1 In some countries these joint bodies have a purely contrac
tual origin while in others they owe their existence to legislation. 
The countries which belong to the former category are U.K., Sweden, 
Switzerland, Norway, Canada, Israel, Japan etc. In the countries 
where the Works Councils are the outcome of voluntary agreements 
between the employers and the trade unions, the method of joint 
consultation generally varies not only from one industry to another 
but also from one firm to another. The position in Sweden is how
ever slightly different. Here, two general agreements w’ere signed 
on 30th August 1946 regarding the appointment of Works Councils. 
One was between the Confederation of Swedish Employers and the 
Confederation of Swedish Trade Unions and the other between the 
Confederation of Swedish Employers and the Swedish Confederation 
of Organisation of Salaried Employees. The agreement becomes 
legally binding on the employers, wage earners and salaried emplo
yees concerned only when it is ratified by a particular industry.
2.2 To the latter category of countries which have passed legis
lation for the establishment of Works Councils belong Federal Re
public of Germany, Austria, France, Belgium, Finland and the tota-
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litarian economies like the U.S.S.R., Czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia, 
Poland, etc.
2.3 In the Federal Republic of Germany the “Works Constitu
tion Act” of 11th October 1952 established a uniform system of col
laboration between employers and workers at the" plant level 
throughout the Republic. The Act expressly states that its provi
sions in no way impair the function of the trade unions and the 
employers’ associations.
2.4 In Austria the “Federal Act” of 28th March 1947 introduced 
a representative system in all undertakings. Another Act of 30th 
June 1948 deals with the representation of wage earners in agricul
ture and forestry undertakings.
2.5 In France, production or management committees were set 
up spontaneously in a number of factories. With a view to making 
the establishment of these bodies a general practice and to give them 
legal status the Ordinance of 22 February 45 was issued and thus 
Works Committees came to be established. Works Councils are re
quired to be formed one in each individual plant together with a 
Central Council for the firm as a whole. The representatives of the 
Central Council are elected by the Works Council. Similar practice 
is adopted by Austria and a number of other countries. A Works 
Council may also appoint special Committees to deal with employ
ment problems or social problems in the proper sense of the term. 
The legislation, however, does not prevent any arrangements as to 
the operation or powers of Works Committees being based on col
lective agreements or custom. In some cases, even the application 
of the legislation is optional.
2.6 In Belgium, Works Councils have been set up under the Act 
of 20 September 1948 to make provision for the organisation of the 
country’s economic life. Under this Act, Works Councils may be 
established on the employer’s initiative. Depending on the size and 
structure of the undertaking, every Works Council may split itself 
up into Works Sections comprising delegates representing particular 
categories of workers.
2.7 In Finland, Works Councils became definitive under the Act 
of 30th December 1949.
2.8 In Netherlands, the Act of 4th May 1950 deals with the set
ting up of Works Councils but it is also closely related to the ques
tion of the general organisation of the economy.
2.9 In the countries with nationalised and planned economies, 
such as the U.S.S.R. and other countries of this group trade union 
Works Councils or Committees have been formed by legislation. But 
these Councils differ from their counterparts in private enterprise 
economies mainly in their responsibilities and in their relationship 
with the unions.
2.10 In Czechoslovakia for instance, Works Councils have been 
set up under a Decree issued on 24th October 1945 in all establish
ments employing mere than 20 workers. The unified trade union 
organisation, has the sole right to put forward a list of candidates 
and also complete control over the holding the elections, finances etc. 
2.11 Under the Act of 2nd July 1950, the Workers’ Councils in 
Yugoslavia (the membership of which varies from 15 to 120) are 
elected by workers who have signed a contract of employment with, 
the undertaking and also by the technical, engineering and other 
staff. The management Committees made up of between 3 and 11
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members are elected by the Workers’ Councils from among the em
ployees of the undertaking. The manager of the undertaking is ap
pointed by the management Committee of the association grouping 
a number of undertakings or, if no such association exists, by the 
appropriate Government agency. The manager is, ex-officio, a 
member of the management Committee. These Committees are 
generally responsible for seeing that the regulations regarding in
dustrial relations, salaries and wages, promotion, safety, social in
surance and the improvement of the workers’ living standards are 
properly carried out.
2.12 Works Councils in Poland were set up under the Decree of 
6th February 1945. In practice, however, those Committees were 
incorporated in the trade union organisation, in which they func
tioned as the "basic units” and their statutory duties of safeguard
ing the workers’ interests remained a dead letter. However, the re
cent indications are to explore the possibility of incrasing the powers 
of the Works Councils so as to implement the Decree once more and 
to enlarge its scope in certain respect.

Composition of the joint bodies.
3.1 In the majority of countries, legislation or regulations gov
erning the setting up of Works Councils prescribe a minimum num
ber of employees above which an establishment is required to set up 
such a Council. In Austria for example, a Works Council is elected 
in any undertaking in which at least 20 workers are employed while 
the number stipulated in countries like Germany, Czechoslovakia, 
and Poland are over 20 workers. In the Netherlands the law lays 
down a minimum of 25 workers, whereas in Sweden and Italy the 
minimum fixed is over 25 workers. In establishments employing 50 
workers or more while the number in U.K. is over 50. In Poland, 
the law allows workers’ management Committees to be set up in all 
undertakings provided that not less than 50% of the wage earners 
approve the idea.
Structure
4.1 The structure of Works Councils also varied from country 
to country. In some countries they are composed of workers’ dele
gates while in others they are joint bodies. Their structure also 
may vary from one plant to another within the same country in 
accordance with the proportion of w'age earners to the total number 
of employees.
4.2 In Austria and the Federal Republic of Germany the Works 
Councils may only include representatives of the workers. In Aus
tria, the law specifies that in undertakings employing more than 5G 
workers separate Works Councils for the wage earners and for the 
salaried employees should be set up if each of these twTo groups com
prises 20 persons or more.
4.3 Similarly, the internal Committees in Italy consist of only 
the workers made up of representatives of the technical and clerical 
staffs and of the wage earners elected separately by direct secret 
ballot by all the work people whether they are members of a trade 
union or not.
4.4 In Belgium, France and the Netherlands the law required 
Works Councils ro be joint bodies, although there may not be as 
many employers’ as workers’ representatives. Works Councils in 
Belgium are composed of the head of the business and one or more 
delegates appointed by him together with a number of staff delegates.
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The number of staff delegates may be between 3 and 14 depending on the number of working-people. The number of seats allotted to the workers’ and salaried staff's delegates also depends on the relative strength of these two groups.4.5 In France the Works Council includes the head of the business or his representative and a delegation of employees. Delegates are elected from lists submitted by the organisations that are most representative of each category of employees. A system of representation by occupation is adopted. The allocation of seats to different categories of employees and the division of the work people into voting groups is settled by the management with the trade unions concerned. If the manager fails to convene a meeting of the Works Committee in time, the latter may, at the request of workers’ representatives, be convened by and meet under the Chairmanship of the Labour Inspector.4.6 A similar position exists in the Netherlands where the manager in addition to his being a member is also the Chairman of the Council. The Council comprises members varying between 3 and 25, elected by the wage earners.4.7 In Poland, the law stipulates at least 2,3 of the members of the workers’ management council must be chosen by secret ballot from among the workers themselves. The manager is, ex officio, a member of the council but cannot be elected Chairman or Vice- Chairman of the Council.4.8 In Finland, Works Councils consisting of two employers’ representatives, 3 workers’ representatives and one representative from the salaried staff are formed in establishments where the number of man hours worked during a single year does not exceed 240,000. In establishments where this limit of working hours is exceeded, the Council is composed of 3 employers’ representatives, 5 workers’ representatives and two representatives of the salaried staff. The Chairman of the Works Committee is elected by the Committee and chosen alternately, each year, from among the representatives of management and those of the staff. A Secretary is also elected by the Committee from among the members representing the staff.4.9 In Canada and Israel the productivity Committees are joinl bodies, the representatives from each of the groups of management and workers’ being equal. The wage earner representatives are elected solqly by the workers (secret ballot in the case of Canada) while the management representatives are appointed by the management (by the senior executives and foremen in the case of Canada). In Israel every Committee elects two Chairmen, one from each group who take it in turns to preside. These two Chairmen with the existence of the Secretary, handle the Committee’s business between meetings and supervise the work of sub-committees.
Role of Trade Unions in the formation and functioning of joint 

bodies5.1 In many countries, irrespective of whether the Works Council are set up by agreement or law, trade unions take part in the appointment of members, (although in some cases once the Councils has been elected it is completely independent of the Unions). Close collaboration between the unions and the Councils takes place at all times, particularly if the unions are strong and have a large membership in the undertaking concerned.
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5.2 In. Sweden only trade union members are entitled to take part in the election of workers’ delegates. This, however, does not apply if more than half the workers in the plant are not unionised. As regards salaried employees if not less than three-quarters of them employed in an undertaking are affiliated to the Confederation of Salaried Employees’ Organisations, only those who are trade unionists are entitled to vote in the election of their representatives; if the proportion is less all salaried employees are allowed to vote.5.3 In France, and Belgium, the workers’ delegates on a Works Council are elected by a system of proportional representation from lists drawn up by the organisations considered to be most representative of each category of workers. (In Belgium these bodies are the nationally federated inter-occupational organisations with not less than 100,000 members or 5% of the labour force of the particular undertaking). Further, in France the workers’ organisations which are recognised as representative in each undertaking are allowed by law to appoint one delegate (who is an employee of the undertaking) to sit on the Council in an advisory capacity.5.4 A similar procedure is followed in the Netherlands, where the members of Works Councils (excluding the Chairman) are elected from one or'more lists of candidates submitted by the union or unions designated for this purpose.5.5 In Canada although the wage earners’ representatives on the joint production Committee are elected by secret ballot by the employers, they may be appointed by the unions wherever this prac- ice has got the approval of both the workers and management. In addition, the president of the union is often allowed to attend meetings of these joint Committees.5.6 In the Federal Republic of Germany, a delegate from a trade union represented on a Works Council, may, at the request of a quarter of the Council's membership attend meetings in an advisory capacity.5.7 In Australia, a somewhat different system is found. The Works Council is composed of a Chairman (who is also the manager of the plant), a trade union representative from each of the six departments in the plant, the union Secretary (who is also the secretary of the Council) and six workers’ representatives selected by the management, together with the training officer as joint Secretary.5.8 In Italy, elections of internal Committee members and factory delegates are managed by the trade unions.
Functions of Works Committees6.1 Works Councils are generally responsible for putting forward the workers" view before a decision is taken by the management. Depending on the countries and the regulations in force the functions of these Councils range from social questions (Welfare) to technical and economic matters. Frequently, it has been considered best to limit the scope of councils to matters of joint interest not covered by collective agreements and in such cases the councils are advisory bodies pure and simple.6.2 Social functions : Chiefly, the Works Councils are concerned with social matters like welfare facilities, amendments of labour laws or regulations, hirings and dismissals, resolving industrial disputes by conciliatory methods etc. Generally with the exception of a few countries like France, Austria and Federal Republic of Germany these councils do not deal with the wage
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questions and other working conditions. In U.K., Sweden and 
Israel, the joint Committees deal with various aspects of welfare 
and working conditions (heating, ventilation, lighting etc.), voca
tional training questions, the personnel department and the 
prevention of accidents and also with such technical matters 
as the improvement of production methods, the raising of pro
ductivity, organisational methods, automation etc. The Works 
Councils in U.K. are purely advisory bodies and the final decision 
rests with the management. In Austria, Belgium and France law 
provides that workshop or working regulations or plant rules 
may not be issued or amended without their approval. These 
countries have also the right to manage or share in the manage
ment of welfare facilities provided by the undertaking for the 
benefit of the workers or their families. The Councils in Belgium 
also discuss the general criteria for hiring and dismissal of 
workers. In Italy too, the internal committees discuss plant 
regulations with the management before they came into force. 
Here any proposal to dismiss workers through a falling off in 
business or a re-organisation must be notified to the Committee 
with full reasons thereof, and the matter thereafter is discussed 
With the management. In the event of any disagreement the 
mattei* is submitted to the appropriate bodies for investigation. 
In some countries like the Federal Republic of Germany and 
the Netherlands, the Councils are responsible for ensuring that 
social legislation and collective agreements are carried out. In 
these as well as in some other countries like Japan, Finland, 
Italy and Switzerland they also make the first attempt at concilia
tion. In the Federal Republic of Germany no large-scale hirings 
or dismissals may take place without the Works Councils being 
consulted. In Austria, the Works Councils are entitled to estab
lish welfare funds (this includes all funds to improve the well
being of the workers and their families) and to administer them 
without interference. In the Netherlands they take part in the 
running of welfare facilities attached to the undertakings. Also, 
the Councils should first be notified about the establishment or 
termination of each wage earner’s contract despite the Councils’ 
opposition. If the employer terminates the contract it may 
appeal to the conciliation office and by virtue of its right to a 
share in the management can even suspend the decision of the 
employer to close down the plant until a ruling is obtained from 
the State Economic Commission.
6.3 Technical functions : The technical responsibilities as
signed to the Works Councils cover safety and production and 
productivity. These functions are however discharged purely 
in an advisory capacity, in the Federal Republic of Germany, 
the Councils must be allowed to express an opinion, wherever 
safety devices are introduced and whenever an inquiry is held 
in the case of an accident. Here as well as in Finland the Councils 
co-operate with employers and labour inspectors in enforcing 
the safety regulations. Similarly, in the Netherlands Works 
Councils are responsible for seeing that the laws and' regulations 
for the workers’ protection are observed and that the facilities 
provided in the interests of safety and health and hygiene are 
maintained in good order. In Canada, Norway, Israel etc. the 
Councils are called production Committees which are mainly 
intended to secure the expansion of production and the raising 
of productivity. Works Councils in Sweden not only express their 
views on system of organisation and planning for optimum pro
duction but also hold a watch over all technical and economic
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matters. In the Netherlands and Finland they suggest ways and 
means of improving technical and economic efficiency for intensi
fying production. Austrian Works Councils may make suggestions 
to the management regarding improvements in equipments. In 
France, the councils examine any suggestions for increasing out
put put forward by the management or workers, ■ while in Italy 
they give suggestions for increasing productivity.
6.4 Economic functions : Many countries have taken steps 
to give Works Councils some voice in the internal administration 
and in some cases in the management of the undertakings in 
the belief that workers have a vital stake in the efficiency of 
the undertakings. In France the powers of the Works Councils 
in respect of economic matters are purely advisory. They must, 
according to the law be consulted over matters affecting the 
organisation, management and general running of the under
taking. They must also be informed of the profits earned and 
in cases of some companies (with limited liability) they can also 
make suggestion as to the uses to which these profits should 
be put. In Belgium and Sweden the management must supply 
the Works Councils with full information on the financial results 
of the business. In the Federal Republic of Germany, joint 
economic Committees made up of between four and eight members 
(with at least one member from the Works Councils) are set 
up in factories with more than 100 workers. These Committees 
discuss manufacturing and working methods, production sche
dules, the financial position of the business, the state of output 
and sales etc. In Austria, a Works Council by virtue of its 
right to a share in the management, is entitled to make pro
posals to the management in the interests of the economy as a 
whole as well as of the plant and its workers.
7.1 Assessment—Extent of Success: In the Federal Republic 
of Germany and the Scandinavian countries the Works Councils 
operate to general satisfication and seem to have become a 
permanent feature of the industrial scene. In Canada and 
Finland these Councils have given encouraging results and 
satisfication to all parties. Their number is also on the 
increase. In U.K. although joint consultation at the plant 
level is ineffective sometimes the Works Councils are encouraged 
as the experiment is considered to be an excellent way of educat
ing trade union leaders in the techniques of administration. 
Although joint consultation has become a widespread practice 
in an ever-increasing number of countries and has generally 
proved itself worthwhile, a number of snags have been struck 
over in the establishment of these councils and the way in which 
they discharge their duties. The dangers of keeping the workers 
informed fully about the state of business are exaggerated in some, 
countries. In this account the Belgium manufacturers’ Federa
tion have taken the line that the Works Councils would have 
been more effective if their powers had been freely negotiated 
in each undertaking with the law being applicable only in the 
event of disagreement. On the other hand, the Belgium Trade 
Union movement is not satisfied with the powers granted to the 
Works Councils or the scope of the joint consultation.
7.2 In France, Works Councils are undergoing a critical period. 
The commonest attitude is sheer apathy and it is hard to find 
men now to stand as candidates for the Works Councils. Some
times they seem to have been shunted into a siding and by
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wasting their time in futile efforts, have incurred the contempt 
of the workers whom they are supposed to be representing. The 
reasons for this deplorable condition are to be found mainly in 
the osychological atmosphere. In many cases the managements 
deliberately try to ham-string the councils and discourage them. 
In some cases, failures have also been attributed to the fact that 
many of the employers do not even know how to take the 
chair at a meeting an.d when they are asked to supply, the 
information, give it in a language which is over the workers 
heads.
7.3 In some countries like Australia trouble has been caused 
by the fact that the wage earners and salaried staff took part 
in the work of the same council.
7.4 Paradoxical as it may seem, co-operation at the plant 
level is viewed with suspicion and disfavour in those countries 
where the trade union organisations are weak through fear of 
their losing control over the workers whose difficulties could oe 
largely solved through the Works Committees, etc. Where trade 
unionism is well founded, the Works Committees receive oetuer 
treatment at the hands of the unions.

INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS RELATING TO 
WORKS COMMITTEES ETC.

8.1 The expansion in the use of joint consultative machinery 
at the plant level led the International Conference to adooc 
a Recommendation (No. 94) in 1952 concerning consultation and 
co-operation between employers and workers at the level of 
the undertaking. This Recommendation stipulates that Works 
Committees, etc., should deal with matters of mutual concern 
to the employers and workers but not within the scope of collective 
bargaining machinery or not normally dealt with by other machi
nery concerned with the determination of terms and conditions 
of employment.
8.2 The question of bipartite co-operation at the unit level 
has also been discussed by several of the I.L.O. industrial Com
mittees. it has been recognised that bodies for consultation and 
co-operation should have the essential function of increasing un
derstanding of each other’s points of view between all parties 
in the undertaking on a basis of real equality. Also, the success
ful functioning of the Works Committees etc., depends on the 
willingness of the management of undertaking to inform the 
joint body at regular intervals regarding the activities of the 
undertaking, future plans and provide the joint body with general 
information about the economic and the technical situation of 
the undertaking.
8.3 Whole no comprehensive list of the functions that could 
be assigned to joint consultative bodies has been drawn up by 
the I.L.O., the following subjects have been considered suitable 
for consideration by these bodies :—

(a) information on general problems which have an influ
ence on the operation of the undertaking;

(b) information on the employment situation;
(c) conditions in the plant, such as ventilation, lighting, 

noise, temperature, factory hygiene;
(d) amenities^ such as rest rooms, health services, housing, 

canteen services, recreation;
(e) safety and accident prevention;
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(f) vocational training; and
(g) measures for increasing efficiency.

8.4 Recently, the International Labour Office had called for 
detailed information from Member States regarding the extent 
to which the principle of co-operation at the level of the under
taking is being followed. This information, which would be 
useful as guidance material will become available sometime later.

APPENDIX II

CRITICAL ANALYSIS ON THE FUNCTIONING OF THE 
WORKS COMMITTEES IN THE PUBLIC SECTOR

The provisions of Section 3 of the Industrial Disputes Act, 1947 
empower the appropriate government to direct (by general or spe
cial orders) that works committees will be constituted in any indus
trial establishment in which 100 or more than 100 workmen are 
employed or have been employed on any date in the preceding 12 
months. In so far as public sector undertakings, falling under the 
Central sphere are concerned, orders have been issued in the case 
of the following to set up Works Committees: -

(i) The three Major Ports — Bombay Port Trust, Madras Port 
Trust and Commissioners of the Port of Calcutta.

(ii) All industrial establishments in the public sector falling 
under the Central sphere (other than Government Rail
ways, mines, oil fields and major ports).

'(iii) Industrial establishments in the mines falling in the public 
sector.

(iv) Banking and insurance companies (falling under the pub
lic sector) having branches in more than one State provided 
substantial proportion of employees working therein apply 
for the formation of works committees. The Chief Labour- 
Commissioner (Central) has been empowered to exercise 
his discretion whether to order formation of works commit
tees or not.

2. In order to assess and examine critically the functioning of the 
works committees in these public sector establishments, a question
naire was prepared and issued to them through the Regional Labour 
Commissioners. Replies were received from 161 public sector under
takings falling in the Central Sphere. A major portion of these public 
sector undertakings is under the administrative control of the Defence 
Ministry and the remaining are under the administrative control of 
the Ministry of Food & Agriculture, Irrigation & Power, Finance, 
Works, Housing & Supply, Communications and Health etc.

Amongst the three major ports, works committee has been set 
up only at Madras. In Bombay and Calcutta, the Port authorities 
have expressed their inability to set up these committees in view of 
the prevailing labour conditions and apathy amounting to opposi
tion from the trade union organisations concerned. The question of 
exempting them from setting up works committees, is already re-
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ceiving the attention of the Ministry of Labour & Employment. Works committees are also not functioning in any of the banking or insurance organisations belonging to the public sector as no request was received from the employees working in these organisations for the formation of these committees. The analysis given below therefore pertains to 161 public sector undertakings falling in the Central sphere and it excludes the undertakings referred to above.3. Size of the Undertaking and the Works Committees:The majority of the establishments from which replies have been received employ move than 500 workers and in more than 25% of the establishments, the workers employed were more than 2,000. From the reports received, it has been observed that the successful working of the works committees is in no way interdependent on the number of workers employed in any establishment. It depends more or less on the keenness of interest evinced by the representatives of both sides, i.e., the workers as well as the management and the size of the establishment has practically no bearing on the interest taken by the parties concerned in the successful working of the committees.4. Composition of Works Committees:Rule 39 of the Industrial Disputes (Central) Rules, 1957, provides that the number of representatives of the workers on these committees will not be less than the number of representatives of the management and that the total number of members shall not exceed 20. No restriction, however, has been placed in the rules, on the management’s representatives being less in number than the representatives of the workers. In 9, i.e., in about 6% of the establishments (out of the total of 161), it was observed that the representatives of the management were less in number than that of the employees. The main reason usually given for this disparity in number was shortage of adequate number of officers in these establishments. The disparity in some cases is reported to have given rise to certain practical difficulties such as election of Chairman and Vice-Chairman as well as Secretary and Joint Secretary of the works committees. In accordance with Rule 51 of the Industrial Disputes (Central) Rules. 1957, the offices of Chairman and Vice Chairman are not to be held by the representatives of the employers or workmen for two consecutive terms and similarly the offices of Secretary and Joint Secretary are not to be held by the representatives of the employers or workmen for two consecutive years. This inter-change is not possible in the installations where there is only one officer.5. Frequency of the meetings of the Committee.In accordance with the rules, the meetings of the -works committees are to be held once in a quarter and more frequently if possible. On the whole it was noticed that the meetings were being held once in a quarter in almost all establishments except in a few cases, the number of which was limited to 3%. The reasons which have been furnished for irregularity in holding the meetings are:-(i) non-submission of agenda by the representatives of workers as well as management.(ii) lack of quorum.(iii) administrative difficulties such as lack of space, holidays etc.(iv) absence of representatives of both the sides on account of
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various reasons including misunderstanding among the parties concerned.With a genuine goodwill and desire to ensure that the works committees are functioning successfully, these difficulties could be easily met.6. Minutes of the Works CommitteeThere is no uniformity in the system of maintaining the Minutes of the committee meetings. Where the committees are active, minutes are written in an elaborate manner but in cases where the committees are more or less inactive, the minutes are written, it appears, only to meet the requirements of the law. They do not furnish details of the issues under discussion nor the arguments advanced by both the parties are incorporated therein. In a very few cases, the minutes contain questions put up by the representatives of the workers and answers given by the representatives of the management. Thus there is enough scope for improvement in this connection.7. Subjects discussed in the meetings'.The functions of the works committees, in accordance with the Act, are to promote measures for securing and preserving amity and good relations between the employers and workmen and to that end to comment upon matters of their common interest or concern and endeavour to compose any material difference of opinion in respect of such matters. The Act as well as the Rules are silent as regards the exact matters which are to be discussed by these committees. In the Defence Installations, through administrative directives, effort has been made to give guidance to these committees as regards the subject matters to be discussed therein but in other installations falling in the public sector, no such guidance is available to the members of these committees. This lacuna, many a time, furnishes a fertile ground for disputes when workers insist on discussing certain items in these meetings which the management regards as purely managerial functions such as matters of discipline etc. It has been noticed that managements are usually reluctant to suggest any item in the agenda by themselves. The workers’ representatives, on the other hand, try to bring in all sorts of issues in the agenda which leads to a clash between the representatives of the two sides. There is a marked tendency among the representatives of the workers to regard works committees as something like Municipal Councils wherein they could ask questions or criticise the administration. This attitude on the part of workers’ representatives, often results in misunderstanding being caused which once established is rather difficult to remove. A lot, therefore, depends on the attitude and the frame of mind not only of the workers’ representatives but the management-members of the committee as well. The workers’ representatives generally tend to regard these committees as a platform where they could grab and seize all advantages they can instead of securing just remedies for the really aggrieved workers. The management’s side, at times, fails to understand the difficulties of the worker-members of the committees who have to stand pressure from a large number of workers especially when there are a number of grievances. In the 'event of their failing to represent these grievances adequately, they lose the confidence of the workers who had elected them. It has often been suggested that the scope of these committees should be properly defined under the Act while some are of the opinion that a healthy tradition should be established as regards the subject matters
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to be discussed in these committees and these should be left to be decided upon mutually by both the parties.(a) The items which are suggested by the workers’ sides generally relate to their difficulties such as conditions of service including working hours etc. A list of subjects generally brought forward for discussion by the workers’ representatives is given below: -Grant of loans, holidays, advance payment of wages before important festivals, improvement of quarters, recreation and medical facilities to employees and their families. Protective clothings, payment of bonus and leave with wages, promotion of good relationship, matters of general welfare, labour welfare fund, measures against illiteracy, announcement through loudspeakers, hot weather requirements, labour union office, construction of canteen service, training in first aid, medical examination of workers, water supply, purchase of games material, market rates, improvement in w’orking environments, cinema Projectors, electrification of quarters, small pox vaccinations creches, transport facilities, cheap grains etc.(b) The subject matters referred to the committee by the representatives of the managements were as under:-Discipline and punctuality, industrial relations, adjustment of surplus personnel, welfare amenities, medical facilities. Promotion of amity, subjects covering moral and social education, health, sanitation etc. National Savings Certificates, Co-operative society, financial aid to sports clubs from Welfare Fund, Award of prizes to outstanding candidates in training schemes, service conditions, etc.(c) The items which were considered as ultra-vires by the managements and on which discussion was usually not allowed, were as under:-Wrongful termination of services of workers. Investigation in disciplinary cases, confirmation, higher pay and special allowances, provision of clerical staff in L.O.’s office, representations, trade tests by workers, question of pay scale, discussion on wage rates.8. Decisions and Conclusions reached in the Committee;The study revealed that in approximately 60% of the undertakings, decisions reached were usually unanimous. Most of these decisions pertained to the matters which were within the administrative control of the Head of the Establishment concerned. In nearly 48% bf the undertakings, as many as 90% of the decisions arrived at w^ere implemented within a reasonable time. In as many as 33% of the undertakings, the average time taken to give effect to the decisions or recommendations of the works committees was less than one month. It was also noticed that decisions are given effect to fairly quickly except on certain major issues requiring Government sanction. In 53% of the Establishments, certain decisions taken remained unimplemented due to the reasons stated above. Many of the recommendations of the committees had to be referred to higher authorities or Ministries with the result that the sanction as well as implementation were unduly delayed. Policy matters could not either be decided or implemented for a long time. The reasons which are generally furnished for delay or non-implementa- tion of the decisions are summarised below : -(a) matters involved huge financial out-lay.32



(b) non-availability of raw materials which are generally imported and non-availability of building materials.(c) lack of co-operation, friction and local politics in a few cases.(d) matters beyond the financial or administrative powers of the Head of the Establishment.(e) procedural difficulties.In 81% of the Establishments, no difficulty, procedural or otherwise, was encountered in the smooth functioning of the works committees. Procedural difficulties generally arise due to vagueness of the scope of the works committees, controversy regarding the povzers given to the Chairman to disallow certain items, inclusion of a certain item in the agenda, holding of works committee meetings without proper notice or circulation of agenda, opposition of trade unions to the inclusion of certain items in the agenda.9. General difficulties.General difficulties reported during survey in the smooth function of these committees were as follows : -(i) lack of appreciation on the part of the management and workmen’s representatives of the functions and significance of the committees.(ii) illiteracy and lack of understanding amongst the workers especially those employed in backward areas.(iii) disinclination of workers’ representatives on the works committee to participate in the deliberations of the committee.(iv) workers expect too much out of these representatives and they being unable to deliver the goods become unpopular and are not inclined to serve on the committees.(v) lack of co-operation and in some cases even opposition of the trade union leaders to the constitution and the functioning of the works committees. They fear that their representative character will cease if works committees function. There have also been instances wherein it was reported that the trade unions regarded works committees as their rivals.(vi) opposition of trade unions towards the formation of works committees due to inter-union rivalry.10. Factors responsible for successful functioning of works 
committees.Factors which were found helpful for the successful functioning of works committees were as under : -(i) existence of co-operation and cordial relations between the workers and managements arid also with the trade unions.(ii) sympathetic attitude by the managements especially in encouraging workers to put forward their grievances and suggestions.(iii) foresight of the managements in having prior consultation with the works committee before bringing any changes in respect of welfare, service conditions etc.(iv) higher educational standards amongst the workers.(v) model constitution and bye-laws for the works committees have been framed.11. Sub Committee of the Works Committees.In a majority of the Establishments, sub-committees of the
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works committees were set up. These included canteen committees, production committees, welfare fund committees, estate advisory- committees, Standing sub-committees to scrutinise the agenda of the works committees. Besides these, certain other committees also appear to have been set up on an ad hoc basis and these were Vana- mahotsava sub-committee, Rate control committee, Puja committee etc. It was also observed that these sub-committees are generally- formed by the works committees which are running smoothly. In establishments where there has been misunderstanding and consequent friction in the works committees, efforts to form sub-commit- mittees could not succeed. In most of the cases these sub-committees did not have equal number of representatives of the management and workers.12. General Remarks.(i) In an appreciably large number of public sector undertakings, inter-union rivalry has not affected the smooth working of the works committees. This is perhaps due to the fact that in these undertakings usually one union is recognised and therefore the unrecognised unions, if any, often have ineffective existence.(ii) In private sector undertakings, the officers in charge of Establishments have usually wider administrative and financial powers but in the public sector undertakings, the powers delegated to those officers are limited. Whenever proposals made by the worker-members of the committee are reasonable, the officer-in-charge, installations in the public sector agree with them and recommend the same to the higher authorities for their sanction and implementation. This involves considerable time lag and at times the proposals recommended by these officers are not sanctioned by the higher formations or Ministries. This causes disappointment and frustration amongst the workers.(iii) As the scope of the works committees has not been adequately defined either in the Act or in the Rules, certain limitations are often placed by the managements on the items to be brought forward for discussion. This has given rise to a persistent demand on the part of the worker-members of the committees that the scope of this committee should be properly defined and more latitude allowed to them to discuss problems concerning conditions of work, pay scales and other terms and conditions of service.(iv)-The greatest measure of success amongst the public sector undertakings has been achieved by the Defence Installations in the formation *of works committees. Much of this success is due to the cadre of Labour Officer which was established in these undertakings much earlier. As most of the Defence undertakings are located outside the urban areas, the scope for improvement and for adoption of welfare measures was considerable and the representatives of the workmen as well as management were not found lacking in utilising the same.
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APPENDIX III

DRAFT MODEL PRINCIPLES FOR REFERENCE OF 
DISPUTES TO ADJUDICATION

A. Individual disputes.Industrial disputes raised in regard to individual cases, i.e., cases of dismissal, discharge or any action §f management on disciplinary grounds, may be referred for adjudication if there is a 
prima facie case of—(1) victimisation or unfair labour practice,(2) that the standing orders in force have not been properly followed or that the principles of natural justice have not been followed, and(3) the conciliation machinery reports that injustice has been done to the workmen.In all the aforesaid cases, however, if there is prima facie evidence to show that the workmen concerned have resorted to violence or otherwise committed a serious breach of the Code of Discipline, then adjudication may ordinarily be refused.B. Collective disputes.No dispute may, ordinarily, be referred for adjudication—(1) Unless efforts at conciliation have failed and there is no further scope for conciliation and the parties are not agreeable for arbitration.(2) If there is an illegal strike or lockout or a strike or lockout resorted to without seeking settlement by constitutional means and without proper notice, unless such strike (or direct action) or lockout, as the case may be, is called off.(3) If the demand relates to a claim for wages for the period of a strike, or the demand is such, which following judicial decisions the Tribunals have consistently refused to concede, e.g. the demand about recognition of union.(4) If in respect of demands other legal remedies are available, i.e., matters covered by the Factories Act, Workmen’s Compensation Act, Minimum Wages Act, etc.(5) If the matters in dispute are pending before a Committee appointed by Government.II. In ordering adjudicationNhe following factors will be taken into account: —(1) The reasonableness of demands and their justiciability.(2) The repercussion on the other units of the same industry or allied industry.(3) The capacity of the industry to pay or accede to demands like increased wages, etc.(4) The standing of the union raising the dispute and the strength behind the demands.
Note’.It will be useful if ‘norms’ are laid down with regard to various conditions of service, welfare provisions, etc., in industries. They will be of help in deciding whether a particular dispute should or should not be referred to adjudication.35



\1e would suggest that in these tripartite conferences the issues concerning industrial relations should be taken one by one or some issues grouped together, the subject matter is fully discussed in the sub-committee and its report discussed in the sessions of Indian Labour Conference for taking decisions. The same subcommittee should continue its existence for at least one year or more and meet occassionally to discuss the implementation of the decisions.Standing Labour Conference meetings should discuss issues arising out of the implementation of the decisions of Indian labour Conference.In emergent case extra ordinary sessions of Indian Labour Conference should also be held.Otherwise what is happening is that decisions in the tripartite conference are taken, fully publicised but we never get an opportunity to discuss its implementation.Item 1 of the agenda discussingthe issue of wors committee in various tripartite conference for the last 2 years but nothing could be done on the complaints regarding functioning of working committees. It was reported to the Ministry of Labour vide our letter dated andreferred to in several committees that, in U.P.Works Committees have been suspended by Government order since 1950* Till to-day it remains as such. Similarly about other complaints.Another example grievance procedure was adopted by the subcommittee in September, 1953. It was pointed out and the Chairman agreed that the subcommittee should meet again to check up its implementation. It is not known in how many establishments grievance procedure has been framed and being followed.



Decisions

To our knowledge none of unions have been recognized under

the procedure agreed upon in the last Indian Labour Conference.

Setting up of joint management councils, giving notice 

before closure and retrenchment, rationalization are a few 

more such issues.

E & I committee has been appointed in the Centre and 

in some States. In centre during all this period of about 

2 years it has met only once. In States still less. E & I 

cell have also at times given different interpretation to the 

decisions of the Indian Labour Conference, and other tripartite 

bodies and very often found themselves helpless when confronted 

with the violations.

So the first point that we make and stress is effective 

implementation machinery and its check up by tripatite 

committees which really meet often.

We stress on tlrree points of Industrial relations 

in this meeting viz:

a) Recognition of Trade Unions,
b) Democratic functioning with clearly defined 

powers of works committee, and
c) Appeals to Supreme and High Courts.

We considered them as the key to the Industrial situation 

and as such be given priority to be attended to.

We make it clear that we stand for all the decisions of 

Tripartite committes to be implemented in both the sectors of 

industry - private and public. It is no use allowing 

representatives of various Ministries.of Government of India 

and State Governments being given seats as delegates but when 

it comes to implementing in their sectors, they refuse it.

The fate of public sector conference promised by the



Union Labour Minister at Nainital last year is before us. 'The Union Ministries of Railways, Defence, P&T and Works & Housing have refused to endorse the code of discipline.i) Regarding recognition of TUs: - We consider that the decisions of 16th Tripartite in this respect have remained on papers and employers are not in a mood of giving recognition to TUs. As such it is necessary that rules of recognition of TUs is brought on the Statuete Book reiterate our suggestion of ballot which is the most de mo cra ti c mo th od .We suggest the provisions of Kerala Industrial relations Bill in this respect to be applied in all other S ta te s .Central and State Governments have been trying to mate rules or ancndments in their existing laws for recognition of union by extending the provisions of DIR Act. We oppose it.ii) Jorks Committe^sj. - We agree to the proposal to appoint a sub-comrnittee which should give its report as early as possible but in no case later than 3 months to make detailed rules regarding functioning of works committees with a view of democratize its election procedure, composition and functioning.iii) Ap^eills Xo_SjjpreiDe^and_High Courts : - The decisions of Fifteenth and Sixteenth Indian Labour Conference to at least regulate and bring down the number of appeals to Supreme and High Courts have not borne fruit. Employers are still going in appeal to High andSupreme Court.



Jq had given a suggestion for consideration vide 

our letter dated to appoint a tripartite

screening committee. Labour Ministry has not thought it 

proper to place it before the Indian Labour Conference 

or even refer to it.

In the circumstances we agree to the revival 

of Labour Appellate Tribunal with the special provision 

that appeals against its decision should not be referred 

to either High or Supreme Courts.

If the Indian Labour Conference is able to acheive 

unanimity over these items and the. same along with 

earlier decisions are implemented we are sure it will go 

a long 'way in reducing the industrial tension.



Following is the text of resolutions adopted by the Working Committee 
/

of the All-India Trade Union Congress at its session in Delhi from

August 8 to 10, 1959:

I. ON THE 17TH INDICT LABOUR CONFERENCE

Tie Working Committee of the AITUC notes that the 17th Session of 
the Indian Labour Conference held at Madras in July 1959 has made no 
appreciable headway in arriving at tripartite agreements on the many 
pressing problems faced by the trade union movement.

The Delhi and Nainital tripartites had undertaken the task of 
evolving general conventions and principles affecting such vital problems 
as rationalisation, minimum wage, closures, recognition of trade 
unions, the Code of Discipline, etc.

It was but natural that a review of these conventions in their 
actual working should have formed an important part of the 17th Madras 
Tripartite.

But the review presented by Government was sketchy and unsatisfactory 
and failed to nail down the essential fact that the Code had not been 
worked in its proper spirit by the employers, that recognition of 
trade unions and collective bargaining which are the foundation pillars 
of Industrial relations had made little progress under the conventions 
of the 15th and 16th Tripartite Conferences.

The 17th Madras Tripartite was scheduled to give concrete shape 
to some of the conventions of the previous tripartites. The main 
principles of the Code of Discripline to be effective must find a legal 
body in the Industrial Relations Law of the country. As such, all the 
main ideas of those conventions in the matter of recognition, conciliation 
appeals, quickness of decisions, verification, ballot, etc., were 
bound to raise questions for clarification and where the law and the 
conventions conflicted, demand harmonisation. As such, the Madras Tripartita 
had to function more as a Committee on Industrial Relations Law and 
clarifications and rulings than ever before.

But it is unfortunate that the concretisation and clarification 
of the conventions was being attempted in such a way as to put more «urbs 
on trade union rights, and permit the Government officialdom to interfere 
in the day-to-day running of the unions, ban formation of new unions 
which were not to their liking or obstruct their growth. The State 
Governments, particularly of M.P. and Bihar were seen to be keen in 
introducing laws so as to strengthen the Government-sponsored and 
employer-approved unions of the INTUG and disarm the workers in their 
struggle for better life .

In spite of this, the trade unions reacted sharply to the demand 
to permit the Registrar of Trade Unions to decide whether he should allow 
a new union to be formed or not. There was also reluctance to allow powers 
to Governnont to sit in prim facie .judgement over the nature of disputes 
and the nature of the unions who defended them tefo^e such disputes were 

-
................... taken up for adjudication



taken up for adjudication. Despite the fact that the Government's policy 
was to favour the INTUC through all these measures, their very draconian 
look made even the INTUC ■wince at them. Hence the attempt to load the 
conventions and the law against the workers and the unions of the left, 
though not completely defeated was blunted to a large extent*

As a result of the protest of workers and unions that many trade unions 
and their officials sign agreements without reference to the workers 
concerned and even their own executives (as was particularly seen in Jamshedpur) 
the Government had put on the agenda a proposal that the draft agreements 
be exhibited on the notice boards of the factory and any objections 
raised by workers be given consideration. If passed, this would have • 
introduced some amount of democratic functioning in those unions which 
are run bureaucratically. The AITUC endorsed this proposal. It proposed 
that all agreements made by a union must be submitted for ratification at 
least to the executive of the union, let alone the general body of workers.

But all these suggestions, including the most modest one on the agenda 
were opposed by all the three Centres in a most vehement manner.

The AITUC holds that in conditions of rivalry of unions, the best way 
to measure which is representative of workers and'commands support of the 
majority is to take a ballot of all the workers or of all the membership 
of the competing unions pooled together for the ballot. The Kerala Government 
had put a provision for ballot in their Industrial Relations Bill, which 
was put before the Tripartite by the Government of India.

The INTUC opposed the ballot. The HNS, however, supported ballot along 
with the AITUC. But the conference as a whole would not accept it. Verifica
tion is no substitute for the ballot and the AITUC will continue to campaign 
for the ballot.

The Committee takes a grave view of the fact that the 17th Indian 
Labour Conference could not make any headway in the matter of recognition of 
trade unions. Curiously enough, official thinking on this question had 
been more on how to effect de-recognition rather than provide guarantees 
for compulsory recognition of trade unions.

The Working Committee also notes that attempts are being made, as 
was evident at the Madras Session of the Indian Labour Conference, to enact 
legislation in the different States on the lines of the notorious 
"Bombay Industrial Relations Act," impose further curbs on trade union 
rights and exercise greater Governmental control on the functioning 
of trade unions. Though the attempts in this direction made at the 
17th Indian Labour Conference were, in the main, defeated, the Working 
Committee warns the workers and trade unions to be ever vigilant on this 
question and thwart every Treasure contemplated by the Government to curb 
democratic trade unionism and impose Government-sponsored unions of the 
INTUC on the working class.

On the whole the Madras Tripartite was not an advance,but in fact a 
slight retreat for the working class. It could have been more serious but 
for the opposition shown by the trade unions. The AITUC in its Statement 
at the Madras Tripartite, described the situation since Nainital, in the 
following words:

"The Labour Minister, Mr .Nanda, has personally intervened in the 
coal disputes and in the Banking dispute. But such interventions while 
securing temporary relief, do not make up for a policy as a whole. They 
become only benevolent exceptions to a bad labour policy, which does 
not allow urgent questions of life of the worfers to be resolved in their 
favour as a natural result of a correct policy,

"The promises made at Nainital and perspectives held before the 
workers have been belied for the most part. Where small fulfilments have 
been shown, they had to be extracted by prolonged suffering and struggles 
of the worker s.

. . "This not onlv shewn
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"This not only shows the labour policy of the Government in aci/ual 

practice, it also shows that what is called 'planned development1 has no 
plan unless all these retrenchments, closures, victimisations, and lockouts 
are a part of the 1 plan1 of the Government and the employers for better 
development of the profits of the gentlemen of enterprise."

It is necessary to act more uniLedl;/ to change the situation in 
favour of the workers.

II. ON DISRUPTION BY THS I.N.T.U.C.

During the past five years, ’workers belonping to all shades of opinion 
were being united in their trade federations. This had resulted in a large 
number of united actions and as a result, no doubt, a number of gains were 
achieved by the workers in these industries. In Defence, P&T, Banking, Petro
leum and other industries, such united federations were formed and 
functioned actively.

This development had its effect on the working class movement in general 
and in many centres and establishments, united trade unions were also formed, 
with similar results.

The employers and the Government were not happy with this situation.

The INTUC which was formed with the help of the employers, by the 
ruling party in the year 1947, with a view to serve the ideological and poli
tical and political interests of the big bourgeoisie, to create disruption 
in the ranks of the workers, came to play its sinister role in this situation. 
Reversing its earlier attitude towards these united trade federations and unions, 
the INTUC has now set up rival federations in the Defence, Banking and 
Petroleum industries in particular and is attenpting to form rival unions 
in many other establishments .

This patently anti-labour and disruptionist policy of the INTUC is 
given a theoretical justification by the INTUC President, Shri Ramanujam, 
who has decried the principle of 'One Union in One Industry' as incompatible 
with his version of 'industrial democracy'.

The Working Committee of the AITUC, however, notes that the workers have 
given a firm rebuff to this disruptive policy. The Committee congratulates 
the workers in the defence, banking and petroleum industries who in great 
majorities rejected the INTUC moves to form rival federations in their trades.

The Committee calls upon the working class of the country to remain 
ever more vigilant against the attempts at disruption, to maintain the 
unity achieved at all costs and further strengthen the united trade federations. 
The all-round offensive against our living standards can be resisted 
only by our unity and our united organisations.

(K. G.Sriwast ava) 
Secretary
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PRESS INFORMATION BUREAU
GOVERNMENT OF INDIA

RECOURSE TO MEDIATION AND ARBITRATION 
FOR SETTLING INDUSTRIAL DISPUTES

INDIAN LABOUR CONFERENCE SESSION 
AT MADRAS ENDS

Madras, Sravana- 8, 1881 
July 30, 1959

The Indian Labour Conference has agreed that there 

should be greater recourse to mediation and arbitration for 

settlement of industrial disputes and recourse to adjudica

tion should be avoided as far as possible. Matters of local 

interest not having wider re.porcussions should, as a general 

. rule, by settled through arbitration.
The throe-day conference, vzhich was presided over by 

the Union Minister for Labour & Employment, Shri Gulzarilal 

Nanda, concluded hero yesterday. State Labour Ministers and 

representatives of employers and workers attended the 

conference.
On the question of mediation and arbitration employers 

agreed to extend their full co-operation in developing this 
D\how approach to settlement of disputes. There would, however, 

be no compulsion from Governmert in this matter. But cases 

of refusal to have recourse to arbitration even in minor 

matters should be reported to the Implementation & Evaluation 

machinery in the States or at the Centre, as the case might be.
The conference agreed that a panel of arbitrators 

should be maintained by Government in order to help the 

parties to choose suitable arbitrators. -The parties, however, 

will bo at liberty to choose ariitrators from outside the 
panel. The principles and fornj enunciated in awards and 

judicial decisions on important issues relating to industrial 

relations .....
.1.0. 318



should' and Bade

. i available for the guidance of arbLti^orS * A1&0’ the Central 

Government should examine afresh,.^'^^ the provisions of 

^the Indian.Arbitration,Act shoHd uso'full/ made applicable 

• to the arbitration procedure letdown in Industrial 

-Disputes Act ’̂ .

TRADE

•', . The conference d is cuss leng th various ^problems'

relating to trade union organisations • A proposal to make 

it obligatory for- unions to prescribe a minimum membership 

fee of As.4 a month/vaS'-AC-0^^ vas decided.that a

^jataiutory" provision should be made f°r this purpose.

, '' The con fore n co- that r ogis trara of trade unions
^should be^empowered t<7 inspect accounts r books, membership 

^registers; etc. so ^ley could verify the correctness of v 

annua 1. rrrhnrns £uttfitted by the unions. Also the work of 

^-->tho<registrars should be decentralised in order to avoid

/ delay in registering unions^- The conference was not’in favour 

of-plaoing ay nostrictions^on the ..nuntyjor of'unions that might 

be .registered* ,

. Qu the question of recognition of trade unions, it was 

agreed, that where there was only the one union, the employers 

might'recognise :that union, even if it did not fulfil the' •:

h condition' of 15 per cent mei^^^s-hip or of one year's standings 
/' 

Where there are more than one unions and none of them ful

fills the membership condition, none will be entitled to 

recognition. The conference did not favouy the suggestion 

that a union having the largost-naembership evemif it was . I
\ less than' 15 pen cent should bp recognised. 

I • • ,
The .conference agreed that a union would bo entitled 

to recognition if it has not committed any breach of the

- Coda_j?£-Discipline. ..for one-year after claiming such recogni—^ 

tion. .Failure to. observe the code by a union after it had 
\
agreed to..abido by it would entail withdrawal of recognition



normally for a period of one year. In that ease, it vpuld bo 

open to the employer to recognise another union during this 

period provided it fulfilled all conditions for recognition.

APPELLATE TRIBUNAL

The question of reviving the Labour Appellate Tribunal 

was also discussed. It was agreed that the matter should be 

considered further in the light of the views expressed by 

different parties at the conference.

As regards the works committees, the conference decided 

to sot up a committee to suggest measures to improve the 

working of these committees.

DOMESTIC WORKERS

The conference considered the question of service condi

tions of domestic workers and came to the conclusion that any 

legislative measure for this purpose would not bo feasible for 

the present.
The conference approved the pilot scheme drawn up by 

the Union Government for setting up a special employment office 

at Delhi for the purpose of registration and placement of 

domestic workers. It was felt that experience gained from 

the working of this scheme might provide the basis for further 

action in regard to this matter.
The conference agreed that legislative and administrative 

policies of the Central and State Governments and the policies 

of the employers and workers organisations should not run 

counter to the broad linos of policy that may bo recommended 
by the conference from time to time after full tripartite 

discussions.
SPIRIT OF FRIENDLINESS

Winding up the conference, Shri Nanda said ho was happy 

that entire course of deliberations was characterized by a 

spirit of friendliness and of consideration on the part of 

all. A happy feature was that none looked at various problems

before ....
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bedrore-'the'-conf ercnca from^a-.narrow- point of view. Prpcti- 

cally throughout the deliberations the employers and the 

workers organisations as well as the State Governments had 

approached the tasks before^thom with an awareness of their 

-larger rosponslhiliiios to^the workers, the industry and 

tlie nation*

iPTilfadras :3ahl
PRM ‘ \



No. 1341/C/ ELM/59
End Labour Ministe: 

yY/ Punjab.
\J\y Camp Madras 

/I yJuly 26, 1959.

My dear Nanda Ji, I
One point that has escaped notice is the appearance 

of lawyers in most of the disputes from the management side. 

Practising Lawyers form an association of their own or join 

employers’ associations as office bearers ( Vice Presidents 

or Joint Secretaries etc. etc. ) and in that capacity 

appear in almost all cases without fear or hesitation. It 

is they who prolong cases5 it is they who with a view to 

earn fat remunerations adversely advise the employers at 

the conciliation stage not to agree to even reasonable 

conditions and they convince their clients that their case 

was sufficiently strong and they were sure to win. They 

charge regular fees. These hwyers get all proposals at the 

conciliation stage rejected but the same proposals are 

more often than not accepted before the courts. The result 

isthat while the number of agreements at conciliation stage 

is decreasing while that of the same within the court ( we 

might call them in the court settlements ) is rapidly 

increasing. Once these lawyers appear in the courts, they 

get their full fees in advance and then they do not bother 

much about the settlement. As they know their weak points, 

in order not to be blamed for losing their cases, they 

readily accept court's suggestion for an 'in-the court 

settlement'.

However, this is exploitation of the workers and 

industrialists both. Litigant spirit is encouraged.

'Practising' lawyers whatever the position in the 

industry might be, unless he is himself an owner of a 

particular concern should not be allowed tc|ippear before 
the Court/Tribunal. I, therefore, suggest that we may

make



make an addition of the following words to clauses 

2(a) & (b) of Section 56:

"An officer, 'who is not a practising lawyer". 

The practising lawyers should bo thus totally debarred.

2. Last year it was agreed that a provision will 

be inserted in the Industrial Disputes Act providing 

for Linking non-impl orient at ion of awards and agreements 

as a continued offence entailing day to day penalities.

Although the implementation committees have 

started their work with some vigour still for hard 

cases a provision in Law that should appear deterrent 

will be extremely helpful.

With best regards,

Yours sincerely,

Sd/~ Amar Nath Vidyalankar

Shri Gulca ’I Lal 
Labour Min Ls ter, 
Camo Madras,

handa, 
India,
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( 17TH SESSION, MADRAS - JULY, 1959 )

LI N.-D--A

1. Action taken on the decisions of the 16th. Session 
of the Indian Labour Conference.

2. Industrial Relations.

3. Service conditions of domestic servants.

4. Introduction of a Pay Roll Scheme in the 
industrial establishments.

5< proposal to revise the rates of compensation in 
Workmen’s compensation Act, 1923.

6. Delinking of provident fund benefits from gratuity for 
the purpose of granting exemption to establishments or 
employees covered under the Employees* Provident Funds , 
Act, 1952 from the operation of the provisions of Employees 
provident Funds Scheme, 1952.



INDIAN LABOUR' CONFERENCE \ I Z 

17th Session, Madras, 27th-29th July p9 )

Report of the Committee on Service 
conditions of domestic servants

The Committee met at 8 A.M. on the 28th July, 

1959 and considered the proposals contained in the 

Memoi’andun on item 3 on the agenda of the

Conference.

2. The following conclusions were adopted:-

(i) It was not considered feasible to adopt 

any legislative measure for the regulation of the 

service conditions of domestic workers.
(ii) The proposals concerning a pilot scheme 

for setting up a special employment office in Delhi as 

given at p.4 of the Supplementary Memorandum on item 3, 

were unanimously approved. It was felt that experience 

gained from the working of this scheme in Delhi might 

provide the basis for further actior. in future.
(iii) As regards the composition of the Advisory 

Committee, as contemplated at Para 6 on p.4 of the 

Supplementary Memorandum on item 3, it was felt that 

representatives of some of the central organisations 

of workers and employers should also be included in 

the Committee.
(iv) It was also decided that the Labour Welfare 

Officer and others connected with the administration of 
in connection wi'kh their work, 

this scheme should, whenever they visited^/places where 

domestic workers were employed, collect all the avail- 
4 

able data on the prevailing practice in respect of 

working hours, holiday facilities, rates of remuneration, 

dates on which salary was normally paid, period of 

employment and other p.?ivilegs available so that
further....,



further action might be planned, on the basis of 

well-ascertained facts.

Pay Roll Savings Scheme

3. As the Committee had. some time at its disposal 

and the officials of the National Savings Department 

were present item 4 on the agenda of the Conference 

was also taken up for consideration and the following 

conclusions were reached
(i) 'Die Pay Roll Savings Scheme, as set out in the 

Memorandum on item 4, was unanimously approved subject to 

the foilowing;-

(a) The Committee recommended that the collection 

charges at 1% should be utilised for distribution among 

the staff engaged in actual collection work and any balance 

left after such distribution utilised for the general good 
t 

of the employees.
(b) The Committee noted that the Pass Books might 

be kept with the employer.,but those should be undo avail

able by tho employer for inspection by the employees 

concerned during working hours. The employee could also 

keep the Pass Book with him , if he wanted to do so .

Madras, 
28th July, 1959.

Sd/- Abid Ali 
Chairman.



INDIAN LABOUR CONFERENCE
( 17 th Session, Madras, 27th-29th July159 )

Report of the Committee on Service 
condition^ of domestic servants

The Committee met at 8 A.M. on the 28th July, . 

1959 and considered the .proposals contained in the 

Memorandum on item 3 on the agenda of the

Conference.

2. -The following conclusions were adopted:-

(i) It was not considered feasible to adopt 

any legislative measure for the regulation of the 

service conditions of domestic workers.

(ii) The proposals concerning a pilot scheme 

for setting up a special employment office in Delhi as 

given at p.4- of the’Supplementary Memorandum on item 5, 

were unanimously approved. • It was felt that experience 

gained from the working of this scheme in Delhi might 

provide the basis for further action in future*

(iii) As regards the composition of the Advisory 

Committee, as contemplated at Dara 6 on p,4 of the 

Supplementary Memorandum on item 5, it was felt that 

representatives of some of the central organisations yr 
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< of workers and - employers should also be included in 

the Committee,

(iv) It was also decided that the Labour Welfare 

Officer and others connected with the administration of 
in connection, with-their -work*, ,; 

this scheme should, whenever-they-visited/^laces.-where ' 
»

domestic workers were employed,•collect all the avail

able data on the prevailing practice in respect of 

working hours, holiday facilities, rates of remuneration 

dates on which salary was normally paid, period of 

employment and other-privilege'available so that
furthe r* *..



further action might be planned on the basis of 

well-ascertained facts.

Pay Roll Savings Scheme ,

3. As the Committee had some time at its disposal 
and the officials of the National Savings Department 

were present item 4 on the agenda of the Conference 
was also taken up for consideration and the- following 

conclusions were reached
(i) The Pay Roll Savings Scheme, as set out in the 

Memorandum on item 4, was unanimously approved subject to 
the following

(a) The Committee recommended that the collection 

charges at should be utilised for distribution among
<1* * 

the staff engaged in actual collection work and any balance 

left after such distribution utilised for the general good 
of the employees.

(b) The Committee noted that the-Pass Books might 

be kept with the employer,but those should be uade avail
able by the employer for inspection by the employees 
concerned during working hours. The employee could also 
keep the Pass Book with him . if he wanted to do so ,

Madras, 
28th July, 1959.

Sd/- Abid Ali 
Chairman.



Report of the Committee on Service 
conditions of domestic servants

The Committee met at 8 A.M. on the 28th July, 
1959 and considered the proposals contained in the 
Memorandum on item 3 on the agenda of the
Conference.
2. The following conclusions were adopted:-

(i) It was not considered feasible to adopt 
any legislative measure for the regulation of the 
service conditions of domestic workers.

(ii) The proposals concerning a pilot scheme 
for setting up a special employment office in Delhi as 
given at p.4 of the Supplementary Memorandum on item 3, 
were unanimously approved. It was felt that experienc e 
gained from the working of this scheme in Delhi might 
provide the basis for further action in future.

(iii) As regards the.composition of the Advisory 

Committee, as contemplated at Para 6 on p.4 of the 
Supplementary Memorandum on item 3, it was felt that 
representatives of some of the central organisations - 
of workers and employers should also be included in 
the Committee.

(iv) It was also decided that the Labour Welfare 
Officer and others connected with the administration of 

in connection with their work, 
this scheme should, whenever they visited^places where 
domestic workers were employed, collect all the avail- 
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able data on the prevailing practice in



further action might be planned on the basis of 
well-ascertained facts.

Pay Roll Savings Scheme
3. As the Committee had some time at its disposal 
and the officials of the National Savings Department 
were present item 4 on the agenda of the Conference I 

was also taken up for consideration and the following 
conclusions were reached:-

(i) The Pay Roll Savings Scheme, as set out in the 
Memorandum on item 4, 'was unanimously approved subject to 
the following

(a) The Committee recommended that the collection 
charges at 1% should be utilised for distribution among 
the staff engaged in actual collection work and any balance 
left after such distribution utilised for the general good 
of the employees.

(b) The Committee noted that the Pass Books might | 
be kept with the employer,.but those should be uade avail
able by the employer for inspection by the employees 
concerned during working hours. The employee could also 
keep the Pass Book with him . if he wanted to do so.

i

Madras, 
Sd/- Abid Ali 

Chairman.
28th July, 1959.



17th ILC

il. No general discussion

2. Objection regarding observers - All-India Defence Employees Federation.

AGENDA

3. Three Conmittees - 1) Industrial Relations
2) Donestic Servants and 4
3) Item 5 and 6
4) Committee to decide about invitations, etc.

4. Item 2 divided - (a) TU organisation
(b) Relations with workers* organisation
(c) Works Committees

B. (i) Outsiders on the Executive pf TUs

1. AITUC suggestion
2. Decision - status quo
3. Victimisation - as in (2)

(ii) MEMBERSHIP FEE - Agreed for annas four per month.

B- (in) pf .fari^rar .pf.JKyg

AGREED

(iv), (v), (vi) and (vil) - NO

Re. (iv) Powers to examine accounts, minute books and membership 
register may be given to Registrar. Others refused.

Re.(vi) existing powers to remain.

(i) RECOGNITION

HI6 accepts for the first time Ballot of members of the 
unions. But INTUC, employers and Govt rejected it.

(ill) validity of agreements

Opinions divided - status quo

(iv) Difficulties in referring disputes to voluntary arbitration, 
and

(v) Voluntary arbitration
AS IN B.
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(vi) Principles for reference of disputes to adjudication. - The discussion 

took place that often Mxinportant dispute is sent for adjudication 
and then strike is declared illegal. This position should change. 
This requires change in law.

(vii) LABOUR APPELLATE TRIBUNAL - Opposed by all. 
setting up of Special Bench in High Courts. 
Court. Pending for further discussion.

AITUC suggested
INTUC wanted it in Supreme

(viii) CREATION OF SEPARATE MACHINERY FOR DEAUNG WITH DISPUTES RELATING
TO INDIVIDUAL DISMISSALS, ETC.

It was agreed that machinery should be provided for dealing with 
individual cases of dismissals, etc. in places where there is no 
union or no recognised trade union.

AITUC favoured that there should be legal avenue for workers who 
are not members of the union to take up his case directly in the 
Labour Courts. INTUC and HM5 mx and employers opposed it,

Madras Govt was allowed to proceed with their law in consultation 
with the State Labour Advisory Committee. Govt to take steps to amend laws 
that dismissal is treated as industrial dispute.

(ix) Jurisdiction of a Tribunal appointed by one State Govt in
respect of a dispute concerning workmen employed in different States.

(iii) WORKS COMMITTEE

A sub-committee to be appointed to go into the matter.

Wa also raised that Works Comnittoe should be set up where it does 
not exist as in U.P. - some places in M.P,

Bombay and M.P.Labour Ministers asked to set up Evaluation & Implements* 
tion Committees in their States.

ITEM III - DOMESTIC SERVANTS - Delhi Pilot Project

ITEM IV - PAY ROLL SCHEME - Scheme approved. AITUC refused to participate 
unless the money is collected by the Governmental agency and not through 
employer.

Pass Books to remain with the worters, whenever they want it.
Scheme should be purely voluntary.

ITEM V & VI - Referred to a Committee
Meeting to be held on 5th September at North Block in 
Delhi to consider the remaining items.
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CODE OF CONDUCT - 29.vii. 59

1. Language in the organ to be proper - no villi fication. It will apply 
to party menberB speaking or writing in Party Meetings and journals.

2. Labour Ministers in States to act as Conveners.

3. To report about the holding of election according to the Constitution.

4. To discuss the slogan of 'one union in one industry* if all agree.

toother meeting to be h^ld in Delhi.
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Y I
CONCLUSIONS OR THE SITTINGS HELD ON THE 27TH JULY, 1959 .

It was agreed that the legislative and administrative 
policies of the Central and State Governments, and the policies 
of Employers and Workers Organisations should not run counter to 
the broad lines of policy that may be recommended by the Indian 
Labour Conference from time to time after full tripartite dis
cussion in the Conference.

The Conference discussed the question relating to Trade 
Union Organisation as listed at page 20 of the Memorandum on 
Industrial Relations and adopted the following conclusions:-

(1) There should be no change in the existing legal pro
vision in reject of statutory restrictions on the number of 
•outsiders on the executive of trade unions.

(2) The existing legal provisions on the subject of 
victimization contained in the Industrial Disputes Act, the 
Bombay Industrial Relations Act and the proposed Madhya Pradesh 
Labour Relations Bill should be examined' with a view to providing 
further protection against victimization, if necessary. The 
organisations would also give further thought to the problem and 4 

t forward their suggestions to the Government of India//^/
A / A‘ I • r 9 i . r 

Membership fee.
5. The proposal for making legal provision in respect of a 
minimum membership fee of 25 Naya Paise per month was accepted.

Decentralisation of the work of the Registrars of Trade Unions.
4. The suggestion concerning decentralisation as contained 
in para 11.6 of the Memorandum was approved.

Powers of Registrars of Trade Unions.
5j Regarding the proposals at paragraphs 11,7^M11.9 it
was decided that Registrars should have powers to inspect the

cX/ < ttv® t—> •
aremms, membership registers, minute books of. the trade unions
to verify the correctness of the annual returns., *

rV> le_ ttw • c .
Restrictions on the'number of unions that may be registered.

6. The consensus of opinion was not in favour of placing 
any restrictions on the number of unions that might be 
registered.
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Conclus^ns^f^the^^iitJ^s 
held., on the 28th July, 1959 

p J tix h ■

Farticipation by. Observers 
c »j; "h; c

It was decided that the question of Invitees

( delegates, advisers-and observers ) to the Conference be 

referred to a Committee comprising one representative each 

of the -workers’ and employers' organisations and such 

Government representatives as might like to participate.

Recognita on

(i) there there was only one union, the employers 

might recognise it even if it did not fulfil the condition 

of 15/-o membership.

(ii) there there were more than one union and 

none of them fulfilled the membership condition laid 

down in the criteria for recognition, as evolved at 

Naini Tai, none would be .entitled to recognition,

Hie suggestion for recognising a union having the largest 

membership, even though it had less than 15^ membership 
\ ■ * r • ,was not favoured.

(iii) The words ’industry’ and ’local area’

occuring in clause 3 of the. criteria’for recognition 

of unions should be defined by the Government concerned. 

The provisions contained in’the Industries ( Development 

and Regulation ) fret and other enactments might be 

examined for the purpose and the matter placed before 

the next meeting of the Standing Labour Committee. h

(iv) The question whether a representative union 

should represent also the technicians, the supervisory 

staff, etc. was postponed for further
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(v) The procedure for verification of member

ship of unions for the purpose of recognition and 
representation in Committees.and Conferences as 
formulated at Naini Tai Conference and subsequently 
clarified at the meeting of Trade Union representatives 
held on the 21st March 1959, was confirmed.

(vi) A union would be entitled to recognition 
after it had observed the Code of Discipline faithfully 
for one year beiore such recognition.

(vii) Failure to observe the Code would entail 
derecognition for a period of one year. It would be 
open to the employer to recognise another union during 
this period provided it fulfilled all mk necessary 
conditions for recognition.

Opinion was divided on the question whether 
an agreement entered into by a representative union 
should be^binding on all the workers. It was, therefore, 
decided that the existing position in regard to the 
validity of agreements should remain unchanged for 
the present.

Voluntary Arbi i.rat.i.Qn,^

(i) Increased recourse should be had to mediation 
and voluntary arbitration and recourse to adjudication 
avoided as far as possible. Matters of local interest 
not having any wider repercussions should, as a general 
rule, be settled through arbitration.



4^
(ii) While there would, ho no element of coercion in the ' •

matter from Government , the employers agreed, to extend, their full 

co-operation in developing this now approach to settlement of 

industrial disputes through mediation and arbitration.
A

(iii^/panel of arbitrators should be maintained by Government 

in order to assist the parties in the matter of choosing suitable 

arbitrators.

(iv) The question how far the provisions of the Indian

Arbitration Act could bo usefully made applicable to tho arbitration 

procedure provided under tho Industrial Disputes Act, 1947j should 

bo examined afresh by tho Central Government.

(v) Tho principles and norms so far evolved through awards 

and judicial decision;! on important issues should b'e compiled and 

codified and made available for tho guidance of arbitrators.

(vi) Casos of refusal to have recourse to arbitration even

in minor casus should bo reported to the Evaluation and Implementation 

machinery in the States or at tho Centre, as the case might be.

General

(i) The question of preparing a record of proceedings of tho 

Conference was considered and it was felt that only a statement of 

the main decision'.; or conclusions should be prepared and circulated. 

It was not considered necessary to prepare a summary of the entire 

proceedings.

(ii) Sufficient notice should be given to the parties concerned 

before any allegations or complaints wore made against them in tho 

Conference so that they might be in a position to collect the relevant 

facts and give an adequate reply to the charges.

(iii) It was felt that it would bo in the spirit of tho voluntary 

obligations evolved in this Conference if all tho parties concentrated 

on tho implementation of those obligations instead of levelling charges 

of violation against one another.

(iv) The question of delay in setting up tripartite Implemen

tation Committees in some of the States was raised by some workers1 

representatives. It was announced that the Governments of Bombay 
and Madhya Pradesh would immediately sot up such Committees.



Shri K.G. Srivastava,
Secretary) <JTUC,
4, Ashok Road, NewJleJ^.

No.LC-9(10)/59 
Government of India

Ministry of Labour & Employment

1g JUI
9th July, 1959.

From

Shri-R.C*. Sakscna,
Under Secretary to the Government of India

To '

All Delegates and Advisers.

Dated New Delhi, the

SUBJECT;- 17th Session of the Indian Labour Conference - 
Madras 27th, 26th and 29th July.

Sir,

I am directed to say that the 17th Session of 
the Indian Labour Conference will commence at 11. A.M. 
in the Rajaji Hall, Mount Road, Madras-2, on the 27th 
July, 1959. A complete set of the agenda papers is 
enclosed *

2, Details of the residential accommodation likely 
to be available at Madras are given in the note forward
ed to the Employers’ and Workers’ Organisations concern
ed with this Ministry’s letter dated the 6th July 1959 
( copy enclosed ) . It is requested that your require
ments, if any, with information whether vegetarian or 

non-vegetarian meals will be preferred, may kindly be 
intimated immediately to Shri V.C.Chathu Menon, B.A., 
Assistant Secretary to the Government of Madras, 
Industries, Labour and Co-operation Department, Fort, 
St. George, Madras, under intimation to this Ministry,

Y ours ' fa/thfully ,

I
( R.C* Sakscna ) 
Under Secretary.

Copy with enclosure also to the General 
Secretary, All India Defence Employees’ Federation, 
70, Market Road, Kirkee, Poona-3.

( T.C. Gupta ) 
Section Officer.
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Item No. 2$ Indus tri o.l Relations

Monorandun.

Introduction

It will be recalled that at its last session held at

Nainital in May, 1958, the Conference discussed at considerable 

length several natters relating to industrial relations and 

reached agreed conclusions in respect of -

(a) Suspension of adjudication;

(b) Works Committees;

( c) Gri evan co procedur 0;

(d) Mitigation of.the evils of 
trade union rivalry; . ,

• (0) Recognition of trade unions and 
verification of trade-union membership;

' (f) Evaluation and implementation of
awards, etc.;

. Cg) Appointment of District Judges on
• <-! Industrial Tribunals;

•l! (h) Exclusion of hospital staff, etc*, 
from the purview of the Industrial 
Disputes Act; and

(i) The right of vjorkors to go on strike 
in consequence of an illegal action 

“• by the employer^A- 
■ <

.1,2 The progress of notion taken on-the recommendations made 

by the Conference in respect of the above matters is indicated

in the Memorandum on item- 1 of the agenda for the present session.

It may also be noted that a number of proposals for the 

amendment of the Industrial Disputes Act were placed before 

the -17th Session of the Standing Labour Committee held at Bombay 

in October, 1958. Those proposals wore, as desired by the

Standing Labour Committee, thoroughly discussed by a special 

committee in January, 1959. The recommendations of the special 

committee arc being looked.into. In the-meantime, the Ministry 

of Labour and Employment have been roc.cdving: .numerous ,suggestions



for changes or modifications in tho oxistine law and procedure 

governing too settlement of industrial disputes, recogpiti a 

of trade uni' ns and allied natters, with a view to strcugthuning the 

basis of labour-manaeonent relations in tho country. The sup ent- 

ions have cmanacod not only from the employers' and workers' 

organisations but also from the State Governments as well as tue 

employing Ministrios at the Centro. The Ministry of Labour and 

Employment are naturally anxious to have the considered views 

of the Conference on those matters before thoy make up their 

mind as to what should be done. The recommendations of the 

Conference will also bo of appreciable assistance ’to such of 

the State Governments as are contemplating legislation within 

thoir own spheres of action, Incidentally, the proposals outlined 

in this Memorandum do not,except where specifically indicat..d, 

represent the views'of either the Ministry of Labour and Emplo mont 

or the Government of India as such,/;

2.1 It would bo worthwhile to take note of certain significant

developments that have taken place since the last session of tho 
> *
Conference and which provide the necessary climate for a dispa- 

ssionato discussion of the problems raised, in this Memorandum, 

In the first place, the unreserved acceptance of tho Code for 

Discipline in Industry by the employers and workers has had a 

perceptible influence on tho trend of industrial relations as 

revealed by ho statistics of industrial disputes for 1958* 

Vaile there was a very minor increase in the number of disputes 

during tho second half of tho your as compared to the first 

half (from 781 'to 783) tho number of .workers involved and the 

number of man-days lost recorded an appreciable decline from 

5, 11,237 to 4,31,133 and from 45,19,087 to 3°1,73>5l6 respectively. 

Secondly, the evaluation and implementation machinery at tho 

Centro and in tho States has boon generally speaking, functioning 

effectively, thus loading to tho elimination of a number of 

misundcrsa.ndin.gs between employers and workers and also to a



soccer a,vpr -ciauion of the difficulties of ono party by the 

other, Thirdly, the faithful observance of the Inter-union 

Code of Conduct by the four all-Ta'ia organis-.tions of workers 

should, if it has not done so already, result in a better a t a sp . .re 

in whies the employers would find it easier to carry on n. : tlati ris. 

Government also stand to gain by this in as much as ths procs, s of 

Varifico.tic.n of trade union membership will not bo complicated by 

extravagant claims of strength.

2.2 Encouraging ns those trends arc, there is no denying 

that there are still many loop-holes to be plugged before it c..n 

bo affirmed that the foundations of a rational system of labour- 

management relations have been securely laid. Nor can there bo 

any finality in a field which is subject to the influence of 

continuous and swift changes in the economy of the country. Problems 

will have to bo taeklcd and solutions found for the sone as and 

when they come up to the surface. It is with this at the background 

that the Conference vail have to consider the matters raised in 

this Memorandum,

2.3 For the sake of convenience, the subject can bo discussed

under two broad headings, viz., A, Machinery for collective 

bargaining and the settlement of industrial disputes, and B. Problems 

relating to trade union organisation,

A. Mo.chi.norv for collective Bargaining 
an 'tnc Settlement' of xn elustri at 

Disputes

(i) B o co rail- bi o n of uni on s

3.1 Collective bargaining can derive reality only from the

organised, strength of the workers and a genuine desire on the part 

of the managements to co-operate with the representatives of the 

former in exploring every possibility of reaching a settlement. 

The question naturally arises as to who should represent the 

workers in direct negotiations with the employers. The general 

consensus of opinion, as confirmed by the discussions at the 

last session of the Indian Labour Conference, is that time is not



ripe for introducing any element of compulsion and that emphasis 

should be placed on the evolution of certain conventions for the 

voluntary recognition of unions by employers. With tnis end in 

view the Conference recommended at its last session, the 

following criteria:

(i) Where there was more than one union, a union 
claiming recognition should have been functioning 
for at loast onbyoar aftbr irogistration.

Whore there was only one union, this condition 
would not apply,

(ii) The membership of the union should cover at least 
15 per cent of the workers in the establishment . 
concerned. Membership would bo counted only of 
those who had paid thoir subscriptions for at 
least three months during the period of six 
months immediately preceding the recokoning.

(iii) A union might claim to be recognised as a repre
sentative union for ah industry in a local area 
if it had a membership of at least 25 per cent, of 
the workers of that industry in that area,

(iv) When a union has boon recognised, there should bo 
no change in its position for a period of two years-,

(v) Where there were several unions in an industry or 
establishment, the one with the largest membership 
should bo rccognizcdo

(vi) A representative union for an industry in an area 
should have the right to represent the workers in 
all the ostablishmonts in the industry, but if a 
union of workers'i*n a particular establishment had 
a membership of 5b per cent or more of the workers 
of that establishment, it should have the right to 
deal with matters of purely local interest such as, 
for instance, the handling of grievances pertaining 

. to its own members. All other workers who wore 
not members of that union-might either operate 
through the representative union for the industry 
or seek redress directly.

(vii) Only unions which observed the Code of Discipline 
would bo entitled to recognition and the procedure 
for recognition should form a part of the Code of 
Discipline.

3.2 It is rather premature to attempt an estimate of the 

impact of this recommendation on the problem of recognition and 

the extent to which the criteria referred to above are being 

adhered to. In this connection, the All-India Trade Union Congress 

feels that whore the claims of rival unions for recognition 

cannot bo settled otherwise, the most simple method of determining



’the representative character is to hold a ballot of the 

workers in the plant/arca/industry concerned. provision on 

those lines has been made in the Kerala Industrial Relations 

Bill, 1959, which confers a statutory right on trade unions 

fulfilling certain conditions to bo recognised by the employers 

or failing that through certification by the registering 

authority. According to Section 12(1) of the Bill "A recognised 

trade union shall be entitled for the purpose of collective 

bargaining to be certified as a negotiating agent of workmen in 

relation to an appropriate unit if that trade union has the 

support of a majority of the workmen of the establishment or 

industry comprising the appropriate unit, or where there is no 

union having such majority, that union which has the largest 

support of the workmen in comprision to any other recognised 

trade union shall bo entitled to bb so certified", Section 18 

of the Bill gives the right to a recognised union having at 

least 2% membership to appeal to the State Industrial Relations 

Board-- against the order . :issuod by the registering authority 

under Section 12. The Board is empowered inter alia to order 

a referendum of the workmen concerned to 'bo taken by secret 

ballot and dispose of the appeal in the light of the result 

of the referendum. It may bo mentioned in this connection that 

at the .last session of the Conference it was agreed that the 

method of election or referendum vias not suitable for solving 

the question of recognition but that the criterion should be 

paid member ship.of standing over a specified period.

3»3. The Conference i.iay consider the merits of the procedure .

proposed in the Kerala Bill for the'certification of the 

negotiating agent, It may also examine the need for and the, 

desirability of making consequential modifications in the 

criteria for recognition as adopted at the la'st session, 

(ii) Works Committees,

A.1. One^jp-f'the measures envisaged by the Industrial Disputes 
‘,c'X^ securing and preserving amity between employers and workmen
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•ms tho establishment of Works Comr.iitt...cs at tin. plant levelc 

The steps that should bo taken to ensure the satisfactory 

functioning of the Works Committees wore considered at the 

lost session of the Conference, It was felt that tho problem 

required fuller c.uamination. Accordingly, efforts have boon 

node to ascertain the experience of other countries, in this 

direction and tho position is explained in Appendix I, The 

Chief Labour Commissioner (Central) has also made a critical 

analysis of tho functioning of Works Committees in tho Public 

s.ctor undertakings in tho Central sphere yido Appondix II. 

Besides, Government have requested the M.C, Corporation, Bombay 

t ■ make a close study of the functioning of Works Connittoos in 

industrial undertakings in the Bombay region, as well as in 

some other areas, The Public Sector Conference hold in January, 

1959, also devoted sone thought to this question,,

4,2O While tho enquiry entrusted to tho *L,C, Corporation is 

likely to take sometime to bo completed, it appears desirable 

for the conference to discuss the problems relating to Works 

Committees and try to Lay down at least some board principles* 

The function of tho Works Connittoos as defined in Section 3 

of tho Industrial Disputes Act is too wide. The Conference nay 

Like to specify the typo of subjects thau night usefully bo 

discussed by those Committees. - Cartain points nay bo borne 

in mind in this connection. Firstly, any mixing up of the 

functions of Works Committees and the Joint Management Councils 

under tho *Worker Parti cipation■in Management* scheme has to bo 

avoided. Secondly,’the different roles of tho Works Committees 

on aho one side, and ' ... . tho trade unions on tho other

nearly., bo clearly demarcated.. Matters, like wages, for 

instance, which arc generally conceded to fall within the purview 

of trade unions, ETny’not bo discussed by tho Works Committees* 

Thirdly,-the information that would be made available by the I.L.O., 
r

7/-.



bu.,kd in paragraph 8.4 of Appendix I, nay be utilised in 

drawing up the guiding principles for the formation . and 

fuictioning of Works Committees.

4• 3 The Conference may like to take note of the, further 

information rclatinr-: to Works Committees that 1a ber.na collected 

nn<L..aLso. r-Q-CDnaond the analysis of this matoilsL bv.. A 

tripartite Committee which conle --.Iso dr-’.w un certain ^guidance 

principles n.

(i i i) Validity of ar-rcements ^cached through direct negotiations

between tlpo parties.

5.1 Section 18(1) of the Industrial Disputes Act provides that 

a settlement arrived at by agreement between the employer'and work

men otherwise than in the course of conciliation proceeding 

shall bo binding on the parties to the agreement. Sub-Sections. . 

(1) and (2) of Section 19 of the .Act proscribe the. period of 

operation of such settlements. Sula-Rule (2) of Rulo 58 of the 

Industrial Dispute (Central) Rules, 1957, specifies the signatories 

to such agreements. The Act and the Rules do not, however, make 

any reference to the kind of unions with which*the employer 

can enter into negotiations. Consequently, the agreement 

concluded by the employer with one trade union can v^ry well bo 

repudiated by other unions. The Delhi Administration have 

'draw attention to specific cases whore such repudiation has 

taken place apd whore the Industrial Tribunal has hold that 

such agreements could not be binding on unwilling.parties. A 

satisfactory solution to this problem can be found , only in the 

final settlement of the.-issue of recognition. Assuming that 

the managements would normally conclude agreements.only with 

representative unions, it is for consideration whether provision 

on the following linos should be; made in-the Industrial Disputes 

4.ct and-the Rules made thereunder

(i) Only an agreement which is concluded between the 
employer and a representative union or the duly 
elected representatives of his employees can be



(ii) the draft agreement should bo displayed on the 
notice 'boorct of the establishment cone.med for 
the information of the general body of workers.

(iii) any objections or modifications to the proposed 
agreement, submitted within a proscribed time
limit, should be token into account by the nego
tiating parties before finalising the agreement, 

(iv) The registering authority should issue a certificate 
indicating the period of validity of.the 
agrcementt { ' ’■ ’

5,2, The Conference nay discuss the issue .raised by the

Delhi Administration and also comment on the 

desirability of making the'above mentioned changes 

with regard to co.llactive agrcomcnts»

(iv) Settlement of disputes through Arbitration^

6» 1 As the Conference is aware, both employers -and

workers have bound themselves, through the Code for Discipline, 

to settle differences through voluntary arbitration before it 

becomes necessary to refer disputes to the Industrial Relations 

Machinery. Sub-section (1) of Section 10A of the Industrial 

Disputes Act provides that where an employer and-his workmen 

agree to refer a dispute to arbitration, the reference may bo to 

such person or persons as may be specified in the agreement 

between the parties, With a view to helping the parties, 

instructions have been issued to the officers of'tho Central 

and State Industrial Relations Machinery to ensure; that in every 

case where conciliation was likely.* to fail or had failed tho 

conciliation officer should suggest settlement through 

’arbitration. Panels of arbitrators have also been drawn up. 

It is, however, found that net much use is being made of the 

facilities provided by Government. The reasons for the hesitancy 

on the part of the employers and workers to have recourse to 

arbitration -is not clear. Nor is it Governments intention to 

exert any pressure in this matter, All the.same, it is desirable 

in ,tho. wre of rofronco of

lU^iitf-S-.tQ., yQlun-tnrr.-2X]U^ examined and a way out



6.2 The Industrial Dispute Act provides for a th:,co-ncr 

ays tcmrxf tribunals, manned mainly by persons who arc holding or 

have held judicial posts. The Gov rnment of Madhya Ir^dcsh fool 

that consequently these tribunals arc swayed more by the 

niceties of civil low than by considerations of equity and social 

justice. The Gt-tc Government have, therefore, suggested that 

consideration should be given to the question of replacing the 

Labour Courts and Industrial Tribunals by Arbitration Boards, 

consisting of representatives of employers and workers selected out 

of panels maintained by Government ? the Chairmen being independent 
a

persons withZjudicial background. The suggestion of the Madhya 

Pradesh Government amounts in effect to the substitution of 

adjudication by compulsory arbitration. The system of Labour 

Courts and Industrials was introduced only in 1956 and perhaps needs 

to bo given a fair trial before a changeover is thought of.

" .'Howover, the Conference may like to discuss' the implications 

oXudlC-^ancstion made, by the Madhya, Pradesh .Government fo.r the 

sotting up of Arbitration Boards in place of Tribunals.

(v). 'Principles for Reference of,Disputes to Adjudication

7.1 The question whether the practice of referring disputes 

to adjudicati n should not bo suspended on an experimental basis 

at least has been under discussion for sometime now< The 

decision reached both at the Conferences of Labour Ministers and 

the Indian Labour Conferoneo has been that, taking into considers- 

ti?n the vital need for maintaining industrial peace in the 

interest of economic development, it would bo unwise to take the 

risk. At the same time, it has been-unanimously recognised that 

adjudication should normally be ordered only when all other avenues 

have been fully explored. The State Governments wore therefore 

requested, in accordance with a decision reached at the 14th 

Session of the Labour'Ministers’ Conference held in October, 

1957, to supply to the Centro full information, together with 

their critical observations, regarding the methods followed by
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them in referring individual eases to- adjudication, M : intention 

ing to analyse the existing practices and to evolve a. sot of

r .n ci plcs for gcnerol guidance. The work has since Peon

co’. inlctod and a sot of draft Model Principles has Leon prepared

(Appendix III), The ’norias’ referred to in the dr'ft are to bo 

evolved in the light of awards given by tribunals, etc., as 

recommended at the 15th Session of the Labour Ministers’ Conference.

7,2 Professor Richardson, the I.L.O. Export on Industrial

Relations, who is at present working with the Ministry of Labour

a.nd Employment, has opined that the draft principles seen

generally adequate and practicable. However, ho has made the

fo11owing observations:-

(i) A useful distinction nay be drawn between (a) disputes 
arising out of the implosiontation of existing 
legislation, awards,etc. (implementation disputes) and, 
(b) dis-utos arising from demands for now conditions.

(ii) "Implementation disputes”, which usually affect 
only individual or small groups of workers should 
rarely bo sent up for adjudication. The Labour 
Connissioners nay be empowered to give binding 
decisions in such cases.

(iii) In the case of the second category of disputes, 
often involving large numbers of workers, wider 
use nay be n .do of Courts of Enquiry, provided for 
in Section 6 of the Industrial Disputes ^ct, to 
investigate the facts and maKe impartial roconncndations 
which would provide an authoritative basis for 
settlement by agreement and further connclllation.

(iv) Disputes which could not initially be settled 
through conciliation should?instcad of straight- 

way being referred for adjudication, bo sent 
back for further conciliation even if this process 
invilvod the risk of a strike or lockout,

7.3 The observations made by Professor Richardson deserve

considoration. The Conference nay examine the Draft Model

Lrincinlos and indicate whether the same should be adopted, with 

ph on res .if any.

(vi) Revival of the Labour Appellate Tribunal*

8.1 The Conference will recall that the working of the

Industrial Disputes Act, 1^7, as it originally stood, revealed 

the need for a central appellate authority to review the divergent 

aha sometimes conflicting, decisions of the large number of

1 1 .



Industrial Tribunals set up by the Central and Stale Governments 

and to co-ordinate their activities . The Industrial Disputes 

(Appellate Tribunal) Act, 1950, was the result and the Government 

of India constituted an Appellate Tribunal, with four •-ench.es 

functioning at Calcutta, Bombay, Madras and Lucknow.

Additional ad hoc Benches were set up later to deal with urgent 

cases. It, however, soon become apparent that appeals filed 

before the Appellate Tribunal not only took an unduly long 

time to be disposed of but also involved a great deal of 

expenditure' which the workers could ill afford. Opinion in 

favour of the abolition of the Tribunal therefore gathered 

quick momentum and in view of the large volume of criticism in 

Parliament and at tripartite meetings, the Government of India 

were obliged to repeal in 1956 the Act of 1950 and substitute 

the then system of tribunals by the present three-tier system 

of labour Courts Industrial Tribunals and National Tribunals, 

8,2 The abolition of the Appellate Tribunal has

apparently resulted in a large increase in the number of cases 

going up in appeal to the Supreme Court as will be seen from the 

following figures:

Number of petitions for 
?Toar special leave to Anneal

No f Registered ~J 'No f granted

Commission has observed as follows

1953 59 23

1954 51 ' 21

1955 57 37
1956 291 257
1957 ( upto 31.10.57) 189 148

Quoting figures in support of this statement, the Law

"The situation created by these large number of 
appeals causes concern in two respects. It has the 
natural effect ofclogging the work of the Supreme 
?ourt ............ The graver aspect, however, of the matter
is that labour matters are being thrust upon a Court 
which has not the means or materials for adequately 
informing itself about the different aspects of the 
Questions which arise in these appeals and therefore

12/..............
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Lu difficult to ci'.? adequate justice ............ 
Equally grave arc the delays caused by these appeals 
in the disposal of industrial n tier-- v1'ioh. v s.ntia?xy 
need speedy disposal".

From the information available it rappears that 209 
cases were pending with the Supreme Court on 30th 
November, 1958.

So far as appeals to the High Courts are concerned, 

the Law Commission has remarked that a party aggrieved by the 

decision of the tribunal approaches the Supreme Court because 

the jurisdiction of the High Courts under Article 226 of the 

Indian Constitution is too narrow to afford relief. A High 

Court can only quash an owder of a tribunal but cannot make its 

own decision and substitute it for that of the tribunal. 

Incidentally, it appears that on 30th November 1958, there were 

756 cases pending before the various High Courts.

8.3 According to the Law Commission the remedy lies in

providing for an adequate right' of appeal in industrial matters. 

"Such a right of appeal could be provided either by constituting 

tribunals of arpeal under the Labour legislation'it self or by 

conferring a right of appeal to the High Court in suitable cases". 

8.4 The remarks made by the Law Commission need to be paid

close attention. The observance of the Code for Discipline is 

likely to lead to a reduction in the number of cases going up 

to the High Courts and the Supreme Courts' Even so, the 

Conference may discuss the desirability of reviving the Labour 

Aupe1la t e T r ibuna11

(vi1) Creation of Separate Machinery for Dealing with
Disputes Delating to Individual Dismissals, Discharges, 
etc .

9.1 Under the Industrial Disputes Act, as it stands at

present, a disnute between an individual worker and his employee 

cannot be treated as an ’Industrial Dispute1 unless sponsored 

by a group of workers or a trade union. It is likely that 

an aggrieved worker who has no standing, with a trade union 

might find it difficult, if not impo ;sible, to secure redress. 

Recently, the Government of Madras approached the Centro for



permission to undertake legislation providing for a separate and 

self-contained machinery for dealing with individual disputes in 

order to ensure that discharges and dismissals take place for a 

reasonable cause; that any aggrieved individual has a prompt and 

automatic remedy by way of appeal to a designated authority. The 

genesis for this proposal is to be found in the opinion held by the 

High Court of Madras and the Labour Courts in the State that the 

discharge of any worker after a month's notice or pay in lieu 

thereof, under the provisions of the Standing Orders, was perfectly 

in order. This opinion has led to some consternation among the 

workers who have demanded a suitable remedy.

The State Government have 

pointed out that provision for appeals by individual workers is 

already contained in the Madras Shops and Establishments Act, 1947, 

the Madras Catering Establishments Act, 1958,and the Madras Beo.di 

Industrial Premises (Regulations and Conditions of Work) Act, 1958. 

The State Government have further pointed out that experience 

with the working of the provision in the Shops Act of 1947 has not 

been unhappy. It has also been explained that cases of discharges 

and dismissals touching on group relations, with which the trade 

unions arc mainly concerned, may continue to be raised as industrial 

disputes, as defined in the Industrial Disputes Act, 1947. Besides, 

the State Government arc of the opinion that trade union activities 

and industrial relations in general may well benefit by the method 

of individual cases being dealt with separately without the 

mediation of the trade unions.~ 

9.2 The point to be kept in view in examining the proposal

made by the Government of Madras is whether direct access by 

individual workers to the Industrial Relations Machinery or other 

special machinery in cases of discharges and dismissals would - 

(a) undermine the influence of trade unions, 

(b) result in indiscriminate resort to appeals,and. 

(c) adversely affect discipline.

According to the Gtato Go^crment, there is no such risk. On the
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other hand, they feel that the orenosed measure would remove a 
fruitful source of discontent.
9 • In view of the urgency in Nad'-’as in this matter, the 
'■tatc Govc^nrcnt. arc, with the concurrence ~f rhe Crntre, going 

a head wit?- their proposal. However, the Confer one c may ■ xnmi ne 

the implications ef the •■>rGwe.' al and whether the matter should 
be loft to the discretion of the•individual State Governments or 
whcth'.r any action should be taken at the All-India level.
(v i i i) Jurisdiction of a Tribunal appointed, by one State 

Government in r-snect of a dispute concerning Workmen 
SmnPoyod in different States,

10,1 Under the Industrial Disputes Act, the 'appropriate 
Government’ except in the case of disputes affecting more than one 
State, are the State Governments. A large number of disputes are 
naturally referred to the Industrial Tribunals appointed by the 

State Governments concerned. Tho-c are, however, cases where the 
headquarters ef an undertaking is situated in one State but which 
employs workers in adjoining Statosalso. In such cases the extent 
to which the decisions of the State Tribunals are binding becomes 
a bene of contention. In the Delhi Union Territory, for instance, 
there arc situated several branches of commercial concerns controlling 
W' rkmen in other States such as Punjab, Rajasthan, U,P. and Jammu 
••.nd Kashmir. One of the Industrial Tribunals, Delhi, has held 
that it is not within the power of the Delhi Administration to 

refer disputes in such undertakings to the local Tribunals. Another 
Tribunal had taken the opposite, stand and the Supreme Court has 
uphold the latter view. It has also been pointed out that the 
cost of the Tribunals, etc. will have to be borne by one State, 
whereas the benefits may go to workers in other States also. 
Attention has been drawn by some unions of transport employees in 
the Punjab to-similar difficulties.

10.2 The Conference may consider the problem raised by the Delhi
Adwini; 11 on and indicoto whether any charge should be made in 
thy Industrial Disputes ict. At present the Central Government may



•questions of national importance or which arc of such a nature 

that industrial establishments situated in more than one State 

arc likely to be interested in, or affected by,such disputes,

B. Problems Relating, to Trade 
Union Organisation

11.1 Workers organisations have a dual role to play. Ono is 

to negotiate with the employers and enter into collective bargaining 

or,as a last resortjhave recourse to direct action for securing 

satisfactory conditions of work and fulfilling the reasonable 

aspirations of workers,These problems raise the issue of 

recognition of trade unions cither voluntarily by the employers 

or through certification by governmental agencies if necessary.

The implications of the issue of recognition have been dealt with 

earlier in this Memorandum, 

11.2 The other important, perhaps much less ostentatious, 

function of trade unions is to look after the day-to-day welfare 

of their members and, where practicable, their families. The 

conditions to bo fulfilled by trade unions from this angle are 

different from those required for the purposes of recognition. 

TheConstitution of India guarantees freedom of association to 

all citizens, subject only to such reasonable restrictions as 

may be imposed by •■the State in the interest of public order or 

morality. Workers arc thus free to form their own associations 

without- any previous authorisation. If, however, any association 

wants to acquire a legal personality, and thereby immunity from 

civil and criminal liability, it has to get itself registered under 

the Trade Unions Act, with the concoroitment restrictions 

stipulated in the act. This Act,, as the Conference is aware, was 

Placed on the Statute Book as early as in 1926. The actual working 

of the .Act for over two decades, revealed the need for its over

hauling and a Bill seeking to revise and replace the same was 

brought; forward in 1950. The Bill, however, lapsed with the
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dissolution of the inter ii Parliament, and no stops wore token 

in the matter since then.

11*3 The desirability of making substantial changes in the

Act of 1926 has, however, been stressed on several occasions in 

the recent past. Emphasising that a strong trade union movement 

was necessary both for safeguarding the intcrostsof labour and 

for realising the targets of production, the Second Five Year Plan 

made, inter alia, the following recommendations:*-

(1) Unions should realise that undue dependence on 
any one not bd-longing to the ranks of industrial 
workers- must necessarily affect the capacity of 
workers to organise themselves*

(ii) The gap created by the reduction in the number of 
outsiders should be filled by training of workers 
in trade union philosophy and methods.

• ' (iii) In order to improve the finances of trade unions 
from their internal resources, a membership foe of 
at least four annas a month should be prescribed in 
the rules of a trade union*

(iv) There should bo stricter enforcement of rules 
. ■ regarding payment of arrears.

Recommendation (ii) above is already being taken care of by the 

"WorkersEducation Scheme" which is well under way.

11.4 With regard to outsiders, the Second Plan observed that 

the -number of outsiders managing the trade unions had shown a 

decline. Recently, the Ministry of Labour and Employment 

collected information as to whether the trend noted by the 

Planning Commission was being maintained. It appears that as 
showing

compared to 1947, the proportion of outsiders is^a decline in 

Assam, West Bengal, Punjab, Orissa, Kerala, Mysore and Tripura. 

In other States the trend is in the reverse direction. The data 

on which this assessment has been made is not, however, complete 

and may, therefore, be accented with some reservation. The 

point for consideration is whether the present statutory limit 

on the number of outsiders on the executive of a trade union, 

viz,hou 1 d be altered. Xn this connection a distinction 
have at no time boon workers and those who have actually 
needs to be made between outsiders who/have been workers sometime or 

other. It has to be examined whether any restriction should be

17/............



placed on the percentage of outsiders belonging to the latter 

category and whether any period of service as a worker should 

be. specified.

:llo5 - The question of making it obligatory for unions to 

prescribe a minimum membership fee of annas four a month, as

., recommended by .the Planning Commission, was considered at the last 

session of the Conference and was agreed to. Necessary provision 

will be made in the Trade Unions Act when-it is amended, 

11.6 It will be recalled that at its last session the 

Conference recommended that delay in the registration of unions 

should be avoided. Apart from other reasons, one of the causes 
. r by 

for delay may-be the number of applications to be dealt, with/the 

Registrars of'Trade Unions. The Act,as it stands, does not permit 

the delegation of the powers of the Registrar to any other 

authority. The./Q.ovarhmenb of Bombay have suggested that provision 

should be' made for the decentralisation of the work of the 
and

Registrars and the appointment of Addit ional/Deputy Registrars. 

The, Conference may consider this suggestion.

11.7 Under the present Act,' the powers' ‘of the Registrars are 

restricted. They have no authority to inspect the records and 

accounts maintained by the unions. With a view to ensuring that 

unions functioned properly-and complied with legal requirements, 

it has been suggested that the Registrars,■or their nominees, should 

be specifically empowered to inspect the books of trade unions.

■ Ttio Conference may like to endorse this suggestion, 

11,8 •Attention has been drawn by some State Governments to

the fact that., while trade unions obtained registration by provid- 
c.. ‘ 5 '• y. • . <• ..j. ,‘-'i ■ ■ - A

ing-.in their rules for all matters mentioned in Section 6 of the 

Act, many of them did not in practice observe the rules. Non- 

observance of the rules does not, however, constitute a violation 

under the Act as it stands and cannot, therefore, be a ground 

for the withdrawl or cancellation of registration. The Conference 

jiiay censidor the desirability of this defect being removed, 

11.9 Similarly, the de sir a. bilitv of providing for the wjthdrawl 

’ is/............
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or cancellation of.registration .of .union-s .failing to submit . 

their annua], returns may also be considered. ■"

11.10 One cf the drawbacks of the trade union movement in this 

country is the multiplicity of unions. There aro ■ several : .

■.•registered trade unions functioning "'in the dame industry, and 

in many cases in the same unit, ’This situation, it has been 

pointed out, arises from the fact that under the■Trade Unions 

let any group of seven persons can apply for registration of a

• union and the Registrar has no power to refuse registration if

‘‘ the union complies with the prescribed requirements. Suggestions 

have, therefore,been made to the effect that either the number

। prescribed under Section 4 of the Act should be sufficiently 

raised or that the Registrar should be empowered ’to refuse • .

■ registration to a trade union if ho considers that there is 

already an adequate number of registered unions functioning for 

the workers in the undertaking or industry concerned. While it 

is true that multiplicity of unions is a recognised evil, it 

is doubtful whether the remedy lies..in tightening up the provision 

of the Trade Unions Act and making it difficult for unions to 

secure registration. The primary purpose of the Act is to enable 

.organisations of -workers to acquire a corporate statusFreedom 

of association is a fundamental right and the conditions for 

registration should not be such.as to negative that right. 1^1.0. 
Convention No.87 concerning Freedom of Association and the »'• ' h* t e, r . '
Right to Organise confers on workers (and employers) the right 

inter alia, to establish organisations of their own choosing and 

these organisations should have the right to acquire a legal 

personality. -Even-as it is, .there is a risk of the regulatory 

provisions of the Trade Unions Act being construed to be 

inconsistent with the Convention and this.is one of the reasons 

why the .Government'" Of India have not ratified this Convention, 

In a recent report to the 1.1,0. from the Government of India 

. it has no doubt been urged that "such restrictions as may bo



be imposed by the competent national authorities on the / 

right of association of workers and the functioning cf trade 

unions in consultation with and with the full concurrence 

of representative organisations of workers shall net be deemed 

to be in violation of the Convention." Still it is questionable 

whether the Trade Unions act should be utilised to curb an un

doubtedly unhealthy development. The Conference; may, however, 

discuss the matter.

11,11 Several other amendments of a minor nature to the

Trade Unions let have been received. These can, however, be 

taken care of if the fundamental issues are settled and the 

broad principles are laid down by the Conference.

CONCLUSION

12.1 As has been pointed out in the introduct ion ,the 

numerous problems relating to industrial relations cannot be 

tackled all at once. For the present, the views of the 

Conference are invited on the following matters

A. Machinery for Collective'Bargaining and the 
Settlement of Industrial Disputes.

(i) The procedure proposed.in the’.Kerala Industrial 
Relations ‘Bill for the certification of

, .• . negotiating agents (paragraph 3,3 ) ,

(ii) The appointment of a' small tripartite Committee 
for drawing up "guidance principles" relating 
to the composition and'functioning, etc,, of 
works Committees (paragraph 4,3).

(iii) Validity of agreements reached through direct 
negotiations between the parties (paragraph 5.2).

(iv) Removal of the difficulties standing in the way 
of reference of disputedto voluntary arbitration 
(paragraph 6.1). \

(v) Replacement of Labour Courts and- Industrial- 
Tribunals by Arbitration Boards (Paragraph 6.2),

(vi) Model principles for reference of disputes to 
adjudication (paragraph 7.3) .

(viil Revival of the Labour Appellate Tribunal 
(paragraph 8,4).

(viii) Creation of separate machinery for
dealing with disputes|relating to individual 
dismissals etc., (paragraph 9.3).

(ix^ Jurisdiction of a tribune 1 appointed by one
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State Government in respect of a dispute concerning^ 
workmen employed in different States (paragraph 10.2-7.

B, Problems re-1?ting to Trade Union.'
Organisation

(i) Alteration of the present statutory limit on the 
number of outsiders on the executives of trade 
unions (paragraph 11.4).

(ii) Insertion of a provision in the Trade Unions act 
regarding membership fees (paragraph 11.5).

(iii) Decentralisation of the work of Begistrarsof 
Trade Unions (paragraph 11,6).

(iv) Empowering Hegistraps to look into the records 
of trade unions (pagraph 11.7).

(v) Cancellation of registration for failure to 
observe the rules of the union (paragraph 11,8),

(vi) Cancellation of registration for failure to submit 
annual returns (paragraph 11.9).* t

(vii) Placing a restriction on the number of unions that 
may be registered (paragraph 11.10),

।
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Iiitoduction 1.1 Since tho last World War many countries have sot 

up machinery for cssociating the staff closely with the 

general operation of tho undart-king. The machinery 

has established differs from country to country rad 

also boars different names like works Committees or 

Councils, Management Councils, Joint Production Committees 

Joint Advisory Committees ,Lobour Management Committees, 

Occupational Committoos, Factory Committees or Councils, 

Workers’ Committoos, otc. These bodies are meant to 

servo economic and social purpooaa, by promoting co

operation in tho undertaking. Ths economic motive is, 

to uisuro increased production and tho moral/social 

motive is to secure full r^congnition of the importance

. jl/tucd of o st ab
olishment of .joint 

bodies.

of the human element*and accordingly to give staff a 

greater interest in the general operation of th undertaking. 

2.1. In sorao countries those joint bodies have a purely 

contractual origin while in others they owo their existence 

to legislation. Tho countries which belong to tho former 

category aro U.K., Sweden, SvatDOrland, Norway, 

Canda, Israel, Japan otc. In tho . countries whore tho 

Works Councils are th. outcome of voluntary agreements 

between tho employers and the trade unions, the method of 

joint consultation generally varies not only from one 

industry to another but also from one firm to another.

Thu position in Sweden is however slightly different. 

Hore, two general agreements were signed on 30th August 

1946 regarding the appointment of Works Councils. One 

was between th Confederation of Swedish Employers and 

the Confederation of Swedish Trade Unions and tho other 

botwoon th, Confederation of Swedish Employers and tho 

Swedish -Confhd^ration of Organisation of Salaried
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Employees. The ngreomont be com ■; legal y bln ing on the' 

employers, wago earner and salaried chyl ya s concerned 

only when it is ratiricc. sy a P^,y.t5 p.ul - Industry.

2,2 To thv 1 beer category of countiiu-. which have 
. . of

pass si. lor i 1 n a t i on f o r the o s t sb li sh^ont ■ o Co unci 1 s

belong Federal Republic of Germany, Austria, France, 

Belgium, Finland and the totalitarian economics like the 

U.S.S.R., Czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia, Poland etc.

2.3. In the Federal Republic of Germany Ano ’Works 

Consitutution Act" of 11th October 1952 established a 

uniform system of collaboration between employers aud 

workers at the plant level throughout the R.public. The 

Act expressly states that its provisions in no way impair 

the function of the trade unions and th nployerb 

associations.

2.4. In Austria the "Federal Act" of' 23th March 194? 

introduced, a representative system in all .undertakings. 

Another Act of 30th June 1948 deals with th. representa

tion of wage- earners in agriculture and forestry under

takings. . -■

2.5. In France, production or management Committees were 

set up spontaneously in. a number of-factories. With a 

view to making the establishment of these bodies a general 

practice and to give them legal status th. Ordinance of 

22 February 45 was issued and thus Works Committees camo 

to bo established. Works Councils are required to be 

formed one in each invidual plant together with a 

Central Council for th'- firm as a whole. The representa

tives of the Central Council are elected by the Works 

Council. Similar practice is adopted by Austria and a 

number of other countries. A Works Council may also 

appoint special Committees to deal with employment 

problems or social problems in the proper s-nse of the 

ur., rhc lc -J • 1 .Ito a. 1 owevor, do s :‘‘t nr;vent any



arrangomonts as to the operation or powers of Works Committees 

being based on collective agroemonts cr custor. In sons cos s, 

even the application of the legislation i: optional, 

2.6. In Belgium, Works Councils have- he .n m.t up under 

the Act of 20 S■ ptember 1948 ’to n^kc proofs .on for the 

organisation of th. country’s economic lit • Under this 

Act, Works Councils m~y bo cstablisho’. on th-. ua.pV yer’s 

initiative. Depondins on the size and structure of the 

undertaking, every works Council may split ics.lf up into 

Works Sections comprising delegates repressnt„ng particular 

categories of workers, 

2,7, In Finland, Works Councils became ckf.nitive under 

the Act of 30th December 1949.

2.8 In Motherlands, the ^ct of 4th May 1950 deals with 

the setting up of Works Councils but it is also closely 

related to the question of the general organisation of 

the economy,

2,9 In the countries with nationalised end planned 

economics, such as the U.S.S.R, and other countries-of this 

group trade union Works Councils or Commit lets have boon 

formed by legislation. But these Councils differ from their 

counterparts in private enterprise economics mainly in their 

responsibilities and in their r latipnship with the unions. 

2,10 In Czechoslovakia for instance, Works Councils 

have been set up under s Decree issued on 24th Octobc’r 1945 

in all establishments employing more than 20 workers. The 

unified trade union or .misation has .the solo right to 

put forward a list of condidat^s nnc)..also complete control s 

over the holding the elections, finances cho,

2.11 Under the oct of 2nd July 1950, the Workers’ Councils 
»

in Yugoslavia (the membership of which varies from 15 to 

120) arc elected by workers who have signed■a contract of 

omplojmw.nt ,wi th the. undertaking and also by -die technical, 

engineering an-1 other staff. The management Com- ittees



Workers1 Councils iron among the employ- r. of cho under

taking. The manager of the import'•.king 5... avointed by 

the management Committ o of the association youping a 

numbar of un lert'kin :s or, if no such ' sropi'.tion exists, 

by the appropriate. Government ~ goncy. The manager is, 

ex officio, a member of the management Com. .i : too. These 

Committees arc generally responsible for seeing that the 

peculations regarding industrial relations, : claries and 
/

wagos, promotion, safety, social insurmc ■V. th. • 

improvement of the workers’ living standards are properly 

carric-d out.

2.12 Works Councils in Poland wore sot up under the Decree 

of 6th February 19^5. In practice, however, these

Committees wore incorporated in the trade union organisation 

in which they functioned as the "basic Waits” and 

their statutory duties of safeguarding th. workers1 inte

rests remained a dead letter. However, the r cent indica

tions are to explore/the possibility of incro. sing the 

powers of the Works Councils so ’ as to impl-mnnt the 

Decree once more and to enlarge its scope in certain 

respect. • . ■

3#1 In the majority of countries. Legislation or regula

tions governing the sotting up of works Councils proscribe 

a minimum number of employees above shich an establishment 

is required to sot up such a Council. In .Austria for 

example, a Works Council is elected, in any undertaking 

in which atlcast 20 workers are' employed while the number 

stipulated in“ countries like Germany, Czechoslovakia, and 

Poland arc over 20 workers. In the Motherlands the lav/ 

lays down a minimum of 25 workers, whereas in Swodon 

and Italy the minimum fixed is over 25 workers, In 

Belgium, France and Israel Committees arc’ to be- formed in

■’’abl" hments cmpl • "»0 we ^orr. or nori.. while the number
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in U.K. is over 50. In Poland, the law allows workers* / 

m n gcment Committees to bo sot up in all under takings provided 

ah.-.t not loss than 5(% of the wageenrnors arprove the idea.

po 4*1 Ths- structure of Works Councils ••'Iso voric from 

country t„ country. In some countries they c -n comio; cd 

of workers’ dolcg-tcs while in others they a ie joint 

bodies. Their structure also may vary from one plant to 

another within the sane country in accordance with the 

proportion of wage earners to the total number of employees. 

4.2. In Austria and the Federal Republic of Gyrm-ny the 

forks Councils may only include representatives of .Che workers. 

In Austria, th? law specifies that in undertaking., employing more 

than $0 workers separate Works Councils for th. -w go earners and 

for the salaried employees should be set up if each of the-c 

two groups comprises 20 persons or more.

.4*3. Similarly, the internal Committees in Italy consist of only'"'"' 

the workers made up of repro sen tai tves- of th ..^technical and 

clerical staffs, and of the wage earners elected ^parately by

.ircct secret ballot’-by all the work people whether they-are 

members of a trade union or not. '
- . ' • 'i -

4*4 In Belgium, France and the Netherlands the law 

required Works Councils to be joint bodies, although there 

may ndt be as many employers’ ’as workers* representatives.

Works Councils in Bolgimum ardecomposed of the head of the 

business and one or more delegate&iappointed by him 

together with a ^number of staff delegates. The' number 

/of staff do legatees may bo botwoen-Q and 14 depending on 

the number of working-people. The number of seats allotted 

to the workers* and salaried staff’s delegates also 

depends on the relative-strength of these two groups.

4.5 In Franco the Wprks Council includes the head of • o
th$ business or his representative and a delegation of 

employees. Delegates arc elected from lists submitted 
by1 the Organisations that arc most representative of o-ch
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cate o??- of employees. L system of ropros .ntnision by 

occupation is adopted. The allocation of s- nos to 

different categories of employees 'Ui the division-of the 

work ooppieinto voting groups is sottl/ ’ by the management 

with the- trade unions concerned. If the manager fails to 

convene • a meeting of the Works Committee in time, the 

latter may, at the request of workers* representatives, 

bo convened by and moot wider the Chairmanship of the 

Labour Inspector,

4,6 A similar position exists in the Netherlands where
•• / 

the manager in additional to his being a member is also the 

Chairman of the Council, The Council comprises members 

varying between 3 and 25, elected by the wage. corners, 

4,7 In Poland, the law stipulates at Ie. 7/3 of the 

members of the workers’ management council rnurt be chosen 

by secret ballot from among the- workers themselves* The 

manager is, ex officio, a member of the council but con not 

be elected Qhataian or Vice-Chairman of th_ Council, 

4,8 In Finland Works Councils consisting of two employers* 

representatives, 3 workers’ representatives and one 

representative from tho salaried staff are formed in 

establishments where the number of man hour:; worked during 

a single year docs not exceed 240,000, In establishments 

whore this limit of working hours, is exceeded, the Council 

is composed of 3 employers’ rcpfvsontativos^ 5 workers* 

represontatXfos • %nd two.representatives of the salaried 

staff. The Chairman of the Works Commit iso is elected by 

the Committee and chosen alternately, ech year, from 

among tho representatives of nanny n nt and those of the 

staff. A Secretary is also elected by th Committee 

from among th^mcabors representing the staff, 

4.9 In Cana.41 and Israel the productivity Committees * ♦ 
arc joint boules, the representatives from each of the



presencea"r"- *: •: glccugg solely oy eno worKur-'A - 

an the c • sc o. Can"! .) while the man?- f;orient rcpj?...su\ a <zi v< c are $ 

ap uin..cd by the m-na; t.- ■ .X by the ?. .nior oxccuCiv .s r.nd forerun 

cho ease of Conad ). In Israel every Commitc :c c . , 'ts two

Chairman one from a ch croup who take it in turns to yr. side. Those 

Chairman with the vxistcnc . of the Secret ry, handle the
' ■ • -.;■ I

ConmittoG*s business between mcotinss onf supervise the work of 
, uweomru ccccs. 

-
Role o ' iwa'c 5» 1 In many countries, irrespective of whether th:. Works Co*y 
tJ5Kns Trf A 
forrutj ;n -nd ;cil arc s^t up by ooment or law, trade un . ■/ take part 
f un c ti t r / a* y py?
Aint ‘a ,i ,’s in the appointment of members,(although in som: cases one ... Uu 

C uncils has been elected it is completely indcp.nC.nt of the 

Unions). Close collaboration between the unions an . th Councils 

tel: s place at all times, particularly if the unions are strong and 

have a larr;o membership in the undertaking conccrnvc.i 

b\2 In S.. len only trade union members are entitled to 

take part in the election of v/or^rJ a- 7 . . t.c--1, Tai , however, 

■.o^s not apply if more than half- th~ workers in th., plant arc not S' . 1
unionised. As r<y rds salaried omploye-s if not les; than thre<- 

qu rturs of them employed in an und^rtakins are af /iliatec to the 

C:nfuferation of Solari 1 EHepl-yocsf Organisations, only those 

wlio are trade unionists arc entitled to vote in th- elect!, n : f 

t'n.ir represen eq civ., s; if tAc proportion is less al? s^lorica 

■ "oyoc-s are allowed to votof - •’ •

p.3 • In France, and Belgium, the workers’ dclcnat, ' on 

a 'forks. Council we elected by a system of proper .sUal 

^presentation / so.a lists drawn up by the orf .nlsations 

acl<k. Ad to ;?•„ must rcpxA ■ent-'.tivc of e>ci. e t.ru, ;• of workers.

(.. a Bul jiu'-i tauss ' O 'j-^s aiu the naoli;xnally federated inter- 

ccupaclonal crGcni ; cions vrita not loss than 100,COO numbers or 

- labour force of the pcrcicular undurt ’kinp) . Further, 

F- lie c the rkers’ or-unisations which are recopnised as

t.ru
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as r ..present’ five in each undertaking a ./ai.o- -a by .l w 

. •. to appoint on. d .lug .tc( who. is on employ . , uf the

under taking)to sit on th; Council in ar: visory cap?city.

5.6 A similar proc. uro is fotloxied in .... r-th. ri-rids, 

where the members of Works CounciIs(cxc ' tin" iher C^'-irn-n) 
• **.' i ..

uro elected from one or oord lists of candidates ^ukmitbce 

by the union or unions designated fdr\.hid pdr''os||.

5.5 In C<?.naaa although the wage unrnorstv ri'pboslntntivos 

on the joint production Committee orc elect.7,.by secret 

ballot by the employer^ they may be appointed by the union.' 

wherever.this practice has got the approval of both the 

workers an 1 management. In addition, the "resident of the 

union is often allowed to atccnd r.i si tin go of those

. joint Committees.

5.6 In the Federal Republic of Germany, - dclcg-to

from a trade union represented on a VZorks-Council^ may, 

at the request of a quarter of the Council’s member ship 

attend meetings in an advisory capacity.

5.7 In Australia, a somewhat different system is found* 

The Works Council is composed of a Chairman(who is also 

the manager of the plenty, a trade union representative 

from each of the six departments in the plant, the union 

Socrotary(who is also the secretary at the Council) and 

six workers’ representatives selected by th; management, i
together with the training officer as joint Secretary.

5*3 Xn Italy, elections of internal Committee members 

. and factory delegates are managed by th- trade unions.

Func.f. ns of 6.1 Works Councils are generally rcsponsibl; for puttin' 
Works Co;yiittG'.s

forward the vorkors’ views before- a c!coition is taken

by the management. Depending on th- countries and the 

regulations in force th- functions of thus- Councils range 

from social qu-s:ions(.U-lfare) to technical and economic 

matters. Frequently, it has been considered best to limit 

the seep* of councils to matters of joint intcr-st not



6.2. So ci cl fun c tic nst Chiefly, the Works Councils arc 

concerned with social no tiers like wolf or-. f acili ■ i-s,

nm.ndm,.nt of labour Vws or iA gula/tions hirings n dismiss-lo, 

resolving in ustri-?.! disputes by conciliatory Un; thuds etc., 

Generally with the exception of a few conn taeles Ilk.: France, 

Austria and FoA.rd.Republic of Germany these councils do not 
. i

• d-^r.l with the wage questions and other working conditions. In 

U.K,, Sweden and Israel, the joint Committors dc-.l with various 

aspects of welfare -and working conditions(hoating,von'tiliation, 

lighting etc.) , vocational training questions, the personnel 

department and the prevention of "’.ccidents and also with such 

technical matters as the improvement of production methods, the

raising of productivity, organisational methods, automation 

nee. The Works Councils in U.K. arc purely advisory bodies 

and the final decision rests with the management* In

* Austria, Belgium and France law provides that workshop or 

working regulations or plant'rules may not be issued or 

amended without their approval. These countries have also 

the right to manage or share in the management of welfare 

facilities provided by the undertaking for the benefit of 

the- workers or their families. The Councils in Belgium 

also discuss the general criteria for hiring and dismissal of

• workers. In Italy too, the internal committees discuss / 

plant regulations with the management before they come 

into force. Here any proposal to dismiss workers through 

?. falling off in business or a re-organisation must be 

notified to the Committee with full reasons thereof, and 

the matter thereafter is discussed with the management.

In the event of any disagreement the matter is submitted 

to the appropriate bodies for investigation* In some 

countries like th~ Federal Republic of Germany and the
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Ik.uhcrlnnds jthc Councils arc responsible for ensurin'- that 

social legislation and collective agreements or; corrie1 

out. In these as well’ ns in sone o th er ocaun;ri;.s like 

Japan, Finland:, Italy and Sui tz or Ionel the also make the 

first "ttempt at c nciliati?n. In tin Fete.. ’1 Republic 

of Germany no large-scale hirings or dismiss Is may take 

• lace without the Works Councils being consult:d. In Austria, 

the Works Councils arc entitled to establish w.Ifare funds 
improve

(t/.is includes ^11 funds to/,the well-being of the workers 

and their families) and to administer them wi-haut interfcrencoc 

In the Netherlands they take part in the running of welfare 

facilities' attached to the undertakings. Also, the J 

Councils, should first be notified about th establishment or 

termination of c-ch wage earner’s contract despite the 

Councils’ opposition* If the employer terminates the contract 

it may appeal to the conciliation office an 1 by virtue . 

of its right to a share in the management,con even suspend 

the decision of the- employer to close down the plant until 

a ruling is obtained from the State Economic Commission* 

6.3 T cchnicpl f u nc tionsi The technical responsibilities 

assigned to the Works Councils cover safety and production 

and productivity. These functions are however discharged 

purely in an advisory capacity. In thv. Federal Republic 

of Germany, the Councils must be allowed to express on 

opinion, wherever safety dcid-ces arc introduced and 

whenever an inquiry is held in the case of an Accident. ■ 

Here as well as in Finland the Councils Co-operate with
-i ■, 

employers and labour inspectors in ...nforcing th-- safety 

regulations. Similarly, in the Netherlands Works 

Councils arc responsible’ for: seeing that th^ laws and 

regulations for th-, writers’ protection ar „ observed 

and tha t the facilities provided in the interests of safety 

and health and hygiene arc maintained in good order.
----11-



In Canada, Norway, Israel -tc. th- Council;. j.:.1 called / 

production Committo s which ar< lv inly lain . ‘ to s-cur- th- 

-xpnnsi.n of production and th- raisin;/ of ' ’-c activity. Work 

Councils in Sinden not only • xpr-ss th-ir vi ’s n system of 

organisation end planning for optimum iu:?".uetieh but also 

hold a watching over all technical and scon;,:’i j nott-rs. In 

the Netherlands and Finland they suggest ways and m-ans of 

improving technical '.nd economic efficiency for intensifying 

production, iustri n Works Councils nay mak- sug estions to the. 

management regarding improvements in equipment. In France, 

the Council examine any suggestions for increasing output

forward by the management or workers, wliK in Italy 

they give suggestions for increasing pwoduatiraUjy*.

6.4 Economic functions; Many countries have taken stops 

to give Works Councils son- voice in the internal 

administration and in some cases in the nonag-m-nt of the 

undertakings in th- belief that workers h-v. a vital 

stake in the efficiency of the undertakings. In France

the owers of ths Works Councils in respect of economic —

matters arc purely advisory. They must, according to the 

law b- consulted over matters affecting ths organisation, 

management and general running of the undertaking. They 

must also be informed of the profits earned and in cases 

of some companies [with limited liability) they con also 

make sugge^t^^n as to the .uses to which these profits 

should be put. In Belgium and Sweden the management ''■* 

must supply the Works Councils with full information on 

the financial results of the business. In rhe Federal 

kapublic of Germany, joint economic Commit.c^s made up 

of between four and:right mumborsCuith at least one 

member from th- Works Councils) arc sot up in factories 

with more than 100 workers. Those Committees discuss
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th.. fin-ncial ’.'ositian of th. business, th.. Su oucput 

m?. sal’.s etc. In Austria, a won*ks Council by vir ’ . of ics 

iga' to - share in th- management, is cntitl .' ml: propos-1,; 

\the mana;:er.unt in th’, interests of the colic:"- a whole :

11 as of the plant an? its worksrs*

n>. 7.1 In th.. Federal kepu’. lie of Germany n ;L c.niin VI. n 
,. xten'■ of."
succ. ';■ c.untri-s the ’forks Councils op-rats to gcn.-ral satisficetian and 

,;.. _m to have boebm.. a purnun.nt feature of tiu in .uscrial sc-n-. 

In Canada -nd Finland those Councils have given enc uraging 

results and satisifaction to all'parties.. Their number is also on 

.,h incroo.su. In U.K* although joint consul ntie.n at the plane 

level is inUTf ect:Tv-.^ thv forks Councils ex . ncaura ;cd

as -hv experiment is consiCc.ro' to bo an .xccllnt way of 

educating trade union leaders in the techniques of .administration

Al though joint con suit o.t ion has become a ui ’’.-.■spread practice 

in any over-inercasing numb-r of countries an' ha.. norally 

proved ’. itself worthwhile, a numb-.r of sn.afjs La". 1-. on struck 

ov<,r in the establishment of these councils ‘ nf th -.-o^ ^n which 

?Ky discharge, their, duties, i'hv dangers of kc . ny the'workers 

’.nformed ■ fully about the st-tc/oT business aix -X'. ...rofcl in sone 

c untriv-s. On this account the Belgium- nanufactu-xrs1 Federation 

hav-j taken the lin„ that the Works Councils woul' have 

been more effective if their powers had been freely 

n..co tin ted in each under taking with the law being ay. licablo only 

in -ihv e/ent of -.lisagreement* On the other...^^ny, -b- Belgium 

.'rnio Union movement is not satisified v/ith the ppuxes granted to 

tin. Works Councils or thv scope of the joint consul .ation, 

7.2 In France, Works Councils arc undergoing a critical 

period. The commonest attitude is'shQVr apathy -nd it is hard to 

find men now to stand as candidates for the '.Forks Councils* Sonc- 

- ues they seem to have been shunted into a siding any by wasting 

auir t:lmu in futil. "forts have incurred and contempt of the 

u k'.. . s whom thev arc ^suppose ’ to be representing* The reasons for 

- - - k '* -0 '■ . 1 c n .ition ,.r.. " ' -a-yjv., ’ ry u .. ■ '

incroo.su


deliberately try to hTi* string vho councils ur' ^iscourago 

then. In some cases, failure has o.lsd been •.ttiibutod 

to the fact that rung of the- cnpl"yers do no; ..ven • 

know now to c.'.k , th choir. at a meeting _n . when they 

ar^ -pkod to supply th., information, give it. in c. • 

language, which is over the workers* heads.

7.3 In some countries like Australia troubl- hrs bcun 

caused by the fact that the wago earners and s .1 wied 

staff t#ko_.part in the work of the same council.

7.4  ns it may seem, co-operation t th~ 

plant l<vol is vicVcd with suspicion -nd disfavour in 

those countries where the trade union orgnnis " ti -n s ore 

weak through fear of their losing centre! ov^r h workers 

whose difficulties could be largely solved through the 

works Committees, c.c. Uhora trade unionism ir well 

founded, the Works Committees.rgcui ve .bett. r siu atnunt 

nt th. han's of th. unions, 

Intorn.ati.on-nl -8.1 The expansion in the use of joint consul;stive 
"^Tn darks r*j.p.

Pnradoxic.nl

tin,; to Work,., ' machinery at the plant level led the Internet ...nal 
Conn it t .c s_

Conference to adopt a ?^com;.r.ndo.tion (No.94) in 1952 

c ncerning consultation and co-operation between llmploycrE 

end workers at the level of the undertaking. This kcco- 

rraendation stipulates that Works Conuiittc^s etc., should 

. deal with matters of mutual concern to th^ employers and 

workers but not within the scope of collective bargaining 

machinery or not normally dealt with by other mweh nary 

concerned with the d.termination of terms and conditions 

of employment.

3,2 Th^ question of bipartite co-operation -t the 

unit level h s -Iso been discussed by several of the 

I.L.O. industri-1 Committees. It has been recognised 

.hat bodies for consultation -nd co-operation sh uld have

Pnradoxic.nl


tho essential fucnt/.-n of incr- -sin ■ un . • n in • of • • ch 

other’s point of vi<’s b t"ocn -.11 p 'ti r ’.n 'fn umh.r* 

v-okinc on - basis of r el . gu lity. t-l:_ , h suooessful 

functionin:• of the ■-forks C- mni vt.,.. - < tc,, <. on the
Zlo inform the joint body at rcyulan inuorvals regarding 

willingness of t h.. naan'p .mmat of ~.n"un ^rt kin rtetivitL 

of the undurtaking, future plans an'. provitin, joint 

body with funeral information about h.. economic and th. 

technical situation of the undertaking.

8,3 Uhils no comprehensive- list of uh; f one tions that 

could be assigned to joint consultative lo 'i-s has been 

drown up by'the I.L,0«, the following subjects h-ve been 

considered suitable for consideration by Pause bodies:-

(a) information on o^norol problems u^ich hove -n 
influence on the operation of th< un ' rt^kinpj

(b) information on uh^ employment situation;

(c) conditions in the plant* such as ventilation^’ 
lightinG, noise, tenper^turv, factory hyrivnoj

(cl) amenities, such -s rest rooms, health ’ services 
h usin.p, canteen s.rviccs, r -crcati n;

(e) safety and. accident pr. ventiop’..

(f) vocational training; and

(p) measures for increasins efficiency,

8.4 recently, International Labour Oftic. h-d 

called for detailed inform :tion from HuubJtates 

rogarding tho extent to which the principle of co*oporu* V
tion at vhc level of the undertaking is bk.ln.i followed. 

This information, which would bo useful as guidance 

material will become available sometime later*
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authoritius have expressed their inability to set up these 

committees in view of the prevailing labour conditions and 

apathy amounting to opposition from the trade union organisations 

concerned. Thu question of exempting thorn from sotting up 

works committees, ... ' is already receiving the
of Labour & Ban Loy.lent

attention of the Ministry/, Works committees are also not 

functioning in any of the banking or insurance organisations 

belonging to the public sector a.s no request was received from 

the employees working in those organisations for the formation 

of those committees. The analysis given below therefore 

pertains to 161 public sector undertakings falling in the 

antral sphere and it excludes the undertakings referred to above. 

3. Size of the Undertaking and the Works Comittoes:

The majority of the establishments from which replies 

have been received employ, more than $00 workers and in‘more than 

2% of the establishments, the workers employed wore-more than 

2D00. From the reports received, it has been observed that the 

successful working of the works committees is in no way inter

dependent on the number of workers employed in any establishment. .• • ' P ; • ' • * r ’ * W. ’’ ’
It. depends more or less on the keenness of interest evinced by 

the representatives of both sides i.o. the workers as well as the 

management and the.size of the establishment has practically no 

bearing on the interest tak&n‘-'by the parties concerned in the 
» ■ . ■” >'i

successful, working, of the committees*

4. Composition of Works- Committees:

Rule 39 of thd industrial Disputes (Central) Rules, 1957, 

provides that the number of representatives of the workers on those, 

comittoes will not bo loss than the number of roprcsontativos of 

the management and that the total number of members shall not 

exceed .20. ’-No restriction,, however, has been placed, in the 

.rules, on the management’s reprcsontativos being less in number 

than the roprosentatives of the workers* In 9, i.o. in about 

of the establishments (out of the total.of 161), it was 

r, 1 „ e rvod th? t th. o



representatives of the management were loss ip_jj4:h]bcr than that 

cf the enrloyccs. The main reason usually given for this disparity 

in number was shortage of adequate number of officers in these 

establishments. The disparity in some cases is reported to have 

given rise to certain practical difficulties such as election of 

Chairman and Vice-Chairman as well as Secretary and Joint Secretary 

cf the v?rks Committees, In accordance with Rule 51 of the Indus

trial Disputes (Central) Rules, 1957, theofflcos cf Chairman and 

Vice Chairman arc not to be held by the representatives cf the 

employers or workmen for two consecutive terms and similarly 

the offices of Secretary and Joint Secretary are not to be held 

by the representatives cf the employers or workmen for two 

consecutive years. This inter-change is not possible in the 

installations where there is only one officer, 

5. Frequency of t,he meetings cf the Committoen.

In accordance yith the rules, thomeetings of the works 

committees are to bo held once in a quarter and more frequently 

if possible. On the whole it was noticed that the meetings were 

being held once in a quarter in.almost all establishments except 

in a few cases, the number of which was Um? tod to 3^» TU) 

reasons which have been furnished for irregularity in holding 

the meetings are

(i) non-submission of agenda by the representatives of 
.workers as well as management, ••■■■■■

(ii) lack of quorum. : "a •

(iii) administrative difficulties such as lack of space, 
holidays etc.

(iv)'absence of representatives of both the sides cn 
account of various reasons including'mis-under stand
ing among the parties concerned.

j With a ’genuine-goodwill and desire to ensure that the 

works committees are functioning successfully, these difficulties 

could be easily met.

6 . Minutes cf the Works Committees

There is no uniformity in the system of maintaining 

the Minutes of the committee meetings. Where the committees are 

pttve .minutes are written in an elaborate manner but in cases
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whore the committees arc more or loss inactive, the minutes arc- 

written, it appears, only to meet the requirements of the law. 

They do not furnish details of the issues under discussion nor 

the arguments advanced by both the parties arc incorporated 

therein. In a very few eases, the minutes contain question put 

up by the representatives of the workers and answers given by the 

representatives cf the management. Thus there is enough scope 

for improvement in this connection.

7. Subjects discussed in the meetings:

The functions cf the works committees, .in accordance 

with the Act, are to promote measures for securing and preserv

ing amity and good relaticns between the employers and workmen and 

to that end to comment upon x matters cf their common 

interest or concern and endeavour to compose any material 

difference of opinion in respect-of such matters. The Act as 

well as the Rules are silent as regards the exact matters which 

are to bo discussed by those committees. In the Defence 

Installations, through administrative directives, effort has been 

made to give guidance to these committees as regards the subject 

••••-. matters to be discussed therein but in other installations fall

ing in the public sector, no such guidance is available to the 

members of these committees. This lacuna, many a time , 

furnishes a fertile ground fcr disputes'.; when workers insist on 

discussing certain items in these meetings, which the management 

regards as purely managerial functions such as matters of 

discipline etc. It has been noticed that. managements are 

usually reluctant to suggest any item in. the agenda by 

themselves. The workers' .representative^,.-, on the other hand, 

try to bring in all sorts of issues in the agenda which leads. . • " :■ ’ J- •. r c ■
-• • ; . ’•   . J . . *

to a clash between the representatives of tin t-.?o sides. Thoro is a 

t.ndoaoy aucn.-; tlx r pr n\ntotiv>3 of tl . u-ork to to rogaixl works

. ccnnlttr □ o,3 scathing like Municipal. Councils ' '



wherein the could ask questions or criticise the administration. 

This attitude on the part of workers' representatives, often 

results in misunderstanding being caused which once established 

is rather difficult to remove; A lot, therefore, depends on the 
the . : ' - ■ • .

attitude andZframe ‘cf mind net only of the workers' representatives 

but the management-members of the committee as well. The workers' 

representatives generally tend to regard the sub committees as a 

platform where they could grab and seize all advantages they can 

instead of securing just remedies for the really aggrieved workers. 

The management's side, at times, fails to understand the difficul

ties of the worker - members of the committees who have to'stand 

pressure from a large number of workers especially when there are • 
. •* c \J ■ ’ . \

a number of grievances. In the event of their failing to represent 

these grievances adequately, they lose the confidende of the workers 

who had elected them. It has often been suggested that the scope 

of these committees should be properly defined under the Act while 

some are cf the opinion that a healthy tradition should be estab

lished as regards the subject matters to be discussed in these 

committees and these should be left to be decided upon mutually by 

both the parties,

(a) The items which are suggested by the workers sides 

generally relate to their difficulties such as conditions of 

service including working hours etc. A list of subjects generally 

brought forward for discussion by the workers' representatives 

is given below:- -

Grant of loans, holidays, advance payment of wages before 
important festivals, improvement of quarters, recreation 
and medical facilities to employees and their families. 
Protective clothings, payment of bonus -and leave'with 
wages, promotion of good relationship, matters of general 
welfare, labour welfare fund, measures against illiteracy 
announcement through loud-speakers, hot weather require
ments, labour union office construction of canteen 
service, training in first aid, medical examination of 
workers, water supply, purchase of games material, market 
rates, improvement in working environnuatu, cincm Projec
tors, electification of quarters, small pox vaccinations 
crotches, transport facilities, cheap grains etc.
(b) The subject matters referred to the committee by the 

representatives cf the management? were as under
Discipline and punctuality, industrial relations, adjust- 

■■'i mentof surplus personnel, welfare amenities, medical 
facilities. Promotion of amity, subjects covering moral
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and social i.ducatioa, health, sanitation -.tc* National 
Savings Certificate s, Co-operative society, financial 
aid to sports 'clubsfro'. Welfare Fund, Award of .prises 
to outstanding CcUididatus ia training schemes, s.rvice 
conditions ^tc*

(c) The itnes which wore- consider, d as ultra-vires by 

the ronagononS and on which discussion was usually not allowed, 

wore as under: -

Wrongful termination of services of workers. Investigation 
in disciplinary eases, confirmation, higher pay <nd special . 
allowances, provision of clerical Staff in LOi’s of ico, 
individual representations, trade tests by workers* 
question of pay scale, discussion .on wago rotes,

8. Decision and Conclusions reached in the Corri-ttoo: 

The study revealed that ia approximately 60/* of .the 

undertakings, decisions reached wore usually unanimous. Most of 

those-decisions pertained to the matters which wore-within the administrative 

control of the Head of tho Establishment concerned. In nearly 48^ of 

the undertakings, as many as 90^ of the docisiors arrived at wore implemented
•A. • » 4 * * " ’

within a reasonable time* In as many as 33^ of tho undertakings, tho 

average time taken to fp-vc effect to; the decisioxiSor recommendations of the 

works committees was less than one nauth*; 11 was■ also noticed that 

decisions are given effect to fairly quickly €®3qpt on certain major issues 

requiring Government sanction. In 53^ of the .Establishments, certain 

decisions taken remained unimplamented duo to tho reasons stated above. 

Many of. the re conn nidations of th:; committees had to-be referred 

to higher authorities or Ministries with tho result that tho sanction 

as well as implementation wore unduly .delayed, Policy natters could 

not either bo decided or implemented for a long time, - Tho reasons 

which arc generally furnished for dolqy or non-i: pigmentation of tho 

decisions aro summarised below:-

(a) natters involved luge financial out-lay*

(b) non-availability of raw matcMals which arc. generally 
import..d and non-availability of building materials.

(c) lack of co-operation, fil-ction and local politics 
in a few cases*'

(d) flatters beyond the financial or administrative 
powers of tho Hoad of tho Establishment*

—7^



committees. Procaduril dif ..’iculti.s g.-nersllj arise due to

vogucncoss of tho scope of tho works co..c.iiwteos, conoiovers., regarding, 

the powex's -"ivon to ths ehcirmcii to dj.sallow certain ioums, inclusion 

of a certain item in tho agenda, holding of works comraittoo mootings 

without proper notice or circulation of agenda, opposition of trado 

unions to the inclusi si on of certain items in the agenda*

9 • Genoral difficulties.

General difficulties roortrd during survey in the smooth 

function of those committees wore as follows:-

(i) lack of appreciation on tho part of the management 
and workmen1 s representatives of the- functions and 
significance of the committees,

(ii) illiteracy and lack of understanding amongst the 
workers, especially tho^o employed in backward areas,

(iii) disinclination of workers1 representatives on the 
works committee to participate in the'deliberations 
of the committee. , v .

(iv) Workers expect too much out of those representatives 
and they being unable to deliver the goods become 
unpopular and uro not .inclined to servo on the committees,

(v) 1-ack of co-operation and in, some cases oven opposit ion., 
of the trado uniion loaders to tho constitution and tho 
functioning of tho works committees. T,hoy fear that 
their representativo character vail cease if works 

conwitt us functioyi. There have also bean instances 
whejjein it was reported that the trado unions regarded 
works committees as their rivals.

(vi) °ppo citation of-trade unions towards the formation of 
works committees duS to inter-union rivalry.

19* Factors responsible, for successful functioning of works 
coruuttuos, •

helpful for the
Factors which wore foun^fsuccessful functioning of works

? committees woras under: -

(i) Existence of co-operation and cordial relations 
bctv.mcn tho workers and managements and also with 

the trado unions.

(ii) SjWipath.itic attitude by the managements especially in 
encouraging workers to put forward thoir grievances 
ClllCl SU C G 01O US 9
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(iii) f'o??ud.ght of tho menagomcnus in having prior consul
tation ith tho works com-itt.- .. 1; Ire 1 ri-.. 'a 
chcng .3 in rospoct of well ar measures, service 
conditions ato, 

al
(iv) hi her /.ducutioir standards amon st the workers.

(v) rbdvl consti .ucion md ’ye-laws for tno works 
co: viitt >. s have boon framed. ' *

11. Sub Goa itt of the '.odes C'o:a?itt. .. a.

In a majority of tho Establishments, sub-committees of tho 

works committc. s wore sot up. These included canteen committees, 

production' ■committ s, welfare fund, committees, estate advisory 

comiitt .os, Standing sub-connittoos to scrutinise tho agenda of 

tno v/orks committees. Besides unoso eortain other committees also 
appear to have been sot up on an ad hoc basis and these wore / 
sub-committee, Rato control committee, Puja committee otc. It 

was also observed that those sub-committ-us are generally formed 

by tho works committees which are-runidng smoothly. In 

establishments whore thoro has boon mi su^or standi ng and consequent 

friction in tho works committees, efforts to form sub-commit toes 

coul^ not succeed. In most of tho cases those sub-com.iiittoes did 
number 

not have equal/of representatives of tho management and 

workers.

12. General Remarks.

(i) In an appreciably largo number of public sector 

undertakings it has been observed that unlike private sector 

undertakings, inter union ilvalry has not affected tho smooth 

working of ths works committees. This .is perhaps duo to tho fact 

that in those undertakings usually one union is recognised and 

therefore tho unrecognised uniore^if any, often have ineffective 

existence.

(ii) In private sector undertakings, the officers in 

charge of Establishments have usually wider administrative and 

financial powers cut in tho public sector undertakings, tho 

powers delegated to these officers are limited, Whenever 

proposals made by tho v/orkor-nombors of tho committee are 

reasonable, the officor-in-chargo, installations in tho public 

sector agr . vdth them and recommend tho same to the higher



authorities for their sanction and iupl^iuiitctj -\x. Thi r. involves 

considerable time lag and at tines th„ propos?.ls recommended by 

those officers arc not sanctioned by tho liighor formations or 

Ministries, This causes disappointment and furstration amongst 

the workers,

(iii) As the scope of the works commit! os has not 

boon adequately defined either in the Act or in the Dales, certain 

limitations aro often placed by the managements on the items to 

bo brought forward for discussion. This has given rise to a 

persistent demand on the part of the workor-4W labors of the committo-s 

that the scope of this committee should bo properly defined and 

more latitude allowed to then to discuss problems concerning gond!tjnri^ 

of work, scales and ether terms and conditions of service,

(iv) The greatest measure of success amongst the public 

sector undertakings has been achieved by th^ Defence Installations 

in the formation of works committees. Much of this success is duo 

to the cadre of Labour Officer which was established in those 

undertakings tjach earlier. As most of the Defence undertakings 

aro located outside the urban areas, the scope for improvement and 

for adoption of welfare measures was considerable and tho 

representatives of tho wcrkDOQ. as well as management wore not 

found lacking in utilising tho same

-x-



■Appendix III

Draft Mode 1 Principles for reference 
of disputes to adjudication,

A, Z ndi vi du al di situ t ?s,

Industrial disputes raised in regard* to 

individual cas :S, i,e,, cases of dismissal, 

discharge or any action of management on 

disciplinary grounds, may be referred for 

adjudication if there is a priMa facie case of- 

(1) victimisation or unfair labour 

practice,

(2) that the standing orders in force have 

not been properly follov/ed or that the 

principles of natural justice have not 

boon followed, and - / ' '

(3) the conciliation machinery reports that 

injustice has been done to the workmen. 

In all t ho aforesaid cases, hovzever, if there is 

primn facio evidence to show that the workmen 

concerned have re sorted to violence or otherwise 

committed a serious breach of the Code of 

Discipline, thon adjudication may ordinarily be 

refused, . , 1 ■

B. Collective disputes, ”

No dispute may, ordinarily be referred for 

adjudication-

(1) Unless efforts at conciliation have failed 

and there is no further scope for 

conciliation and the parties are not 

agreeable for arbitration,

(2) If there is an illegal strike or lockout 

or a strike or lockout resorted to without 

seeking settlement by constitutional means 

and without proper notice, unless such 

strike (or direct action) or lockout, wo



th • case may, bo is called off.

(3) If the demand relates to a claim for 

wagos for the period of a strike, -or the 

demand is such, which' following judicial 

decisions the Tribunals have con si tent ly 

refused to concede, o,gt the demand about 

rocongnition of union,

(4) If in rospoct of demands other legal 

remedies are available, i.o, matters covered 

by the Factories Act, Workmens’ Compensation 

Act, Llinimm Wagos Act, etc*

(5) If the matters in dispute are ponding before 

Committoo appointed by Government,

II, In ordering adjudication the following factors 

will bo tekon into account i-

(1) The reasonableness of demands and their 

justiciability,

(2) The roiUi’OUSslonotl the other units of the 

some industry or allied industry*

(3) The cqoacity of the industry to pay or 

accodo to demands like increased wagos, etc,

(4) The standing of the uni bn raising the 

dispute and the strength behind the demands* 

Notet ‘

It vail bo useful if * norms* are laid down 

With regard to various conditions of service, welfare 

provisions, etc., in industries, Thoy rail bo of help 

in deciding whether a particular dispute should or should 

not bo referred to adjudication, 
r • - 
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Indian Labour Conference ('17th Session, July 1959)

Iter. No. 2; Infustrial i-clrtions 
Sunnier. ent.-.ry Mono ran Jun - II

Procedure for cle^ti^n of Officers to W'-rks Committee.
1.1 In pr res 4.1 - 4.3 of the Memorandum on 'Industrial 
Relati ns' it has been suggested that : srnlJ tripartite

ittee nay be ap-ointed for drawing up "gui’i ;g principles" 
relating t. the corp sit- ii. and functioning, etc, of Works 
Comrdttees. Another point that merits considerstion in 
connection with Works Committees relates to the procedure of 
election of Chairman and Vice—Chairman for them. Rule 51(2) 
of the I.D. (Central) Rules, 1957, which governs election of 
officers for Works Committees, is reproduced below:

"51- Officer of the Committee. (1) ***** **

2. (2) The Committee shall elect the Chairman and the Vice-
Chairman provided that where the Chairman is elected from 
amongst the representatives of the employers, the Vice-Chairman 
shall be elected from amongst the representatives of workmen 
and vice versa.

Provided further that the post of the Chairman or the 
Vice-Chairman, as the case may be, shall not be held by a 
representative of the employer or the workmen, for two 
consectutive terms." ■ —
Previous to the promulgation of the above rule in March, 1957, 
the provisions of the then prevailing Industrial Disputes 
(Central) Rules permitted the nomination of the Chairman from 
among the representatives of the employers and the Vice-Chairman 
to be elected by the Committee from amongst the Workers' 
representatives - on the Committee.
1.2 It has been urged that the new rule .about the election of 
the Chairman and the Vice-Chairman is operating adversely in 
the setting up and functioning of Works Committees. It is 
stated that the present provision of electing Chairman from 
employers and workers' side' on alternate basis has not been 
found to be conducive to the smooth functioning of the Works 
Committecs.
1.3 A note on functioning of Works Committees in other 
countries has slrea 'y been attached with the original Memorandum. 
Further studies undertaken in this respect show that the 
practice varied from country to country. While in Motherland and Australia, the employers' representative is the Chairman, 
in Finland the practice-, of alternate election from the two 
sides was in vogue. J ■

1.4 In the private sector in U.K. the Joint Works Committees 
which present the closest analogy to our Works Committees 
follow the principle of the Chairman being appointed by the 
management. In the Government industrial establishments in 
U.K. two types of councils, viz., De-artmental Joint Councils 
and Trade Joint Councils are in vogue. The former somewhat 
corresponds to Works Committees in India. The constitution 
of the Departmental Joint Council provides that the Chairman 
shall be a member of the Council appointed by the Department 
concerned and the Vice Chairman a member appointed by the Trade 
Union side of the Council and that a Secretary shall be 
appointed from each side of the council.
1-5 The implementation of the recommendation of Works 
Committees will ordinarily devalue on the management. In

...eontd/-
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the collection of inf or’.a t i'n and preparati'n of material 
f^r Works Cori ittees also, thr office'of the - ana erent will 
be in a better position to help than the workers’ si'e.
T king these factors into c-nsi-eration, a Works Committee 
is likely to be i ore effecti e if the Chair of the Conmittee 
is token by a senior person fro; the ranagenent side. It is. 
Su- jested that the proviso to rule >1(2) which requires that 
the post of the Cha.ir:\an or tie Vice-Chairnan, as the case ray 
be, shall not be held by a representative of the employers and 
the workmen for two consecutive terns, nay be-'deleted and that 
the question a.s to who should be the Chairnan nay be left to 
each Works Connittee.
1.6 The views of the Conference are invited on the suggestion 
set forth above..
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Stipnlcm ontar.' hcmorendui1! --IV 
Inju "st r.ifios dJaudicationo

The Central ^vt.nnviiG had in the past ordered 
industrywise adjudicit icec in He following industries:-

( T) Banking Indusac'
(2) ^oal Mining Industry,

Regionwiso adjudications hadals- been ordered in 
respect of the following industries:- A

(1) Mica Mines in the States of'Bihar & Madras.
(2) Manganese mines in the State of Madhya Bradesh 

(before re organisat i on).

2. In such cases? certain practical difficulties had 
to be faced which do n--t normally arise in the case of 
references which are confined to one or two EsLablishments. 
The following were some of these difficulties®

(i) C on si de rub .1 o tire was taken to collect the names 
of all the units in the industry as these had to be 
enumerated in the schedule tb the order nf adjudication. 
In fact by the ’-Imo the Information was collected some 
of it became obsolete in view of the changes in 
proprietorship; clvcures, etc® ■

(ii)The Tribunals required considerable time to go 
through the formalities if issuing notices to' 
individual, parties, ic;eiving their replies? examining 
their statements and accounts et-c®

(iii)There was the possibility of some individual party 
to the dispute approach - ng the Nigh Court or Supreme 
Court and obtaining a stay order on. a tecv'”’ :al point, 
Ghus preventing one lr;bunal from proceeding further 
ewen unougn most o', nhe parties may have no objection 
to the proceedings going on

(iv) Bri-ouna! considerable time 1. giv"
their awards m mdusirywise adjudications®

. Inspite of ihese difficulties? industrywise 
adjudications sometimes become inevitable® The Conference may 
however like to consider ways and means of obvto'Jrr some 
of the difficulties of the typo mentioned above.

4. In a recent case, the Suprem 
an award will continue to remain in 
either of the parties terminates it 
Industrial Disputes Act 1947,. unless 
another award. But this would uog pr 
raising disputes ovoc the matt: .vs wh 
settled by a previous adjudlcation

e Court has held that 
operation even if 
under S,19(o) of the 
it is replaced by 

event the parties 
ich -hcive been already

o. • » 2
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5. The Industrial disputes Act 194-7 does not .make any 
distinction between disputes in respect of individual establishments 
and industrywise disputes as far as the period of operation of an 
award is concerned, In all the cases, the appropriate Government 
can extend the period of operation of an award upto three years., 
It is arguable that an award in an industrywise adjudication, 
which is given after much effort on all sides, should not be 
placed on a par with other awards,! suggestion for consideration is 
whether in respect of awards given in industrywise adjudication, 
the appropriate Government should be empowered to extend their 
period of operation upto a period of five years. In fact the period 
of operation of the Banks Award was fixed, for nearly five years 
vide Section 4- of the industrial GiSpUtes(Banking Companies) 
Decision Act, 1955* The U.P. Government are also amending the 
U.P. Industrial BiSpU-tes Act, 1947, giving powers to the State 
Government to extend the period of operation of an award upto a 
period of five years,
6. The Indian Labour Conference may consider the following 
points.

I. ^hat steps are feasible to eliminate certain difficulties 
which at present tend to delay proceedings in Industrywise 
adjudications.

II. Whether the Industrial BiSpUtes Act 1947 may be 
suitably amended so that the appropriate Government 
may be given powers to extend the period of operation 
of awards in industrywise adjudications upto a -period 
five years.



( iv) Should there be provision fcr med-^< I.
A suggestions was made that there should be provision'"' 

for medical care for the following reasons;-
"The amount of workmen's compensation which may fall,-, 
to be paid as a result of a particular injury depends 
very largely on the medical attention given to the 
case. If prompt end adequate medical care is 
provided, the deterioration of the workmen's condition 
will be prevented and the recovery be speedier. ?■ 
Absence of medical care will lead to aggravation 
of the workmen's condition, may prolong the period 
of disablement and may result in death where- it may 
be avoided, or total'or partial permanent disablement 
to an extent which might have been avoided or 
reduced. If the financial responsibility of the 
claim does not directly fall on the employer, it will 
be unsafe merely to rely on his providing adequate 

medical care and it seems that the Corporation must 
make some arrangements for prompt and adequate 
medical care to injured workmen wherever it extends 
workmen’s compensation insurance cover.”

"Whfere full time medical officers cannot be 
appointed, arrangements may be made with-suitable 
private medical practit .oners to attend to any cases 
either on the basis of a monthly stipend or a small 
retaining fee plus a fee for actual attendance and 
cost of medicines."

3. The points raised in paras 2.3 & 2.6 ar^ for the considera
tion of the .Conference.

r • ' : . •



.AP /M)IX I
Extract from the report of the Royal Commireion on labour in* 

J rein.
In respect of the actual scales, we are of opinion 

that a substantial enhancement is desirable; in the case 
both of the more poorly paid workmen and of those in 
receipt of high wages. The present minimum is so low as 
to be practically inoperative, for the adult wage is 
seldom as low as Rs.8 monthly; and, in our view, -an . 
allowance of half-wages is too small when the wage, is 
low. We recommend that, for adults in receipt of not 
more than Rs.'30, payments for temporary disablement 
be based on two-thirds of wages, and for .minors on the 
full-wage rate. The scale should be subject to. a 
minimum of Rs.5 for -each half-monthly payment, in place . 
of the present minimum of Rs.2, but the 'rate of compen
sation should not, of course, exceed the rate of wages. 
This will result in all adults in receipt of not more 
than Rs.15 monthly getting full wages during temporary 
disablement (except during the waiting period). No 
person receiving more than Rs.30 a month should receive 
less compensation than he would have got if his wage 
had been Rs.30. Further, we recommend the fixing of 
the minimum compensation for death in the case of adults 
at Rs.600 and for complete permanent disablement at 
Rs.840. The minima for partial permanent disablement 
should be correspondingly raised, This is equivalent to 
making the minimum wage for compensation, except in the 
case of temporary disablement> equal to Rs.20. At the 
other end of the scale, we consider that the maxima 
are unduly low. The workman on Rs.250, if temporarily 
disabled, gets no more than the workman on Rs.60; if 
he is permanently disabled, he gets the same as the 
workman on Rs.80.

Proposed Scale.
We recommend enhanced compensation on a scale which 

can be most clearly indicated by giving the alterations 
necessary in Schedule IV. In place of the fourteen 
existing wage classes, we would make seventeen, the 
upper wage limits for which should be (in rupees) 10, 
15,18,21,24,27,30,35,40,45,50,60,70,80,100,200 and 300. 
Except in the last two classes, the assumed wage should '
be the highest wage of the class and not, as at present, 
the mean wage. Thus the eighth class would consist of 
persons receiving more than Rs.30 but not more than Rs,35 and 
the assumed wage for that class would be Rs.35. The division 
into two classes of those getting not more than Rs.15 will 
affect minors only, and the compensation for death 
or permanent disablement to adults will be identical 
for the first three classes and will be based on a 
wage of Rs.20, We recommend for the last two classes 
assumed wages of Rs.125 and 150 respectively, and 
that the maximum half-monthly payment, which is at 
present Rs.15, be raised to Rs.30. The changes in the 
method of calculating assumed wages will produce a 
small enhancement in the general level of the scales, 
apart from the substantial enhancements arising from 
the raising of both the minima and the proportion of 
wages payable to the poorer workmen; while the effect 
on workmen at the top of the scale will be marked. If 
our recommendations are adopted the maxima for death and perma
nent total disablement will be raised from Rs.2,500 and Rs. 
3,500 to Rs.4,500 and Rs.6,300 respectively, while all workmen 
getting over Rs.100 a month will receive compensation for tem
porary disablement at the rate of Rs.60 a month. The compen
sation in the' case of fatal accidents to minors should o



not be changed; and , as'at; present, compensation for 
permanent total disablement..to minors should be equi
valent to 84 months' wages'."'' Provision for an increase 
at the ago of 15 years in the rate' of compensation to 
minors temporarily disabled will no longer be required 
and it is unnecessary to repeat in sections 4(1) A(i) 
and 4 (1) B (i) of the Act maxima which are determined 
by Schedule TV.,



APPENDIX II
/Schedule as inserted by the Amendment Act 1933 

■v ■ . (15 of 1933)V
' SCHEDULE IV. .
(Sec section 4)

COMPENSATION PAYABLE IN CERTAIN CASES

Monthly If"the~ T -A5™"* of compensation 7 
workman injured. ' tor - __ ,

t i “T

। Death of tPermanent ।
Adult Total Dis-

* 'ablement of’
। (Adult* t

1 ,2 , 3 (

Half-monthly payment 
as compensation for 
temoorary Disablement 
of Adult.

4

More than But not 
more than

Rs. 
0

Rs. 
10

Rs.
500

Rs. Rs.

•

a.
700 Half his 

monthly wages

10 15 550 770 5 0
15' 18 600 840 6 0
18 21 630 882 7 0
21 24 720 1,008 8 0
24 27 810 1,134 8 8
27 30 900 1,260 9 0
30 35 1,050 1,470 ‘ 9 8
35 40 1,200 1,680 10 0
40 45 1,350 1,890 11 1
45 50 1,500 2,100 12 $

50 60 1,800 2,520 15 0
60 70 2,100 2.940 17 8
70 80 2,400 3,360 < 20 0
80 100 3,000 4,200 25 0

100 200 3,500 4,900 30 0
200 4,000 5,600 30 0



Appendix III

SCHEDULE IV ■ oxi sting at present/ 

(See Section 4)

COMPENSATION PAYABLE IN CERTAIN CASES

! Amount nf compensation j
' fnr -

[Half-monthly payment 
jag comepsnation for 
[temporary Diaable- 
iment.

4

Monthly wages of th© ''1 
workman injured

1 iI '
I 1

Permanent ! 
[ Total Dis_ ’ 
j ablement j

3 !
i !

More than But not
more than

Rs Rs Rs Rs Rs, a.

0 10 SOO 700 Half hi 3
monthly wages

10 15 &50 770 5 0
15 18 600 84Q 6 0
18 • 21 630 -882 7 0
21 24 720 1,008 8 0
24 • 27 810 1,134 8 3
27 30 900 1.C6O 9 0
30 35 J >050 ,4.470 9 8
35 40 \ 1.200 1,680 10 0
40 45 \hB50 1,030 ' 11 1

45 50 K>500 a>100 12 8
50 «0 1,800 2.520 15,00
60 70 2,100 2,940 17 8
70 80 2|400 3^3|0 20
80 100 3,000 4,200 25 u

100 200 3,600 4*900 30 0
200 300 4,000 5»60Q 30 0
300 .. 4,500 6,300 30 0





The terms of reference of the Acturial Committee as laid 
down by the Minister of Labour & Employment in their office memo. 
No. 3.8*152(39) dated 21.6 19 53 and subsequent clarification 
dated 29th October 1958 are aS follows

(l) to assess the relative burden on employers 
of the -

(a) present liability under the Workmen ’ s 
Compensation Act:

• (b) liability if the benefits are increased to 
correspond to those in the Employees’ State 
Insurance Act; and

(c) liability in respect of benefits as proposed 
by the - Ministry of Labour & Empl o yment -vide 
copy of Sectional Note”7.attached.

(II) to recommend schedules -

(a) for assessment of lump-sUm payment^ by employers, 
so that the Employees' State Insurance Corporation 
or other Central Agency could take the liability 
for periodical pavmaats ’in case of death or 
permanent disablement in respect *of alternatives 
(b) and (c) under item (l) above; and

(b) for payment of a premium as percentage of the 
wage roll of persons cove re df for different 
industries for alternatives (b) and (c) under 
item (l) above; and

(ill) to assess the percentage increase in liability by 
inclusion of persons above the wage of Rs 400/- and 
upto Rs 500/- o

Sectional Note 7 referred to above seeks to provide for x 
the following revised benefits under the Workmen’s Compensation 
Act.

(a) Where death results from the injury - a monthly 
payment equal to forty percent of the wages for a period of 
firteen years from date of deatho

(b) Where permanent total disablement results from the 
injury - a monthly payment equal to fifty percent of the wages for 
a period of fifteen years or till date of death of the workman, 
Whichever is later;

(c) Where permanent partial disablement results from the 
injjury-

(i) in the case of an injury specified in Schedule I, 
sr ch percentage of the compensation which would 
have been payable in the case of permanent total 
disablement as is specified therein as being the 
percentage of the loss of earning capacity caused 
by that injury., and



(ii) In the cage of "tn injury not specif led in 
Schedule I, such pcvcsntage of the compensation 
pavablo in the case of permanent total disablement 
as in proportionate to rhe loss of canning capacity 
permanently caused by the injury?

(d/Where temporary dis obi oner, in wholher total or partial, 
results from the injury ?nl I'toLs for more than three days- a 
monthly payment equal, to fifty percent of rhe wages from the 
date of disablement to the date of his recovery: (as passed by 
the re c e n t ame n imen t)

While carrying out its tack-, the Committee has been deeply 
conscious of the impracticability of obtaining the relevant 
statistical darn from the records of the various Commissioners ■ 
under the Workmen's Compensation Act,. It has, therefore, prnoeod^d 
with its work on the basis of the material available in annual 
reviews on the working of the Workmen's Compensation Act that 
have been published in the Indian Labour Gazette supplemented by 
certain detailed statistics obtained from the Employees' State 
Insurance Scheme. It may be mentioned that the E,SOtoScheme covers 
only v© rkers in factories using power and employing at least 20 
persons, whereas Workmen's Compensation -Act applies to a large 
number of ..other industries. As regards the annual reviews; they 
^ive averages for the various industries as a whole, which are 
based on the primary figures furnished by the Commissioners from 
the annual returns received from rhe employers under Workmen's 
Compensation Ad There is hardly any proper machinery' for 
ensuring correctness and completeness in the returns and their 
subsequent compilation., In the circumstances, the material given 
in the annual reviews can not be expected to be very reliable,, 
The absolute figures given in the - reviews mav nor be* verv 
dependable, but the ratios obtained therefrom mav be accepted for 
practical,--purposes, on a rough and readv basis for an initial 
consideration of-the proposals to enhance the rates of 
compensation under the Workmen's Compensation Act, The ministry- 
in their clarification dated 29„10.,58 made it clear that they 
desired only a rough approximation o After a decision has been 
reached band the changes have been enacted, an appropriate 
machinery should be set up to collect the 'necessary staticticVt 
date in the course of actual working of the now provisions, so 
as to enable a review of rhe position to be .made with appropriate 
data at .the'.end of 5 years, say„ Such a course is absolutely 
essential in the interest of soundness of the Scheme that may be 

.‘adopted and is widely accepted^ In ^iSoA, there is a National 
Council on Compensation Insurance, which collects experience, 
develops ratemaking methods and calculates ..rate s in use* Nearer 

.home, private companies insuring 'Workmen1 s ■■Compensation Act risks 
under Tariff Pates have bem collecting- statistical data with 
the object of assessing experience.

(2„1) Before proceeding to.give our report •. on ■ the terms of 
reference, we may recapitulate the provisions under consideration 
regarding compensation in the different contingencies under 
employentil'.iJuiT^ •. •" ’ 'v



(a) Death of the worker - (i) Under the present 
Workmen’s Compensation Act Schedule the specified survisors 
get a lump sum varying with the average wage of the deceased 
worker,

(ii)The E.S.I, Scheme provides for the payment of pensions 
at the disablement benefit rate called the 'Full Rate’ as follows:

50% to the widow or widows of the deceased worker till 
remarriage or death; whichever is earlier,,

40% to each child upto the age of 15, or 18, if receiving 
education, the pension being terminated on the marriage of a 
daughter, if earlier, ,

All shares of the dependants are reduced prorata so that 
the total does not exceed the full rate at any time. If no widow 
or child is left surviving, other specified dependants can be 
granted pension at such rate as Employees Insurance Court may 
decide.

It will be seen that the total amount of pension payable 
Varies with the number and relationships of the survisors.

The full daily rate is 50% of the wage obtained by 
averaging the prescribed assumed daily wage determined by the 
wage slabs in which the worker’s earnings during the preceding 
12 months fall. The assumed daily wage for a wage slab is its 
mid-value except for the slabs at the two terminals,, Thus, on 
the average, the average daily rate works out to i of the average 
daily wage of the worker. The benefit is payable for seven days 
of the week and hence the benefit rate is 7/12 of the daily wage 
as commonly calculated by dividing earnings during the week by 
the number of working days,

(iii)Under Ministry's propcsal, the benefit is to be a 
pension of 40% of wages for 15 years to the specified survisors 
as laid down in clause 2(d)(ii) read with clause 8(5) of the 
Workmen's Compensation Act.

(b) Permanent Disability - (i) Under Workmen's 
CompensationAct, lump sum is paid according to the degree of 
disability and varying with the wage slab.

(ii) Under E.S.I. Scheme, the benefit is a life pension 
at full rate multiplied by the extent of disability.

(iii)Under Ministry’s proposals, the benefit is to be a 
pension at 50% of the average wage multiplied by extent of 
disability for life or 15 years, whichever be later.

(c) Temporary Disabiliuty - (i) Under Workmen’s 
Compensation Act half-rmonthly payments varying with the wage 
slab are made for the duration of disability.

(ii)Under E.S.I. Scheme, the benefit is periodical 
payments at full rate for the duration of the disability.



(iii) Under Ministry’s proposals, the benefit is to.be 
periodical payment at 50% of the average wage for thbduration 
of the disability^
(2.2) It may also be stated at the very beginning that 
throughout our calculations we have confined ourselves to the 
costs of granting the benefits., ignoring the element of 
administration costv The latter depends on the type.of 
administrative machinery proposed to be employed, about which 
we have not been supplied any details. It is realised that the 
details in this matter can be settled only after the type of 
benefit to be granted is finally decided. We Couch on this 
problem in another connection in para 6.1 below,

I

(5) Bases for valuing Periodic Payments: The E.S.I.Scheme 
and Ministry's proposals provide for periodic payments to be 
made for life or a fixed term. For valuing these benefits, rate of 
interest and mortality have to be assumed. For long term purposes, 
as involved hare it seems proper to take the rate of interest 
at 5% per annum. In regard to mortality we have to consider 
.industrial workers, who have to undergo a heavy occupational strain. 
There is no medical selection on recruitment but due to the very 
nature--of work expected of them, generally speaking, the workers 
have to be able-bodied and physically strong. On balance, it is 
considered appropriate to adopt the general population mortality as 
shown by the Census of India Life Tables 1951 reduced by 2 years 
for the-purpose of valuing periodical payments to the disabled 
worker or to his dependants in case of _his._.death due to accident.
(4.1) We may now take up term of reference I relating to the 
assessment of the relative burden on employers under the three 
Schemes described in para 2 above. In the fir®* i^^ance, we may Hpfnrm-ine th- levels nf ^2' in thG three contingent

vx -xoa-uxcment and temporary disablement
separately and later on combine them into an overall figure to 
obtain the relative burden on employer^ It would appear to be 
enough, if level oi benefit is discussed with reference to factory 
industry. It may, as a practical expedient, be assumed that this 
fairly reflect the relative position in other industries also. 
Correctly speaking, the position may differ from industry to 
industry due to differences in the distributions by age and w^-^e 
of the claimants for the various benefits adopted in the • 1 
calculations. However, the necessary data to judge the extent 
to which such distributions vary from one industry to another 
are not available. It seems reasonable to hold that the variation 
is not so large as to distort the relative levels materially.
It may be recognised that the percentage distributions are used 
merely as weights in.determining average benefit per case.
ariations in the weights is not so significant as those in other 

elements like rate of incidence of injury, degree and duration 
of disability, but these come in only later at the stage of 
combining the results into an overall figure.



Calculations, described fully in App0I, give the 
relative levels of benefits as determined by cost per case 
as follows:-

(
p ‘ • ——

C o n t i n g e n c y
J

Scheme ,J Do
L

r t h J Permanent.. Tot? 
j ■ disability

Temporary
J disability

[ Amount Ratio Amount Ratio
- X -  ...

| Amount Ratio

Rs Rs Rs
W.C.Act.
E.S.I.Scheme 
Ministry's 
Propo sals

2,831
9,806
6,058

100
346
214

3,947 100
11,850 300
12,560 318

32 100
40• 125
40 125

The above table shows tha4 in case of death,from 
the’point of view of its level, benefit in the E,S,I.Scheme 
is at 3.46 times that under W.C. Act and that in Ministry’s 
proposals it is at 2014 times onlyu In the case of total 
disability, in E. S«I. Scheme the benefit is 3 times that in 
W.C. Act and in Ministry’s proposals it is 3o18 times. In the 
case of temporary disability, the increase is not so great. 
The E„3tL and Ministry’s proposals are the same and mean an 
increase of 25% over W.Ct not benefiio 
(4.2) The burden on the enplc.yer in the various industries 
is affected by the incidence of che rate of injury,.'degree and 
duration of disability in the industry and cost per.’ case. In 
their combined effect, these determine total amounts payable 
under death, permanent. disability and temporary disability. The 
figures of amounts actually paid under W.C.Act maybe taken 
as given in the annual reviews for the period 1952-56O To deter- 

’mine the overall relative burden on the employer under the 
other two alternative Schemes, it .is only necessary to raise 
these amounts under W.C, Act by Ine. relevant ratio given in 
(4.1 ) above for the different contingencies, as for an industry 
the other determinants remain the same und.er the three Schemes. 
As has already b^een explained in the' preceding paragraph, from 
practical considerations.,- the ratios given in;(4.1) may be 
taken to be applicable to all industries., The ■ folio wing table 
shows the figures of relative burden.

T a b. 1 e -

figures in col.7 show the relative burden of the 
employer under E.S.I. Scheme and col0 9 under Ministry’s 
proposals, taking the burden under W.C. Act to be 100 0 It 
will be seen that for the different industries the relative 
burden under the E.S/1. Scheme varies betv/een 2| and 3 and 
that under Ministry’s proposals between 2 and 2-J o A major



reason for, this difference is the fact that compared to 
E*S.I. Sch'eme the level of benefit in case of death is 
lower under Ministry's proposals, In fact, where cost 
of death benefit is higher under W.C. Act, the relative 
burden under the E.S.K Scheme also cones out to be 
markedly higher than that under Ministry’s proposal for 
this reason,
5* As required in the tom of reference II (a) we
now give schedules for lump sun payments to be received 
according to the details of each employment injury Case. 
Those should, obviously, be the bases of calculations made 
in connection with term -of reference I. These lump sums 
will be paid into a pool, out of which periodical payments 
due will be mac’s. Table 5 gives schedules of lump sum 
payments, which an employer should be required to make per 
rupee of share receivable annually by the widow and the- 
child to a central 'agency in discharge of his liability in 
case of death under E.S.I. Scheme.



T_
Annual Compensation paid 
under W.C. Act.___________ _

A B L - _2
pver—all burden calculated under
E.S.I. Scheme Ministrv’n nrrnnsal <5

idustry 
1

Death _ 
.2 ___ _

P.D.B.
3

t.d.bJ 
4

Toctal 
______ 5 _____

_ Total Ratio(6)/(5) Total
6 7 8

Rabio(8)/( 5) 
9

;. factory
Rs

?0;87,177
Rs

62,57,435
Rs 

39,17,058
Rs 

$,32,61,670
Rs

3,43,50,260 259
Rs 

3,14,01,525 237
2 Mines 21,73,569 17,97,087 7,54,836 4'7,25,492 1,38,55,355 293 1,13,09,720 239
J Plentat- 

i ons
• 1,68,896 80,722 78,324 <3,27,94? t ../;■

9,24,451 282 . 7,16,038 218

4 • P&T 1 ,39,900 19,110 23,590 7 1,82,600 5,70,872 313 3,89,644 213

5^, Do ks & 
Ports

2,31,912 4,83,642 2,28,950 9,44,504 25,39,530 269 23,20,462 246

C. Building
Const„

& 9,94,279 5,18,270 1,38,523 16,51,072 51,68,169 313 39,49,010 239

7 Jiai? ways 29,34,831 12,24,613 18,1^,548 60,26,992 1,62,73,289 270 1,25,53,742 208

8. Traways 75,192 8,219 79,587 1,62,998 3,84,305 236 2,86,531 176
9 Municipalities

25,000 5,644 91,26960,625 2,91,818 320 2,16,293 237



The lump sun payable under Ministry's proposals 
is to be Rs 4.8464 per rupee of the average annual wage.

Table 4 gives-the lump sun payment per rupee of 
the amount receivable annually in case'of permanent 
disablement.
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It is not possible to give similar tables for 
temporary disablement, since the amount depends on the 
duration of disability, which is not possible to prejudge 
at the time of the accident. Under this system, the 
liability/ in case of temporary disablement has to be 
left with the employer.

(6,1) In the torn of reference II (b) we are required to 
recommend premium as percentage of wage roll, on paying 
which liability for employment injury will be passed on to 
a central agency. This means that liability for temporary 
disablement also will be taken over by the central agenoy. 
This is feasible but requires appropriate agency through
out the country for supervising claims, which may be 
small as well. In this context, the question of■administrate 
ive costs becomes more important. Insurance companies in 
India working on tariff rates cover the entire risk 
under W.C. Act but by mutual agreement they have arranged 
to clear their claims through a Central Bureau of Claims. 
The Bureau has its organisation at each important locality 
to look after payment of claims. They have laid down ®ome 
Hort of a norm for duration of temporary disablement for 
specified types of injuries, and cases extending beyond 
the norm are look/into by their inspection



TABLE - 3
A -Widow

*last birthday.

*
Age at 
Widowhoo

Lump sum 
d per Rw 1/- 

(Rs.)

*
Age at 
Widowhood

Lump sum 
pcf Re.1/- 
(Rsx).

* !
Age .at Lump suq '
Widowhood, ’per Rexl/- 

(Rs l) x
........ 1 .........”?k:........... 1 . 2 ‘ '...... 1 2
1st 20a 96 31 16*85 46' ■ ■ : '

13148
'6. 20; 78 32 16*61 47 13.24
*7. >20;58 33 16a 38 48 12199
18. 20.36 34 16x15 . 49 ' 1 12x73
19 20.12 35 15.93 , 50 12a 48
20. 19*86 36 15.71 51 12121
214 19.58 37 15.50 52 11/94
22a 19.31 38 15.28 ' 53 ■ 41x67
23. 19.02 39 15.07 54 11139
24. 18.74 40 14.85 ••55 11.10
25. 18.45 41. 14.64 56 10.81
26. 18.17 42 14.41' . 57. 10.52
27. 17.89 43 14.19 58. 10.22
28. 17.62 44. 13.96 <59 . 9.92
29. 17.36 45 13.72 60.

* W*
9.61

30 ' n.iOL r r * ■
A ■ . * . * •

/

. • C- •
- Child ■ ./

* Lump sum per. Re; 1/- *. Lump'.'-'sum per Re.1/-
Age of childx- Rs. :■ Rs. Age of child Rs. L. Rs.

(a) (b) 1 <■ M . O)
(If studying) V *(If studying)

. « • • b- - . ., 1 > V

,v 2 3 ■ 1 ' 2 ' 3

0 12.12 9 5.50 7.90
s'.’”! .. . 11.46 -i— 10 4.65 7.12
< 2 10.79 ■ ■■ w ■ 11 3.77 6.32
3 10.10 — 12 o.- 2.87 5.50
4 9.39 —— 13 1.94 4.65
5 8.65 40.79 14 0,-99 3.77
6. 7.90 10.10 15 2.87
7. 7.12 9.39 15 ■ —Hl 1.94
8. 6.32 8.66 17 0,99



T A B L; E - 4 ■ •
Age at dis- Lump sum per Re-under 0 Age .at; dis- Lump sura per Re-
ablement
(last birth day) E.S.I.

Ministry1s 
Proposals.

0 ablement.:;? under. 
j (last birth- Ministry’s

•. ■ ■ j day) E.S.I. proposals
1 - 2 ■ 3 j 1 . 2 3

18.
. ■

20.28 20.65' ' ' 40; 14<87 16.09
19. \ ■ 20.09 20.47 41,... 14.59 15.87
20. .. ■ J.. ’ 19.88 20.28 r" 4;2.. \

? -.'1: V. •
■ ’ ‘14.30 15.66

21. 19.67 20.09
’ - . i

43. ‘ ' :. ’ 14.01. 15.44
22. ■ rr • 19.44 19.89 44. .. 13.71 15.23
23. 19.22 19.70 45. 13.41 15.02
24. 18.99 19.50 46. 13.10 14.81
25- 18.76 19.30 ; . - 47. ■ 12.79 - 14>61
26. 18.52 19.09 ■ 48. 12.49 14.41
27.' 18.28 18.89 49 ./ ; • ■ 12.18 14.22
28. 18.04 18.68 ■' 50. 11.87 14.03
29. 17.79 18.47 51 ;r ' '• ■ 11.56 13.84

;3°'. 17.54 18.26 . 52.< 11.25 13.67
■ 3-r. 17.28 18.04 53. • -10.94 ■ 13.50
32. 17.03 17.83 54. 10.63 13.34
33... 16.77 17.61 55. • 10.33 13.18
34. 16.50 17.40 56. 10.03 13.04
35. 16.24 17.18 57. 9.72 12.90
36. 1,5.97 16.96 58. . 9.42 12.77
37. 15.70 16.74 59. •9.12 12.64
38. 15.43 16.53 60. 8.82 12.53 '
39. 15.15 16.31 ; ; t. *•

: / n >•



and medical staff. Some similar arrangement will have to be 
set up by the proposed central agency, and the relevant codt 
will have to be added to the^Tates suggested below. We may 
also touch upon the connected .problem of rebate for low claims. 
The Bureau keeps a record of the Claims in;respect of each 
employer and determines the rebate pay able.'to employers, whose 
claim record is very light. This encouraged the1employers 
to adopt safety measures', including installation of safety devices 
and carrying on of su ety propaganda. This objective is sought 
dmjpe-attained in the E.3.I. Act by.providing for- the right to 
recover from the employer the actuarial present value of the 
periodical payments devolving in a‘case of employment injury 
by reasons of his negligence to observe any of the statutory 
safety rules. It is obviously desirable to get the employer 
interested in keeping down claims, but how exactly it will be 
done whether by offering rebate or vesting power for punitive
action in case of negligence to provide safety devices should 

be decided when .prescribing the rates. The problem should be 
kept in mind but need not be discussed in this preliminary report.

(6.2) It is obvious that despite preventive measures there are 
great inequalities in employment injury risks between different 
industries and units in the same industry due to natural causes 
such as differences in processes, machinery etc. Contributions 
may, therefore-, be fixed according to risk; for this purpose the 
principle of- .’merit rating’ or ’experience rating’ is widely 
applied. Under it, an average premium based on as assessment of 
the natural risks of the class is established for each class of 
undertaking. Variations,’ up or down, are made in the premium 
charged from each undertaking according either to the number and 
severity of accidents occurring in it. or to the appraisal of . 
its equipment and organisation, special credi4- being given’ for 
the installation of safety devices. Apart from the incentive of 
lower premium, this process of merit rating itself serves to draw 
the attention of the employer to the possibilities in the direction 
of accident prevention. In India, the need fop such incentives 
is very great, since the. enforcement of statutory provisions 
regarding installation of safety.devices is .not always fully 
effective. Thus, the pooling of risks, accepted in mo^t social 
security scheme®, is, to a considerable extent, intenti'onally 
ignored in a great majority of employment injury schemes. In most 
of the European count ires,*-'Newzealand and U.S.A, contributions 
are graduated according to risk. However,, the application of 
the principle of merit rating in a scheme of compulsory social 
insurance has a serious objection. Preventive measures can 
affect employment injury risk only to-a moderate extent; most 
of the inequalities in risk are due to natural and -inevitable 
circumstances, under which the .workers have to work. In the 
case of a national insurance scheme, such as we are considering 
here, this raises an ideological question whether the high risk 
in an industry or undertaking should be borne individually or 
by the whole economy through prescribing uniform contributions not 
graduated according to risk. There is a definite tendency to 
substitute uniform contributions for those varying with the* 
degree of risk involved or at any rate to restrict risk 
differentiation to a few categories only. In countries like 
Bulgaria, U.S.S.R., where employment. ..in jury benefits form, a part 
of a coordinated social security scheme granting other types of 
benefits e.g. sickness, pension, the Contribution is composite 
and uniform. In Austria and U.K. where there are special schemes 
of employment injury, contribution .rates fixed by law do not vary 
with the risk. In Austria, contribution for non-agri.cultural



Workers are equal to 2% of wages in the case of manual workers 
and to 0,5^ of salaries in thaoaeo of salaried employees; in 
the case of agriculture it iso. fixed percentage of land tax. 
In.U.K. contribution is fixed at a flat rate, Which, compared 
to' women and youths, is higher for non. Considering the stage of 
industrial development in India, while it may not be desirable to 
have one uniform rate of contribution for all industries, it may 
equally be undesirable to have contributions on.merit rating 
system based on an assessment o£ individual risk of each underta
king* It -may be'appropriate to lay down premium for an industry 
depending on the level of the risk for the industry as a whole. 
It is on this basis that premium rates suggested below have been 
worked out.
(6.3) The annual premium, as a percentage of wage bill may be 
calculated on ’assessment’ system i*e. every yearns premiums 
should meet the cost of benefits payable during the year without 
aiming at providing any reserves to becarried forward. Calcula
tions, the details of which are given in Appendix II, bring out 
the following rates, exclusive of administration expenses

T a b 1 e - 5
(6.4) In view of what we have stated in para 6.2. above, we have 
no-t considered it<-necessary to deal with the alternative of merit 
rating system, under which premiums are charged according to risk. 
This system requires classifying industries and processes by the 
extent of employment injury risk, for which we do not have the 
necessary statistical data. • However, the tariff rates charged 
by the insurance companies for granting cover against W.C.A. 
liability can give an idea of the dispersion



5TABLE

Industry
Vnder E.S.I. Scheme

Death P.D. T.D.
1 2 3 4

Rs Ks Rs

1. Mines 1.209 1.468 .356
2- Building & Construe- •

tion. 1.080 .829 .120
3. Docks & Borts .386 1.181 .311
4. Factory. .159 .486 .170
5. Tran ..ays. .357 .056 .303
6. kgil;,-&ys. .307 .184 .151
7. Municipalities. .109 .061 .008
8* Post & Telegraph .119 ,028 .017
9. Plantations. .060 .036 .021

Under Ministry's Proposal
TOTAL Death P.D. T.D. TOTAL

5 6 7 8 9
Rs Rs Rs Ks Rs

3.013 • .696 1.549 .336 2.581

9 029 .622 .875 .120 1.617
1.878 .222 1.247 .311 1.780

.815 .091 .513 .170 .774

.716 .205 .059 .303 .567

.642 4 77 .194 . 151 .522

.178 .062 .064 .008 • • >4

.164 .068 .029 .017 .114

.117 .034 .038 .021 .093



in the premium rates charged for the various industries.
The following figures show the number of industries or 
processes, for which specified tariff rates -(given in annas per 
cent of wage bill) arc charged.

T able - . 6

Tariff Rate No. of industries
(annas %) or nro.eeasos______

Below 5 50-
5-10 212

10 - 15 164
15-20 . 79
20 - 25 141
25 - 30 17
30 - 35 39
35 - 40 5
40 - 45 21
45 - 50 20
50 & above 38

The modal rates are 5-10 as, 10-15 as. and 20-25 as.

The above figures give no idea of the burden on the employer 
but serve to show the diversity in the extent of risks covered.

(6.5) Just to illustate the working of the merit rating 
system, we give below some details from the Scheme in Mexico 
which have been obtained from the Mexican Social Insurance 
Institute. From the type of calculations made above, it was 
found that 1.85% of wage bill should be collected from the 
industry as a whole to cover the entire liability for Workmen’s 
compensation. To recover this amount from the entire industry, 
employers are classified according to their normal risk grade on 
a centesimal rating scale. Subject to rating up or down on the 
assessment of special risks, if any, particularly with reference 
to safety device, the basic average premium (given as .percentage 
of wage bill) charged for the various risk grades are as follows:-

T A B 1 E ~ 7

Riks Grade Scale Rating Premium %

I Ordinary 1 - 5 0.225
II Low 4 - U O;675

III Medium 11 -37 1.800
IV High 30-60 3*475

V Maximum 50 - 100 ■ 5.<25

The overlapping scale rating may be noticed. Scale rating 
is fixed by an expert Committee, which has the right t;o inspect 
the workplace for raising or lowering the basic rate charged. It 
is obvious that for the operation of such a scheme a well- 
equipped administrative machinery.;., is required. If this sort of 
scheme is required to be introduced- in India,, inspectors of 
undertakings under the various industrial ■ acts may be used'for 
this purpose as well.



(7.1) Coning lastly to our third term of reference, it may be 
stated that we have no data on the percentage of workers, which 
will be brought in due to inclusion of persons getting wages 
between Rs, 400 to Ks, 500 p,m. nor is there any idea of. the 
employment injury risk, run by them.. However, some data relating 
to Employees’ Provident ^und Scheme for Delhi centre may be 
referred to in this connection. The Scheme furnished actual 
wages earned by each of 5771 employees in April 1958 working in 
2 units in Cement, 56 units in Electrical, Mechanical and General 
Engineering Products, 2 units in Iron and.Steel, 3 in Textiles, 
2, in Edible Oils and Eats, 12 in Printing,1 in Refractories, 
1 in Tiles, 4 in Heavy and Pine Chemicals, 1 in Oxygen, Acetylene 
and Carbondioxide Gases Industry, and 8 in newspaper establishments.. 
The Scheme covers employees drawing upto Rs. 500 p.m. These 
data showed that 91.45% of employees got below Rs. 200 p.m., 5.28% 
between Rs. 200-300 p.m., 1.89% between Rs. 300-400 p.m. and 
1.38% between Ks. 400-500 p.m. From the nature of the industries 
covered, it docs not'appear that the percentage of employees , 
getting between Rs. 400-500 p.m. will be any substantially higher 
in the various industries covered for the workmen’s compensation.
(7.2) As regards incidence of employment injury, some data 
relating to E.S.I. Scheme.may be given. The Scheme covers 
factory employees, getting below Ks. 400/- p.m. It shows that 
out of 4053 permanent disablement cases recorded, at least 
99.5% occured among those getting below Rs. 200/- and the 
remaining 0.5% among employees earning over ^s. 200/- p.m. 
The annual reviews on the working of W.C. Act show that, during 
1952-56, of 6,250 deaths, 97-1% were among workers getting 
below Rs. 200 p.m., 2.4% among those getting between Rs. 2OO-3OG 
p.m., and 0.6% among those getting between Rs. 300-400.p.m. of 
9,077 cases of permanent disability, 97.8% were among those 
getting below Rs. 200 p.m., about 2% among those getting between 
Rs. 200-300 p.m. and 0.2% .among those getting between Rs. 300-400 
p.m. of 10,888 cases of temporary disablement there were only 
8 cases in the wage group Rs. 200-300p.m. and none in the 
higher wage group. These employment injury percentages are 
much below the corresponding employment percentages in the wage 
groups given in para 7.1 above. This shows that the incidence of 
employment injury is much lighter in.the wage groups above Rs, 
200 limit. It becomes lighter still as the wage level goes up. 
^rom this, it nay be concluded that the incidence of employment 
injury is likely to be particularly light in thewage group 
Rs. 400-500. _ v

(7.3) From the data given in the preceding ±wo sub-sections, 
it will be(fceen that a very small number of employees get wages 
between Rs'. 400 to-500.. p.m. and that the incidence of employment 
injury is very light. This seems to be reasonably certain, since 
in industrial employment posts having wages between Rs. 400-500 
p;m. are mainly supervisory and do not require continuous handling 
of machines, which involve workers in accidents. From these 
considerations, it seems fairly clear that the increase in 
liability due to inclusion of employees getting Rs 400-500 p.m.

" i?. likely to be nominal but it is difficult to give any precise 
figure because of lack of' necessary data.

New Delhi, 
4th February 1959

H.L. Bhatia
S.P. Jain (Convener)
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Calculation of Level of Benefits.

We may consider the three contigencies of death) permanent 
disability and temporary disability separately.

1. Death of Worker:- (lei) Under the E.S.I. Scheme, a card 
of each death due to employment injury is prepared, which, inter- 
alia, gives the age of the deceased, daily full rate of benefit 
admissible and the details of surviving dependants. On the 
average, the full rate of benefit is -g the average daily wage 
during the preceding yepr. Thus, this record can be used to 
obtain the age and wage distribution of workers dying due to 
employment injury. This distribution is respect of 189 cases, 
that were on record so far, provided the basis of our present 
calculations. The average wage of this distribution came to 
Rs.102, p.m. , which a greesjwith the average of Rs.1250/- per annum 
obtained independently. The claims are found to be mainly 
concentrated at certain wage rates, which, in the all-India 
context, appear to represent model wages for unsilled, semi
skilled and skilled workers. Of 189 cases, 28 occured to workers 
having a monthly wage of Rs.65, 26 to workers with a monthly) wage 
of Rs.91 and 40 to those having a monthly wage of Ra 130. ’ j

(1.21) Cost under Workmen's Compensation Act - The distribution 
was recast so as to conform to the wage slabs prescribed’"in-the 
Workmen's Compensation Act. The following table 1 gives the 
result alongwith the amount of compensation payable:-

Monthly wages 
of the deceased 
worker in Rs.

TABLE'" ' 
No.of deaths Total compen

sation.

15-18 1 600
30-35 8 :■ 1 8,400
35-40 3 3,600
40-45 1 ■ : 1,350
45-50 7 10,500
50-60 8 14,400
60-70 31 ......... 65,100
70-80 11 26,400
80-100 41 1,23,000

100-200 66 ............ -.. 2,31,000
200&over 12 50,700 

■ i' i '
.189 5,35,050

The above figures give an average compensation of 
Rs.2831 per case. According to the. figures published in the 
annual reviews in the Indian Labour Gazette this average for 
factories for 1952-56 was Rs.2,094. Some of the difference 
in the two figures may be due to the additional factory 
sector covered by the Workmen's Compensation Act, viz, factories..  
not using power and if using power employing between 10-20 
workers. In this sector, wages of workers are comparatively 
lower than those in the sector covered by Employees State 
Insurance. Further, if there is any suppression ..of claims 
under Workmen's Compensation Act,' as is generally believed to 
be the case, it is likely to be greater iw the higher wage 
group. In EvS.lu experience the liability is not borne by 
the employer., and the •.element of suppression may not be/much 
operative. or this reason, E.S..I. figure per claim should be



higher. In any case, the two figures are dirrensiohnlly'- - . )
consistent enough to jurti th' ;/Jo7-L-ion .of. E.S.I. Cch^mc
distribution for the purpose of assessing relative burden4- under 
the alternative schemes.
(1.2 ) Cost under E.SiI. Scheme:- The beneficiaries an death are 
widow and childcrn. In order to value the cost of their benefits 
it is necessary to know the ages of surviving■widow and childcrn. 
This was obtained from the records of cases under the E.S.I, 
The results adopted in the present calculations are given in 
Annexure I, which arc the ones also discussed in Annexure 4- of 
the Report of the Study Group on Social Security. The benefits 
to be valued here are, however, different and, accordingly 
appropriate annuity values for the cost of the benefit in case of 
death of worker at various^ages were worked out by the formula 
given in the annexure. In order to find the cost of granting 
benefits to 189 cases, we have to obtain the product.of these 
annuity values with the total of full rate benefit payable to 
deceased workers in the relevant age group. The total of benefit 
rate payable in each age group was obtained by a further 
analysis of the cases included in the distribution of Table 1.
The total rates so obtained and the capitalised value .per unit are 
given below in Table 2. ;

Table -2

Age of the 
deceased worker

1

Total benefit 
rate (in annas)

2

Capitalised 
value per Unit

3 :

. (3)x(2)

t 4

Below 25 1242 16.075 9 9 65.15
25-29 1076 15»289 -A. 16450.96
30-34 478 14.738 7044.76
35-39 302 14.021 •A 4234.34
40-44 1412 13.644 • 19265.33
45-49 143 13.016 1861.29
50-54 210 12.196 ■' 2561.16
55 & over

• f:
1087 9.069 ; V 9858.00

5950 — - ■ ■. '.81240.99

It will be seen that thfe total benefit rates progress 
•irregularly with age. This is so due to the concentration of 
death claims at, certain wage levels already noticed in para 1.1. 
The average capitalised value of the periodic payments to 
dependants per-case of death comes out' to be- Rs.9806,..

The Employees1 State Insurance Corporation..raises a 
reserve on the occurrence of an employment'/injury death. During 
the two years ending 31st March, 195S, there were 127 cases, in 
respect of which capitalised reserve made was Rs>10,67?300 giving 
an average of >Rs. 8404 per case. The 'actuarial .basis relating to 
rates of interest and mortality, on"which these figures were 

/arrived at, are different from the ones adopted in the present 
calculations. However, these figures point to the average 
figures of Rs.9806 per case obtained in the present calculations 

...\ being reasonable.

(1. 3) Under Ministry's Proposals - The pension benefit of 40% of 
wages for 15 years is to be taken payable certainly, as the entire 
amount is payable to one or more of the surviving specified 
dependants as the W.C. Commissioner may think fit. Taking the

= ; I



... bu nb> t<.pO per year as shown by the E.S.I.,Act data
and supported by the Payment of Wages .Act figure of R; ,1212 per .

' annum in 1956 the rmr . > a” cunt of claim, pur Jt-nk'ocsc canos to
Rs, 60 58, .. ' ' ' :•■

2 .- ]\ rm.nm i’t Lh s; b i 1 ity (Total and Partial)

(2.1) Under the E.SeI„ Scheme a record of each case of permanent 
disability claim ; s maintained. This gives the full daily benefit 
vate, the age of the injured worker and the extent of disability . ;

' to awarded after medical examination. This information was analysed/, 
obtain the requisite distributions by age and wage. With regard to the

full’daily benefit rate, it may be explained that it is As.7 for
daily wages below Rn.,1, As10 for the wage slab Ra 1 -1 * 50 , As.14 for ,
Rs,K50-2 and so on. Owing to^hifting in the wage slab due to ■
changes in wagos earned during the preceding year, in individual ‘
case the full daily benefit ratedoes not work out to these exact }
figures. There is a. scatter round these figures. Accordingly,
P.R.B. cases were grouped in benefit rate classes below As.8.5, As.8,5“ . 
'2 as., 12-17 as 17-24 as, 24-34 as, 34-4-8 as, 48-68 as, 68 as. and 
over and each class was taken at its midvalue when taking the
exacr wage for a group. Since the extent of disability affects the -p
cost under the three alternative proposals in the same way and is "
practically independent of the age and wage of the worker, for
purposes of relative cost ratios it will be enough to consider the i 
case of to.ta’L Permanent disablement and to ignore extent of J
disability factor. . •■?

'.2-2 ) Cost Under W.O. Act - The permanent disability compensation . 
payable under the Act was determined with reference to the exact . f - u 
wage corresponding to the full benefit rate class. The distribution 
of? claims per 100 total cases and the compensation payable
so obtained are given in table 3.

■ "1 ■ Table 3
No-oi. cases Compensation per case Total compensation.

(1} ' ■ (2) (3)
R; . ■ Rs , Rs

0 „ 39 1,134 ’ 442
3.-05 1,470 4,484
1 .> 5 3 2,000 14,660

21..07 2,940 61,946
33,84 4., 200 1,42,128
31e40 4,900;- 1,53,860

2 07 j < f 5,900 17,228

00w00 3,94,748

On the above basis, average compensation per total disablement case 
oom^s to R&3947. According to E.S.I. data the average degree of 
disability was 13„5%M Thus, considering total and partial disability 
bases together, claim per cash works out to Rs, 532. According to . 
the .annual reviews on W.C.Actthis figures for factories for 1952-56 
was Rs.454, The agreement of the two figures is reasonably good 
enough for inspiring ccn fidence in the adoption of- the above 
distribution to assess relative costs under the three alternative 
particularly in view of the circumstances explained in para 1.1 
above with reference to death cases-,



—-Fh_~ The following table 4 shows the 
distribution by age of the total rate of benefit, hcin^ the 
product of number of ohsos ru'd the Uy rh u - div th 
and capitalised value of the payment of’Ro.1 p.a. for life of the 
injured worker; figures shown in Col. 5 arc not relevant here they 
are meant for para 2,23

Table 4.

Age Total benefit Capitali 
per Unit

3

sod value Total 
(ESI) value

(3)x(2)
4

Annuity value 
per unit (M.P)

5

rates
( in annas )

1 2

Below 25 24,005 19.445 
25-29 26,577 18.284 
30-34 23,956 17.026 
35-39 17,515 15.702 
40-44 12,500 14,301 
45-49 7,255 12,795 
50-54 6,487 11,248 
55 & over 3,239 9,723

The above figures give the value

4,66,777 19.894
4,85,934 18,886
4,07,875 17,828
2,75.020 16,743
1,78,762 15,658

92,828 14,608
72,966 13.668
31,493 12.896

20,11,655
of compensation ppr case of total

disablement to be Rs, 11,850.
(2.23) Cost under Ministry's proposals.- They differ from ESI Scheme

/than

as regards the duration for which compensation is payable. The 
capitalised values per unit under Ministry's proposals are shown 
in col. 5 of Table 4 given in para 2.22. It will be seen that 
they are higher/the values under the LSI Scheme, obviously due to 
payments being guaranteed for a period of 15 years. The difference 
increases with age and is quite substantial after age 40. The sum 
of the corresponding figures of total value comes to 21,31,970. 
Accordingly,- the value of compensation per case of total disablement 
Comes, to Rs. 12,560.

3. Temporary Disablment.
(3.1) The ESI Scheme shows that the average duration of temporary 
disablement spell is 20 days, when cases lasting less than 7 days 
are not included. For the purpose of relative costs, it may be 
taken that compensation will be payable cor an average period of 
20 days.
(3.21). cost Under W.C.Act. In the absence f a knowledge of the 
wage distribution of temporary disablement cases, the distribution 
obtained with reference to permanent disability as in Table 3 of 
para 2.21 above may be adapted. The following table gives the 
percentage distribution of claims and compensation payable per months

to Rs.32.According .to the annual reviews on W.C,Act, the average 
claim per temporary disability for factories for 19 52-56 was Rs. 25.
The agreement between the two figures .is fairly good for showing 
the appropriateness of the distribution assumed.

No. of cases.
Table 5.

^ompiineat ion 
per case (Rs.)

Total compensation.

(1) 
0.30 
3.05 
7.33

21.07 
33.84 
31.40

2.92

The average

(2) 
17.0
19.0
23.75
35.0
50.0
60.0
60.0

compensation per case for

(3K
7

58
174
737

1 ,692
1 ,884

175
4,727

20 days duration thus comes



*The average 
wage for 20 days on the • basis of Rs. 1250 per year of 292 
working days comes to Rs. 80. Hence, the compensation payable 
for temporary disability case is Rs. 40.



ANNEX U REI

Family Pension

In the E.S.I, Scheme, dependents' benefit to widow 
and Children becomes payable on the death of an insured person 
due to employment injury. Accordingly, on such death a card is 
prepared, which inter alia, shows the ages of. the insured persons, 
the widow and the surviving children* The expedience is United, 
as only 205 cases are on record so far. However, the material 
was analysed to servo as a broad guide in determining the figures 
to be assumed for purposes of calculation.

It was found that in 22 cases neither a widow nor any 
child was left surviving and in 8 cases only children survived, 
there being no widow. Those figures indicate that in a very 
high proportion of cases widows and children are left as survivors. 
It is erring on the safe side, if the smal^f raction of cases not 
leaving surviving claimants is ignored. Accordingly, it has been 
assumed that in ©very death case there will be a surviving widow 
and children as discussed below.

The data show that 25% of workers leave no child on 
death. Childlessness is a known feature of Indian fertility 
pattern. 1931 census results showed 6% of marriages, which 
had lasted 15 years or more, as sterile. This percentage 
is 11 for marriages, which had lasted 10-14 years 16 for 5-9 
years, 30 for 0-4 years. "Workers can get involved in accidents 
at all durations of marriage and hence 25% of childless cases is 
not entirely out.

Based on an analysis of the E.S.I. Scheme dat'^ the 
following ages of children (below age 15 or 18 if receiving 
education) and wives to husbands in the various ago groups 
have been adopted:-

Wife Age of Child
husband by years, First Second Third

youngest youngest youngest

20-29 3 1 4
1
7

30-39 6 3 5 8
40-49 6 4 8 10
50-54 .8 5 8 10
55-59 8 10 13 15

The number of children in the family of workers in the 
various age groups has been taken as follows:-

Age Group Percentage of workers having number of
 children below 18 at least at death

0 1 2 3 or more

20-29 15 85 65 10
30-39 10 90 80 60
40-49 5 95 85 55
50-54 5 95 75 40
55 and over 40 60 50 40



The appropriatencess of the above figures nay be seen 
from the results obtained elsewhere. National Sample 
Survey in its study on ’Couple Fertility' shows an average 
difference of 7.1 years in the age of wife and husband in the 
urban areas in India. This average in the case of England 
was 2.7. According to the National Semple Survey results, 
the interval between first and second birth is 2.8 and 
between 2nd and 3rd birth it is 2.7. Data, concerning 
London Fire Brigade gave the following comparable figures.

Zige of husband Wife younger by years,

27 ... 1.8
32 ... 2.8
37 ... 3.3
42 ... 3.9
47 ... 5.2

Ignoring children’s mortality (which means erring on 
the safe side) and assuming that there will be no more than 
3 children, the value of benefit to the family of a worker 
dying between age 20-24 will be given by
when children's benefit is payable up to age 15.

The expression in case of a worker dying between 
25-29 is the same but wife is to be taken aged 22 instead 
of 17. Similar expressions can be obtained for other ages.



A P P E N D I X - II .

Calculation of Pruniun p.s a Percentage of Wp.ge Bill

1. On assessment system, annual premium as a. percentage 
of wage bill in case of death is given by x r x p x a, 
where r - rate of incidence per annum, p is percentage of 
wages paid as benefit, a is the average capitalised value 
of payment per unit and k is the proportionate number of 
contributions that will bo paid by a worker. Industrial 
workers generally, do not got wages for days not worked 
due to sickness, disability, maternity, as also when on 
unauthorised leave, strike or lockout. In such contigencies, 
contribution will not-be payable. .It has been taken that on 
an average, only 85% of contributions in respect of a worker 
will be received. The statistical basis on which this 
assumption is made is1given in Annexure 5 of the Report of the 
Study Group on Social Security, 1958. Annual premium in case 
of permanent disablement is given by1.xexrxpxa , where e 
is the average extent of disability, k

i
Similarly, annual premium in case of temporary disablement 

is given by 1. x d x r x p, where d is the average duration (in y 
year)extemporary disability.

We shall now discuss the manner in which the various 
elements required for calculation were obtained from the 
available data.

2. Determination of r (rate of incidence) - The data 
published in the annual reviews on W.C. Act for the years 
1952-56 may, after certain adjustments, be used for fixing 
the rate of incidence for the various contingencics. These 
data suffer from incomplete reporting and it is, therefore, 
necessary to increase the rates suitably, keeping in view 
the fact that the liability for payment of benefits is to 
be shouldered by a Central agency and not by the employer, 
who would have been interested in keeping down claims, if he 
were to pay. In the case of factories, ESI Scheme and 
Factories Act form independent sources of information on 
accidents in the industry but there are no similar sources 
for other industries. In the circumstances, the adjustments 
have to be based on the data for factories only. We discuss 
below the position in regard to the three contingencies.

(2.1) Death

Statistics collected under Factories Act show 
that rate of fatal accidents has never been more than 0.10 
per thousand. The E.S.I. experience over the last three 
years gives a rate of ■ ,056 per thousand and the Interim 
Valuation Report recommended a rate of 0.20 for men and 
0.10 for women. The average for 1952-56 from W.C. Act statistics 
comes to 0,16. From the evidence presented above, it seems that 
the average given by W.C. Act data may be adopted without any 
adjustment.



(2.2) Permanent Disability
The Interim Report of E.S.I. Scheme recommended a rate 

of 2 pur thousand for non and 1 per thousand for women. 
Employment of women in factories is only 10%, and hence the 
rate experienced by them is not of much weight in the context 
of the industry as a whole. The rate of incidence of permanent 
disablement experienced under the E.S.I. Scheme was 1.3 per 
thousand, but this expuriuu'0 has not stabilised yet. In the 
circumstances, it scums r • vinmabl o to adopt a rate of 2 per 
thousand for calculation purposes. According to W.C. Act 
data the rate during 1952-36 was 1,54. This means that W.C. 
Act rates should be increased by 1/3 of the recorded rate.

(2.3) Temporary Disablement - Factories Act statistics show the 
rate of incidence of non-fatal accidents involving absence from 
work for 48 hours or more in units using power to be about 40 
per thousand. The E.S.I. Scheme data for the last three years 
shows an average of 32 per thousand with an average of 20 benefit 
days per spell. Here, as in the W.C. Act, no benefit is payable 
for disability lasting loss than seven days. According to 
W.C. Act data, the rate during 1952-56 was 17.7 per thousand. 
Considering that it is proposed to reduce the waiting period 
to 3 days and this, too, is to be waived if disability lasts 
beyond 28 days, it seems proper to work on the basis of rate 
of incidence at 40 per thousand and duration 25 days per 
spell. This moans that the recorded rates under W.C. Act 
should be doubled. It may be of interest to note that on the 
above basis, the average benefit for temporary disablement in 
factories works out to 1 day's wages. The Interim Report 
recommended 1$ days' benefit for men and % day's for women.

The adjusted rates for the various industries obtained as 
above are given in Table 1.

Table 1
3« Determination of e - (Extent of disability) - The 
statistics of ESI Scheme for 1957-58 show an average of 
13.5%. In 41% cases, the extent of disability was below 
5%, in. 23% cases it was between 5 - 10% and only in 7.6% 
cases, it was between 11-15%. The percentage tapers down 
sharply for higher degrees of disability. It was only
•10 for total disability. It,thus, seems that, for calculation 
disability may be taken at 20%. The Interim Report recommended



for partial disability cases, but it is apparently too 
high. It has been -possible to fix the extent of di sch i 1 i ty^ 
objectively in Ch- case of cauteries but practicaliy no tnlug 
is available in respect of other industries,. Accordingly, 
an iniii^'.‘G !iut';?d- t -so/ ib-.d below, had to be adopted for 
determin ,fthis extent in the case of other industries.

Based pn the .hC. Act data fur- 1952-56, amounts of claim 
per case of death and porm; nunt disablement for each industry 
were worked out. Taking the amount in the case of factories 
as 100, simple index numbers of claim per ease were calculated 
separately for death and permanent disablement for each industry. 
The numbers so obtained are shown in cols.5 and 6 of Table 1. 
Under the W.C. Act,, the average amount per case of death depends 
only on the wage distribution of claims. Thus, the simple 
index number in col, 5 roughly gives an index of the wage 
distribution of claimants in the industry relative to that in the 
case of factories. • The amount per case of permanent disability 
is determined not only by the wage distribution of claimants 
but also by the extent of disability, Thus, the index number 
in col. 6 is controlled by the two factors of v.age distribution ■ ~ 
and extent of disability. If the latter factor were not operative 
the figures in cols. 5 & 6 should have been equal, provided the 
wage distributions of claimants in cases of death and permanent 
disability in the industry considered were the same, Thore is 
no prima facie. strong reason why the two distributions for the 
same industry should be materially different. For practical 
purposes,.the two may be taken as similar and hence the ratio 
of the index number jn col. 6 to that-in col. 5 may be taken 
to/.refloct the level of incidence of extent of disability 
relative tc factory industry. The ratio so obtained‘is shown 
in col. 8. It is. in effect, an index of average extent of 
disability ‘experienced in the employment injury cases in the 
industry, taking factories as ICO. It will be seen from col. 8 
that compared to factories the extent is less in Docks and Ports 
and varies between 1; times to twice in other industries. Co. 9 
shows the extent of disability so obtained for the various 
industries.,

4. Be termini, lion, of d (Average Duration ~ As already
explained in 'para 2.3, the average duration per case of 
temporary disablement for factories may be taken at 25 days. 
There arc no data to dcturn!no this average directly, for 
other industries. The problem being similar has been tackled 
similarly as in the ca^e of permanent disablement* A simple 
index number of claim per case was worked out for each industry. 
It is shown in col, The amount per case of temporary
disability is determined by the wage distribution of claimants 
and duration of disability. Arguing as in the case of extent 
of disability in para 3 aoove, we see that the r^tic of the ■ 
figure in col. 7 to that in col. 5 given an index of average 
duration relative to factory industryv This is shown in col.10. 
It will be seen that the average duration in other industries 
does not vary much except in plantations, where it is much 
lower, and Building and Construction, Municipalities and 
Tramways, where it is much higher. Col. 11 shows the average 
duration so obtained far the various industries.

5. Dotc-rmiration of_a - The average capitalised value of 
periodical payment of'uni C i.ay bo got by taking a weighted 
average of the value for cine diff crone ago groups, the weights 
being the proporaCion ite number of cases in the age groups. 
The weights were obtained from SSI Scheme data in the case of



pernanent disablement from the records of 4026 disability- 
cases. These are as follows:-

■ Weights
Deaths P.D.

Below 25 11;4 24.6
25 - 29 19*6 21.1
30 - 34 17.2 17.6
35 - 39 14.9 14.1
40 - 44 12.6 10.6
45 - 49 TO. 3 7.1
50 - 54 8.1 3.6
55 & over 5.9 1.3

100.0 100.0

The average capitalised value in the case of 
E.S.I. Scheme worked out to 14.036 in the case of death and 
16.808 in the case of P.D.B. Under Ministry's proposals 
it cane to 12.116 in the case of death and 17.734 in the 
case of ,P.D<B.



TABLE I

-i Rate of incidence per thousand Simle Index No . of claim per case Extent of Disability Duration Value
Industry Death P.D. T.D. Death P.D. T.D. Index No. Percen- Index No. in

(6)/(5) tage of (7)/ days
value (5)

1 2 3 4- . 5 ; 6 7 8 5 TO 1

Mines 1.22 3*75 61.42 .74 122 84 165 33.0 114 28.50
Building ft
Construe-
tion- 1.09 1.92 18. 16 84; ' 153 116 182 36.4 138 34.50 ♦
Docks -and
Ports 0.39 ' 8.16 55.34 133' 81 156 61 12.2 117 29.25
Factory 0.16 2.05 ; 35.4 100 100 100 100 20.0 100 25.00

Iranwcys 0.36 0.17 45.12 , 120- 165 168 138 27.6 140 35.00

Railways 0.31 • 0.53 37.04 122 178 104 146 29.2 85 21.25

Municipa
lities 0.11 0.13 1.16 103 204 152 198 39.6 148 37.00

Post ft Tele 
graph. 0. 12 0.07 3.12 110 183 124 166 33.2 113 28.25

Plantations; 0.06 0.09 7.0 ■64 109 40 170 34.0 63 15.75



1

Statement shewing in brief the findings of 
the Acturial Committee with reference to the 
terms of referenceo

Terms of reference to the ’ Findings.
Commits e^_._____________________ ______ 1______.._______ __ ____ _______ _ „_________ _______ ._____ . ____ _  _ -____________

! Death ’ Permanent ’ Temporary ’ Remarks „
_____________ ______ _____________ _________ *________ ________ J___dis .able me nt___ ^dlsableKentx. 2_______ ....__________________

Io To assess the relative burden on . ’
employers of the ■* ' . ■ • *

(a)present liability under the Workmens Rs.2831 per 
Compensation Act; case/LOO^/

Rse39^7 per 
case/100#/

Rs«32 pex, 
case/LOO.^/

(b)15ability if the benefits are 
increased to correspond to 
those in the Employees 
State Insurance Act; and

Rsc98Q6 per 
case Z346//

Rscll^SoO^per Rs,.4Q, per 
case/SOO^/ case/125^/

c)Liability in respect of benefits 
as proposed by this Ministry ioe.

Rs.6q58 per 
case/214^7

Rs.12*560 per Rs*40._per_ 
c a se/31/3 // case/125^/

As regards relative 
burden on different 
industries, it 
varies between 2 4 
and 3 times under 
the Kmplo-yees 
State insurance 
Sehtmu and between 
2 & times under 
our proposals.

(i) Compensation for death-40# of 
wages for 15 years.

( ii) Compensation for permanent total 
disablement.-50# of wages for 15 
years or till death of workman.

(iii) Compensation for temporary disable
ment. 50# df wages till recovery 
of workman.



Terms of reference to the 
__ __  —Committee_____

II, To recommend schedules -

1 Re commendations

7 Death Permanent • 1 Temporary
disablement— _!_ disablement

Remarks

(a) for assessment of lump-sum payments 
by employers, so that the Employes 
State Insurance Corporation or ‘ 
oth-r Central Agency could take •. the 

ability for periodical pajnnehus
. in case of Jkata or permanent
’ disablement in respect of alternp-

Under the Please see

tiv
above

s Ct)and (c) under item (I)?
j nd 5

The Schedule 
of Lump sum • 
payments, 
recommended 
are given in 
Table 3 on 
p.ll of the

1

Table 4 on 
Pol2 of the 
Report which 
gives the 
figure both 
under the 
EoS.Ie Act 
and our 
proposals-.

No schedules 
recommonded« 
Liability left 
with the 
employer!

i

? .1

Under our 
proposals * 
The lump sums 
payable is to 
be Rs.4o8464 

. per rupee 
value of the- 
average annual 
wage.

(b) for payment of a premium as The premium rates depending

persons covercd,fcr different 
in du s tr is s for al te rna t ive s (b) and 
(c) und^ risen (I) above*

the given in Table
upon 
5 on

Report both under the EOS.I, A 
proposals for death. permanent 
temporary disablemehta

the level of 
p916 of the 
and our

j_IC To assess the percentage increase 
in liability by-inclusion of 
persons above tnc wage of 
and upto Rs r.500A;

1

From the data available it is seen that a very
small number of employees get wages between Rs«ICO to Rs* 500 
per month end that she incidence of er.plcymsnt injury is light, 
This seems to be reasonably certain, since in industrial 
employment posts having wages between Rso400“500 pom„ arc 
a ;nly supervisory and de not require continuous handling 
c, machine sn which involve workers in accidents <> From these 
. o’jsideTaticns, it seems fairly clear that the increase in
lability due to inclusion of employees getting Rsc400“>100 pem0
s likely to be nominal but it is difficult to give any precise figure 
ecause of lack of necessary data.



33;. Item 7 of the joints taken by euyioyous is. however, 
of importance; and has a* direct bearing on the Group?s terms 
of referenceo A worker in a factory who is invalidated or 
dies as a result of employment injury can get an' invalidity 
pension, or, in case of death directly resulting from the injury, 
the family gets a survivorship pension> fat the family of a 
workox’ engaged in, say, elephant catching and v;ho. dies as a 
result of cmploym'-nt injury ts only a lump sum compensation 
which, in terms of relief, is much smaller than the pensions 
admissible wider the E.S.I .Act let, prior to the enactment of 
the latter,.,the position of loth the workers was identically the 
same as both .wore governed by the W.C\Acts If there was any 
likelihood of all persons covered by the W.C. Act receiving in 
the foreseeable future, the alternative and better benefits 
provided by the E.S.I.Act, it might have been only a matter of 
waiting0 We recognise that progressive implementation of the 
E.S.I.Act will cover more and more of the categories now 
protected only by the W,C.Act0 But it is obvious that there will 
still remain many occupations included in the Schedule to the 
W.C, Act which are not regular steady employments and the question 
of regular monthly contributions in such cases will be wholly 
outside practical politics.

340 Therefore, several cases will still remain where the 
provisions of the W.C.Act will continue to apply making 
the individual employer responsible for compensation to 
individual workers receiving employment injury or dying 
as a result thereof. But even in such cases, a system can 
be evolved by which the employer is required to pay a lump 
■sup not to the worker cr his family but to a public authority, 
’the E.S.I. Corporation, in this case. The latter, in its 
turn, will arrange to disburse to the worker or his family 
periodical payments in the form of pensions^ The quantum of 
pension will, of course, depend on the amount which the employer 
is required to deposit in the form of lump sum. If pensions are 
to be on the scalo provided in oho E.S^I.Act, the lump sum payable 
will have' to. be considerably more than what is provided in the 
existing schedule to the W.C.Act. This might cause serious hard- 
"ship to the individual employer. The E.S.I.Act covers workers in 
organised industries where there is steady employment. No special 
hardship is, therefore; involved in requiring the employers to 
pay monthly contributions towards possible employment injury, 
irrespective of whether or .not an injury is sustained during the 
period of employment under a particular employer0 But in the 
case of purely temporary employment ’under different employers, 
many will escape liability altogether if no employment injury is 
sustained by a worker while in their employment0 On the other 
hand, the employer under whom an Injury is sustained will be 
called upon to pay a disproportionately large sum which may be 
even beyond his means as several of such employers may themselves 
be men-.of not great means. There will, consequently, be even the 
risk of suppressing the reporting of injurioso 

350 To meet these difficulties a decision should first 
be reached as to the limits to which the amounts provided 
in the Schedule to the W.C., Act can be suitably increased. 
Though some increases were made some years ago, there is 
no doubt that the existing limits do not provide adequately 
for the large increase in wages and the cost of living 
that have occurred after the Schedule was last revisedo 
Under conditions as exist today, the Croup feels that the 
Schedule can be revised, to that the maximum liability on the 
employer can, in each case, be doubledr, This is recommended and 
thereafter, actuarial calculations should be made as to what 
scale’, of recurring pensions may bo provided from the lump sum 
payments of those amounts received by the Corporation. ... 3



Appendix-VII
-* Lump-Sum Compensation Converted into Monthly ins:talments__payable

for 15 years, int erest Compounded annually at the rate of

(in rupees)
S No .. 0MQ: $01 nthly wage workman

Lump sun compensation
§ Death ^Permanent ’total
( , ^Disablement
x V

$ Monthly Instalcent payable for 16 . _P

A ) Correspc ^Corresp. pcotresp, J Ccrresp. to |
0 to Col.(3) |to Col.(4) Hjo double $ double Col.(4)^

{ ■5 0 § pCol.(3) 1. X. _1(U (2 } (3) ...... (4) - (6) (7) _L81.

1, ■ 0-10 500 700 3*50 -.4.90 h. 7.00 9.80
2 > 10-15 550 ’ 770 3.85 ■5.39 - ’• 7.70 10.78
3. ■ 15-18 ' 600 . 840 • 4.20 ' . 5.83 -.8.40 11.76
4. 18-21 630 882 4.41 6.17 ”' 8.82 12.34
5- 21-24 720 1008. 5.04 -7.05 10.08 14.10

6.- 2‘--27 810 1134 5.67 7.95 11.34 15-86
■7 27-50 900 ' 1260 6.. 30 •8^81 012.60 17.62
8. 30-55 1050 1470 7.35 10.28 11.70 20.56
o e 35-^0 1200 1680 8.39, 11.75 16.78 23.50

10, 40-45 1350 1890 9«44 13u 22 18.88 26.44 , _ .

11. 45-50 1500 2100 10.49 14.69 20.98 29.38
12. 50-60 1800 2520 12.59 17.63 25.18 35.26
13- 60-70 . 2100 2940 14.69 20.57 29-38 41.14
14v 70-80 2400 3360 16.79 23-50 33-58 47.00
15. 30-100 3000 4200 20.99 . 29.38 41.98 58.76

16. 100-200 3500 4900 24.48 34.28 48.96 68.56
17. 200-300 4000 5600 27.98 39.17 55.96 78.34
18. 300 + 4500 6300 31.48 44.07 62.96 88.14



It is desirable, however, to ensure a simple form of pensionary 
benefits as the amounts, in any case. will not be 
as great as those provided in the E.3.I. Act. We have 
suggested the E.S.I. Corporation as the agency for 
distributing these pensions as it is already doing this 
typo of work in regard to pensions under the E.S.I. Aot.
It is understood that the Corporation can make suitable 
arrangements for remitting sums due to pursonor 
dependants living in outlying areas where the Corporation 
nay not have its own offices.

36, We are aware that many cases of compensation undef 
the Act now go by default as the law requires a claim 
to be lodged before the court which workers or their 
families often fail to do due to ignorance. Among 
the amendments receiving Government’s consideration is 
one by which any.authority specifically empowered can 
bring in before the court cases where compensation is 
payable even where the worker or his family do not make 
a claim. Wo would state, however, that if the E.S.I. 
Corporation is required to disburse invalidity or 
survivorship pensions as recommended above, this will 
be done only in cases where lump sum payments have boon 
deposited. The Corporation will not be called upon to 
adjudicate any claims nor undertake any other functions 
under the W.C.Act. All those functions should continue 
to be performed by the various authorities prescribed 
in the Act.



Post By, U.Pt^
Express Del i va r y.

From:-

1959.

Bipinchandra Chimaulal Shah, 
Near Chora, Bawa walax^ras, 
Kalol, (N.G*)

To (
Ihe Chief factony Inspector.
Bombay State, Faramsi Vadasl insti.tute,BUig*
Dhobi Talao, 3 ’ ’

। ■ ... . . -

Sub:- The Metro wood & Hftginewing works private Ltd* 
kelol m has not paid for the annual leave the 

carrent wa^s to this walkers*
J

Respected sir, t



APPENDIX VIII

Comparative statement showing the employment injury benefits 
available under the various alternatives

j.

Injury result
ing in

Monthly payments that 
can be made under the W.C.
Act

Under the 
proposals

Goverrinent1 s 
of Sept., 1955

Under the 
Insurance

Employees State 
Act, 1948.

If the liabi- if the lia- 
lity remains bility is 
unchanged doubled as

recommended by 
the Study Group.

-
■ >

(1) Death Minimum Rs.3•50 Rs.7.00
Maximum Rs.31.48 Rs.62.96
(These payments will be for

15 years vide Appendix VII)

At the rate of 40% of 
wages for a period of 15 
years from date of death

60% of the ’full rate’ to the 
widow or widows of the 
deceased worker till 
remarriage or death, 
whichever is earlier.

40% of the ’full rate' to 
e&ob child upto the age of 
15f or 18, if receiving 
education, the pension being 
terminated on the marriage 
of a daughter, whichever is 
earlier.

All shares of the 
dependants are reduced prorata 
so that the total does not 
exceed the full rate at any 
time.

The ’full rate’ is 
roughly equal to half of the 
average daily, wages.

(2) Permanent total Minimum Rs.4.90 )Rs.9.80 
disablement Maximum Rs.44.07)Rs.88.14

(These payments will be for 
15 years vide Appendix VII)

At the rate of 5^% of Life pension at 'full rate’
wages for a period of 15 multiplied by the extent of 
years or till date of death disability, 
of workman, whichever is 
later



J y

) Permanent partial Payment will be proportionate to the loss Life pension at 'full rate’
disablement of earning capacity, i.e. equal to the multiplied by the extent of

.{ amount payable.’'for permanent total disability,
disablement multiplied by the extent of 
disablement. • . .ae

I • .... . . ■
• ' 1 m) temporary disable- Minimum Rs.10 or full-Rs.-20 or "full At the rate of 50^ At 'full rate' for 

ment. wages, which-’.wages whichever of wages from date the duration of
ever is less.'is less. of disablement till the disability.

* date of recovery,
Maximum Rs,60 Rs.120 if disablement lasts

^For a period not. exceeding ^or 30re than. 3 days 
i 5 years J \



INDIAN LABOUR CONFERENCE 
(17TH SESSION)

MADRAS - JULY 1959

Suoplenontory nut'3 o i itNo •_ 3 y Service 
conditions of Domestio Servants.’ ! /

, •
As stated in the last para of the'Memorandum on item 3 

already circulated, all the State Governments and Union 
Territory administra ticrm .rrre requested to consider the 
desirability of appointing a Committee for. enquring into 
the conditions of domestic workers and inform the Government 
of India of their reactions on the suggestion made in this 
Ministry's letter dated the 11th May .1959. ’Replies have been 
received from only the following 8 State Governments

Assam • .
Bombay
Kerala -
Madras 
Mysore 
Orissa
Rajasthan /
West ^engal

All Union Territory administrations have als> replied. None 
of the replies (except the one from Tripura administration) 
favour the idea of appointing a Committee for enquiring into 
the conditions of domestic workers at State level for one 
reason or other. Only the Government of Assam, consider 
legislative measures necessary. The Government of Kerala hav^ 
suggested that if any Committqc^is to be appointed to enquire 
into the conditions of domestic workers it should be on an all- 
India basis. The Delhi Administration are of the,.view that it 
would be better if the Unions of .domestic servants themselves 
decide regarding the minimum terms that they should accept in 
the present conditions and see that their members do. not 
accept service at less than the terms fixed by them for a 
particular class of domestic workers, A gist of the replies 
received from the State Governments/Union Territories is 
attached,

It is proposed to set up a Special Employment Office in 
Delhi, on a pilot basis to deal with registration and placement 
of domestic servants in Delhi. A Scheme giving details is 
appended for consideration of the Indian Labour Conference,

Comments received from the Union Territories on the problem 
of domestic workers.

1• Andaman and Nicobar
Island Administration

2. Delhi Administration

The number of domestic workers is very 
few and there is no Union formed by 
them. The information is being collec- 
t ed.

No survey about the conditions of 
domestic servants has so far been 
carried out. Cm account of varying 
conditions of domestic servants it 
would-be difficult to draw any 
conclusions. Door to door investiga
tion would be required. The Administra 
tion is not in favour of any legisla
tion as it would mean unjustified 
interference in the private life of



a citizen. It would be better if the 
Unions of the domestic servants them
selves decide regarding the minimum 
terms th-'-’t they should accept in the 
present conditions and see that their 
members do not accept service at 
less than the terms fixed by them for 
a. pnrticul'r class of domestic workers.

3. Himachal Pradesh 
Administration

The number of domestic servants is 
few and the administration has not
received any complaints against the
employers. No comments on the proposal 
for appointment of an-enquiry Committee.

4. The Administration 
of Minicoy, ^acadiva 
& Amindivi Islands

There is no domestic servants problem 
in any of the Islands and as such there 
is no necessity for constituting a 
Committee for enquring into the 
condition of domestic servants.

5. Manipur Administra- 
t ion

Very few men are prepared to work as 
domestic servants. Employers ate 
at more disadvantage than the domestic 
servants. _

6. Tripura Administration The information about the conditions of 
domestic workers in this Territory is not 
readily available at present and have no 
objection to the appointment of a 
Committee for enquring into the 
conditions of domestic servants.

______________________________ 1 _____________________ '_________i_________________________

Comments received from the State Governments on the problem 
of domestic workers.

1. Assam It will be difficult for the Committee 
to collect information regarding 
domestic workers conditions as the 
Committee will have to go from door 
to door of every middle class house
hold as no service records of domestic 
workers are maintained by individual 
employers. Suggest legislation to 
safe guard fixed hours of work, weekly 
holiday, month's notice for termination 
of service or pay in lieu thereof, 
regular payment of salary, provision 
of quarters, medical treatment and 
prohibition of employment of young 
persons etc.

2. Bombay Not in favour of appointment of any 
Committee. Suggest that enquiries about 
the condition of domestic servants will 
be conducted under the Scheme of 
’’Socio-Economic Enquiries” during 
Third Five *ars Plan.

3. Kerala No reliable data is available. Do not 
consider any legislation necessary. 
Suggest thrt if any Committee is to be 
appointed to enquire into the conditions 
of domestic workers, it should be on or

T~dia basis.



4. Madras'

5. Mysore

6. Orissa

7. Rajasthan.

8. West Bengal

No factual data available. Conditions of employment 
of domestic servants in the Madras State has not 
so far become a problem. Thore is no immediate 
need to appoint a Committee to enquire into the 
condition:; of domestic servants in the State.
Nor is it necessary to embark on legislative 
measures, for reasons of difficulties in implementa
tion and adverse effect on employment potential.
The State Government are not in favour of setting 

up a Committee at State level nor are they in favour 
of any legislative measures being adopted to regula
te the service conditions of domestic workers.

No information about the condition of domestic 
workers in the State is available. The engagement 
of domestic servants is not large enough - In the 
circumstances the State Government do not favour the 
idea of appointing an enquiry Committee at the State 
level.
The State Government/not feel the necessity of 
appointing a Committee to enquire into the conditions 
of domestic workers since there are no trade Unions 
or Association of domestic servants there. The work 
has been entrusted to Ad-hoc Survey Section of their 
Labour Department who will take a few months to 
assess the actual position.

No useful purpose will be served by appointing a 
Committee at State level. The background information 
may be collected through direct Government agency.



J^EMEJW SETTlNG UP SPECIAL EMPLOYMENT OFFICE 
j^R'^jM'^UCiC SERVANTS

1. It is proposed to sot up, on a pilot basis, a Special Employment Office in Delhi, as a Unit of the National Employment' 
Service, cc deal with registration and placement of domestic 
servants in Delhi. Domestic workers constitute a special 
category of employment seekers and a special office to handle 
them is likely to prove advantageous to then as also to 
employers who req.uire such workers. We have set up in the 
past, such special offices to cater to the needs of important 
o c cupa t i onal ca t ego r i es.
ORGANIZATION.

2. Lo cat ion A"" The Special Employment Office will serve the
employers ana“‘domestic servants in Delhi and New Delhi areas. 
It will be located in a centrally situat.ed ‘area .in New Delhi 
well-served by public transport,

3. Procedure; The Special Employment Office will work on the 
same lines as any other Employment Exchange. At the time of 
registration / domestic servants maybe asked to give the names 
of two responsible persons who are residents of Delhi. The names 
of the referees should oe recorded and may be supplied to the 
employer at his request when'the applicant is submitted against 
a vacancy,

4« The Office will, in addition maintain in a specially 
designed form a register of employers, who need domestic workers.
5. Ajo '.aistrativc A rrangements; As the scheme is to function 
on a pilot bais, .it may be centrally administered by D.G^R.&E. 
through thn. Director of Employment and Training, Delhi.

6. •
It is considered that a separate Advisory Committee 

composed of the representatives of the parties as given below 
may be set up to advise the authorities concerned on the 
working of this Employment Office.

i) Director of Employment & Tr lining, Delhi - Chairman 
ii) On- Representative of the Organization of the Domestic 

Servants of Delhi0
in.' One Fyprescniat vc of employers, preferably a house- 

w i f e
iv; A Social worker preferably a lady interested in the 

welfare of domestic servants.
v) A Member of Parliament.

Employment Offic ?r in charge of the Special Employment 
Office will be the Secretary of the Advisory Committee.
7. The Special Employment office will handle only placement 
of domestic workers. The Welfare of Domestic Workers will be 
looked after to the extern/ possible b’ a Labour Welfare Officer 
appointed for this purpose under the Director of Industries 
and Labour, Delhi Administration, The Employment Officer in 
charge of the Special Employment Office will, when required, 
render assistance to the Labour Officer in this respect by 
supplying information regarding the terms end conditions 
notified by the employer at the time of placing the demand for 
domestic workers.



6\ The General Secretary,
' The All India Trade Union Congress, 
4, Ashoka Road, New, Delhi.

No.LRI-1(36)/59
Most. Inmedia to

Government of India
Ministry of Labour & Employment

Dated New Delhi, the 22nd June, 1959
From

Shri A.L«Handa, 
Under Secretary to the Government of India

1* All State Governments (excepting the Goverhment of 
Andhra Pradesh, Jammu & Kashmir and Orissa),

2* All Union Territories(excepting the Laccadiv, Minicoy 
and Amindive)i

3* All India Organisations of Employers(excepting Employers* 
Federation of India).

4* All India Organisations of Workers,

Subject:- Indian Labour Conference, 1959 - views on the proposals to 
be considered by date regarding receipt of.

Sir,
I am directed to invite a reference to this Ministry’s letter 

No.LRI-16(1)/59, dated the 2nd May, 1959 on the above subject and to - 
request that your views in the matter may kindly he expedited.

Yours faithfully,

■s (A.L^Handay^77^7^
Under Secretary



■ 
GOVERNMENT OF INDIA

MINISTRY OF LABOUR 4 EMPLOYMENT TMV<40.ji i i4ch:;NL.. .. n 
D.O.No.LRI-l(36)/59

Dated New Delhi the 24th. Jtyae, 1959

Dear Shri

Will you please refer to my D.O.No.LR-16(l)/59, 

dated the 18th April,1959 and our official letter 
19 

dated the 2nd May,1959 regarding the views on the 

proposals to be considered hy the Indian Labour 

Conference? We have not so far received the views of your 

Government/organisation on the Memoranda concerned and 

it would be difficult for us to examine the same and 

circulate a summary to the parties attending the 

Conference if your reply is not received by the 

1st July,1959 at the latest. I shall,therefore, be 

grateful if you will kindly expedite the information, 

so as to reach us by the 1st July,1^9, at the latest.

Yours sincerely,

h\—
(/ 

(Teja Singh Sahni)

To

ShVi r S.Mlrajkar,
President, Ml India Trade Union Confess

4, Ashok Road, New Delhi. Egress,



| . 1 JUN 1959 WEST B£NGAL COMMITTEE

All India Trade Union Congress
249. BOWBAZAR STREET, CALCUTTA-12

Phone t 34-2044

Ref......................... Date.... *...29th...MayJ..... ...........1959 .

.To /
The General Secrotary, / /
All-India Trade Union Congress, I /
4, Ashoka Road, How Delhi.

Dear Gon rad a,

Enclosed herewith comments on the note prepared by the Ministry of Labour 
and Employment in connection vith the forthcoming India Labour Conference.

We donot find in the agendo any item in respect of taking stock o'" the 
fate of the recommendations end agreements arrived at at the fifteenth end 
sixteenth India Labour Conferences - how and to what extant these have been 
implemented and observed.

77e think that is necessary with regard to, in particular, important de
cisions such as fixation of minimum Wage according to the norm laid down by 
the 15th I«L.C.} obsei’vance of the Code of Discipline, formation of wage Roard 
Joint Management Councils, industrial Committees and review of their activitie 
where such committees have boon sot up. If it is not possible now to include 
a separate agenda for such reviww of the past recommendations and agreed de
cisions ,these matters sh ould be raised in course of speeches to be made by 
our Delegates the forthcoming Conference.

Our observations in that regard will be sent very shortly.



COMMENTS propared by DR. RAMEN SEN & T. N. SIDDHANTA 
on the note circulated "by the Ministry of Labour and 
Employment being the Agenda of the forthcoming Se
venteenth Indian Labour Conference.

(A) Machinery for collective Bargaining and .settlanent of Industrial Disputes:

i) Recognition of Unions.: Since the Code of Discipline was adopted

by the Standing Labour Committee and accepted by all Central Trade Union end Employ

ers' Organizations, it is undeniable that the employers have not acted upto the obli

gation enjoined upon them in respect of recognition of unions. Ag a matter of fact not 

a single union has been recognised by the employers in pursuance of the Code. It has 

therefore been amply demonstrated that the position on this score will not improve if 

the question of recognition of unions is left entirely <MTthe discretion of th) emp

loyers.
In view of this, obligation should statutorily be imposed on the employers 

on the linos laid down in the Neral Industrial Relations Bill, 1959.

ii) Tork s 0 o mm i 11 eop: Te feel the necessity of specifying the type of-

subjects that might be discussed by the ’Yorks Committees in order that these Committees 

might, in the limited sphere at least, safeguard the interest of the workers.

7/ith that end in view, we generally endorse the subjects drawn up by the 

I.L.G. como within the purview of these Committees, and would add the following to 

those suggested by the I L 0 .

(a) Matters pertaining to Provident Fund - its investment, grant of 

Ioann, etc. in respect of thosn establishments where there is no Trustee Board and where 

the establishment does not como under the Government Scheme.

(b) Matters relating to E.S.I., Timely deposit of contributions to ESI Cor

poration and such o then matters in respect of which corrective measures at the plant 

level arti felt necessary.

(c) Matters arising out of accidents and compensation to victims.

(d) Questions relating to superannuation with particular reference to indivi

dual cases.

(e) - Proposal to lay off or retrench workers on the ground of falling off in

business or reorginization must bo notified to the works Committees with full reasons 

thereof and the matter thereafter is to be discussed by the ubrks Committees.

» iii) Validity —



( 2 ) r\\

iii) Validity o f Agreements reachod through direct n pro tipi- \
tip ns batwe on th o__parties *

The fundamental basis of collective agreement is recognition of ths Union which 

commands tho confidence of tho majority of tho workers. Ths question of recognition of 

the representative Union is required to be tackled first. Ue generally agree with the 

suggested for incorporateon in the Industrial Disputes Act and the Rules made 

thereunder.

iv) Settlement .pfj^isputes through^ Arbitration? f'e agree with the obser

vations made by the Madhya Pradesh Government that the existing tribunals are swayed 

more by the niceties of Civil Law than by considerations of equity and social justice.

Tripartite Arbitr'tion Boards are,therefore, preferable to Tribunals and 

Labour Courts. Labour Courts will, however, deal with disputes relating to individual 

Dismissals, Discharges, etc. in reference to item (vii).

v) Principles for Reference of Disputes to Adjudication? f'e consider the 

Draft Model to bo unacceptable inasmuch as the same seeks to confer more discretionary 

powers on the Stat Governments in the matter of referring Disputes to adjudication. 

Such wide discretionaiy powers are likely to be abused by withholding reasonable demands 

o r tho workmen from reference to Adjudication.

We, therefore, suggest that excepting disputes coming under the purview 

of separate Directorates and having statutory remedies under different legislations, 

nil other disputes should be referred to adjudication and there should not be any bar 

in that respect.

vi) Revival of Lahour Appellat e Tribunalt Due to increasing litigations 

’’esorted tn by employers, opinions fathered strength in favour of abolition of the 

L.A.f. nuf, aV0n after the abolition of L A T the number of cases going up in appeal 

to the Supreme Court and High Courts has been continually increasing. Firstly, it is 

necessar- that; matters pertainin’- to industrial disputes should be taken away from the 

purview of tho Sunrome Court and high Coui’ts. The final appellate body should be L.A.T. 

Dur object-on in respect of LAT was based on the phenomenon of increasingly large number 

of appeals bein- preferred mostly by employers. Simple abolition of LAT only diverted 

all anneal cases tn supreme Court and high Courts entailing prohibitive । expenses fois

ted on unions. L A T can, therefore, be only revived if the Supreme Court andd high 

Courts are kept boyond the purview of industrial disputes.

vii) CREATION OF SEPARATE MACHINERY FOR DEALING V/IIJi DISPUTES RELATING 
—DISCHARGES, otc.

In our opinion action should be taken at the All-lndia level



ail individual worker in the event of a dispute arising out of dismissal or discharge, 

which is not at present treated as an 'INDUSTRIAL DISPUTE’ should bo entitled to ap

proach the Labour Court set. up specifically to deal with such cases, either himself** 

or through any union of his choice or through any other agent.

viii) Jurisdiction of a Tribunal appointed by one State Government 
in respect of a dispute concerning workmen employed in diffe
rent States*...... ...  , _ __________ _____________ _____ ___

Necessary changes should be made in the Industrial Disputes Act in order 

to obviate such difficulties so that it may be within the power of u State Government 

to refer disputes in such undertakings to the local Tribunals, whore setting up of a 

National Tribunal is not found feasible.

(p) PIUJBLELfu Helrt^n" to Trade Union Organization?

i) fTith regard to Outsiders? We might agree to the reduction of ths statu- 

tnry limit on the number of outsiders on the executive Committee of a Trade Union 

hhe existing 50/ to 25/. Those who have actually been workers and subsequently dismis

sed from service should, however, be treated as workers and not as outsiders for this 

purpose•

ii) Nambership^F^: It is already agreed to.

iii) 'Ta feel it necessary that the work of the Registrars should bo decentralised 

to avoid delay in registration of unions.

iv) Te are apposed to conf ament of any statutory authority on the Registrar to 

inspect the records and accounts maintained by the Unions, as it <11 lead to, firstly, 

discrimination against A.i.I.i. .3. Unions, and secondly to increasing official interfe

rence into union affairs.

v) Observenoo of rule of tho union: We are totally opposed ’to give any

.statutory authority to the Registrar to s ipervisa the observance or otherwise of the 

rules by unions. That will lead to discrimination against ATTUC unions and will ulti

mately serve as a clue to cancel or withdraw registrat .on of unions. The matter of ob~ 

seT'vance of rules is entirely an affair of the ordinary members of unions and no offi

cial interference in this regard is acceptable.

vi) ue might agree to provide for the withdrawal or cancellation of registrations 

failing to submit their Annual Returns.

vii) Bp^i^rrt.ion. oif Union:

(a) It was agreed to at the ‘ ainital Indian Labour Conference that if out 

of -ho 7 signatories to on application for registration, one or two got discharged



during the pendency of the application and if ths signatories were entitled to qpply 

for registration at the time of the application, registration should not bo refused 

on the ground that they had since ceased to be workers. Put amendment to the relevant 

provision of the Act has not yet been made.

(b) *7e are Opposed to any amendment to section 4 of the Act to raise the pros

cribed number of seven. Empowering of the Registrar with the discretion to refuse re

gistration of a trade union on the alleged ground that there is already an adequate 

number of registered unions functioning for the workers in the undertaking or indus

try concerned is very likely to result in curtailment of the fundamental democratic 

right of the workers and in that case will have to depend on official sanction for 

exerci in" the fundamental right. The remedy of the evil of multiplicity of unions 

lies elsewhere and that is in the recognition of representative unions.
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PUNJAB & HIMACHAL COMMITTEE

rade mon ongre$^<
G. T. ROAD, JULLUNDUR.

Ref. No. Dated 29th May, 1959 79

The Secretary,
A 11 India Trade Union Congress, 

New Delhi*

D^ar Comrade,

Herewith I am enclosing sepr&tely my views on the

meorandum on Industrial Relations*

I hope you will go through the document* Regarding 

the Kerala Industrial Relation Bill,I am writing my views on it 

and fchxk shall send the same in a day or so.

with greetings

Yours fraternally,

(Satish Loomba)
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(Noto Views have been expressed only on the specific points on which 
the conference has been invited to opine.)

A• Machinery for collective bargainfyLng and the settlement pf,industrial

1) Th® procedure proposed in the Kerala Industrial Relations Bill for 
theoentif:’c<u^ of negotiating agents*
The relevent chapter in this regard is chapter III of the Bill.
Section 8 suhsection^s) e(at p.3.) provides as a prior condition# fox' 
regogni^tion that the union^will abide by ths code of discipline as 
provided in schedule lIIMo
Our experience of the working the code is noThappy. The GoneralSouncil 
feels that the Code is being used as a weapon to put unilateral curbs 
cui the trade unions.Secondly,the Code is part of the larger agr-aemonts 
on ifiosurc,rationalisation,wage boards etc. in whose background it was 
agreed to«xhirdly, the employers freely violate the Code*

If in this Bill,acceptance of thccodo is made a prior condition for 
recognition of a union,and its violatioqfcan by law lead to cancellation 
of recognition (as provided in section Il(a) of the Bill,this will put 
a big unilateral weapon in the hands of employers without any 
legislatixM restriction on employers.*he position will be that the Union 
will QA compelled to abide by the coda in order to secure and retain 
recognition,while the employer need not even formally accept it.

This also counter to the understanding of the sub-committee appointed 
by the General Council of ths ATTUC a^MadatiKl at Bangalore.

Similarly the recog lotion may be cancelled if the union commits an 
unfair labour pract co^ii-b). Thia leaves open the question of as to who 
decides the issue. " are not in favour of its being decided by the 
certifying authorit • as it is^qu&si-judicial decision. Secondly,this is 
too general a claw. and likely to be misused in exlf—x. .

Regarding certification of negotiating agent for employers,the 
position also requires some changes* Withdraw! of their recognition has 
no meaning,because defacto the union has tp with them.
bince the proccdux > adopted has to bs discussed with reference to the 
who}.® of India,should b< takento remove these lacunae.

For idrix the rest the AITUC will obviously support the pro
cedure.

ii) Works Comrd.tl >e<
The suggestion regarding formationGf a small tripartite 

committee to go nto the question is welcome.

iii) Validity cd agreements reached through direct negotiation between 
th© parties.

In addition to uh© four suggestions cisimcdtt made it is farther sag sat
ed that any agr ement }if challenged, bfr-a fixed percentage of workers 
should be subjc t to rqtificatioij by secret ballot employees.

The question ,however, as admitted by the jnemorandum red linked with 
that of recognition of a representative union.^his question must be £h 
first settled t.id ballot provided in case of dispute as to repre sent at it 
character.

iv) R^fex-ence of Disputes to voluntary arbitration and replacement 
of courts tnd tribunal by arbitration boards®
At this stege adjudication is more acceptable than arbitration. •
Voluntary arbitration is always open,and failing that adjudication
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is better* Secondly,the suggestion that Govt* should chose arbiti at&om 
out of*pan£L> is very dhngerous. Discrimination against ATTUG is widely 
practised and if disputes have to be settled by uovt. nominees even if 

o^c nominated out of pane Is, the AITUC can never agree to IHTUC nominees as 
arbitrators.Obviously the Govt* will maintain panels as tjdaai labour and 
employers nominees ,not according to organisations.

Hence this suggestion should hot bo accepted.All that can be 
accepted is that conciliation officers should be instructed to ma^b 
special efforts to make oartie^to voluntary arbitration ,if conciliation 
fails.

vi) Model Principles for Reference of Disputes to Adjudicators•

While it is urgently needed that some principles W. laid dom for 
reference of disputes to adjudication,the model principles suggested oat **' 
a ppendix III and those outlined by Prof. Richardi^e both most objection
able and designed at hitting the workers'interest. These must on no 
account be accepted but vehemently rejected.

To take the su.getion^of Prof* Richardson first*
1) The first suggestion is welcome and is itaodt in fact long overdue *fe 

This should be accepted*
iij The Second suggestion should be rejected •Ihe Labour Commissioner is 
not a fit person to excercise a judicial and impartial mind and is directly 
under the control of the Govt. In ma^y states the Labour Commissi ner is 
openly pro-employers.WLth the question of public sector, an addition cut 
difficulty will arise regarding cases pertaining to the public sector.

iii) This suggestion should also be recocted ,as it will merely lead to 
much delay without any useful result. As it is the whole conciliation and 
adjudication process is much too lengthy and and needs simplifi
cation and speeding-up.
iv) This suggestion should also be rejected for reasons given in (iii) 

above.Also ,when a matter is being conciliated dpon ,strikes are 
illegal under the provision^of the Industrial Disputes Act* Back referonce5 
for conciliation will mean an un-bcarable delay while workmer^vill have 
autoright to strike during all thie^ bartetra- proceedings.

'u> * H <rv-»

As re I the Draft model Principles: 
These must be rejected in toto.

A • Individual disputes.
The proposals would reduce the whole position ag-it at present 

existsunder section 33 of the I.DA* The merits can bo dicussed only if lx 
the mala fides of the employer can be jBirst proved. As it is the trade 
tnion movement is agitating for changing the postian as it exists under 
section 33 and confering power on the tribunals and courts to go into th 
the merits of the case .If this procedure is accepted even the remedy now 
available to the workers of raising a dispute and securing a reference,^ 
even after a court has given permission under section 33 to the employ?© 
will be denied (and ths denial will extend to alLbases whether under sect 
33 or otherwise.
Inlact ,if accepted ,the result will be that an employers* action in dis— 
missng etc. axx an employ e will be Jdstitfeable only if the acts male- 
fides or violate^jr-jotxfca ppima facie provisions of law. Merits will not 
be open to adjudication un&p?these 2 prior conditions are satisfied*

Again5Gv n if primo-facie youcan prove the malafidejetc of the 
employer,re feme© to adjudication can be denied by the Govt, if they are 
satisfied about violation or breach of Oode of Discipline by the worker* 
The satisfaction of the Govt. Will obviously be ohly sub Jedtive 1 and not 
open tochallenge. Again the Code becomes a law a position which we in 
no case can accept.

r
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B. Collective Dispute a.
Qlause kl) would cut out the discretion of the Govt, in refering 

a dispute for adjudication ,or without cone illation .The re is
no valid reason for taking away these rights and if the Government does 
not want to excerciye any of them, it may not .Similarly the emphasis on 
arbitration is^nece scary it is in any case open even now to the parties 
to agrees to arbitration.

Clause (2) is very mischievous .The very fact of legality of a 
strike is a justiciable matter and only a Judicial court can properly 
pronounce upon it.Again 5 case law now exists,the strike may be illegal 
but justifiable ; anad this very “safeguards certain rights of workmen not 
withstanding illegality of strike. Now the Govt, would be the sole judge 
of whether a strike is legal or not and there can be no appeal against 
Govt.5 sole discretion* excersised without hearing the parties and without 
going into the facts of the case.

Secondly,the employer can declare an illegal lockout and keep 
the matter away from ad judiac at ion, simply by this act. So act not only will 
the workers^tonce dismissed by such an illegal act;all their demands and 
the dismissal itself can-not form^iubject matter of a reference. In fact 
the ridiculous concept of equating strike and lockout leads £d its most 
logical absordity here*

Thirdly,even if a shrike is legal,if it is without notice, and 
if the workmen have not exhausted all stages of conciliation etc., no 
reference can be made. This xx in fact seeks to render wery strike without 
notice and without a prior recourse to conciliation illegal and the trade 
union movement can not accept this effort at widening the scope of illegal 
strikes through the back door.

Clause (3) This is a ridiculous effort at discouraging evenxy^=~ 
peacefull and legal strikes. The employer has simply to withhold wages and 
the Tfbrkman is denied even the relief of adjudication.

Clause t4) This is a matter which can be accepted but subject to 
our suggestion5given below.

Clause (5) Tills again should take away the right of workman to 
raise claims mostly rei wages and scales and grades etc in individual 
concerns and ^^reference on such claims for long periods .^ence it most 
be rejected.

11,Except(4) Wicli can also acceptable if compulsosryKXgajcsLiizg 
recognition and ballot is aggeed to,all th<- other 3 conditions will merely 
further restrict the right of workman to obtain relief through adjudication. 
An example , many demands will^be rarSaaraEtxx refused adjudication on the 
grounds of'reasonablenessl’according to the subjective satisfaction of the 
Govt. Again clause (2) and (3) will take away many rights now being won 
by workers of individual units and tend to fix norms at the l^tst existing 
level. Icrw»<r

Some Suggestions.

It will however be welcome if som** — ■ -

.k- li) These InduBtrlalC«^U Standing

individual concerned dta

directly or through a regxrtered t0 enfcc« and
Hi) These Industrie Courts ^.ettlenentB.

interpret all awards and agreemeuv»

- -........- courts and tribunals should be automatical?
made within a prescribed pferffed by the Govt, if both or either party * 
expsass^a desire for such referees•

The General Council of the WUC discussed this matter and 
unanimously favoured the revival ef L.A.T, However it felt that at the 
same time the demand for cutting rut recourse to High Courts & Supreme
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Court through a Constitutional amandmant must be raised vigorously*

viii) Oreatiqa ^^erv ^or J^Ji^ual-dJs^u^
This"is most essential specially in view of recent court 

prcnouncenents ret collective disputes* Our suggest Jenin^this regard 
have been given at (vi) above* However it must be n§ySft that in 
individual disputes, the right of an individual worker to^be re
presented in courts by any of the authorities provided in industrial 
Disputes Act ( a Regd* TU, or a federation or any of its office bearers^ 
or any efcrtherworker) must be safeguarded* 

ixj Territorial jurisdiction of Tribunal >
It is suggested that the State Government wherd the Head Office 

of a concern is situated as well as ths State Gcvernennt where a 
particular branch is situated should both be powered to refer a 
dispute to adjudication* If the Govemnent^wbere the head office is 
situated refers a dispute^ it shall be legally entitled to order that 
the Award shall apply only to the head office or to all branches, 
depending upon the jurisdiction of the Unipn* in case of a State Govt*> 
where a branch is situated, if the Union of that branch raises a dispute* 

the reference should extend Ieh only to that particualr branch*

B. Problems relating to trade Onion Organlaation
i) limit on outsiders on TO Exeoutivest

Thera is no reason for further restrictions* In fact it must be 
strongly insisted* This is,as is obvious*^ an attack on the democratic 
functioning of the unions and hits at their bargaining power and power 
to fight cases In courts*

ii) Provision rex membership feus in T U Actt
While it is desirable that THks should have stable funds and any 

effort in this direction must be encouraged, it is not welcomed that 
atatutary reotrictions should be placed, and should be made a prior 
condition for registration* This is specially unwelcome in small-scale 
industries> and will adversely affect membership figures*

Ths General Council of FTUC discussed this matter and was of the 
above opinion*

ill J Does not call for any comments*
IvJ Empowering Registrars to inspect Records*

This suggestion itf not eawelcome* Under the TU Act audited 
accounts have to be submitted every year to the Registrar* If this 
suggestion is endorsed, it will lead to unwelcome executive interference 
in the fucticning of TUs, and will lead to further descriminaticn against 
A1TUC and in favour of the Governmental Unions*

The TUs can never accept this curtailment of their freedom* 
v>&vi) These two suggestions cannot be accepted for the same reasons 
«e in<ivj above.

vii> This is a straight effort at at&tg^caastituted Trade Unionism * 
The General Council of the FTUC discussed this suggestion and unanimously 
rejected it* The present position should continue*

batish Loomba*
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Motes on the Ministry of ^aLour’^ pamphlet on Indus trial relation

(vide the list of .subjects given in pages 
20-21 of the pamphlet.)

The relev ent section of the Xkerala bill given in pag4 5 of tn 
pamphlet .speaks only of the f recognised 1,1 unions, if that be so , the 
AITUC unions will have no right even to presenttheir claim foi* 
referendum beiorethe appropriate authority, because very fet- unions 
in Bihar are recognised or are likely to be recognised in near 
future, hence the workerecognisedmin the quoted sentence .should be 
substituted by '’’registered’1.

•Secondly it should be emphasised that no industry-wise union
.should be recognisedunless it secures 50^ of the total votes (inclu
ding casual and temporary workers) in a referendum for the purpo.se 
of concluding any industry-wise .settlement. Same will be the criteria 
for determining representativeness of unions , operating in one or 
more units of any industry. This should not apply in cases where then 
is only one registered union , provided, it secures more than 25^ vote 
in a referendum. Any registered union, .showing on its register a 
membership strength of more than IQ# of the to til strength of the 
wrkers, shall have the right to_ be a party to the referendum; -and 
the qualification of one years operation should, be done away with! 
because no union in Bihar Js registered before it operates; for more 
than t wo years.}.

A(iii) xhe proposal may be agreed to only if the principle of 
referendum is accepted as a means of de/t err lining the representa
tiveness ,and that, without any Irrelevant qualifications.

A(iv) .Some of the difficultly in the. matter of arbitration are as
foil owe:

-----it is extremely io difficult to get an agreed arbitrator, 
who will agree to accept $he job. Vve are not aware of panel in our 
area.

-------- The question of remuneration to the arbitratori.fi ales a 
vexed problem, and the unions generally cannot afford to pay high 
charges for the arbitrators in addition to the expenses for conduct
ing the workers case.

-- There i.s no rule governing the procedure of arbitration which 
in consequence, inordinately delays the disposal of the disputes.

A(vi) Richardson’s recommendations:- Labour Conwissioners may be
given polars to dispose the implementation disputes, provided two 
safeguards are provided for in tbi.fi matter, firstly, all the complaint 
■should lie through a registered inion , and these shall be disposed 
within three monhts of its presentation. Necess-ary civil powers 
should be conferred on the L.C.s to malle it possible. Secondly, a 
provision of appeal should be made to labour court or a tribunal. 4. 
suitable appeal fee may be imposed to check the iiidijsc ri adnate khB 
use of the right of appeil.

Draft model principles for reference:- .At pre-sent there is no 
machinery, excepting the criminalXcourts, to determine and locate the 
guilt of violence, and hence this proviso shoudl be opposed^ This may 
be taken up for consideration along with the problem of setting up 
of adequate machinery for enquiries in .all such cases.

t A(viii) A seperate machinery for dealing with the cases of individual 
kt, dismissals may be created where the complaints may lie directly from 

xr^Uv-cJaggreived workers. The workmen should have the b^nifit of
tiori by the trade nninn

purpo.se
arbitratori.fi
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United Iron & Steel Workers’ Union.
3 0 MAY 1959

Officer
Station Road, 

P. O. Burnpur.
(Burdwan)

Regd. No. 3389 
Head Office:—K U L T I 

( PROF. BARI ZIN DAB AD )

BARI Phone No. Asi. 2707 •

Ref. No.................... Dated..... 28tn.Ma.y_ 195 y*

To
The General Secretary,
A.l .T.U.C ,
Asnok Hoad,
in o w -De mi •

Dear Comrade,

Ref: Your Circular No.AU/l/b9 of 14.h.b9 
as published in trie T .U RECORD No.14 
of 2O.o.o9.

Wo enclose herewith our suggestion m
connection with the Memorandum on industrial relations 
circulated by the Ministry of Labour ,Govt of India.

Kindly od the needful and oblige,
With T .U .greetings,

Comiy lours
' Beu— Lix

Dor Genl.Sec rotary •

No.AU/l/b9


To Boost tap I.N.T.U.C. union and supress A.I.T.U.C. 

workers inside the Bhctory the Tata Iron & Steel Company 

authorities are resorting to unfair labour practices.
The I.N.T.U.C. led Tata Workers Union being a recog

nised union by the management is allowed to collect money 

Inside the factory premises. During payment hours the company 

allows a good number of supervisory staff Including the Fore

men and General foreman of the Department some time even the 

Superintendent of the Department to cover the place of payment 

and induce every workman and some times by catching hold of the 

persons of the workers to pay subscription for the Tata Workers 

Union. Those who do not pay are marked and harrassed in the 

Works. The workers are to work under these supervisory staff 

and in order to save themselves from harrasment they reluct

antly pay money.

Whenever a worker goes to represent any greivances 

the supervisory staff directs them to come through TATA WORKERS1 

UNION (INTUC) before their legitimate greivances are heard.

Though the JAMSHEDPUR MAZD00 R IMIOJT commands the 

support of overwhelming majority of workers of Tata Iron and 

Sted Company, yet the management refuse to deal with the JAM

SHEDPUR MAZDOOR UNION even on greivances of individual nature ' ■ ” .J ‘ I’ >
of members of this union. The greivance of Sri. N.p. Ghosal 4. 
WHEEL TYRE & AXLE PLANT (TISCO) was represented to Tisco autho

rities on 18th May, 1959. The conpany has not even the courte

sy of acknoledting the letter of the union,. ।

The Tata Iron & Steel Company dismissed and discharged < ...
about 100 workers in connection with 12th May’68 strike though 

90% of the workers joined that strike. Dismissed and discharged 

workers made representation their cases to the Tisco managements 

Hot a single worker who is member of JAMSHEDPUR MAZDOOR UNION is 

re-instated through grievances procedure of the company.
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343 of such dismissed and discharged cases have been 

represented to the Government for re-in statement} Sri. 

Gulzarilal Nanda} The Labour Minister, Bihar and in the 

floor of Bihar Assembly the Government spokesman declared 

that they are against mass dismissal* But not a single 

worker has been reinstated as yet* Even the demand of 

Industrial Tribunal by the JAMSHhDPUR MA ZD OOH UNION to 

adjudicate upon the issue has not got favourable response 

from the Government as yet, though the issue is lying with 

the Labour Department, Government of Bihar for months • 

On the plea of infringement of Industrial Dispute Act the 

workers who are members of A* I* T* U. C*, unions are being 

broughtto law courts to safeguard management’s interest 

( Cases have been instituted by the Labour Department 

against 19 workers of TELCO, about 100 workers of TI8C0, 

4 workers of TINPLATE and 13 workers in MOUBHANDAR INDIAN 

COPPER CORPORATION )• Incidentally it may be mentioned 

that when some I.N.T.U.C., workers instigated and resorted 

to an illegal stoppage of work in TELCO on 8th August’58, 

the Labour Department did not think it necessary to take 

any action and the management also pardoned the workers. 

For alleged similar offence 19 workers of JAMSHEDPUR MAZDOOR 

UNION were dismissed by TELCO management and the Labour 

Department sued them in the law court.

Some 800 workers of TATANAGAR FOUNDRY COMPANY Ltd., 

have been illegally locked out since September 1958 by the 

management. These workers have been selected for their 

allegience to A.I.T.U.c*, union* The Government of Bihar
I

has t|&en no action against the ma nag an ent, of Tatanagar 

Foundry Co., for this illegal act. And 800 workers are 

still lying idle for the anti-labour policy of the Govern-
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Under I.D. Act 26 for/workers of Tinplate company 
Ltd*, and 13 workers of Indian Cdpper Corporation of Moubhandar 
were punished by lower courts. Their appeals are pending before 
District Judges Court, Dhanbad. But the management of I.C.C., 
without waiting for final decision of the case, dismissed 13 
concerned workers forthwith under Standing Order* The Tinplate 
Company has also gave notices of dismissal of 4 workers and it 
will take effect if not stopped by District Judge* 
NON - 'IMPLEMENT AT ION OF AWARDS $

The Industrial Tribunal Award regarding demands 
of Tinplate Workers, published in the Bihar Gazettes dated 18th 
Febraury’59, directed the management of Tinplate Co*, to settle 
the revision of grades of the employees by holding negotiation 
between the Company and the unions namely, JAMSHEDPUR MAZDOOR 
UNION and TKPMtB WORKERS’ UNION (JNTUC). The management has 
not taken any step to implement this part of the award and J.M.U, 
has not been called to negotiate on the basis of the above ins
pite of management’s attention drawn to this matter more than 
once* 

VIOLATION OF RULES REGARDING WORKS COMMITTEE!
According to Industrial Dispute Act Bihar rules 

Section 34 (II), where there are more than one Trade Union re
gistered under the Indian Trade Unions Act, collectively repre- 
sen tat ing 53% or more of the workmen, all the representative of 
the Works Committee shall be nominated by these Trade Unions in 
proporation to their respective strength. The JAMSHEDPUR MAZDOOR 
UNION has got more than 51% of the permanant workers as its 
member but in the present Works Committee of TISCO all the re
presentative of the workmen have been nominated by the TATA 
WORKERS’ UNION (INTUC) alone* This has been done for the second 
time recently inspite of repeated protests from JAMSHEDPUR MAZ- , ■ •........ . • ■ • r .
DOOR UNION. Similar treatment is meted out to J.M.U*, in Tin
plate, Telco and Tatanagar Foundry.
RE -GI- ST -RA- TI- ONI ( Registration ) l

The policy of Bihar Government regarding Registra
tion of Trade unions is not to allow the workers to form asso

ciation to their own choice. / .,d .
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For years the applications of A.I.T.U.C., unions for Regis* 

tratlon are being kept pea ding on one plea or another*, though 

these unions enjoy overwhelming support of the mass of the 

workers. The exasple of WITED MINERAL WORKERS’ WIOT> 

GUA. The MOUBHABDAR COPPER WORKERS* UWIOK, Moubhandar, 

Ghat^hila, The RAJAHKA CEl^EM QUARK? WORKERS UMIGH, Chaibassa 

my be cited in this connection.

Dated the, 
20th July, 1959.
np /m-

Agi kenbral Secretary, 
JAMSHEDPUR MA2&00R OTW

Jamshedpur.
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From s'
The General Secretary,
Textile Mazdoor Ekta union (Regd.)*
Putlighar, AMRITSAR.

To,
The General Secretary,
Punjab & Himachal Coimaittee

of
All India Trade Union Congress,
G«T.Road, JULLUNDUR.

Sir,
Please refer to your note dated 28/5/59 on the 

Memo r andum on I ndu s tri al re 3. ati on s ci re ulated by A.I.T.U.C. 
We have to make the following observations:-
1) On page 3, under the Heading ’Some suggestions*
in para 3 you have suggested "Reference to such courts and 
Tribunals should be automatical, made within a prescribed 
period by the Government both or either party expresses 
a doMre for such reference".

Wa have to submit that this proposal as far as it 
suggests that a reference for adjudication be made on the 
desire of either party is a dangerous proposal because it 
means that whenever employers wish to scotch a strike and 
whenever it is advantageous for the workers to go on strike 
rather than have adjudication employed will express a desire 
for adjudication and the workers will have only two alternative 
-s i.e. give up the strike or go on on illegal strike.

beHence the suggestion should that a reference should 

bo made when workers desire and not when either party desires. 
2) On page 1, in para iii it is suggested that any
agreement if challenged by a fixed percentage of workers 
should be subject to ratification by secret ballot of employeel 

t 
In this employees will include officers, hence it 

should be’workers* or at the most ’workmen* •



(2)

employers are the accusers and also the judges, a reference 
should be guaranteed♦
4. Itpart from the above we have already sent to the
A*I.T.U.C. - * -Office> vzhat changes are necessary in the
Industrial Disputes Act* As the Mwite whole question of 
amending the I.D* Act is being considered by a Committee, 
all the amendments which we have been suggesting in C
c< whould be sent to the A»I*T.U*C. and that
Committee

Yours fraternally.



PHONE 273C^

JAMSHEDPUR MAZDOOR UNION
( AFFILIATED TO ALL INDIA TRADE UNION CONGRESS )

Registered no, 672

President : Sunil Mukherjee
G1 Secretary : Kedar Das, m. l. a.

Ref. No, .

Com. Dange, M.P.

33. SARKAR H3UII—DING 
JAMSHEDFUR-1.

20 th July’59^ o

Dear com* Dange,
On 18-7*59, I sent a telegram to Sri. Gul sari 

lai Nanda regarding Moubhandar and Musabani, where all our 
workers (Union woxkers) are being arrested under section ' 
151 XdP.Ce/ There had been no agitation from our side 
recently excqjt one of our worker who was dismissed from 
Moubhandar went to gate for propganda. All our workers 
including com. Basta Soren, Secretary, district Kisan 
Sabha are arrested* Com. Basta was treated by the Police 
like an ordinary criminal at Ghatshila, Jamshedpur. 1 
met the S.D.O., who replied evasively that there cases 
have become sub-Judice. i&3baxsz’k Normal trade union z 
activities in this District are being prevented by police 
going round workers’ Bustee terrorising the workers.' In 
Moubhandar 13 workers are dismissed after lower court’s 
conviction under l.D. Act, even though apeals are pending 
with District Judges’ Court. The case was for alleged 
participated in stopage of work in January 1958.

We espect you to move the authorities to 
ensure normal T.U. activities in this area.

Hope yon are keeping good health.
With greetings.

Yours sincerelyi^
U ■
( Dr. U. Misra )

P.S. In Mosabaniy Copper mines are situated and about
7000 workers work there.



JAMSHEDPUR MAZDOOR UNION
( AFFILIATED TO ALL INDIA TRADE UNION CONGRESS )

Registered No, 672

President : Sunil Mukherjee

Gl. Secretary : Kedar Das. m. l. a.

m*8.A> aa&gfe M*P*

Dear com* Dange,

3 3EXPRESS LETTERS

20th July»59* io

-*RKAR BUILDING 
MSHEDFUR-1.

Enclosed herewith please find some instances

of discriminatory and repressive action against A*I*T*IK^ 

imlons and their members. fasnyuinv-ii^ Vie hope

this will help you to take steps to stop such actions 
in the ensuring Labour Conference at Madras.

I
With respectful greetings.

Yours sincerely,

kgs General Secretary, '

Enclos One*





Session

( 17TH SESSION, MADRAS - JULY, 1959

A„ 4 X « XJL

1» Action taken on the decisions of the 16th 
of the Indian Labour Conference•

2. Industrial Relations.

3. Service conditions of domestic servants.

4, Introduction of a Pay Roll Scheme in the 
industrial establishments.

5« Proposal to revise the rates of compensation in 
Forkmen1s compensation Act, 1923.

6» Delinking of provident fund benefits from gratuity for 
the purpose of granting exemption to establishments or 
employees covered under the Employees’ Provident Funds , 
Act, 1952 from the operation of the provisions of Employees 
Provident Funds Scheme, 1952.

-0-0—
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MADHYA PRADESH BILL

No. 14 of 1959

THE INDIAN TRADE UNIONS (MADHYA PRADESH 
AMENDMENT) BILL, 1959

A Bill further to amend the Indian Trade Unions Act, 1926 
in its application to Madhya Pradesh.

Be it enacted by the Madhya Pradesh Legislature in the
Tenth Year of the Republic of India as follows :—

I. (1) This Act may be called the Indian Trade Unions Short title and 
(Madhya Pradesh Amendment) Act, 1959. commencement.

(2 ) It shall come into force on such date as the State Go
vernment may, by notification, appoint.

2. In section 2 of the Indian Trade Unions Act, 1926 (XVI of Amendment of 
1926) (hereinafter referred to as the principal Act),—• section 2, Ccn-

. , tral Act XVI of
(1) clause (a) shall be renumbered as clause (a-2) and 1926. 

before clause (a-2) as so renumbered the following 
clauses shall be inserted, namely :—

“(a) ‘approved list’ means the list of approved unions 
maintained by the Registrar under section 28-A;

(a-1) ‘approved union’ means a Registered Trade 
Union on the approved list;”

(ii) clause (b) shall be renumbered as clause (b-1) and 
before clause (b-1) as so renumbered the following 
clause shall be inserted, namely :—

“(b) ‘Industrial Tribunal’ means a Tribunal cons
tituted under section 7-A of the Industrial Dis
putes Act, 1947 (XIV of 1947);”

(iii) before clause (c) the following clause shall be inserted, 
namely :—

“(b-2) ‘local area’ means any area notified by the 
Registrar as a local, area for the purposes of 
this Act;”.

3. After section 10 of the principal Act the following 
shall be inserted, namely :—

“10-A. (1) For the purposes of discharging his 
under the Act Registrar shall have —

section Insertion of 
section 10-A 
in Central Act 
XVI of 1926.

duties Other powers 
of Registrar.

(a) the following powers of a Court of Civil jurisdic
tion under the Code of Civil Procedure, 1908, 
namely, powers —

(i) to require or accept the proof of facts by affidavits;
(ii) to summon and enforce the attendance_ of any 

person and to examine him on oath;
(iii) to compel the production of documents; and
(iv) to^issue- commission for the examination of-wit

nesses;
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(b) power to enter and inspect any place used by a 
registered trade union as office;

(c) power to convene or cause to be convened a meeting 
of theZgeneralbody~br executive~oF a~registered 
Trade Union; and

(d) such other powers as may be prescribed.
(2) Where in the opinion of the Registrar a registered Trade 

. Union is unable to function effectively on account of a dispute
> ' as to who are-the lawful office-bearers of the Union, the Registrar

\ may, after holding such enquiry as he deems fit, determine and 
/ I declare theTpersons who are the lawful office-bearers?”

Substitution ’ 6f 4. For section 11 of the principal Act, the following section 
new section for shall be substituted, namely :— 
section 11, Cen- 
tral Act XVI
ofl926, Tl. (1) Any person aggrieved by an order of the
APPeal Registrar—

(a) refusing to register a trade union; or
(b) withdrawing or cancelling a certificate of registra

tion;
may within 30 days from the communication of such 

order to the trade union concerned, appeal to the 
Industrial Tribunal whose decision shall be final.

(2) The Registrar shall comply with any order passed by the 
Industrial Tribunal under sub-section (1).”

Insertion of new 5. After Chapter III of the principal Act, the following 
Chapter Chapter shall be inserted, namely :— 
Central Act
XVI of 1926. “CHAPTER III-A

Approved Unions

Approved 28-A It shall be the duty of the Registrar to maintain in
Unions. such form as may be prescribed a list of approved unions.

Certain unions 28-B. A union entered on the approved list maintained 
deemed to be under the Bombay Industrial Relations Act, 1947 as adapted in 
approve unions, ^^hya Bharat by the Madhya Bharat Industrial Relations 

(Adaption) Act, Sam vat 2006 (31 of 1949), before the commence
ment of this Act shall be deemed to be an approved union 
under this Act.

Maintenance of 28-C. (1) Any registered Trade Union may apply in the 
approved list prescribed form for being entered in the approved list, 
and conditions
ente^d^n it. (2) On receipt of such application the Registrar shall hold 

such enquiry as he considers necessary and if he is satisfied that 
such union fulfils the conditions necessary for its being ertered 
in the approved list, he shall enter the name of such union in the 
approved list and shall issue a certificate of its entry in such form 
as may be prescribed :—

Provided that—
(i) in any local area the Registrar shall not wuthout the 

previous sanction of the State Government enter 
more than one Union in respect of any industry;



(ii) where two or more unions fulfilling the conditions 
necessary for registration specified in section 28-D 
apply for their entry in the approved list, the 
Union which has the largest membership of the 
employees employed in the industry, shall alone 
be entered in the approved list;

(iii) the Registrar shall not enter any union in the approved 
list, if he is satisfied that the application for entry 
is not made bona fi - e in the interests of employees 
but is made in the interests of the employer.

28-D. (1) No union shall be entered in the approved list Conditions of 
under this Act, unless— entry in the

approved list.

(i) the membership of the union is open to all the employees 
irrespective of caste, creed or colour;-

(ii) the union has for the whole of the period of six months 
next preceding the date of application under sec
tion 28-C a membership of not less than between 
fifteen and twenty per cent accordingly as the State 
Government may prescribe for that local area of 
the employees employed in the industry in that 
area;

(iii) The constitution of the union shall be such as may 
be provided by or under this Act, and in particular, 
shall require that—

(a) the subscription payable for membersh'p shall be 
not less than four annas a month or such other 
sum as may be fixed by the State Government 
under sub-section (2) and that the accounts 
of the union shall be audited by an auditor ap
pointed or approved by the State Government at 
least once in each financial year;

(b) the executive of the union shall meet at least once 
in three months and that all resolutions passed 
by the executive or general body shal be recorded 
in a minute book;

(c) the union shall not sanction a strike as long as 
conciliation and arbitration are available and 
shall not declare a strike until a ballot is taken 
and the majority of the members of the union 
vote in favour of the strike; and

(d) the union shall not sanction or resort to stoppage 
which is illegal under any enactment for the 
time being in force.

(2) The State Government may, by notification direct that 
in the case of any registered Trade Union of workmen or employees

of engaged in any employment specified in the schedule to the Mini-
1948 mum Wages Act, 1948, the membership subscription may be 

less than four annas for such period as may be specified therein
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(3) Any registered Trade Union complying with the condi
tions specified in sub-section (1) and having a larger member
ship in an industry in a local area than an approved union for 
such industry shall on an application in that behalf be entered 
in the approved list in place of such approved union by the Regis
trar after holding such enquiry as he deems fit.

Approved union 28-E. Notwithstanding anything contained in section 28-D, 
to continue to if there is any alteration in the local area or areas,— 
be so for . . , . , , , , ,
altered local area (a) an approved union in an industry in the altered local
for sometime. area or areas; or

(b) where two or more approved unions exist in an industry 
in the altered local area or areas the union having 
the largest membership, whether by agreement
of 
by 
fit; 

shall be deemed

the other approved unions or as determined 
the Registrar after such inquiry as he deems

area or areas, as
to be the approved union, for the altered local 
the case may be, for a period of twelve months

Removal from 
approved list.

Rights of 
officers 
approved 
unions.

of

from the date on which such alteration is affected, or where such 
approved union or any other union in the altered local area or 
areas makes an application under section 28—C within such period 
until the disposal of such application by the Registrar.

28-F. (1) The Registrar shall remove a union from the 
approved list if its certificate of registration is cancelled under 
section 10, and may also so remove a union if after holding such 
enquiry if any as he deems fit, he is satisfied that it —

(i) was entered in the list under mistake, misrepresen
tation or fraud; or

(ii) has, since being included in the approved list, ceased 
to fulfil the conditions specified in section 28-D.

(2) Any person aggrieved by an order of the Registrar —
(a) refusing to enter any registered trade union in the 

approved list; or
(b) removing a registered trade union from the approved 

list;
may within 30 days from the communication of such order to the 
trade union concerned, appeal to the Industrial Tribunal whose 
decision shall be final.

(3) The Registrar shall comply with any order passed 
by the Industrial Tribunal under sub-section (2).

28-G. Such officers and members of an approved union as 
may be authorised by or under rules made in this behalf by the 
State Government shall in such manner and subject to such con
ditions as may be prescribed, have a right, and shall be permitted 
by the employer concerned —

(a) to collect sums payable by members to the union on 
the premises where wages are paid to them;

(b) to put up or cause to be put up a notice board on the 
premises of the undertakings in which its members 
are employed and affix or cause to be affixed notices 
thereon;
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(c) for the purpose of the prevention or settlement oL a 
trade dispute —

(i) to hold discussions on the premises of the under
taking with the employees concerned who are 
the members of the union;

(ii) to meet and discuss with an employer or any person 
appointed by him for the ^purpose of removing 
the grievances of its members employed in his 
undertaking;

(iii) to inspect, if necessary, in any undertaking any 
place where any member of the union is employed.”

6. In section 29 of the principal Act, after clause (d) the Amendment of 
following clauses shall be inserted namelv:— section 29.,

0 . 1 Central Act XVI
(d-1) the form m which the approved list shall be of 1926.

maintained under section 28-A;
(d-2) the form of application under section 28-C;
(d-3) the officers and members of approved unions to be 

authorised under section 28-G and the manner 
in which and the conditions subject to which the 
rights of such officers under that section shall be 
exercised.”

7. After section 32 of the Principal Act. the following section Insertion of new 
u n v • , j i section 32-A inshall be inserted, namely Central Act XVI

of 1926.
“32-A Any employer who contravenes the provisions Penalty for 

of section 28-G shall be punishable with fine which c°ntrayenti°n
j r: v j 1 of section 20-Cr.may extend to five hundred rupees.

8. In the Bombay Industrial Relations Act, 1946 (XI of Amendment of 
1947) as adapted in Madhya Bharat region,— Bombay Act XI

(i) clause (1) of section 3 shall be omitted; ted^fn Madhya
(ii) at the end of clause (2) of section 3 the words “main- Bharat region.

tained under clause (a) of section 2 of the Trade 
Unions Act, 1926” shall be added;

(iii) in section 12 ,—
(g.) in the marginal heading the words “and approved 

list” shall be omitted;
(b) clause (b) shall be omitted;

(iv) in sub-section (3) of section 13 for the figures “23” 
the figures and words “28-D of the Trade Unions 
Act, 1926 as applicable to Madhya Pradesh” shall 
be sub tituted;

(v) in section 15, sub-clause (iii) of clause (b) for the figures 
“23” the figures and words “28-D of the Trade 
Unions Act, 1926 as applicable to Madhya Pradesh* 
shall be substituted;

(vi) sections 23, 23-A, 24 and 25 shall be omitted;
(vii) in section 108 the words “or such officer of an approved 

union as is authorised under section 25” shall be 
omitted;

(viii) in section 113-A for the word and figures “17 or 
23” the word and figures “or 17” shall be substi
tuted;

(ix) in section 123, clauses (1) and (m) shall be omitted.
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STATEMENT OF OBJECTS AND REASONS

The Bombay Industrial Relations Act, 1946, as adapted in 
Madhya Bharat region, provides for registration of a trade union 
as an approved union subject to the fulfilment of a certain condi
tions. Such unions enjoy certa n privileges for reorganisation 
and negotiation with the employers for the purpose of prevention 
or settlement of a trade dispute. It is considered desirable to 
extend these provisions with certain modifications to the whole 
of the State. As such provisions should more appropriately 
find place in the Trade Union Act, it is intended to amend the 
said Act, which is in force in the whole of this State.

For the functioning of healthy trade unions, the Registrar 
of the trade unions ought to play a more positive role than merely 
acting as a registering authority. It is, therefore proposed to 
give him requisite powers and to impose corresponding duties 
on him.

It is further considered appropriate that appeals against 
the orders of the Registrar should lie to the Industrial Tribunal 
constituted under the Industrial Disputes Act, 1947 instead of 
to an Assistant or Additional District Judge, since such a Tribunal 
is presided over by a person who is qualified to be a J udge of the 
High Court. This will ensure uniformity Hof decisions became 
the Industrial Tribunal is the highest Tribunal in the matter.

The Amending Bill is designed to achieve the aforesaid 
objects.

V. V. DRAVID,
Member-in-charge.

GCPB—58—SVS—8-4-59—8oo.



SUGGESTIONS OFFERED Bx THE UNITED IRON & STEEL 
WORKERS1 UNION FOR THE NEXT LABOUR CONFERENCE. (REF .MEMORANDUM 
ON INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS CIRCULATED Bx THE MINSITRY OF LABOUR , GOVF. 
OF INDIA.

A. Machinery for Collective bargaining and the 
Settlement of Industrial Disputes. 

• • •
(1) It has been seen that criteria laid down by the last Labour 

Conference for the assesment of membership of unions and the 
consequent recognition thereof do not solve the vexed question 

.« 
of the recognition of a representative union, and as such the 
procedure proposed by the Kerala Govt, in Kerala Industrial 
Relations Bill for certification or Negotiating Agent is the 
best course for the solution of this vexed question.

•
(11) The Works Committees should be vested with more power, and 

compulsory consitution of the Works Committees must be 
provided for.

(iii) This question is Interlinked with the question of recognition 
of a representative union, and unless that is solved, agreement 
reached through direct negotiation between the parties should 
be left out of the scope of Industrial Disputes Act, and 
the party or parties which do not recognise the agreement 
must be left free to go to a Tribunal for adjudication of she 

issues Involved In such djcspnxka: agreement. 
*

(IV) We do not favour Arbitration Board; imtxd^xagxanxthat We 
suggest that the existing Tribunals be manned with judges 
having knowledge of social transformation, social relations 
and of progressive outlook so that niceties of law do not 
defeat the purpose of law.

(v) Agreeing aXxK with the principles, we suggest that individual 
workmen be allowed to go to the constitutional machinery 
without Interference of the Govt.

( vi) Separate Machinery for dealing with individual dispute is 
preferred,and it is suggested that individuals ba permitted 
to have recourse to law wltthout interference of Govt.

Ovii) We are in favour of creation of a special bench in the High 
courts for dealing with appeals from the Industrial Tribunals.

( Vili ) This can be well done by the National Tribunal , if the

Central Conciliation machinery is alerted.
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B. problems relating to Trade Union Or gan si aLhon •

(1) The number of outsiders may be reduced, but those outsiders 
who had been workers must be treated as non-outsider s.

(11) We agree to this proposal.

(ill) We agree to this suggestion
( IV) We agrees
(v) We agree, but mere techincal slip on the procedure or the 

rule should foot be sufficient for the cancellation oi‘ 
the registration

( We agree to tnis

(Vil) We do not agree.

CERTAIN OTHER SUGGESTIONS;

(a) Appeals to the Supreme Court;

(1) Court fees to be dispensed with
(ii) Printing of paperbooks to be dispensed with
(ill) Deposit oi Rs. 2500/- to be dispensed with.
(lv) A Special Bench to be Consitut-ted with Judges 

having social understanding.

( b ) Master ana Ser vaz1.1 r la11 exi

Our judges are preoccupied with the notion of Master - 
and- servant relation between the workmen and. the emploors 
All evils in industrial adjudication flows from this notion. 
The action of the management is not subjected to closest 
scrutiny from a social standpoint/ but is viewed thru 1 

the colored glass of master-an-d servant relation. The result 
is this that when a workman is discharged under the standing 
Orders of the company, there is no remedy whatsoever. To 
Instance tne point, Tno Indian Iron & Steel Company have 
a clauue being clauue Ko. 9 in their standing order that 

if a workman absents himself for 14 consecutive days,without * 
permission, he is automatic.ally discharged. Such a case went 
to the Supreme Court, but no relief was offered by the Court 
saying that it is notthing but a contratual termination of 
service, and as such it is not subject to interference by the 

tv-h ct hoc, innocured the service of am employee, in



ALL INDIA TRADE UIgQN CONGRESS, 

Views of A.I.T. U.C. On Government Labour Policy 
at 17th I.L.C. — Madras),

1, The papers prepared by Government for this conference

completely shut their eyes to certain pressing problems affecting the 

workers, though these problems dominated the Iteinital Conference and 

continue to remain acuta as before. At Nai nit al every delegation 

raised the question of closures, retrenchment and unemployment. 

We discussed these problems and Government and employers promised to 

do certain things. But situation has not improved.

2. Trua, one Textile mill in Bonbay has been taken over since

then. But many more units in Bonbay and eleswher© remain closed. Large 

scale retrenchment and rationalisation in Textiles, engineering etc., 

are taking place, which the employers declare, have the consent of
A

the recognised unions of the INTUC as in Bonbay and 1-feu^ya Pradesh.

3. Several strikes have been taking place on those questions of

retrenchment and victimisation of trade union workers. Court 

Judgements permitting dismissals at the sweet pleasure of the employers 

are evoking protest strikes to defend the rights of the working class. 

Strike in the Grindlays Bank, the Mahindra concern in Calcutta, 

Remington Raxxl, The National Electric and New Era Silk in Bombay, the 

lockout in the Hxrveys, the failure to take over Kaleswarar Illis in 

Coimbatore, show that the Government of India and the State Governments 

after having debated the question at Nainital, have gone back to 

their usual position of leaving the workers alone to fight the superior 

jpeight of the employers.

4, In this period some wage agreements have been negotiated.

The Jajoshedpur wage agi'sement has come out. But even thore, the 

problem of work loads is still unresolved and unless wages and workloads 

are resolved together, it is useless to expect the workers to settle down 

to calm work. Workloads and retrenchment in Jamshedpur the failure to 

evolve proper wages scheme in Burnpur and elsewhere, disturb the Iron 

and Steel sphere, the most vital one for our economey, Ttea Bonus is 

still unsettled and a wages Board for Metal and Engineering as a whole 

is an urgent necessity.



Th® promises made to appoint the wage boards for industries 

have been forozen. Even the Pay commission and the Textile wage 

Board hive been unable to report though a long period, enough to 

exhaust the patience of the workers has passed since their appointment, 

Tiie labour Minister Mr. Nanda has personaly intervfov&d in the 

Coal disputes and in the Banking dispute. But such interventfilonji 

wlrlle securing temporary relief, do not make up for a policy as a 

whole. They become only benevolent exceptions to a bad labour policy, 

widch does not allow urgent questions of life of the workers to be 

resolved in their favour as a natural result of a correct policy.

The promises nade e.t Nalntal and perspectives held before the 

workers have been belied Cor the most part, Where small fulfilments 

have been shown they had to be extracted by prolonged suffering and 

struggles of the workers, 

5. This not only shows the labour policy of the Government in 

actual practice, it also shows that what is called PLANNED DEVELOPMENT 

has no plan, unless all these retrenchments, closures victimsations, and 

lockouts are a part of the ^PLAN1 of the Government and the 

employers for better Development of the profits of ths Gentlemen of 

enterprise |0 j

6. Not content with the position in which the employers aided 

by the Government Machinery are launcidng offensives against the 

workers, it seems in this conference, the Government has put forward 

an agenda on Industrial x'clations, which is calculated to hamstring 

still further the freedom of the workers and their trade Unions.

The proposal to give unheard of powers to the Registrar of 

Trade Unions, that is Government Officials, over the Orginsations of 

trade unions, is the most reactionary yyr proposal on the agenda, 

rio is no more- u mere Registrar. He is to be the Suprone Maker and 

Unmaker of trade Unions. Ifo is to judge how many and where the 

workers should have unions or not. In one state te is even given 

tne power to dismiss and decide the Office bearers of tire "Union. 

Very soon it wiJLl not be tha workers, who will be running ths 

unions, but the nominees of the Government or its party. So long 

it was done behind the back of the workers. Now it is proposed to be 

done with the sanction of the law. Wb refuse to accept this



position. All those proposals of enhancing the powers of the Registrar 

or keeping his Veto on the Unions must be scrapped in toto.

7. The Government of India has not been able to compel observance 

of the code of discipline by the employers, by the state Government 

or by its own Mnistrios. The unions of the AITUC particularly have 

not reaped a single benefit under the code. Not one union of the 

AITUC has been recognised under the Code. And there is the most 

flagrant case on record, where the Secretary of the Union of Employees 

of Audit and Accounts has been dismissed on charges, one of which is 

that he submitted memo to the Pay Commission of the Government of 

India, and suggested curtailment of the authority of ids employer 

(immediate boss J. We need not cite further facts which are too 

numerous to be quoted he re.

80 The experience of the working of the code shows that the 

liajority of tho employers and the State Governments as also ministries 

of the Government of India are not prepared to honour the Code. 

Ifence the AITUC thinks that the code of discipline be suspended 

until ths employers and Governments come in the proper mood to work 

it and that the AITUC be allowed to withdraw from its obligations, 

where the employers and states do not reciprocate and adopt a policy 

of special discrimination against AITUC. To begin with AITUC will 

like to opt out of tho code in BBHAR Jfedyapradesh and Bombay.

9o The Government of India compels the workers to subscribe

Cross of Rupees to ESI. In spite of the promises, it has failed to 

provide hospital! sation,{pxrax care of the families of the insured and 

enhancement of tho employer’s contributions. Provident fund monies 

of the workers are known to have been swindled by lacs. In 

liadyapradesh alone about Rs.50/- lacs have been so swindled. So is 

the position in Bombay and elsewhere. Several Governments have been 

abetting this position and workers in need do not get relief. And 

yet this open daylight fraud is not nailed down by confiscating the 

concerns involved in it. Where is Morality, Democracy and observance 

of law and ths code of discipline in all this?



10. The AlT'j; has always wld that oaa^»atoiy recognition 

of wade unions is a vital rwce salty In India, uxxl that in ardor to 

decide wMcb union has the workers support and ko representative a 

secret ballot of t/w workers is the only correct Method. both these 

daiiaoda hi»vn been refuwl by the liovemuent. Ballot i» regarded aa the 

uust Deftocratla method in the Political field. Then Why is it denied 

in cna Vr^te J/d-ou field? The verification method is o^ aided and 

is havily loaded on the si da of the Uovenmjat., uni ths employe i‘» and 

tncir supporters. The wry fact teat batons or the XHTuC or tnose 

record sod oy the employers alone aun collect subscription. aosey 

in the faetosy ha.idioups tm otaors in making roils am rw&i storing 

fully paid rranu/erardp. bvrr and above this sow of tew verifying
► 

of flyers are subjected to influences .tostiie to the .ilTX’. 

Gojapulooxy recofpv.tion of Txtuie Unions aad ballot to decide tlMr 

representative character are ths absolute preconditions for peace in 

industry and but,or inlustrial Relations. Turn two neasurss will 

bring about <\ f ardairental <:h*^je in the situation and help the eeonoay 

am tin working cln^i t<> forward.

11. ifa hive sMlG th.* above xoiiiarks oa of the problem before 

d« irx gerin^al, bc-oouso thay o^bx’aco I'M iilportdat aspects of any 

progrfc salve l.ibow rolicy.

’ or over 4U years, 3i^c the worJcejrs began to act la derance 

of Uwlr int«ruif.ta u*xl ioz-xed jissa tixa uovaxnnoat and the

alloysro luv® boon avoidl^ direct colloctlva bargaining betwosa xi» 

unions and sirployera. Thepo Ms boon & ooaeistant attempt to 

Interpose s.wce otacr agendas between tha wjrkcrs right to collevcive 

bargalaloii <ni the ei .ploy«rs wao ns a claai tm world over hive 

always resisted direct negotiations with and recognition of trade 

unions, rhe Cor^ress ;d.ni«trl,ss with tMlr avowed adhareme to toot 

god&1 Aata nave -iot followed a different path. hv»a vheys they 

agreed to ,jiw burg?urii^; right nad roc tuition it i» a fared in 

•xchaiki.* f xr s-rrimior of s.x?e fiihds:»»tal rights ao snown in that new 

breed of unions called ‘approved unijio*. hbnc© for thwlast ten 

years :uKire .iuo cc>nM-«»ua arguusets about all kind# of



Tribuw.ls, arbitration baords, concilation Machineries, appeals and so 

on. The present Tripartite has again all of these question on the 

Agenda. We hold that unless a clear cut socialist policy of labour is 

jsfct adopted and miens compulsory recognation of Trade unions, CollectiTO 

bargaining and ballot are introduced, no amount of tribunals, boards, 

and fences on this and that will lead to a satisfactory solutions.

Powe ver -%e will give our views on the various proposals in a gcnoral way.

3.3. W© endorse the nrovisions for the ballot in the Kerala 

Industrial relations bill.

4.3 Since only a Committee is to be appointed to once more 

discuss the works committee nothing need be said. The 

omni-oycrs do not ’want the works committee, nor do the 

Government concerns. Wb want works committees to have more 

powers and v?e want them as elected committees. The worku 

commtttoe in principle must so evolova as to be the basis 

of Socialist feuagement in the future setup.

5.2 Agreements, negotiated and signed by any union must be 

submitted for ratification, in the first instance, to the 

executive committee of the Union and in case of sharp 

differences to the General Body of the Union, Where 15% 

of the workers affected by an agreement negotiated by a 

union object to or demand amendment of the agreement, 

which must in call cases be publicised before the workers 

in all suitable ways, the union shall take steps to call 

the General meeting of the workers affected .if it is an 

ostab 11 shmdnt, and an elected delegates meeting or the 

elected works committees of all the establishments in ths 

Industry if the agreement covers whole Industry to 

ratify, amend or reject the agreement and tha Union 

thereupon shall carry out the decision of such a meeting.

In the absence of such ratifications the agreements will 

not be bindi ng on the workers, for the mere fact that it 

has been negotiated and signed by the Union whether 

representative or not.



6.2 Arbitration boards maybe Instituted to which recourse 

may bs liad by fitter party to dispute of their own free will. The 

Govex-n.ient should have no dicretion to judge the Berits of the case and 

tiwi grant or withhold rel'erenc* to arbitration.

7.3 we do not want to adopt anyKMOOK "Model Principles" 

as such to pre Jo ter. id. ne the reference of disputes to adjudication, 

li the adjudication rticldnery is to exist it rust be available fully and 

finely to the Trade unions. Tte present Veto exercised by ths 

Government on such lefer-nce. and tl»ir tampering with the issues 

franed by the jorkers ausb be done away »dth. The Government are known 

to exercise thoir Veto and powers to the detriment of Unions whom 

they dislike cid to the benefit of employers whom they favour.

8.4. The labour appelate tribunal as such need not bo 

revived because thet would be no cure to tho appeals sent up to the 

Supreme Court unless Industrial disputes are banned from tho pruview 

of tte Supreme Court, fhe element of delay and costs also affected the 

L. A.T. when it existed. would suggest that all High Courts, 

institute an Industrial Bonch in their Jurisdiction in which the Judges 

shoij-d make themselves versed in all questions effecting Industrial 

disputes as such, besides conanon law and Industrial law.

9.3. The IMras Government proposal be endorsed. All the 

three fears expressed in 9.2 are groundless.

10,3. If bte Central Government acts quickly and takes over the 

disputes bo a national tribunal the difficulty can be overcome. But 

in the absence of such a decision by the Central Government the present 

power of reference to local tribunal should remain.

(b) 11.4. Tte A.I.T. U.C., is of the opinion that we have coias to 

a stage where unions in certain sector^ of our economy can find enough 

cadres and leadership to manage .ill their affairs, provided the Union 

Leadership is guarntoed protection from the victimisation in any form. 

No union functionary should be dismissed, discharged or transferred 

during fck his occupancy of the urrLon post. Secondly no dismissed or 

discharged workai’ shall be considered an outsider for the Unions of 

his industry or trade.



Thirdly one fourth of Ills working time shall be available to the Office 

bearer for his trade u.uon worn. Only Onions in an industry like 

coal mining, plantations and Class IV employees are not yot in a position 

bo cmUiouuO suitable cadres for specialised. sides of Trade Union work, 

such as correspondence drafts of agreements, court work etc., for which 

outsiders are required. oy them. huico the AITUC is prepared to 

discuss widen industry or trades can even now be urged to accept a 

total elimination of outsiders, if the other national Trade Union Centres 

would agree, and ths employers and the Governuent would provide the 

above Guarantees,

11,5 X$s; annas four ^-y be icado the niniinum.

11,6 registrars’ powers be curtailed even as at present and 

some decentralisation r>ay be done.

11*7 ho powers oi this type be given.

11,8 Wo power of tnis type be given.

11,9 pov.-ex exists and i®y ho continued, 

11-10 Even one suggestion is preposterous.

As the Government is aware and frankly shows it in its 

memorandum, all these powers, existing or proposed are ageinst the 

spirit of the freedom of Organisation gvarenteed under the Constitution, 

The failure of ths Government to ratify the 1L0 

convention no. 87 on tills subject is a serious broach of democratic 

behaviour and the uove-nments duties to the Constitution* That the 

Government oi' India did not consult the Tripartite Conference on the 

question of its rernqil to ratify the convention should be taken note 

of by this conference* Curtailment of the freedom of association even 

with ths concurrence of representative orgaiilnations ic impermissible. 

And txiis is specially sc when the Govcrmont13 criteria to determine the 

representative character of an orgairisation, is of a partision type 

and is worked itself with partiality and extreneous conoidorations. 

The latest verifications of jmeafcership and representative chira.oter 

of x&tional TU orgairdsations carried out by the uovernaent Officers is ft 

full of instances to prove the above stateiujnt. 35ven if verification 

were true and valid, no organisation has the right to curtail the 

freedom of association of others and the Government ma no moral ofv 
Constitutional Justification to under take curtailment of timt freedom.
It is undemocratic and unconstitutional,,



Camp: AMBI’S CAFE 
Broadway, ifedras.
26th July, 59*

Dear Shri.Menan,

I have been trying to get you on phone since this 
* 

morning but not only that you were busy, I could not even locate 

you.
Itis in connection with a request that we want to 

bring a Secretary of our delegation for taking notes of the 

17th I.L.C, He can be given a seat anywhere suitable to take 

notes.
It is time that ypu prepare summary and send us the 

same. But it takes some time our working Committee is meeting early 

august and our delegation will have to report to it the 

deliberations and discussions of this conference. Hence this 

request.
I am sure it will be possible for you to acced to 

tills request. Thanking you, 

'di th regards, 
lours sincerly

Shri. P.M. Menon I.C.S. (K.G.SRIWASTAV1)
Secretary Government Of India, 
Labour Department, Camp Madras.



ALL INDIA TRAPS UNION CONGRESS. \ /
VIEWS OF A.I.T.U.C, ON GOVERNMENT LABOUR POLICY AT /

17th I. L .C - MADRAS

1. The papers prepared by Government for this conf erenco (jlrtJLC 

completely shut their eyes to certain pressing problems affecting 

tho workers, though these problems dominated the Nainital Conferen

ce and continue to remain acute as'before. At Nainital every 

delegation raised the question of closures, retrenchment and 

unemployment. Wo discusssod these problems and Government—and .. 

employers promised to do certain things. But situation has not 

improved •

2. True, one Textile mill in Bombay has been taken over 

since then. But many more units in Bombay and elsewhere remain 

closed. Earge-scalo retrenchment and rationalisation in Textiles, 

engineering etc., are taking place, which tho employers declare 

have tho consent of the recognised unions of the INTUC as in 

Bombay and Madhya Pradesh.

3. Several strikes have been baking place on those questions 

of retrenchment and victimisation of trado union workers. Court 

judgements permitting dismissals at tho sweet pleasure of tho 

employers are evoking protest strikes to defend' the rights of 

the working class. Strikos-dn tho Grindlays Bank, the Mahindra 
i

concern in Calcutta, Remington Rand, Tho National Electric and 

Now Era Silk in Bombay, the lockout in the Harveys, tho failure 

to take over Kaleswarar Mills in Coimbatore, show that tho 

Government of India and the State Governments, after having debated 

tho question at Nainital, have gone back to their usual position 

ol leaving tho workers alone to fight tho superior weight of the 

employers.

4. In this period soma wago agreements have been negotiated. 

The Jamshedpur wago agreement has come out. But even there, the 

problem of work loads is still unresolved and unless v/ages and

(Contd. ...,)
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workloads aro resolved together, it is useloss to expect the 

worker to settle down to calm work. Workloads and r otronehrront 

in Jamshedpur the failure to evolve proper wages scheme in 

Burnpur and elsewhere, disturb thez^ron and/^tool sphere, the 

urn,'’; vital one for our economy. Tea Bonus is still unsettled 

e • Wage Board for Metal and Engineering as a whole is an 

ut'> .at necessity.

The promises made bo appoint ..the wago boards for industries 

have been frozen. . Even the Pay Commission and the Textile wago 

Board have been unable to report though a long period, enough to 

exhaust the patience of the workers?has passed since their apnoint- 

mont

The Labour Minister Mr. Nanda has personally intervened in 

■the c^al disputes and in the Banking dispute. But such interven

tions while securing temporary relief, do not make up for a policy 

as a whole.They become only benevolent exceptions to a bad labour 

policy, which docs not allow urgent questions of life of the 

workers to be resolved in their favour as a natural result of a 

correct policy.

The promises made at Nainital and perspectives held before 

the workers have been belied for the most part. Where small ful

filments have been shown they had to be, extracted by prolonged 

suffering and struggles of the workers.

5, This not only shows the Labour policy of the Government 

in actual practice, it also shown that what is called PLANNED 

DEVELOPMENT has no plan, unloss all those rotrenclimcnts, closures^ 

victimisations, and lockouts are a part of the "PLAN" of the 

Government and the employers for bettor Development of the profits 

of the (/ent lemon of enter prise.
/

(Contd.
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6, Not content with tho position in which tho employers,aided 

by the Government machinery arc launching offensives against the 

workers, it1 seems in this conference, the Government has put 

forward an agenda on Industrial relations, which is.calculated to 
1 

hamstring 'still further’ the freedom of the workers and their trade 

Unions• ’

The proposal to give unheard of powers ’bo the Registrar of 

Trade Unions, that is Government l/ff Icials, over the^rganisations 

of trade unions, is tho most reactionary proposal on the agenda* He 
A-g, 

is no more a mom Registrar. Iio is to bo the Supreme Maker and

Unmaker of trade .Onions . Iio is to judge hpw many and where tho 

workers should have unions or not. In one state is even given 
/

the power to dismiss and decide the Office-bearers of the Union.

Very soon it will not be tho workers, who will be running the 

unionsf but tho nominees of the Government ow its party. So long 
h/o vJ

it was done behind tho back of the workers. Naw- it is proposed to 
V exce-R-bt .

bo done with tho sanction of tho law. Wo refuse to this

position. All.these proposals of enhancing the powers of the 

Registrar or keeping his Veto on the Unions must be scrapped in. toto.
C c> d E of__ Phen PH uE

7. Tho Government of India has not been able to compel 

observance of tho code of discipline by the employers, by tho State 

Government or by its own Ministries. The Unions of the AITUG parti- 
Qlot ono_union of tho AITUG has boon recognised under tho Gode .1 

cularly^Have not reaped a single benefit under tho codo^TSncTthero 

is tho most flagrant case on record, where the Secretary of tho 

Union of Employees of Audit, and Accounts has been dismissed on
eV 

charges, one of which is that ho submitted memo to the Pay Go’nmlssion 

of the Government of India, and suggested curtailment of tho 

authority of his employer (immediate boss). We need not cito 

further facta which arc too numerous to bo quoted^hero.

8. Tho experience of tho working of the code shows that the 

majority of the employers and tho State Governments as also 

Ministries of tho Government of India are not prepared to honour tho
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Code. Hence the AITUC thinks that the code of discipline bo sus

pended until the employers and Governments come in the proper mood

■ to work ‘ tbd c^lTr-x^-xii3Kyk]T^ —

tlia. cnnplQy^us^axul.dlav£u^m;u^ ih~ c^e--pr^pe-F- —

^nocd* t*o ^&rlrX'K-' and that the AITUC bo allowed to withdraw from its 

obligations, where the employers and states do not reciprocate and

adopt a policy of special discrimination against AITUC. To begin 
L£U the co do ihJ

with A-TUG will like t opt out rfiSe Bihar, Ma dhya Pradesh and Bombay.

9. The Government of India compels the workers to subscribe

Crores of Rupees to ESI. In spite of the promises, it has failed to 

provide hospitalisation^caro of the families of the insured and 

enhancement of the employer's contributions. Provident fund monies

of the workers are known to have boon swindled by Ires. In Madhya

Rradosb. alone about Rs .50/- lacs have boon so swindled. So is the
<S Oaa t <- Q ^1) w” ■

posit Lon

abett ing

in Bombay and elsewhere. Several Governments 
CLq V-vv-/^ v-o c /

this position^and workers in need do not get

have been

relief.And

,xdt /his open daylight fraud is not nailed down by confiscating the

concerns involved in it. \Whoro is Morality, Democracy and observance

of law and the code of discipline in all this?
R t co c. w iV\0N o p__tv t

10. The AITUC has always hold that compulsory recognition of

trade unions is a vital necessity in India, and that in order to

decide which union has the workers’ support and is representativo.a

secret ballot of the workers is the only correct method. Both these

demands have been refused by the Government. Ballot is regarded as

the most Democratic method in the /edit ic al field. Then why is it 

denied/in the/Prado .Union fioldVj^ Thu verification method is one 
' /

and is heavily loaded on the side of the Government, and the

sided

employers and their supporters.The very fact that /Unions of the INTUC 

or those recognised by the employers alone can collect subscription

money in the factory^handicaps the others in making rolls and 

registering fully paid membership. Over and above this some of the

verifying officers are subjected to influences hostile to the AITUC.

(Cent dd.



Comnulsor'/ roconmtion of Trade Uni-'ns ''.’'d balin'- bo decide their 
/

representative character are the abluto proc mbit ions for peace 

in industry and better industrial Xolotfons. TLes'..- two measures 

.will briii;; about a fundamental change in the situation and help 

the economy and the working class to go forward.
FOR_iA Cie AR- CKL. O <1 LL3 :T_ ( CM 6 H d A 8 0 I'fc

lx. Wo have made the above remarks on some of the problems 

before us in general, because they embrace the most important 

aspects of any progressive labour policy,

Tpor over 40 years, since the workers began to act in 
decree.

g. of their interests and formed mass unions, the G-o vunM«r>L 

and the employers have boon avoiding direct c.olloc-^1 b^’gaining 
e 

beGwcan the unions and the employers.There has been a c^nsist^rtt 

attorn p". to interpose some other agencies between the workers right 

to co Lactive bargaining and tho employers who,as a class^the 

worjd ovor^have always resisted direct negotiations with and 

recognition of trade unions. The Congress Ministries with their 

avowed abhor once to Socialism have not followed a different path, 

Evon i\ re tho?/ agreed to give, bargaining right and recognition 

it J S offered in exchange for surrender of some fundamental rights 

as Gi'Dvm in that new brood of unions called ’approved unions’. 

Hence for the last ton years there hes boon continuous arguments 
/

about all kinds of Tribunals, arbitration boards, conciliation 

machineries, appeals and so on. Thu present fit? i part it e has again b 

all <rf- thoso questions on the/Agenda. Wo hold that unless a clear 

cut socialist nolicy of labour is adopted and unless compulsory 

r og omit ion of zTmdo ,Unions , Collective bargaining and ballot are 
/ / /

introduced, ho amount of tribunals, boards, and bans on this and 

that will lead to c satisfactory solution?] However wo will give 
a

cu1 views on tho various proposals in/genoral way.
;< X v v

Wo endorse the provisions for tho ballot in tho Kerala 

f Industrial relations bill.

?GU\A. o ■ <•' ' . • "
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4 .’-. Since only a Comm it hue is to bo appointed to one o mono 

discuss the works committee nothing need be said.l'ho 

employers do not want the works committee, nor do the

Co\ ornment concmTir;. Wo want works committees to have 

more powers mid wo want them as elected committees. The

works committee in principle,must so evolve as to bo the

ta^is of Socia’ist Management in the future set up.

pozxtu 5\2b Agreements, nor iatod and signed by any union must be

submitted for ratification, in the first instance, to

the oxocut ■/ a committee of the Union and. in' case of

sharp differences to the keener al Body of the zUnion .Where

15% of the corkers affected by an agreement negotiated 

by a union object to or demand amendment of the agreement, 

which must in all cases be publicised before the workers

in all suitable ways, tho union shall take steps to call 
/ /

tho/Gonoral Mootmg of the workers affoctod^if it is an

establishment, and an elected delegates mooting or the 
/

elected works committees of all the establishments in tho

industry if tho agreement covers whole industry, to 

ratify, amend or reject the agreement and the union, there

upon ?shall carry out tho decision of such a meeting. In 

tho absence' of such ratifications the agreements will • 

not bo binding on the workers, for the more fact that it 

has boon negotiated and signed by tho Union whether 

representative or not.

Bxa-Q- 6 .2. Arbitr_&LLo£L boards may bo instituted to which recourse 

may bo had by either party to dispute of their own free 

will. The Government should have no discretion to -judge 

tho merits of tho case and then grant or withhold 

reference to arbitration.

(Contd............. )
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Pgkc^ 7.3*. Wo do not want to adopt any "Model Principles” as such 

to predetermine the reference cf disputes to adjudication^ If the

adjudication machinery is to exist,it must bo available fully and

freely to the Trade Unions. The present Veto exorcised by the

Government on such reference and their tampering with the issues 

frame J by the workers must be done away with*The Government aro 

known co exercise their ^oto and powers to tho detriment of Unions 

whom txaey dislike and to the benefit of employers whom thoy favour, 

The labour apoollato tribunal as such need not be 

reviv- ■. because that would be no euro to the appeals sent up tb 

thr Supreme Court unless Industrial disputes are banned from the 

purview <?t' tho Supremo Court.Tho element . of delay -and costs also 

r LI d tho L.A.T. when it existed. Wo would suggest that all 

High Courts^. institute an Industrial Bench in their jurisdiction 

wh:. .> cho Judges should make themselves versed in all questions 
z

o/foct/ng Industrial disputes as such, besides common lav; and 

Indu strial 1aw.

Paaa- .1B3; Tho Madras Government proposal be endorsed. All the three

foarr oxpros

IC .1; II

pCM.O\_

sod in^C.2 are groundless.

the Central Government acts quickly and t akos over the

disputes to a national tribunal, tho difficulty can bo overcome^

But in tho absence of such a' decision by the Contral'Govornmont.tho 
/ 7 

present power of reference to local tribunal should remain.
ON T.U-DXUA MirA7|Q/V

11.1’. Tho A.I.T.U.C.^. is of tho opinion that wo have come

^■o a svage where unions, in certain sectors^, of our economy^ can find

onougc cauros and leadership to manage all their affairs, provided 

the Union leadership is guaranteed protection from t he victimisa

tion in any form. No union functionary should bo dismissed, dis

charged or transferred during his occupancy of tho union post.

Secondly, no dismissed or discharged worker snail be considered as 
/

an outsider for tho Unions of his industry or trade.

(Contd................)

Tit
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Thirdly one fourth of his working time shall bo available to tho 

fice-bearjr for his trade union work. Only Unions in an industry

111 e coal mining, plantations and Class \v employees are not yet 

in a position to contribute suitable cadres for specialised sides 

<'•' Trade Union work, such as correspondence,drafts of agreements, 

COUrt work etc., for which outsiders aro required by them. Bunco 

it.? oITUC is prepared to discuss which industry or trades can ovon 

now be urged to accept a total elimination of outsiders, if tho 

other national Trade /Union Centres would agree, and the employers 

and ho Government would provide tho above /Guarantees .

11 ? .5 -Yea; annas four may bo made tho minimum.

P<^<x. 11 Registrars 1 powers be curtailed oven as at present and 

some decentralisation may be done.

11.7: No powers of this typo bo given.

11.8: No powor of this typo bo given.

11,9- . The powor exists and may be continued.
~ - - I*'1
C-ys- ii,10: Kvon tho suggestion is preposterous.

As the Government is aware and’frankly shows it in its 

memorandum, JI those powers, existing or proposed aro against tho 

spirit of tho freedom of Organisation guaranteed under tho Consti

tution .

The failure of the Government to ratify the ILO conven

tion’ Nd,87 on this subject is a serious breach of democratic 

behaviour and tho Government's dutios to tho Constitution. That tho 

Government of India did not consult tho Tripartite Conference on 

the question of its refusal to ratify tho convention should be taken 
>> 

note oi by this conference. Curtailment of tho freedom of associa

tion even with bho concurrence of representativo organisations is 

impermissible. And this is specially so when tho Government’s 

criteria to determine tho roprosontativo character of an organisa

tion, is of. a partisan. typo and is.worked by itself with partiality 

(C ont d............ )
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and. extreneous considerations. Tho latest vorUli. ns of momber-

ship and representative character of national tAc<c(e lovi-on organi- 
, ■

sat .tons carried out / the Government Officers! 15 of

nstances to prove tho'above statement. Even if verification wore

-»

true and. valid, no organisation has tho right to curtail tho

freedom of association of others and tho Government has no moral

0A-Constitutional justification to undertake curtailment of that

freedom. It is undemocratic and unconstitutional

Ma dr is, 
26th July,1959

crv. f

jJ-U Pl
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